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ABSTRACT
The most active development in satellite communications, in the 1990s, lies in the area of 
mobile communications systems. With its large coverage area, satellites are ideally suited in 
providing mobile communications services. The challenges of a mobile satellite system lie in 
providing of a wide range of services within a limited bandwidth allocation, and in reducing 
the cost and complexity of mobile terminals. This thesis explores the application of on-board 
processing techniques in mobile satellite communications systems. The advantages and 
characteristics of various on-board processing techniques, including regeneration, switching, 
multiplexing, network control etc., are discussed. Also reviewed are a number of technologies 
required for an on-board processing payload, including transmultiplexers, switches, radiation 
hard components, software technology, payload architecture etc. Apart from geostationary orbit 
systems, the thesis also considered alternative orbital configurations, including Highly Inclined 
Elliptical orbits and Low Earth orbits. The application of on-board processing in such systems 
is discussed, especially in the area of hand-off strategies and network control. Details of two 
studies involving on-board processing payloads are also presented. The first, is an ESA 
feasibility study, which we carried out work on the power control, access schemes, network 
control, payload architecture and on-board software requirements. The second is the UK T- 
SAT program, which is a Molniya orbit based system. A prototype payload is developed for 
testing various on-board processing techniques. The areas of work presented include the 
development of the on-board control software, the signalling protocol, and the overall system
QL
design. A set^software tools is also developed for testing the protocol implementation.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
The use of artificial satellites in communication systems, is one of the great successes of 
human technological development. It has reshaped and dominated international 
communications. Over half of the world’s international telephony traffic are carried via 
satellites. Furthermore, virtually all international television transmissions are also carried via 
satellites. Satellites have found their way into the domestic system of both developing and 
developed countries, providing TV distribution, telephony and data communication services 
to public as well as private business users. All these have make satellite communications, not 
just a great technological achievement, but an economical success.
In this chapter, we will briefly review the development of satellite communications and the 
services it provides. This is followed by a look at future development trends, especially the 
influence of fibre optics and Integrated Service Digital Network (ISDN). Already it can be 
seen that there is a shift in market emphasis from providing trunk route telephone circuits, to 
mobile applications, remote area coverage, business and broadcasting applications.
1.1 A Historical Note [1-15]
The development of satellites has its root in mankind’s desire for space exploration. At the end 
of the 19th century and early 20th century, pioneers K.E. Tsiolkovsky of Russia, R.H. 
Goddard of the USA, and H.J. Oberth of Germany began to develop rockets as a means of 
space flight. Decisive progress was made in the design of multi-stage rockets, and the use of 
liquid propellant Towards the end of the Second World War, German scientists developed the 
V2 missile, which demonstrated the possibility of building large and reliable rockets that could 
travel long distances.
After the war, inspired by the development of rocket technology, mans began to consider 
commercial applications of rockets. Meteorological sounding rockets, rocket assisted takeoff 
of gliders and others were suggested. It is in this atmosphere that the British scientist and later 
science fiction writer, A.C. Clarke published his idea of communication satellites [14]. In his 
paper, Clarke pointed out that, if an object is put into an orbit, of a radius 42,000 km, around 
the Earth, then the period of rotation of the object will be 24 hours. Furthermore, if the orbital 
plane coincided with that of the Earth’s Equator, then the object would appear stationary
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above the same spot on the planet. Its position would be fixed in the sky of a whole 
hemisphere. This is what we now call the Geostationary Orbit (GSO).
Indian O cean  
Region Satellite
42,164 km
Altantic O cean  
Region Satellite
17.3>
Figure 1.1 Global Coverage via Three Geostationary Satellites
Clarice further proposed that one could build a "space station" in such an orbit and equip it 
with radio transmitters and receivers. Such stations could be used to relay radio transmission 
between any two points on the hemisphere. Transmission from the station could also be 
simultaneously received by Earth stations all over the hemisphere. By using just three space 
stations, spaced 120° apart, the entire planet could be covered (Figure 1.1). He pointed out that 
this would be the most efficient broadcasting system.
Clarke also envisaged that solar energy would become the prime source of energy for such a 
station. Technology at that time did not permit the implementation of such a system. However, 
it took only 17 years before the first geostationary satellite was launched in 1963. The reason 
for such rapid progress, was the development of three key technologies, the solar cell, 
semiconductor technology, and wideband Travelling Wave Tube Amplifier (TWTA). In 
addition to these, there was continuing development in rocket technology and microwave 
communication systems.
The space era began when the USSR launched their SPUTNIK-I satellite into a Low Earth 
Orbit (LEO) in October 1957. The first launch by the USA was in January 1958, when 
EXPLORER-I was put into a Low Earth Orbit. This mission made a number of important 
scientific discoveries, including the Van Allen Radiation Belts.
The first active satellite was SCORE, launched in December 1958. It was battery powered, and 
could record messages, sent from Earth, on a tape recorder. The messages were then 
transmitted back to Earth. This was soon followed by COURIER, which was the first satellite 
to use solar cells as energy sources. In 1962, TELSTAR was launched. This was the first use 
of Travelling Wave Tube Amplifiers by a satellite. It operated at the 6/4 GHz band and 
provided the first transatlantic television pictures, which made it one of most famous and 
memorable satellites.
SYNCOM-III, launched in August 1964, was the first satellite to reach the true Geostationary 
Orbit in the equatorial plane. It employed spin stabilization and had its own apogee kick 
motor. Together with SYNCOM-II, launched a year earlier, they demonstrated the advantages 
of using Geostationary Orbit, i.e. continuous coverage and minimal tracking requirement for 
ground stations.
In August 1964, the International Telecommunications Satellite Organization (INTELSAT) was 
established to provide satellite communication to all nations of the world on a global and non- 
discriminatory basis. Nineteen countries joined INTELSAT at the beginning. This had 
increased to 120 nations by the beginning of 1991. INTELSAT launched their first commercial 
satellite INTELSAT-I (also known as Early Bird) in August 1965, over the Atlantic Ocean. 
It provided 240 telephone channels, or 1 television channel in the 6/4 GHz band. It had two 
transponders with 25 MHz bandwidth each, and a 6W TWTA. The quality of the satellite 
channel was some 6dB better than existing submarine cable at that time. INTELSAT-I 
succeeded in demonstrating that high capacity and reliable communication could be established 
across the Atlantic.
Within a month of INTELSAT-I’s launch, the USSR launched their MOLNYA-I satellite. Due 
to their geographical location, they chose to use a highly elliptical orbit for their satellites 
(Figure 1.2). This allows ground stations in the USSR to have a higher elevation angle and 
thus a better view of the satellite. However, the orbit has a period of only 12 hours, and can 
only be used for a few hours at time. MOLNYA-I satellites were used to relay TV, telephony 
and telegraph traffic within the USSR, thus making it the first domestic satellite system. It also
adopted a different approach to INTELSAT, in that bigger and higher power satellites were 
used, in order to reduce the cost and size of the earth stations.
A pogee
Eorth station
Direction of 
the sun
' v /  Perigee
Figure 1.2 The USSR MOLNYA Satellite System [4]
INTELSAT’S second generation satellite (INTELSAT-II) was first launched in 1967 to serve 
the Pacific as well as the Atlantic Ocean region. Global coverage by satellite was achieved in 
1969 when INTELSAT-III was placed into orbit over the Indian Ocean region. This had five 
times the capacity (1200 telephone channels or 4 TV channels) of INTELSAT-I and -II. The 
despun antenna was introduced, thus allowing the antenna to be focused constantly onto 
Earth’s surface.
Since 1970, successive generation of satellites were built with larger capacity, power output, 
effective bandwidth, increasing reliability and cost effectiveness, and more sophisticated
payload design. INTELSAT-IV, first launched in 1971, has 12 transponders, delivering 4000 
telephony channels and 2 colour television channels. Its solar cells produce more than 3 times 
the power of the INTELSAT-m. Its antenna system can generate two steerable spot beams, 
as well as four global beams, providing total regional inter-connectivity within the three ocean 
regions. An upgraded version, INTELSAT-IVA, was produced which can deliver 6000 voice 
circuits and 2 TV channels in 20 transponders. It carried a complex antenna system, which 
allowed frequency reuse by spatially isolating two hemispherical beams. With the introduction 
of the INTELSAT-IV series of satellites, global satellite capacity was increased by six-fold in 
five years.
The 1970’s also saw the expansion of domestic satellite systems around the world, beginning 
with ANIK-I for Canada in 1971. SYMPHONIE-I, launched in 1974, was a Franco-German 
venture and was the first to use 3-axis stabilization technology. Brazil set up their domestic 
satellite system in 1974 with an INTELSAT transponder. In 1976, Indonesia became the first 
developing country to operate their own satellite, PALAPA-I.
In Europe, cooperation between states dates back to 1962, with the formation of European 
Launcher Development Organization (ELDO) and European Space Research Organization 
(ESRO) in 1964. In 1973, the two organizations (ESRO and ELDO) were merged to form the 
European Space Agency (ESA). Its main objective was to develop a coherent space policy for 
its member nations. Their program included the development of the Ariane Rockets, various 
space science projects, and communication satellites such as the ECS series, OTS and 
OLYMPUS.
ESA launched the highly successful Orbital Test Satellite (OTS) in 1978, which was the first 
communication satellite to use the 11/14 GHz band. The OTS is also the forerunner of the 
fully operational ECS (European Communication Satellite) series, first launched in 1983. ECS- 
I carried 12,000 telephony channels with full TDMA (Time Division Multiple Access) 
operations plus 2 TV channels. Frequency reuse was achieved by using dual polarization and 
spatial separation. EUTELSAT (European Telecommunications Satellite Organization) was set 
up in 1977 to manage and market the European regional communication satellite resources.
With the demand for satellite resources rapidly increasing, the 1980s saw the introduction of 
TDMA technology, use of the 11/14 GHz and 20/30 GHz frequency bands, further frequency 
reuse and spot beam antennas. INTELSAT-V, first launched in 1980, has a total of 12,000 
voice circuits, operating in both FDMA (Frequency Division Multiple Access) and TDMA
mode, plus 2 TV channels. Both 6/4 GHz and 14/11 GHz transponders were used. The 
antenna system can produce 3 types of beam formation, global, zonal and spot beams. Four­
fold frequency reuse was achieved by beam separation together with cross polarization. Four 
of the eight INTELSAT-Vs launched also carry a L-band Maritime Communication System 
(MCS) payload. INTELSAT-V is also the first in the INTELSAT family of satellites to use 
3-axis stabilization. An enhanced version, the INTELSAT-VA, boosts the capacity to 15,000 
telephone circuits and 3 TV channels. Extra C-band spot beams were introduced together with 
more extensive use of cross-polarization.
The capacity of INTELSAT-VI, launched in 1989, has increased by another three times to
36,000 telephony and 3 TV channels. It has a total of 36 C-band and 10 Ku-band 
transponders. Its antenna system produces four different patterns: global, hemispherical, zonal 
and spot beams. Six-fold frequency reuse was achieved in the 6/4 GHz band. Another 
innovation of INTELSAT-VI is the introduction of Satellite Switched TDMA (SS-TDMA). 
A microwave switching matrix is used, on-board the satellite, to interconnect signals from 
different antenna beams. Figure 1.3 shows the evolution of the INTELSAT series of satellites.
Regional and domestic systems continued to develop in the 1980s. Systems introduced include 
ARABSAT, INSAT, AUSSAT, TELECOM-I etc. Japan’s CS-2, launched in 1983, was the 
first to utilize the 30/20 GHz band. Table 1.1 shows a list of the counties with domestic and 
regional satellite systems.
The 1980s also saw the gradual reduction in Earth station size and more application oriented 
systems. The original INTELSAT Standard-A Earth Station specification of 30m diameter 
antenna was reduced to 18m. With the emergence of thin route and business services, 
standards for smaller Earth stations with 3-10m antenna, were introduced (see Table 1.2).
Direct Broadcasting satellites were introduced in USA, Japan, and Europe. These satellites use 
a 100 - 200 Watt TWTA, allowing earth station antenna sizes of less than 1 meter to be used. 
For example, the Astra system in Europe has an edge-of-coverage EIRP of 50 dBW, and the 
size of the receiving dish is 90 cm in diameter. In business systems, Earth station with antenna 
size of 2-5 meters were introduced, allowing earth stations to be located at the customer’s 
office.
INTELSAT I 
(Eorly Bird)
INTELSAT II
A
INTELSAT III
INTELSAT IV
INTELSAT IV -A
1m
INTELSAT V INTELSAT VI
Figure 1.3 Evolution of INTELSAT Satellites
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Country /  Region Initial Service First Satellite
USSR 1970 MOLYNA
Canada 1972 ANIK
USA 1973 WESTAR
Indonesia 1976 PALAPA
India 1982 INSAT
Japan 1983 CS-2
Europe (ESA) 1983 ECS-1
France 1984 TELECOM
Brazil 1985 BRAZILSAT
Arab League 1985 ARABSAT
Australia 1985 AUSSAT
Mexico 1985 MORELOS
China 1986 PRC-18
UK and North Europe 1988 ASTRA
Table 1.1 Domestic Regional Communication Satellite Systems
1.2 Communication Services and Markets
Satellite systems offer a communication channel that is distance insensitive. They also support 
a variety of network connectivities, including point-to-point, point-to-multipoint and 
multipoint-to-point. These properties make satellites highly competitive in the long haul and 
international telecommunication market. With the help of INTELSAT, satellites have achieved 
a dominant position in international telecommunication, providing telephony, television 
broadcasting, data etc. services. However, with the advent of optical fibre and ISDN, satellites’ 
traditional role is beginning to shift. More emphasis is being put on specialized services like 
direct broadcasting, mobile and small terminal networks etc.
1.2.1 Traditional Services
Long haul point-to-point telecommunication links carrying mainly telephone services is the 
most significant application of communication satellites. When Early Bird was launched, it 
was able to double the capacity available for transatlantic telephone service at that time. This 
together with improving reliability, life time and cost effectiveness have enabled satellite
- 8 -
Standard Antenna Size (m) Services Frequency (GHz)
A (old) 30-32 Int. Voice, Data, TV, IBS 6/4
A (new) 15-17 Int. Voice, Data, TV, IBS 6/4
B 10-13 Int. Voice, Data, TV, IBS 6/4
C (old) 15-18 Int. Voice, Data, TV, IBS 14/11
C (new) 11-13 Int. Voice, Data, TV, IBS 14/11
D1 5 VISTA 6/4
D2 11 VISTA 6/4
El 3.5-4.5 IBS 14/11, 14/12
E2 5.5 IBS 14/11, 14/12
E3 8-10 Int. Voice, Data, TV, IBS 14/11, 14/12
FI 4.5-5 IBS 6/4
F2 7.5-8 IBS 6/4
F3 9-10 Int. Voice, Data, TV, IBS 6/4
G 0.8-12 INTELNET, Int. TV, etc 6/4, 14/11
Z 4.5-18.3 Domestic Voice, TV, Data 6/4, 14/11
Table 1.2. INTELSAT Earth Station Standards
systems to establish itself firmly as a major player in world telecommunications.
INTELSAT was set up to act as an international common carrier of traffic between all the 
continents and individual countries. Satellites provide the interconnection between various 
domestic terrestrial networks, allowing telephone calls to be made to any part of the world. 
They offer an alternative to submarine cable networks, and can cover for any failure in the 
cable system. The traffic growth in the INTELSAT system in terms of equivalent voice grade 
channels, is illustrated in Figure 1.4. Telephony has always been the major source of revenue 
for INTELSAT. It constituted over 90% of INTELSAT’s revenue in the 1960s. This has 
dropped over the years, mainly due to diversification and development of new services like 
television, transponder leasing etc. However, telephony still accounts for 67% of INTELSAT’s 
total revenue in 1987 [13].
Apart from international trunk links, satellites are also used as part of the domestic 
telecommunication network. For countries like USA and Canada, which cover a large land
c
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Figure 1.4 Growth in Full Time Service in The INTELSAT System [17]
mass, satellites are a very cost effective option, for linking widely separated switching centres. 
In the USA, satellites account for some 30% of the domestic telecommunications market. The 
cost effectiveness of satellite drops, when the distance between major switching centres is 
shorter than about 1300 km.
However, satellites remain competitive in remote areas, where the demand is low, and cabling 
to these areas becomes unattractive. In the 1970s INTELSAT introduced the SPADE 
(SCPC/PCM Multiple Access Demand Assigned Equipment) system, which allows a large 
number of low traffic density stations to be served efficiently. Channels are assigned to each 
station as and when their demand arises, and call charges are made on a "per minute" basis. 
VISTA is a system proposed in the 1980s to supply telephony services to rural areas in Africa, 
South America, Asia and the South Pacific. The key feature of VISTA is the use of small 
(4.5m antenna) and low cost terminals. VISTA can operate in a Satellite Telecommunication 
with Automatic Routing (STAR) or multi-modal (Mesh) network configuration.
Telegraphy, Telex and other narrow band data services are provided via a satellite in a fashion 
very similar to that of telephony. These voice band data services are generally low data rate 
(50 - 300 bauds) services. They are multiplexed in either FDM (24 x 50 baud telex channels) 
or TDM mode into a 4 kHz telephone channel, before being delivered via the network.
The rapid advances in computer technology since the 1970s has brought an increase in demand 
for telecommunications. Computers have become more powerful, less expensive and smaller 
in size. This has prompted the wide spread use of computers in government, business,
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industry, and educational institutions. Important information and data, like stock market prices, 
store inventories, bank accounts etc., are now being held on computers. The need to provide 
access to this information from geographically separated parts of an organization give rise to 
a number of new service opportunities. These include:
- high speed links between data processing centres for exchange and switching of 
information;
- data distribution and broadcasting;
- high definition facsimile for drawings, photographs etc.;
- electronic mail services;
- remote printing of journal and newspapers;
- data bank transfer.
Terrestrial and satellite networks were set up to serve these needs, and at the same time 
provide private telephony services for the business concern. Another business orientated 
service provided is Teleconferencing, which offers simultaneous audio and video links between 
multiple sites, reducing the need for business travel. Services offered ranged from simple audio 
conferences with 56 kbits/s freeze frame TV, to the more sophisticated compressed full motion 
video-conferencing requiring 1 . 5 -2  Mbits/s.
An example of a business satellite network system is the American Satellite Business System 
(SBS), offered jointly by IBM, COMSAT and Aetna Life Assurance. Two satellites were 
launched in 1980, and offer private digital networks, fully switchable for integrated high data 
rate voice, data and video communications. Services are delivered directly to customers’ 
premises, allowing the customer to own and operate their own earth stations. Relatively small 
earth stations, with 5 - 8  meter antennas, were used.
INTELSAT started to offer its international business service in 1984, called the INTELSAT 
Business Service (IBS). Services offered include telephony, facsimile, video-conferencing, 
digital data transfer, electronic mail, electronic fund transfer, remote printing, document 
distribution, digital audio and television. Data rates of 64, 128, and 256 kbits/s were offered, 
as well as the higher rate of 1.544 and 2.048 Mbits/s. Encryption and forward error correction 
(FEC) were also used for data protection and to achieve an error rate of better than 10-6. The 
network system also has the flexibility to accommodate various networking architectures.
Satellites’ ability to cover a wide area was noted by Clarke when he wrote his paper on 
satellite communications in 1945. Thus it is hardly surprising that broadcasting, especially
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television, features prominently in the development of satellite communications. During the 
1960s, satellites offer the only means of relaying television pictures between continents, as 
submarine cables did not have the required bandwidth. International television became a new 
market area developed by satellite.
Television programs delivered via satellites include news, sports and special events, with 
Satellite News Gathering being the major user. Satellites are especially useful for news 
coverage, allowing broadcasters to set up transportable stations close to where the event is 
taking place. As for special events like the Olympics, World Cup football etc., transponder 
time can be arranged years before the event, ensuring maximum coverage worldwide. Other 
uses include distribution of educational programs, like health care and agricultural training etc., 
especially in third world countries.
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Figure 1.5 TV Transmission Using INTELSAT Satellites [17]
Satellite television broadcasting is a growing business. In 1976,12,000 hours of broadcast was 
relayed by INTELSAT. By 1986, this has grown to 60,000 hours. Capacities for TV 
transmission are usually assigned on demand (see Figure 1.5) but there were also 14 
broadcasting organizations that have leased full-time transponders. However, all these still only 
accounts for a fraction of the total international satellite market (Figure 1.6).
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Figure 1.6 INTELSAT Mainstream Services [2]
On the other hand, in the domestic front, television has emerged as the major customer. This 
is especially true in the USA, where Cable TV flourished in the 1970s and 1980s. There are 
over 2500 cable systems, capable of serving 70% of the all US households. Satellites allow 
program producers to make more efficient use of all their studios, and to distribute their 
programs to all the cable systems. Satellites are also used by the major TV network 
companies, for their program distribution requirements, as an economical alternative to 
terrestrial cable and microwave networks.
1.2.2 Impact of Optical Fibre [10,13,18-29]
The idea of using light as a vehicle for information transmission, dates back to Bell in 1880. 
However, the technology required to produce a practical system only began to appear in the 
1960s, when the laser and the use of cladded glass fibre were invented. Since 1970, fibre-optic 
technology has grown exponentially. Fibre attenuation has dropped from 1000 dB/km in the 
1960s, to the 0.2 - 0.4 dB/km of today. The major advantages of optical fibre over metallic 
cable are:
i) very low loss (1 dB/km for a 140 Mbits/s system, compare to 30 dB/km for coaxial 
cable);
ii) wide bandwidth;
iii) immunity to electrical interference;
iv) no crosstalk between cable;
v) light weight.
Since the beginning of the 1980s, the number of optical fibre installations within the 
telecommunication network has been growing rapidly. This is fuelled by the expansion of the 
communication markets, and the increasing use of digital technology. All major 
telecommunication operators are investing heavily in fibre optics and transferring long distance 
capacity from cable and satellite to fibre. In the USA. 96,000 km of fibre optic cable were 
already in operation in 1989, on a regional and nationwide basis. The main application area 
for fibre is in point-to-point trunk links between switching centres. Currently 1.7 Gbits/s fibre 
links are being employed in some of these trunk systems, with 16 Gbits/s systems also under 
development [19].
Optical fibre cable is also being used to replace transoceanic cables. The first transatlantic 
optical cable, the TAT-8, went into service in 1988. It has a capacity of 296 Mbits/s. The 
TAT-9 was installed in 1991, with a capacity of 560 Mbits/s. A 860 Mbits/s optical fibre ring 
between Japan, Hawaii, Australia and Guam is also planned [10].
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Figure 1.7 Break-even Distance For Satellite or Optical Fibre Use [10]
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In point-to-point domestic and international trunk link applications, fibre optic is in direct 
competition with satellite services. The cost of a fibre optic system, unlike satellite systems, 
is sensitive to the distance covered. It was estimated that the break-even distance, above which 
satellite has an advantage, will be around 3200 km by the end of the 1980s [23,26-28]. Figure
1.7 shows the relationship between break even distance and capacity. Currently the tariff for 
a 56 to 64 kbits/s services on a TAT-8 is approximately 5-10% lower then the same data rate 
on IBS routes [18].
Despite its capacity optical fibres do have some limitations. They are primarily a point-to-point 
transmission medium and is not suitable for broadcast type operations. Fibre optic systems are 
also limited by the speed of electronic switching equipment. Until more advanced optical or 
photonic switches capable of switching thousands of circuits becomes available, optical signals 
still have to be converted back to electrical signals for switching purposes.
Optical fibre forms only part of the telecommunication network and is not a complete system. 
The link from the switching centres to the end user still uses electrical cable. The volume of 
traffic in this section of the network is very low and investment in fibre cannot always be 
justified. However, trial use of fibre in the local loop to provide improved services is 
beginning to appear. Satellites however, can offer a complete network system direct to the 
user’s premises, e.g. VSAT systems. The market for this type of system, which bypass the 
terrestrial network, is currently enjoying rapid growth.
Optical fibre, like other cable system, suffers from physical damages. Restoration of breakages 
can take many hours on land and possibly weeks at sea. The problem is magnified by the fact 
that optical fibre has a much higher capacity, thus the damage will cause significant 
interruption to services. This was demonstrated in 1989, when the TAT-8 cable suffered three 
outages in as many months [18]. Only satellite can be used to restore service during the repair 
period. This is an area which satellite and fibre can work in complementary fashion in 
providing point-to-point services.
The relative merits, both technical and economical, have been widely reported [20-29]. Table
1.3 show some of the comparison between the two technologies. The general agreement is 
that, in the point-to-point high density traffic trunk link area, optical fibre will gradually 
replace satellites as the main service provider. However, satellites will still be cost effective 
in thin route markets. Satellite applications will shift towards areas where satellite’s point-to- 
multipoint, broadcast and wide coverage area capabilities can be fully exploited.
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Feature Fibre Optic Satellite
Bandwidth 1 terahertz theoretical 
Limited by electronics
Most transponders are 36, 54 or 
72 MHz. Also depends on freq. 
reuse
Interference Immune to electromagnetic 
interference
Interference from adjacent 
system, fading, and jamming
Flexibility Difficult to reconfigure Easy to reconfigure
Delay Much less than satellite for 
reasonable distance
0.25 sec. round trip
Security Difficult to tap without detection Signal must be encrypted
Availability High unless physically damaged Affected by adverse weather 
condition
Connectivity Primarily a point-to-point 
medium
No restriction on connectivity
Right of Way A major issue and cost factor Not a major cost factor
Cost Depends on locations, distance 
and capacity
Depends on link capacity
Expansion Costly, every new path is done 
independently
Only need new terminal
Life time 25 years 7-15 years
Table 1.3. Relative Merits of Optical Fibre and Satellite Technology
1.23 Satellite and ISDN [30-46]
ISDN, Integrated Service Digital Network, is defined in the CCITT 1-series of 
recommendations as [38]:
"A network, in general evolving from a telephony IDN (Integrated Digital Network) 
that provides end-to-end digital connectivity to support a wide range of services, 
including voice and non-voice services, to which users have access by limited set of 
standard multi-purpose network interface."
The development of the ISDN concept is driven by the rapid growth and increased 
diversification of telecommunication services. Over the last 10-15 years, many new services, 
including fax, telex, computer and image data etc., have been added to the network. Currently 
separated networks are built to support all these services. This is illustrated in Figure 1.8.
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Figure 1.8 Current Switching Networks
The purpose of ISDN is to provide a single access point to all these services (see Figure 1.9). 
It can be seen that ISDN removes the need to use a variety of different transmission 
equipment and their associated maintenance and operation requirements. This allows the carrier 
to reduce its costs considerably. Similarly, the end users no longer have to provide separate 
lines, terminations or hardware in order to meet the service requirements.
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Figure 1.9 Integrated Service Digital Network (ISDN)
The initial objectives of ISDN as outlined by CCITT are:
i) establish a global standard
ii) evolving from the digital telephone network
iii) provide end-to-end digital connection
iv) support a wide range of services
v) provide a multi-purpose customer interface
CCITT has been working on various standards related to ISDN for the past years. A number 
of companies and PTTs in countries like the USA, UK, japan and France etc., have started
offering basic ISDN services over a limited region. However, experiences so far have shown 
that the uptake of ISDN is slow [46].
Users are sceptical as to what and how much of benefit ISDN can offer. ISDN is essentially 
a transport technology and a proven need of end users is not the main driving force behind 
ISDN. The main drivers of ISDN are vendors, equipment manufacturers and telephone 
companies. For large users with existing LAN or private satellite networks, they can achieve 
more than the basic ISDN service (2B+D, 144 kbits/s) can offer, and thus see only limited 
advantage in using ISDN. ISDN will need to provide services above the 1.544 Mbits/s T1 rate 
in order to meet large users’ requirements [46].
Another problem with ISDN is the high cost of replacing the old analogue telephone network: 
with a fully digital network. The trunk link, digital switching equipment, as well as new 
customer line, have to be installed to support ISDN services. This represents a multi-billion 
dollar investment program that could take many years to complete. The problem is further 
complicated by yet incomplete international standards and the influence of a deregulated multi­
carrier environment.
Satellites can make a substantial contribution to the development of an ISDN world. Digital 
links suitable for ISDN operation are already provided by satellite systems, for example, the 
INTELSAT TDMA IDR and IBS services. It is possible to develop ISDN more rapidly and 
with less dependence on development in other terrestrial network infrastructures.
Satellite networks are inherently non-hierarchical with a three dimensional topology. This 
allows access to terrestrial switching nodes (national and local gateways) and user premises. 
Thus, ISDN can easily be set up by installing the necessary earth stations at users’ premises.
Satellites also offer flexibility, allowing the network to be reconfigured to handle a wide range 
of traffic loads. This avoids the problem with terrestrial based networks, which generally have 
to be over-dimensioned in order to allow for variation in demand. Satellites are also the only 
practical medium for achieving global ISDN connectivity. To achieve this with purely 
terrestrial cable systems will be considerably more expensive, and might take years to 
complete.
However, for satellite and terrestrial networks to be fully integrated into a single ISDN, some 
compatibility problems have to be addressed. Traditional protocols used in terrestrial networks 
do not take into account the long propagation delay inherent in satellite systems. These could
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reduce the data transfer throughput considerably. Highly efficient data transfer protocols for 
satellite systems exist [47-49] and ISDN trials using satellites have been demonstrated [37]. 
In a global system, the transmission delay through cables and various switches can be just as 
long as satellite links. Thus, it is essential that suitable protocols be chosen for ISDN 
implementation.
For historical reason, link quality within ISDN is specified using Hypothetical Reference 
Connection (HRX) models [43,45]. There is a potential problem in allocating too much noise 
and interference to terrestrial switches and not enough for the satellite link. Satellite links 
suffer from rain fades and sun outages that are difficult to control. This means higher transmit 
power has to be provided at the satellite in order to achieve the required error performance, 
both in terms of error rate and error intervals. More powerful error control coding techniques 
could be used but only at the expense of reduced capacity.
A fully integrated ISDN will also mean a much larger number of satellite stations. A recent 
CEPT study indicated that this is in the order of 1000 for integration at a level below the 
international switching centre in Europe [38]. For this to be economical, satellite stations have 
to be relatively cheap and small. This means that smaller spot beams are needed to deliver 
higher satellite EIRP. Full connectivity between spot beams is also required. Furthermore, the 
system will need to support a significant number of thin route stations. Efficient satellite 
circuit demand assignment techniques will therefore be needed to achieve a high overall 
Erlang efficiency.
1.2.4 Market Trends
To meet the increased competition from alternative terrestrial technologies, like optical fibre, 
satellites will need to diversify into application areas where their strengths are better exploited. 
Traditional telephony applications will continue to exist, as they are needed to provide 
alternative and backup routes for fibre optic cables, as well as to serve thin routes. However, 
satellites’ role in this market is likely to decline. Major growth for satellites is likely to come 
from areas such as TV and sound broadcasting, VSAT networks, mobile and personal 
communications.
1.2.4.1 Broadcasting Services [50-55]
International television relay has always been supported by satellite as occasional services. 
However, the major growth area for TV broadcasting is from national and regional TV 
distribution. In developing countries, TV distribution is mainly to remote districts and villages. 
In the developed world, especially the USA, TV distribution is primarily to private users, like 
cable headends, hotels, broadcast stations, education and business establishments, and home 
users etc. Current growth areas are in direct to home (DTH) sendees. In the medium to long 
term, the introduction of HDTV could bring further expansion of the satellite TV market. The 
higher bandwidth required for these transmissions will give satellite systems an edge over 
terrestrial distribution networks. Another related area is sound broadcasting [56-59], both as 
an enhancement to TV and as a stand-alone service. The main interest is in HiFi quality sound 
transmission.
There are three different categories of broadcasting system: the high power (50-60 dBW EIRP) 
Ku band DBS system, the medium power (40-50 dBW) Ku band FSS service system, and the 
low power (33-37 dBW) C band service system. The latter two categories are currently 
providing most of the broadcasting capacity. High power DBS has not yet delivered its initial 
promise. Its major problem is limited transponder capacity, 5 transponders per satellite, as 
opposed to 16 medium power transponders per satellite, making it uneconomic. Its use is also 
limited to broadcasting only, whilst a medium power system can carry other FSS services, 
offering financial security to broadcasters. Medium power systems can also serve several TV 
markets at once, including cable TV, TVRO terminal, satellite master antenna TV system and 
occasional video markets. DBS systems are not compatible with these markets, and still remain 
a medium to long term solution. Currently medium power systems (e.g. ASTRA) are more 
attractive for the introduction of direct-to-home services.
1.2.42 VSAT Network [60-74]
Another major growth area for satellite communication during the 1980s is VSAT network. 
These are networks of Very Small Aperture Terminals delivering data, voice and video 
communication services. Typical diameter of a VSAT terminal is 2.4m or below with a low 
transmit power of the order of a few watts at Ku band. By exploiting a satellite’s point-to- 
multipoint capability, VSAT offers private users a network with high reliability, distance 
insensitive service, and flexibility to accommodate growth with predictable cost over the life 
of the network. VSAT also offers bandwidth flexibility, providing services from a few bits per
second to hundreds of kilobits per second without hardware changes. Low cost receive-only 
terminals can receive news and weather services, and financial information on stock and 
commodities. Two way star networks can be used in point-of-sale, banking/financial, credit 
verifications, centralized stock control, centralized reservation, and pipeline monitoring and 
control systems. Compared to terrestrial networks, VSAT can offer significant saving from 
monthly services charge. After a sluggish start, VSAT’s revenue is now growing at a steady 
rate of about 20%. Recent market studies have predicted revenue reaching $438 million in 
1994 [73-74].
Further advances in technology for low cost manufacturing, microwave integrated circuits, 
large scale integrated circuits and low cost antenna design etc., should help facilitate growth 
in the VSAT market. These enable cheaper VSAT terminals and hub stations, as well as a 
greater range of services to be offered. In conjunction with development in software 
techniques, a more user friendly and flexible operation, administration, and maintenance 
interface to be developed. VSAT systems will also need to address issues of standardization 
in access protocol, interface to terrestrial network, and the introduction of ISDN. International 
networks are one of VSAT’s growth areas, allowing terminals to be located on more than one 
continent. Markets in Europe and developing countries like India, China etc., also offer 
opportunities for VSAT networks. The introduction of shared hub facility will also widen 
VSAT’s market base.
1.2.42 Mobile Communication [75-97]
Perhaps the most exciting application for satellite communication in the 1990s, is in the area 
of mobile communication. There are three basic forms of mobile, Maritime, Aeronautical and 
Land mobile. The natural ability of satellites to cover a wide geographical area make it the 
most suitable technology for providing communication services to these users, especially in 
the first two areas. The services available to these user communities and the market potential 
for satellite services vary.
The shipping community were the first to employ satellites for their communication needs, 
with the introduction of MARIS AT in 1976. In 1979, the INMARSAT organisation was 
formed to manage commercial maritime communications via satellites throughout the world. 
Users include offshore drilling rigs, production platforms, construction vessels, cargo vessels, 
container ships, passenger vessels and large yachts etc. Services, provided via the INMARSAT 
standard-A Ship Earth Station (SES), include telephony, telex, facsimile and data
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communications. The system supports voice-band data rates up to 2.4 kbits/s and a high speed 
data ship-to-shore link of 56 kbits/s. Enhanced group call receivers were introduced later, 
which allow messages to be sent to groups of ships in any geographical area. This allows 
regional safety and weather information to be delivered to the appropriate vessels. Shipowners 
could also broadcast fleet messages using the system. The number of SES installations has 
risen from 100 to more than 8500 over the first ten years. With the introduction of the 
standard-C, data-only terminal in 1989, the installation base is expected to increase to about
17,000 by 1995 [76]. The standard-C terminal [80] is a low rate (600 bits/s) data only 
terminal, designed for applications such as remote monitoring, distribution of maritime safety 
information, commercial data and personal message exchanges. The compact size of the 
terminal will attract users of small commercial vessels, pleasure boats, fishing boats etc., 
greatly expanding the marketplace. The introduction of the GMDSS (Global Maritime Distress 
& Safety System) [82] will also help to simulate the maritime satellite market.
For over twenty years, the aviation industry has contemplated the use of satellite technology. 
It was not until 1989, after two failed attempts, that the first commercial satellite system was 
introduced [88]. The main application areas include:
* air traffic control services, including automatic dependent surveillance,
* airline operational and administrative communications, involving the regularity 
and efficiency of flights,
* passenger services, mainly telephone, but could include telex and fax.
Current service offerings only cover the last category. The Skyphone consortium, comprising 
BTI, the Norwegian Telecommunications Administration and Singapore Telecom, is now 
offering telephone services on British Airways 747 flights. A SITA coordinated group, 
comprising OTC of Australia, Teleglobe Canada and France Telecom, is planning to offer 
Satellite Aircom operational data communications worldwide from early 1990s. Voice, fax and 
other data services might be added later. Other countries that have plans for aeronautical 
services include the USSR and Japan. Further expansion of aeronautical services could come 
during the 1990s when the world’s air traffic authorities act on the recommendations of the 
FANS (Future Air Navigation Systems) committee, which call for an integrated global 
communication, navigation and surveillance system. The FANS committee identified satellites 
as the only viable solution to the shortcomings of the present air navigation system [75].
The spectacular growth of the terrestrial cellular mobile radio system has produced a high 
level of interest in land mobile communications. This has led to a burst of activities in recent 
years on land mobile satellite systems [89-94]. The land mobile satellite market is the most 
competitive of the three mobile areas. Apart from competition between vendors, there is also 
competition from cellular systems. There is some doubt about the size of the maiket available 
to satellites, as current satellite offerings cannot match cellular systems in the urban areas. This 
is due to the excess link margin required to combat shadowing and fading from buildings etc. 
in cities [97]. Satellites can’t compete with cellular systems in terms of bandwidth efficiency. 
From an investment point of view, the cellular system has the advantage that, it can match 
demand much more closely, unlike the satellite system where the initial outlay of capital is 
very high.
The target maiket for land mobile satellite systems is likely to be in areas where the cellular 
networks are uneconomic and propagation conditions are favourable, e.g. remote country area 
and highways. An advantage of the satellite system is that the same equipment can be used 
in different countries, there is no divergence of standards as in current cellular systems. 
Closely related to mobile services is the Radio Determination Satellite Service (RDSS). This 
offers position identification information to mobile users, including aeronautical and maritime 
users. These systems can also offer two-way telex type data services. These make satellite- 
based systems particularly attractive to the long haul truck transportation industry. Typical 
services include paging, telex, polling, queiy-reply, data collection, position reporting, data and 
voice message handling. Other services considered are pay-per-listen digital radio, and 
satellite cellular CB services etc. [95].
Currently only data and RDSS services are offered by land mobile satellite systems. Three 
companies are involved, Geostar (Locstar), Qualcomm and INMARSAT with their converted 
standard-C data terminals. The former two have both shipped several thousand satellite 
terminals to long-haul customers. Telesat Mobile Canada and American Mobile Satellite 
Consortium are planning to introduce mobile systems jointly in North America by 1993. 
Another planned system is Australia’s AUSSAT-2 project, which is planned for 1992. 
INMARSAT is also in the process of specifying standard-M mobile terminal. These are more 
advanced systems that will offer both data and voice services. Other experimental or planned 
systems include Japan’s ETS-V, Europe’s Locstar, Prosat, Prodat, Lamex, Archimedes, Iridium 
etc.
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It can be seen from the above discussions that, satellite communication is moving towards the 
small terminal mass market, offering services directly to end users. The ultimate end of such 
trends is the global personal communication network. Such concepts are already being studied 
[98-100].
1.3 Technological Development [103-130]
Over the last two decades satellites have progressively increased in size, mass, capacity and 
complexity. Moving into the 1990s, development in satellite technology is focused on reducing 
the size and mass of spacecraft, minimizing launch cost, improving reliability, lifetime, 
spectrum utilization, functionality and communication capacity. The most significant advance 
is likely to be the replacement of the transparent transponders by active on-board processing 
within the payload. The following sections will briefly review this and other technology 
currently under development
1.3.1 Spacecraft Technology
As satellites get bigger, the launch capability required increases. This has pushed up the cost 
of launching satellites over the years. Lead-time for construction and launch has also increased 
to 2-3 years. This has adversely affected the development of the satellite communication 
market. The appearance of smaller launchers, like the Orbital Sciences’ Pegasus booster, has 
fuelled the interest in light weight satellites [104-105]. An example is the BGS-100 range 
planned by Ball Aerospace. These are satellites that weigh only 110-180 kg as compare to 
over 2000 kg of INTELSAT-VI. They can carry 3 transponders and have a lifetime of seven 
years. Launch cost is estimated to be only $6 million. They can be used for international and 
domestic systems, as add-on capacity or private networks. It is an attractive alternative for 
countries who are currently leasing transponders for their domestic system. Other forms of 
light-weight satellites include those in Lower Earth Orbit, which can provide an effective store 
and forward data communication network.
Other developments include the electrical ion-beam thrusters for station keeping. These could 
replace current bi-propellant system and achieve considerable mass saving. NiH2 batteries 
contained in a single common pressure vessel, can deliver 42 Whr/kg as opposed to 20 
Whr/kg with NiCd cells currently in use. They also allow greater depth of discharge and suffer 
less damage through over-charging. GaAs solar cells under development, have higher
efficiency and can be made much thinner. This reduces damage caused by radiation and thus 
increases their lifetime.
1.32 Microwave Filter and Amplifiers
The size and mass of current microwave cavity filters in satellite transponders, could be 
reduced by introducing high dielectric constant material into the cavity or by exciting more 
than two modes in each cavity. A longer term possibility is to fabricate printed circuit filters 
using superconductive materials.
As an alternative to the TWTA, Solid State Power Amplifiers (SSPA) offer improved linearity 
and efficiency, higher reliability, lighter weight, longer life, and increased transponder 
capacity. The main limitation is low output power. Investigations into techniques of fabricating 
GaAs FETs and better circuit design are being pursuit and are expected to yield 20W Ku-band 
SSPA’s by the end of the 1990s.
1.32 Intersatellite Links [106]
Intersatellite links offer the possibility of interconnecting the traffic handled by two or more 
different satellites. This offers a number of advantages, including increased coverage area, 
which removes the need to use double hop transmission, increased satellite system capacity, 
and simpler earth station design. Intersatellite links can be used to link satellites serving 
different regions, e.g. Europe and USA, as well as a network of LEO satellites providing 
global coverage. They are suitable for linking the next generation regenerative satellites. 
Current techniques under investigation for ISL’s include 60 GHz microwave and optical laser 
links.
1.3.4 Antenna Technology
Antennas are one of the most important technologies for the next generation communication 
satellites. With a limited bandwidth and the tendency to use smaller earth stations, it is 
essential that satellite antennas can produce a larger number of spot beams. These in turn 
produce a higher EIRP, and allow a higher degree of frequency reuse to be achieved. Other 
developments involve the use of scanning and addressable spot beams and polarization reuse. 
Techniques under investigation include phased array antennas, digital beam forming networks, 
large antenna reflector structures etc. [107-110].
With the advent of satellite mobile communications, new antenna technologies have had to be 
developed to provide compact, high gain antennas for the mobile earth stations. Mobiles 
generally require a 360° coverage as well as an aerodynamic antenna mounting. Advanced 
electronically steerable antenna arrays using microstrip patches are also being developed.
1.3.5 Alternative Orbit and Spectrum
Almost all the communication satellites in use today, with the exception of USSR’s MOLNYA 
system, are located in the Geostationary orbit. Recent years have seen renewed interest in the 
use of alternative orbits for communications purpose. Studies on Highly Elliptical Orbits 
(HEO), like TSAT, LOOPUS, SYCOMORES and Archimedes, have been conducted in Europe 
[111-114], The main advantage of the HEO is to provide high elevation angles (over 50°) for 
high latitude regions like Europe and polar regions. This is significant especially for land 
mobile communication systems, due to the reduced shadowing effect in urban areas. Compared 
to GEO, a 15 dB gain in link margin can be obtained. Satellites in MOLNIYA and TUNDRA 
orbits also appear to be stationary for 8 to 12 hours when they pass through apogee. However, 
two or three satellites are required to provide 24 hours coverage. There are also coordination 
problems during the hand-over period, when two satellites hand over to each other.
Available spectrums in both C and Ku band are filling up, as satellite communication progress 
rapidly. Development of Ka band 20/30 GHz has begun during the 1980s. The OLYMPUS 
satellite launched by ESA also carries Ka band experimental payloads for developing Ka band 
equipment and techniques. At these frequencies rain fading is the main cause of transmission 
impairment Various fade counter-measures are being studied [115-116]. The possibility of 
using Ka band transmission with HEO satellites, has also been proposed [117]. The higher 
elevation angle available can lead to a reduction of depth in rain fading.
1.3.6 On-Board Processing [118-130]
The concept of on-board processing encompasses switching, demultiplexing, demodulation, 
decoding, and network control operations. Traditionally, these are all carried out at Earth 
stations. Future generation of satellites are likely to perform some of these operations on-board 
the satellite. An example of an on-board processing system is illustrated in Figure 1.10.
A limited form of OBP has already been introduced in INTELSAT-VI, with Satellite Switched 
TDMA. With the use of multiple beam satellites, it became necessary to perform inter-beam 
switching to provide full connectivity between beams. However, full IF switching can only
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Figure 1.10 On-board Processing Satellite
be performed for a small number of beams. By using on-board demodulation, switching, 
employing TST switches, can be performed at baseband [123-124].
Demodulation and remodulation on-board, offer a maximum 3dB improvement in link 
performance due to the isolation of the noise contribution from the up and down links. 
Channel decoding can also be performed on-board, which is particularly useful when the error 
contributions from both links are similar. When automatic retransmission request (ARQ) 
techniques are being employed on-board, the effect of long propagation delays can be reduced.
In low data rate SCPC type systems, more efficient multi-carrier demodulators could be used 
to demultiplex and demodulate uplink signals [125]. Once signals are recovered, they can be 
manipulated in a number of ways, including reformatting into a time multiplexed format for 
easier downlink transmission. Asynchronous transmission can now be achieved by putting 
routing information within the uplink transmissions. Different modulation and multiple access 
formats could be chosen and optimised independently for up and down links.
Full network control functions could be implemented on board [126-127], thus creating a 
switch-board in the sky. However, with the increase in functionality, reliability becomes a 
major concern. Both software and hardware reliability have to be considered [128-129], as 
there is no effective way of replacing either once the satellite is launched. Systematic, or
formal methods must be used during the design and production phase of the software. 
Rigorous testing and built in software fault tolerance and diagnostics are also required.
On the hardware side, radiation hard semiconductor technology is likely to be used throughout 
the design. OBP payloads will make extensive use of memory, ASIC, microprocessor and DSP 
chips. The fault tolerance and diagnostic aspects of these components and the payload design 
as a whole need to be considered. Power consumption is also a major issue in an OBP 
payload.
1.4 Outline of Thesis
The first two chapters of this thesis provide a detailed background to current development in 
satellite communications and in particular for mobile communications. In chapter two, we also 
review some of the practical systems currently being developed. Chapter three summarizes the 
development of on-board processing techniques and technologies for future satellite systems. 
Particular attention is given to the application of software techniques and payload architectures. 
The implementation of a set of software tools for generating protocol test sequences will be 
present in chapter four. The software and was used in the testing of the TSAT prototype 
payload system discuss in chapter seven. Chapter four also gives a review on the formal 
techniques for developing signalling protocols, and conformance testing methods. In chapter 
five, the uses of highly elliptical orbit (HEO), and low earth orbit (LEO) satellites are 
investigated. The application of on-board processing in such systems is discussed. Current 
work in the literature on hand-off strategies have been extended to include on-board processing 
satellites in HEO and LEO systems. Furthermore, in the case of LEO systems, the discussion 
is also extended to networking issues, including the mobile location and channel routing 
problems. This represents an advance in the knowledge in this area. Chapter six presents 
results of an ESA study "On-board processing payload for land mobile systems" in which the 
author played a major part in working in an academic/industrial team. The emphasis is in the 
author’s contribution in the areas of power control, mobile access schemes, network control, 
on-board software requirements and payload architecture. It was the first time that such a 
detailed OBP study for mobile systems had been performed. In chapter seven, we present 
some result of an inter-University collaborative effort to produce a prototype on-board 
processing payload for a highly elliptic Molniya orbit satellite system. Two experimental 
configurations were proposed, TDMA/TDM and SCPC/TDM. The emphasis again is on the 
areas of signalling protocol and software system for the on-board controller, where the author 
carried out the design and actual implementation work for both configurations. The payload 
was assembled and verified via limited testing at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory. In 
summary, the two major and new contributions made in this thesis are a detailed study for 
GEO mobile OBP payload and an actual implementation and testing of an OBP payload for 
a HEO satellite system.
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Chapter 2. Mobile Satellite Communications Systems
The ultimate aim of a global mobile communication system, is to offer the users 
communication facilities to any destination via a small portable terminal. Facilities required 
by mobile users include voice, data, positioning and navigational information. Such a global 
integrated system does not yet exist, due mainly to the different environments encountered by 
its four main components, namely maritime, aeronautical, land mobiles, and navigation 
systems. Other obstacles are legal and institutional; both maritime and aeronautical 
communities have separate representative organizations, while land mobiles are the 
responsibility of individual nations. No single organization has the responsibility or right to 
organize such a global system.
While a global system is very much in the distant future, individual components are beginning 
to take shape. Maritime users are using HF and increasingly satellite systems for their global 
communication needs. Aeronautical users rely mainly on HF and VHF links for 
communications but have just begun to introduce satellite services. For land mobiles, cellular 
radio has become the dominant factor since its introduction at the beginning of the 1980s. 
Satellite systems for land mobiles users are just beginning to emerge. Global positioning and 
navigation are currently provided by the USA’s GPS and Russian’s GLONASS satellite 
systems. Satellites are the common factor in the development of all these systems and will 
undoubtedly form the backbone of any global integrated mobile communication system.
In this chapter, we will discuss the use of satellites in maritime, aeronautical, and land mobile 
communication systems. We will review systems currently being proposed for these services. 
In particular, we will outline a study carried out for ESA on future generation of land mobile 
satellite system using on-board processing techniques.
2.1 Maritime Satellite Systems
Since the beginning of this century, HF radio became the primary means for maritime 
communications. However, despite many advances, HF radio links proved to be unreliable, 
due to the variable nature of the ionosphere, which often results in loss of communication. 
Satellites, on the other hand, can offer a reliable communication links over the oceans. Thus,
when satellite technology became available, the maritime community was quick to capitalize 
on them.
The US Navy was the first to experiment with satellite technology, using the Hughes TACSAT 
and the MIT Lincoln Laboratories LES satellites for pre-operational communications with its 
ships. Their operational model was to be FLTSAT. The failure of TACSAT in 1972 and delay 
experienced with the development of FLTSAT prompted the US Navy to lease commercial 
satellites in order to provide continuity of service. This led to the development of MARISAT 
satellites by COMSAT [132], and three of these were launched in 1976, one over each ocean 
region. MARISAT provided three UHF transponders for the US Navy, but also carried L-band 
1.5/1.6 GHz transponders for commercial maritime users. The L-band frequencies were 
allocated to the maritime satellite services by the 1971 World Administrative Radio 
Conference for Space Telecommunications.
The civil maritime community began to look into satellite technology in 1966, when the World 
Intergovernmental Maritime Consultative Organization, IMCO, decided to conduct feasibility 
studies of such a system. A Panel of Experts was set up in 1972 to discuss the technical, 
operational, administrative and institutional aspects of a global maritime satellite 
communication system. The result of these studies was a proposal to establish an international 
organization to manage maritime satellite services. After meetings in 1975 and 1976, the 
convention and operating agreement were finalized and the International Maritime Satellite 
Organization (INMARSAT) was created in 1979. INMARSAT first took over, on a lease basis, 
the running of the three MARISAT satellites, which were already supporting about 1000 ship 
earth stations (SES).
2.1.1 First Generation INMARSAT Systems [10,75-82,133-138]
Each of the MARISAT satellites can provide eight voice channels and 44 telex channels. As 
a result of aging and lack of capacity, these satellites were soon phased out after INMARSAT 
began operations. They were replaced by ESA’s MARECS satellites and special L-band 
payloads on-board three INTELSAT-V satellites. The former has a capacity of 60 voice 
channels, while the latter have 30 voice channels. Table 2.1 lists the first generation spacecraft 
used by INMARSAT. These satellites provided a global coverage for Ship Earth Stations 
(SES) to communicate with a number of Coast Earth Stations (CES). The satellite antennas 
provide a global beam coverage with a minimum edge-of-beam gain of about 16 dB. The 
shore-to-ship transponders receive at C-band (6.4 GHz) and transmit at L-band (1.5 GHz). The
ship-to-shore transponders use 1.6 GHz L-band for receive and 4.2 GHz C-band for transmit. 
As the system is downlink power limited, the L-band power amplifiers are driven close to 
saturation. Channel allocations are therefore based on a pseudo-random frequency plan in 
order to minimize intermodulation noise.
Ocean Region Spacecraft Location Status
Atlantic MARECS-B2 26° W Operational
INTELSAT V-F6 18.5° W Spare
Indian INTELSAT V-F5 63° E Operational
MARISAT-F2 72.5° E Spare
Pacific INTELSAT V-F8 180° E Operational
MARECS-A 178° E Spare
Table 2.1 INMARSAT First Generation Spacecrafts
The first generation INMARSAT system, consists of 3 main elements, Coast Earth Stations, 
Ship Earth Stations, and Network Co-ordination Stations (NCS). It provides telephone services 
using companded narrow band FM operating in a Single Channel per Carrier (SCPC) mode. 
Telex or data channels are carried on a Time Division Multiplexed (TDM) carrier using 1.2
Telephone
Telex
2400 baud data, Facsimile 
One-Way Telephone, Telex 
High Speed Data (56 kbits/s)
Very High Speed Data (1 Mbits/s) 
Leased Lines
Compressed Video Transmission 
Group Calls
Distress priority
Automatic or Semi-automatic 
Automatic
Via telephone channel 
Shore-to-ship 
Ship-to-shore 
Shore-to-ship
Shore-to-Ship (increased Antenna size)
All ships, Area calls, National group 
calls, Fleet Calls
Table 2.2 Overview of INMARSAT Services
kbit/s bi-phase coherent phase shift keying (PSK). The system can also deliver, with suitable 
terminal enhancements, high speed (56 kbits/s data from ship to shore and 1 Mbits/s from 
shore to ship) data, compressed video transmission, enhanced group calls and distress priority
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access services. An overview of services is given in Table 2.2. The interactions among the 3 
elements of the systems are illustrated in Figure 2.1.
Voice
channels
TDM /TDM A
channels Satellite
FM
L Band V L Band
Coast
earth
station
Ship
earth
station00
L Band C Band
Figure 2.1 INMARSAT System Operation [10]
There is one NCS in each ocean region. For the first generation systems, these were at 
Southbury in USA (AOR), Ibaraki (POR) and Namaguchi (IOR) in Japan. Each NCS transmits 
a unique TDM carrier, which is monitored by all the CES and SES. The functions of the NCS 
include the assignment of voice and telex channels. Such assignments are transmitted via the 
common assignment channel. The NCS monitors the status of the whole region’s telephone 
channel usage, including the source and destination of each call. These provide traffic analysis 
data that can be used for forward planning purposes. The NCS will also take control under 
emergency situations, by breaking into on-going calls, thus allowing SOS messages to be 
transmitted.
The coast earth station (CES) acts as a gateway between the SES and terrestrial users. It routes 
all telephone, telex, and data services into the public networks, and is usually owned and 
operated by the PTTs. The CES is also a control and access centre. It monitors the status of 
each channel, responds to requests for channels and allocates channel frequencies for various 
services. It also communicates with the NCS to obtain channel assignments, and connects calls 
between SES and terrestrial networks. The CES is also responsible for producing billing 
information on all the calls made. The main communication parameters of a standard-A CES 
are outlined in Table 2.3.
Parameter C Band L Band
Frequency Band Rx (MHz) 4192-4200 1535-1542
Frequency Band Tx (MHz) 6417-6425 1636-1644
Polarisation Rx LHC RHC
Polarisation Tx RHC RHC
Antenna Gain Rx (dBi) 50.5 29
Antenna Gain Tx (dBi) 54 29.5
Figure of Merit (dB/K) 32 2
Transmit Power (dBW) 66 36
Table 2.3 INMARSAT Coast Earth Station Parameters
Parameter Value Parameter Value
Roll ± 30° for 8 sec Surge ±0.2g
Pitch ± 10° for 6 sec Sway i+ o to crq
Yaw ± 80° for 50 sec Heave ±0.5g
Speed 30 knots Turning rate 6%ec
Table 2.4 INMARSAT Ship Earth Station Environmental Parameters
One of the challenges of mobile communications is to produce compact and cheap terminals 
for use in mobile vehicles. The mobile nature of ships presents particular problems for the 
antenna systems. The antenna has to be kept aligned to the satellite whilst the ship moves, 
rolls, pitches and yaws at sea. Table 2.4 summarizes the environmental parameters an 
INMARSAT system is expected to operate under. The antenna design is further complicated 
by the choice of low L-Band frequency for maritime communications, the need to maintain 
a good antenna gain, and the need to keep the overall size down. Extreme temperature, 
humidity, and icing conditions experienced by ships at sea dictates that a radome is required 
to protect the antenna.
INMARSAT has approved a number of standard SES specifications, the first of these is the 
Standard-A terminal [133]. Some of the basic parameters of a Standard-A SES are summarized 
in Table 2.5. Within Standard-A, there are 3 classes, depending on the level of services it can 
provide. Class-I provides both telegraph and telephone services. Class-II provides telephone 
services and reception of shore-to-ship one way telegraphy. Gass-III provides only telegraph
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Transmitting Frequency 
Receiving Frequency 
Channel Capacity 
Figure of Merit
1636.5 - 1645.0 MHz
1535.0 - 1543.5 MHz 
339 (25 kHz Spacing)
- 4 dB/K 
36 dBW
90 cm Parabolic Reflector 
4 Axes Gyro Stabilised 
NBFM with companding 
4.8 kbits/s, 1.2 kbits/s BPSK 
NBFM without companding 
-35 to +55 °C, 95% Humidity 
100 Knots
10-15 Hz peak amplitude 0.76 mm
EIRP
Antenna
Stabilisation
Communications Mode
Telex
Data
Temperature 
Wind Speed 
Vibration
Table 2.5 INMARSAT Standard-A SES Basic Parameters
services. The terminal consists of two parts, the above deck equipment, and the below deck 
equipment. The former mainly consists of the antenna, stabilizing platform and the protective 
radome. The latter consist of the RF package, LNA, HPA etc., and the telex/telephone terminal 
itself.
Early terminal design, especially below decks equipments, was bulky, heavy and very 
expensive. However, as technology improves, competition between terminal manufacturers 
intensifies. This helped to drive down the cost, size and weight of this equipment. This allows 
INMARSAT to issue new terminal standards, which will cater for a larger number of ships. 
The Standard-C data-only terminal is an example of this.
Standard-C is a data only system operating at 600 bits/s. Its main feature is its compact size. 
It uses a quasi-omnidirectional antenna, which eliminates the need to use stabilization and a 
tracking system. The antenna can be housed in a conical or cylindrical radome about 30-40 
cm high and weighs only 1-7 kg, whilst the below deck equipment will weigh about 4-7 kg. 
Error control coding is used to provide high reliability for the transmitted data. With first 
generation INMARSAT satellites, transmission rate of 600 bits/s from shore-to-ship and 300 
bits/s from ship-to-shore are supported. With second generation spacecraft, a two-way 600 
bits/s link can be provided. Table 2.6 shows the basic operating parameters used in the
Figure of Merit 
Coding 
Interleaving 
Transmission Rate
Tx Frequency 
Rx Frequency 
EIRP
1636.5 - 1645.0 MHz
1535.0 - 1543.5 MHz 
13 dBW 
- 22.8 dB/K
Convolution, half rate, with Viterbi Decoding 
Selectable
600 /  1200 bits/s Selectable
Modulation BPSK
Bit Error Rate
Carrier/Noise 36 dB/Hz 
10'3
Table 2.6 INMARSAT Standard-C SES Operating Parameters 
Standard-C system.
Standard-C SES is designed for the need of small cargo ships, yachts or fishing vessels. 
However, due to its small size, it can also be mounted on trucks, trains, and other land 
vehicles. Standard-C terminal can be used to receive maritime safety, weather warnings, and 
remote monitoring data. The basic service provided is two-way store-and-forward data 
communication. It also has the inherent capability to support Enhanced Group Call (EGC) 
services. This allows messages to be distributed to any specified group of vessels or to all 
vessels operating in a particular region. Using this capability, INMARSAT can offer FleetNET 
and SafetyNET services. The former provides news bulletins, maiket reports and commercial 
weather services to selected groups of vessels, while the latter can broadcast emergency, urgent 
or routine safety messages to a chosen area.
2.1.2 Second Generation and Future INMARSAT Systems [10,75-79,135-138]
The first of the second generation of INMARSAT space segment was launched at the 
beginning of the 1991, and two more are to follow later in the same year. This was placed at 
64.5°E serving the Indian Ocean region. A four-zone global coverage is also introduced to 
enhance the Atlantic Ocean coverage (see Figure 2.2). A total of three second generation 
satellites will be launched to replace first generation ones currently in use. These INMARSAT- 
2 spacecrafts are based on the Eurostar three axis stabilized platform, and have an expected 
lifetime of at least 10 years. The solar arrays can generate up to 1200 Watts of power, 700 
Watts of which is available for radio frequency transmissions.
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Figure 2.2. INMARSAT Global Coverage
Each INMARSAT-2 satellite can provide 250 voice channels from ship to shore and 125 voice 
channels from shore to ship. The CES uses C-band (3.6 GHz Rx, 6.4 GHz Tx), while the SES 
uses L-Band (1.5 Rx, 1.6 GHz Tx). INMARSAT-2 satellites cover the whole of the Maritime 
L-band allocation, the Search & Rescue frequency allocation and 6 MHz of the Aeronautical 
frequency band. The frequency plan is shown in Figure 2.3. Total bandwidth used is 18 MHz 
in the shore to ship direction and 23 MHz in the ship to shore direction. The INMARSAT-2 
satellites provide a global beam coverage with an EIRP of 39 dBW and a Figure of Merit of - 
14 dB/K in the shore to ship direction. In the ship to shore direction, the figures are 24 dBW 
and -12.5 dB/K respectively.
In the longer term, the main problem in maritime communication will be the lack of available 
spectrums. Thus, the third generation INMARSAT system will need to introduce various 
measures to enhance spectrum utilization. These measures include multiple beam antenna 
system, frequency reuse, on-board processing, and digital modulation, encoding and processing 
techniques etc. Other issues that need to be addressed include the provision of coverage to 
polar regions, inter-system coordination and shortage of orbital slots.
Technology to produce multiple spot beam antennas is generally available, and might be 
introduced earlier as an enhancement to INMARSAT-2. However, with the introduction of
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Figure 2.3 INMARSAT-2 Frequency Plan and L-Band Mobile Frequency Allocation
multiple spot beams, the location of the mobile becomes an important issue. The system must 
be able to identify which spot beam a mobile is in, so that calls to and from the mobile can 
be routed to the correct beam. This is particularly true in the shore to ship direction, where 
the CES has little information on the location of a ship. Another problem associated with 
multiple spot-beams is the allocation of spectrum between beams. Ideally the allocation should 
match the traffic distribution. However, this is not always achievable, especially when the 
traffic intensity varies with time. The use of multiple spot beams also imposes considerable 
complexity in the satellite feed systems required to route channels to and from a particular 
beam.
The adoption of frequency reuse will complicate the design of the mobile terminal, especially 
when a switchable polarizer is required. Polarization reuse also restricts the type of antenna 
that can be used, e.g. helix antenna cannot be operated in two polarizations, and others might 
not have enough isolation between polarizations. In a spot beam system, frequency reuse can 
be achieved by spatial isolation between beams. However, this will be restricted by a non- 
uniform traffic distribution among beams.
Another means of improving spectral efficiency is to improve source encoding. Reduced bit 
rate speech coding techniques have made significant progress over the last 5 years. The 
proposed INMARSAT-M systems are likely to adopt a 4.2 kbits/s speech coder, in order to
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reduce the bandwidth required and hence an increased number of voice circuits. The quality 
of these coders will match current analogue systems. Other improvements could come from 
the use of spectral and power efficient modulation techniques, e.g. offset QPSK. The use of 
digital implementation techniques will ultimately reduce the cost of user terminals.
On-board processing encompasses switching, demultiplexing, demodulation, decoding, and 
network control operations. By applying these techniques, especially at baseband on-board the 
satellite, some of the problems mentioned above can be alleviated. The recovery of 
information on-board the satellite, allows introduction of intelligent processing to provide 
flexibility in data routing, as well as power and bandwidth allocation to individual spot beams. 
This helps to exploit the advantage offered by multiple spot beams, and achieves a significant 
increase in capacity. The introduction of on-board processing, spot beam antennas, and 
frequency reuse, all increase the complexity and cost of the satellite. It is important that these 
technologies are applied in the context of a complete system design, and must match the 
potential numbers of users, their traffic requirements and distribution. Thus, an accurate market 
forecast over 5 to 15 years is required, since such satellites will take at least 5 years to specify, 
build and launch.
For geostationary satellites, regions outside 75° North and South cannot be covered. There is 
an increasing demand to provide coverage to polar regions and also to make improvements 
in the area near to the edge of the present coverage. This is perhaps more important to land 
mobile systems, where the low elevation angle in these regions leads to more blockage and 
shadowing, than for maritime systems. To provide such coverage, it is necessary to launch 
satellites into a polar or elliptical orbit. Furthermore, in order to provide continuous coverage, 
more than one satellite is needed. This imposes a heavy cost penalty on the system, and is the 
main obstacle to the provision of such systems. A multi-purpose satellite system, combining 
communication with navigation, which provides service to more than one type of mobile user, 
might be the only economically viable solution. Other difficulties involve the co-ordination 
required when traffic is handed over from one satellite to another, and the problem of 
interfacing such a system to existing networks.
When more than one system intends to provide services using the same frequency band, inter­
system coordination is required in order to avoid interference. Coordination is already required 
between the INMARSAT-2 system and USSR’s Volna and Morye systems, as well as Japan’s 
ETS-V satellite. The use of a wide beamwidth mobile antenna has made it virtually impossible
for mobile systems to use more than one orbital slot to serve a region. Wide beamwidth 
antennas also preclude the possibility of frequency reuse through polarization discrimination.
With the introduction of a new generation of satellites and a move towards more efficient 
digital technology, a new terminal standard is required. INMARSAT has just introduced two 
new terminal standards, namely Standard-B and Standard-M. Standard-B is designed to be an 
advanced digital successor to Standard-A, offering improved telephony privacy, wider range 
of voice-grade and data services, and commercial group calls for all services, including 
selective area addressing and automatic SES acknowledgement. It will also have a guaranteed 
satellite link data rate of 9.6 kbits/s. Digital voice coding will be used to provide near toll 
quality speech at 16 kbits/s. The voice coder can also handle voiceband data and fax at rates 
up to 2.4 kbits/s.
Standard-M is designed to be a low cost terminal mainly for non-professional users. It has a 
reduced pitch and roll capabilities, but still offers secure telephony, group 3 facsimile, voice 
band data (2400 kbits/s), and group call capabilities. The target bit error rate is less than 104 
on a mobile channel. For the voice service, an improved multi-band excited vocoder (IMBE) 
has been selected which together with FEC operates at 6.4 kbits/s. Table 2.7 summarizes the 
technical characteristics of Standard-B, -C, and -M systems.
2.2 Aeronautical Satellite Systems
As with the Maritime community, the aeronautical community relies heavily on 
communication and navigation facility in order to operate. Their main communication media 
is HF and VHF radio. HF radios are used when an aircraft is over unpopulated areas, while 
VHF radios are used in areas near airports, and along key flight paths. Since VHF radios only 
operate over line of sight range, a large number of stations have to be established. This still 
leaves large areas uncovered. HF radio is not suitable for medium to high data rate operations, 
and suffer from frequent interruption especially at higher latitudes (e.g. polar air routes).
The reasons mentioned above together with the rapid increase in air traffic over the years, 
have been the main driving force behind the development of an aeronautical satellite system. 
Satellites not only offers a global coverage, but also the ability to locate the position of 
aircraft. Apart from air traffic control and management, communication services can also be 
offered to the normal passengers.
Standard-B Standard-C Standard-M
Service Type Maritime/(Land) Maritime/Land Maritime/Land
Antenna Gain (dBi) 20 1 12/14
Antenna Type Dish Quadr. Helix Backfire Array
Antenna Size lm dia. 100x25mm cyl. 0.4m d/0.5m 1
MES G/T (dB/K) -4 -23 -10/-12
MES EIRP (dBW) 33 13 25/27
Forward Link 
Modulation
6k bps BPSK 1.2k bps BPSK 6k bps BPSK
Forward Link FEC Conv. 1/2 Conv. 1/2 Conv. 1/2
Return Link 
Modulation
24k bps OQPSK 1.2k bps BPSK 3k bps BPSK
Return Link FEC Conv. 3/4 Conv. 1/2 Conv. 1/2
Voice Coding 16k APC - 6.4k IMBE
User Data Rate 9.6k bps 600 bps 2.4k bps
Comm Channel 
Modulation
24k bps OQPSK 1200 bps BPSK 8k bps OQPSK
Interleaving - 8.64 sec. 0.12 sec.
Satellite EIRP 16 dBW 21.4 dBW 17 dBW
Comm. Channel 
C/No
49 dBHz 37 dBHz 42 dBHz
Channel Spacing 20 kHz 5 kHz 10 kHz
Table 2.7 INMARSAT Future Terminal Standard Characteristics [138]
Aeronautical communications are classified by their nature and importance to operational 
safety. It is divided into four classes:
a) Air Traffic Service (ATS)
these are communications required for air traffic control, including position reporting, 
automatic dependence surveillance (ADS), weather reports, etc.
b) Aeronautical Operational Control (AOC)
these are communications between aircraft and airline operators on operational, safety and 
maintenance issues.
c) Aeronautical Administrative Communications (AAC)
these are airline business related communications, such as arrangements for connecting 
transport, crew deployment, and logistics support etc.
d) Aeronautical Passenger Correspondence (APQ
these include voice and data services for the passengers.
2.2.1 Early Developments [75,86,139]
The civil aviation community started investigating the use of satellites in the early 60s. The 
first demonstration was carried out in 1965 by NASA and Pan American Airlines using the 
SYNCOM-III satellite. Following the successful trials, ICAO established a panel of experts 
(ASTRA) who studied the technical characteristics for an aeronautical satellite system in 1968. 
In their report to the Air Navigation Conference in 1972, the panel called for an international 
programme of research, development and system evaluation. The result was the AEROSAT 
programme, formed by organizations from Canada, USA and Europe (ESRO). The aim of 
AEROSAT was to launch a satellite, designed to perform a series of experiments to determine 
the characteristics of an operational aeronautical satellite for communications and position 
determination. By the end of 1976, a contractor for the space electronics was selected and the 
satellite was due to be launched in the 1979-80 time frame. However, the oil crisis during the 
late 1970s caused financial difficulties throughout the aviation industries, and triggered the 
withdrawal of support for AEROSAT by the US member of the consortium. The programme 
was subsequently cancelled.
Despite the failure of AEROSAT, the aviation community has not abandoned their interest in 
satellite technology. Organisations like ICAO, the US Aeronautical Radio Inc. (ARINC) and 
the European Societe Internationale de Telecommunications Aeronautiques (SITA), continue 
to investigate the use of satellites in civil aviation. The latter are both communication service 
providers for the aviation industries. In early 1986, ARINC set out to create an air transport 
industry-owned, and operated global aeronautical satellite system to provide integrated voice 
and data communications. The result was the AvSat Corporation, which was formed to 
encourage the participation of international air carriers, giving them ownership and control. 
This attracted 15 airlines by 1987. The system adopted by AvSat [83,140], involves six 
satellites providing global coverage using 7 spot beams and 2 global beams. The system was 
to have a capacity of 400 voice channels at 8 kbits/s, and TDM A was chosen as the access 
mechanism. However, negotiations between ARINC and SITA for joint participation failed, 
and the estimated $1 billion funding required for the six-satellite system was considered too 
high by the air transport industry. Furthermore, the rest of the aeronautical communication 
world opted for FDMA schemes which caused compatibility and co-ordination problems for 
AvSat. The project was finally closed in 1988.
2.2 .2  C urrent D evelop m en ts
After the failure of AEROSAT, the ICAO established the Aviation Review Committee (ARC) 
to look into the use of satellites by civil aviation in the future. Following the recommendation 
of ARC in 1982, the ICAO council established a special committee on Future Air Navigation 
Systems (FANS). The areas covered by the FANS committee included aeronautical 
communications, navigation and surveillance (CNS). Its aim was:
"to study, identify and assess new concepts and new technology in the field o f air 
navigation, including satellite technology, and to make recommendations thereupon 
for the development o f air navigation for international civil aviation over a period of 
the order o f twenty-five years".
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Figure 2.4 FANS Proposal For A Aeronautical Communications System [75]
The FANS committee reported back to the ICAO in 1988, with a concept for possible satellite 
based aeronautical systems (see Figure 2.4). The report also reaffirmed the importance of 
satellites in aeronautical communication [141]:
" The exploitation o f satellite technology is the only viable solution to the shortcomings 
of the present air navigation systems. Satellite-based communications, navigation and 
surveillance systems will be the key to improvements o f the air navigation environment 
on a global scale. There can be no doubt that those systems will come."
This report laid the foundation for current efforts in global aeronautical satellite development. 
Current development for a global system is centred round the INMARSAT space segment. It 
is recognised that a multi-purpose satellite is the most economical way of building an 
aeronautical satellite system. The huge cost of launching and constructing the satellite can be 
shared with maritime and land mobile users. INMARSAT has added the aeronautical 
frequency band capability to their second generation spacecraft, and offers the opportunities 
for global aeronautical systems in the 1990s.
Towards the end of the 1980s, technology for aeronautical satellite services began to emerge. 
Various organisations, and service providers were carrying out experiments and trials of 
aeronautical communication throughout the 1980s. These included Japan’s ETS-V aeronautical 
experiments [142], and KDD’s aeronautical field trials [143], which led to the world’s first 
satcoms voice transmission from a scheduled commercial aircraft in 1987. Other experimental 
programmes include ESA’s PROD AT data terminal trials and Canada’s pre-operational service 
with the Ontario Air Ambulance [144] service, and MSAT programme.
The success of mobile telephones in the 1980s, and the fact that there are 2.4 million 
passengers per day travelling on some 16,500 aircrafts, has prompted service providers to 
develop telephone service for airline passengers. One such programme is the Skyphone 
[145,146] system (see Figure 2.5) introduced by British Telecom, British Airways and Racal 
Decca Ltd. The first commercial passenger trials of the system began in February 1989. The 
system uses speech coding at 9.6 kbits/s offering near toll quality voice service. Output from 
the speech coding system is multiplexed with other data and scrambled before being 
convolutionally encoded. Transmission is via A-QPSK, a form of offset QPSK adapted for the 
aeronautical environment. A blade shaped antenna system is used, which when mounted on 
top of the aircraft produces a reasonable aerodynamic characteristic (125 N drag at speed of 
Mach 0.84 at a height of 10.7 km). The antenna system consists of two 4x4 elements phased 
array, which provides the sideway coverage, a 14-element horizontal array for upwards 
(zenith) coverage, and end "fill-in" arrays. The antenna is electronically steerable, and is 
controlled using knowledge of the aircraft location, attitude and satellite position. The overall 
gain of the antenna is 12 dBic. Following successful trials, the full commercial system was
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Figure 2.5 The Skyphone System
introduced in 1989 using INMARSAT space segments.
A SITA organised consortium is also planning to offer Satellite Aircom operational data 
communication services worldwide, with a possibility of extending to voice, facsimile and 
other data services. Teleglobe Canada is also planning voice and data services for private and 
light commercial aircraft in Canada. Other regional plans also exist for USSR, Japan, and 
North America, where an integrated mobile system (MSAT) is being proposed.
2.2.3 INMARSAT Global Aeronautical System [76,88,138,147-149]
Following renewed interest in aeronautical satellite systems in the 1980s, INMARSAT 
amended its constitution in 1985, in order to provide aeronautical services. It began to develop 
a global aeronautical system concept and contracted the addition of 6 MHz aeronautical band
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transponders to its second generation spacecraft. INMARSAT began offering aeronautical 
services in November of 1990. The aeronautical system will however, continue to evolve and 
expand as more advanced technology becomes available.
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Figure 2.6 INMARSAT Aeronautical Satellite System [75]
The basic INMARSAT system (see Figure 2.6) offers both voice and data communications and 
allows for two types of terminals, one with a higher gain (12 dBi) antenna and one with an 
omni-directional antenna (0 dBi). Four classes of Aeronautical Earth Station (AES) are 
defined:
Class 1: Low gain antenna, data services only
Class 2: High gain antenna, voice service only
Class 3: High gain antenna, voice and data services
Class 4: High and low gain antenna, voice and data services.
The system uses SCPC/FDMA for all voice channels, Slotted ALOHA with TDMA for data 
communications from aircraft and TDM for data communications from ground stations to 
aircraft. Four types of channels are defined:
P-Channel: Packet mode TDM channel from ground to aircraft, carrying signalling and
user data.
R-Channel: Random access Slotted ALOHA channel from aircraft to ground, carrying
signalling and short user data.
T-Channel: Reservation TDMA channel, used in the return link only.
C-Channel: Circuit mode SCPC channels, used for voice traffic between ground and
aircraft. It is controlled by assignment and contain sub-band signalling data.
A number of transmission rates are supported within the system, from 600 bits/s to 21 kbits/s. 
A-BPSK modulation, a form of differentially encoded BPSK in which alternate modulation 
signals are transmitted in notional In- and Quadrature- Phase channels, will be used for 
transmission of up to 2.4 kbits/s. For transmission rates of 4.8 kbits/s to 21 kbits/s, A-QPSK, 
a form of OQPSK, will be used instead. Channel spacing is 5 kHz for transmission up to 6 
kbits/s, with the exception of R- and T-channels, which are 2.5 kHz. The channel spacing at 
the higher rate of 10.5 kbits/s and 21 kbits/s is 10 kHz and 17.5 kHz respectively.
Forward error correction coding is applied to most channels, using a half rate convolutional 
coder with constraint length of 7 and 8-level soft decision Viterbi decoding. Interleaving is 
also used to combat the multi-path fading characteristic of the aeronautical channel. A 9.6 
kbits/s MELPC based speech coder is specified initially for all voice services. This might be 
reduced to 4.8 kbits/s when the technology becomes available.
The characteristics of INMARSAT’S aeronautical system are summarized in Table 2.8. The 
system will share the same global coverage as the maritime system. With the introduction of 
third generation INMARSAT spacecraft, spot beam coverage will be provided. Future service 
enhancement might include group 3 facsimile, broadcast voice and data messages, computer- 
to-computer communications etc.
2.3 Land Mobile Satellite Systems
Unlike maritime and aeronautical mobiles, where satellites are the natural choice for 
communication service provision, land mobiles can be served from terrestrial based systems. 
In fact the current interest in land mobile satellite systems is driven largely by the success of 
terrestrial cellular radio systems. Thus, there is always doubt about the role of satellites in the 
land mobile market, and about the size of the market available to it. However, it is generally 
accepted that satellites can complement terrestrial mobile systems.
The land mobile environment also presents some severe technical problems. Apart from 
multipath effects, the land mobile satellite channel also suffers from blockage from bridges
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Characteristics High Gain Terminal Low Gain Terminal
Antenna Gain (dBi) 12 0
Antenna Type Phased Array Quadr Helix
AES Figure of Merit (dB/K) -13 -26
AES EIRP (dBW) 26 14
Signalling Rate/Modulation 600/ABPSK 600/ABPSK
Error Control Coding 1/2 rate Conv. 1/2 rate Conv.
User Data Rate bits/s) 9600 300
Voice Coding rate (bits/s) 9600 NA
Comm. Channel Rate/Mod. (bits/s) 21k/OQPSK 600/ABPSK
Interleaving time (s) 0.04 0.67
Forward Link Satellite EIRP (dBW) 21 24
Comm. Channel C/No (dBHz) 48 36
Channel Spacing (kHz) 17.5 2.5
Table 2.8 INMARSAT Aeronautical System Characteristics
and mountain terrain, and shadowing effect from buildings and trees etc. Land based vehicles 
in general cannot carry terminals as large as those on a ship or an aircraft. Thus, design 
constraints on the mobile terminal are more restrictive. There is also the problem of achieving 
a degree of integration between satellite and terrestrial based systems. Land mobile satellites 
also share the same spectrum shortage problem as for maritime and aeronautical systems.
In this section we will review the market and the demand for a land mobile satellite system, 
and discuss some of the problems involved in the integration of satellite and terrestrial 
systems. We will also outline aspects of three proposed land mobile satellite systems, one 
operational system at Ku-band, an integrated land and aeronautical system, and an ESA study 
on the use of on-board processing technology for land mobile systems. Later in chapter five, 
we will discuss the use of Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellites for mobile applications, and some 
of the system being proposed, including ARCHIMEDES and IRIDIUM.
2.3.1 Market Segments and Demand
In the land mobile marketplace, satellite systems have to compete with other terrestrial 
systems, especially the highly successful cellular mobile radio system. This means that, while
planning for a satellite based system to be launched in 5 years time, one has to consider not 
only the current state of cellular systems, but also their development over the next few years. 
For example, a few years ago, cellular radio was considered as a city based system, and that 
satellite could capture the market in rural areas. However, cellular has now penetrated 85% 
of the geographical area of Great Britain, and will soon reach similar penetrations in other 
major European countries [150]. The remaining 15% are areas of very low population density. 
Furthermore, companies such as Ericsson have also demonstrated the successful use of cellular 
radio systems in isolated villages. Thus it is clear that cellular radio systems have the potential 
to cover all populated regions and transport routes. The main determining factor is economics. 
The best potential for a satellite system is to supplement the cellular systems in areas where 
cellular is less pervasive. In the longer term, satellites could offer a means of integrating land, 
maritime and aeronautical mobile communication systems.
In the short to medium term, there are a few niche market areas where satellites can play an 
important role. These include:
a) covering areas where terrestrial systems have not yet been established. The wide coverage 
area of a satellite system allows it to open up a market much quicker than cellular 
systems.
b) long distance international transport market. This is especially important in area such as 
Europe, where a number of countries could be involved in each journey. Satellites offer 
the advantage of a single standard across the whole region. A Pan European Cellular 
(GSM) system, due to be operational in 1993, will provide a common system across 
western European countries. However, this will take a few years to establish, and still 
leaves Eastern Europe, the Middle East and North Africa uncovered. Thus, a satellite 
system, introduced in the next two years, could establish a foothold in the market. A major 
problem with international systems, both terrestrial and satellite, will be the policy of 
national governments regarding frequency allocation and the importation and use of 
mobile terminal equipment.
c) provide communication for industries or organizations which use facilities in remote 
locations throughout the world, for example, explorers, trekkers, and survey operations etc.
d) electronic news gathering, journalists are often required to go to areas where 
telecommunication facilities are poor, e.g. war zones.
e) providing emergency communication facilities in diaster areas, and as a backup service to 
terrestrial facilities.
f) provide global paging services.
g) safety, security and normal monitoring & control communications. The majority of these 
are remote unattended sites, for example, weather, environmental, pollution, water level 
monitoring, remote control of electrical instruments.
h) provide global positioning information.
The market demand for satellite mobile services is difficult to estimate. It also varies from 
region to region, with North America and Europe having the biggest market share. The nature 
of these two markets is also different, e.g. in North America, systems are mainly national with 
only two countries involved. In Europe, the situation is the reverse, and the markets are mainly 
international, with a large number of countries involved.
Over 40% of the 135 million automobiles and 43 million trucks in the United States operate 
in non-urban areas [151]. In 1985, a statistically significant market survey [152] on the 
demand for mobile satellite services for the United States was published. The survey indicated 
that the saturation point for telephony service is about 800 thousand subscribers. For data 
services, the saturation point is predicted to be about 3 million terminals of various types 
including monitoring & control terminals. However, the data rate requirements for these 
services are very low. Thus, from the bandwidth point of view, the voice services will use up 
95% of the total bandwidth. The market penetration prediction is in line with early 
expectations of cellular penetrations of urban markets. The success of cellular systems has far 
exceeded early expectations. Given the greater public awareness of the usefulness of mobile 
communications, a doubling of the predicted saturation point could be achieved in the case of 
mobile satellite systems.
A number of market surveys have been carried out in Europe on the mobile satellite services. 
A Green Paper on satellite communications was published by the Commission of the European 
Communities, in November 1990. It estimated that by the year 2000, the number of mobile 
satellite terminals will be about 1-2% of the number of pan European GSM cellular terminals 
[153]. This will amount to about 250 thousand mobile and hand portable terminals. The 
projection is based on the estimated fraction of the market that requires the special attributes 
of satellite mobile systems.
In an ESA study for a European Land Mobile System (EMS), the estimated size of the 
potential mobile market is put at 12 million users by 1995 [154]. They also estimated that at 
least 8% of these could be economically served by a satellite based system. The
recommendation for the EMS system is to provide 400 channels by 1993, in order to satisfy 
the market demand.
In another study by the CEPT on the potential mobile telephone market within CEPT 
countries, they considered both cellular and hybrid cellular & satellite cases. One assumption 
was that each subscriber generated 0.02 Erlang traffic and that the satellite component of the 
hybrid cellular & satellite system would be 25%. Their estimates indicated that, for voice 
service, the number of subscribers for a hybrid cellular & satellite system would be about
224,000 requiring 1456 voice channels by 1995. This would increase to 273,000 subscribers 
and require 1775 channels by the year 2000.
Satel Conseil carried out two studies on the satellite land mobile market covering Europe, 
North Africa and Middle East. In their first (1985) study [155], two configurations were 
considered, a satellite only system and a satellite & terrestrial hybrid system with 25% satellite 
contribution. They also considered both optimistic and pessimistic economic forecast. Their 
estimates indicated that the total number of voice channels required would be between 1587 
(pessimistic) to 2299 (optimistic) by 1995. This would increase to between 2149 and 2818 
channels by 2005. In their second (1987) study [156], the emphasis was on satellite private 
mobile radio networks, as opposed to the public system of the first study. It is assumed that 
a minimum of 50-75 vehicles are required to justify the use of a private mobile radio network. 
For larger fleet sizes, the satellite system could be more profitable than using a terrestrial 
based cellular system. The study concluded that between 2500 to 7000 channels would be 
required by 1995.
These market surveys seem to indicate that although cellular radio will dominate the mobile 
market, there is also a definite and sizeable market for satellite based systems. This is 
especially so if both can be integrated together. There is thus a case for early introduction of 
satellite mobile services. The introduction of the OmniTRACS system in the USA, the 
promotion of Standard-C as a land mobile terminal by INMARSAT, and the plans by ESA 
for the EMS system indicated that the satellite industries are committed to an early entry into 
the land mobile market.
2.3.2 Integration With Terrestrial Systems [99,157-161]
It is clear from the above discussion that, the role of satellites in land mobile communication 
is to complement terrestrial systems in offering a more complete service. Thus, it is only
logical that the two systems should merge to form a single integrated system. The advantages 
of an integrated system include:
a) only one mobile terminal is required, allowing mass production and minimization of cost 
to the users.
b) in an integrated system, the function of the satellite earth station is very similar to that of 
the cellular switching centre. This allows the sharing of development costs and hence 
reduces the development time and overall system cost.
c) offer total coverage in a wider area, due to the use of satellites.
d) encourage widespread use of mobile communications.
e) offer a platform for further integration with aeronautical and maritime mobiles.
There are currently two approaches to integration. The first involves the design of a 
completely new combined satellite and terrestrial system. This will ensure maximum 
compatibility on signalling protocols, services, and user interfaces. Economics of scale is also 
achieved with regard to network infrastructures and terminals. However, it is very likely that 
the resultant system is not compatible with current generations of cellular radio systems. This 
approach is particularly suitable to areas where cellular radio systems have not yet been 
developed.
The second approach uses current cellular radio systems as a baseline, and tries to derive a 
satellite extension. The level compatibility and integration might be restricted, as the existing 
cellular system was not designed with satellite compatibility in mind. This approach does 
allow continuity of service and protects existing investment. Given the current stage of 
development of both satellite and terrestrial systems, the second approach appears to be the 
more acceptable solution. This is especially true in Europe, where the pan European Cellular 
radio system (GSM) is about to be introduced in the second half of 1991. A number of studies 
have been carried out to investigate problems involved in an integrated satellite and GSM 
cellular system.
The objective of integration is to provide users with a unified interface for accessing services. 
This means that the choice of using a satellite or terrestrial system is made automatically by 
the terminal, and is totally transparent to the user. Also required are common network 
protocols for satellite and cellular access, at both terminal and base station.
The characteristics of both satellite and cellular links are monitored continuously by comparing 
the received signal strength on each link. When a choice of using either link is available, the
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terminal selects the one with the stronger signal. This is in line with current cellular systems 
practise which uses this mechanism for handover between cells. However, one might want to 
restrict the use of the satellite link to non-urban areas, to reduce the demand on the less 
efficiently used satellite spectrum. This could be achieved by restricting the use of the satellite 
link to times when no terrestrial carrier is available. A less stringent scheme is for cells at the 
outskirts of urban areas to carry a special enable code to allow the mobile to choose between 
the two links.
A handover between satellite and cellular networks is required when, during a call, the mobile 
station detects a change in comparative state of the two links. The procedure for such 
handovers could be similar to the case when handover occurs between two base stations of 
different switching centres. However, such handover operations can give rise to billing and 
other administrative difficulties. Given the higher cost of deploying a satellite network, the 
charges are likely to be higher for calls involving a satellite connection. The users have to be 
informed when a handover to satellite connection is made. Complications also arise in cellular 
connections if two network operators are involved who have different tariffs. A satellite 
network is inherently international in nature, thus it is difficult to define its ownership among 
national based cellular networks. It might be desirable to have the entire integrated system as 
an international concern, and administered along the line of INTELSAT or INMARSAT.
One inherent incompatibility between satellite and cellular systems is frequency allocation. The 
two systems have been allocated different frequency bands by the CCIR. This implies that two 
different RF units have to be used in the integrated mobile terminal. Furthermore, the 
frequency reuse factor in cellular is considerably higher than satellite due the larger number 
of cells involved. The degree of frequency reuse available in satellites is restricted by the 
choice of beam coverage (single beam or multiple spot beams), and whether polarization reuse 
can be employed.
Another inherent difference between satellite and cellular systems is in signal propagation 
delay. In a satellite based system, the minimum propagation delay is about 240 ms. This is 
significantly larger than the delay across Europe of about 20 ms for a terrestrial link. Two 
main problems arise from this difference, voice channel delay, and signalling protocol 
compatibility. Mobile systems such as GSM use reduced rate speech coding techniques, which 
have long processing delays (90 ms). If a satellite link is used then special considerations must 
be given to keep the total end-to-end delay for a voice circuit below the maximum 400 ms 
specified by CCITT. This means that base stations should be chosen such that the terrestrial
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tail is kept to a minimum. There should only be one satellite hop in any end-to-end 
connection. Echo cancellers must also be used to reduce the effect of the long delay. The long 
propagation delay over a satellite link also affects various timing parameters within the 
signalling protocol. Consideration must be given to these in order to maintain efficiency and 
ensure compatibility between the cellular and satellite components of the integrated system. 
This might involve changing the current cellular specification and affect the choice of ARQ 
scheme used in data transmissions.
Another problem area is in the choice of access technique. In the GSM system, a Time 
Division Multiple Access (TDMA) scheme was chosen. However, given the high path loss and 
fading environment of the land mobile satellite channel, a high bit rate TDMA scheme is not 
necessarily the ideal choice. Higher transmit power and a larger antenna will be required at 
the mobile terminal, which will increase its overall cost. Furthermore, synchronization in the 
random access mode, is a major problem in satellite networks. The GSM system only allows 
for 0.25 ms as guard time between bursts. This caters for a cell size of about 35 km. However, 
a satellite spot beam has a radius of about 1000 km, and thus requires a guard time of about 
7.2 ms. This is longer than the frame period (4.615 ms) specified in the GSM system. Thus, 
a separate mechanism has to be introduced to assist the synchronization process. One method 
is to use a dedicated synchronization channel in each beam to broadcast a framing signal. The 
period of this signal must be longer than the required guard time (e.g. 2 GSM frames, 9.23 
ms). Transmission from each mobile can than be monitored and corrected by the controlling 
Earth station. Alternatively, if a GPS type system is available, then it can be used to estimate 
the position of the mobile and thus reduce the guard time required to within the GSM limits.
In a land mobile system, knowledge of the location of a vehicle within the system is 
fundamental to the operation of the system. The knowledge allows calls to be routed to the 
correct cell where the mobile resides. In the GSM cellular system, the location of mobiles is 
managed by the Home Location Registers (HLR), Visitor Location Registers (VLR), and the 
Mobile Switching Centres (MSC). Each location register can control an area covering a 
number of cells. As a mobile moves from one location area to another, the location registers 
are updated via a message transmitted by the mobile. This concept can be extended to the area 
covered by the satellite. The controlling Earth Station within each beam can act as the MSC, 
VLR and HLR. Whenever a mobile enters an area covered by the satellite, it reports to the 
corresponding Earth Station and its location will be updated. Thus, whenever a mobile is 
called, the location registers will be consulted to identify the most suitable route for the call.
The level of integration also depends on the satellite network configuration used. A limited 
availability of spectrum and mobile RF power means that multiple spot beams have to be used 
on the satellite to mobile link. On the feeder link side, a single regional beam should be 
sufficient The simplest configuration is a single earth station with transparent transponders. 
The major problem with a single earth station configuration is that long terrestrial tails become 
unavoidable. This configuration also implies international management rather than control by 
national administration.
Multiple earth stations can be used, for example, one for each spot beam coverage area, or one 
for each country covered by the whole system. With multiple earth stations, one has to choose 
the appropriate one for each call to and from a mobile. Such choice can be made on the basis 
of shortest distance from the mobile or the destination. In the former case, the problem of long 
terrestrial tails remains, but might be acceptable, depending on the traffic distribution. In the 
latter case, the terrestrial tail problem is eliminated. However, each earth station must now 
have connections to each beam. Thus, synchronization among all the earth stations is needed 
to coordinate access to and from mobiles.
One limitation of using a transparent satellite is that mobile-to-mobile communications are 
supported only if one of the mobiles is served by the cellular network. Otherwise, a double 
hop link is required, pushing the voice channel delay beyond the 400 ms recommended limit. 
To eliminate such restriction, an on-board processing satellite is required, with call switching 
on-board. This allows calls to be routed to mobiles directly, without the intervention of a 
MSC. System and network management functions can either be implemented on the ground 
via a double hop link or implemented on-board thus reducing the signalling delay further. The 
latter configuration does imply a significant increase in the complexity of the satellite. With 
on-board processing, one can also optimize the allocation of channel resources among the spot 
beams, hence increasing the overall system capacity.
2.3.3 The OmniTRACS System [162-165]
The OmniTRACS system was introduced in the USA during 1989, to provide data 
communications and position location services to mobile vehicles. The key features of this 
system lie in its use of existing Ku band satellite transponders, and spread spectrum techniques 
for the return data link. A similar system has recently been introduced in Europe called 
EutelTRACS, which use Ku band transponders aboard two EUTELSAT satellites.
The services offered by OmniTRACS include two-way messaging, position reporting, fleet 
broadcasting, message confirmation etc. Its data terminal is designed to be used in a wide 
range of vehicles including trucks, mini-vans, marine vessels and cars. The system also 
supports operation in both built-up city areas and on the highways. Typical user groups 
include public safety, transportation, public utilities, resource extraction, construction, 
agriculture, national maintenance organizations and private fleets. OmniTRACS have already 
attracted over 15,000 mobile users. The system is capable of supporting 40,000 to 80,000 
users, depending on the average length of data messages and traffic intensity. Additional 
capacity can be introduced modularly by using extra transponders.
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Figure 2.7 The Ku-band OmniTRACS Mobile Communication System
Figure 2.7 illustrates the system architecture of OmniTRACS. It is a star type network, with 
all messages going through a central hub station, the Network Management Facility (NMF). 
The NMF is linked to the various Customer Communications Centres (CCC) via conventional 
phone lines, packet switched networks, or VSATs. The satellite link between the NMF and 
mobile units, uses two Ku-band transponders, one for the forward link and one for the return 
link. As mobile applications have only secondary status within the Ku band frequency
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allocation, the system must be designed such that it does not interfere with existing fixed 
services and also can tolerate interference from these services. This means that the 
transmission profile of the system must be tightly controlled.
Users are required to sign-on to NMF, whenever they have a message to be transmitted. The 
NMF will perform various validations to prevent unauthorized access of the system, before 
transmitting the message to the mobiles. Any message received from mobile units is also 
transferred to the user when they sign-on. The NMF will acknowledge all messages received 
from users after they have been accepted and queued for transmission. For messages addressed 
to a particular mobile unit, an acknowledgement will be sent by the mobile. However, 
messages addressed to a group of mobiles will not be acknowledged. The NMF will 
automatically retransmit a message if necessary, and will inform the user after the message 
is delivered or that it is undeliverable.
On the forward link from NMF to mobiles, a continuous TDM data stream is transmitted. The 
data rate is between 5 to 15 kbits/s. Block encoding at rate 1/2 is used for forward error 
correction, producing 10 to 30 symbols per second coded data. The modulation format chosen 
is BPSK followed by a triangular FM dispersal waveform. This will produce a waveform with 
interference properties very similar to that of video signals. Furthermore, the power density 
outside the signal’s 2 MHz bandwidth will fall off sharply, much quicker than a video signal. 
With a 44 dBW satellite EIRP, the resultant transmit power density is 17 dbW/4kHz.
On the return link, the data rate is between 55 to 165 bits/s depending on the channel 
condition of each individual link. In order to keep interference to a minimum, only a 1W 
transmitter is used in mobile terminals, producing an EIRP of 19dBW. A mobile terminal can 
only transmit when commanded by the NMF, either as a direct request or as a response to 
polling. The number and frequency of mobile transmissions at all times can therefore be 
tightly controlled to limit interference. Data transmitted from mobiles are encoded using a 1/3 
rate convolutional code. The modulation format chosen for the return link is 32-ary FSK 
modulation with a 50% transmission duty cycle and direct sequence (DS) spread spectrum at 
1 Mchips/s. The resultant signal will occupy a bandwidth of 1 MHz. Furthermore, frequency 
hopping and FDM techniques are used to spread the overall transmission from all active users 
over a maximum of 54 MHz, which is adjustable for throughput optimization. For areas with 
good channel conditions, a maximum data rate of 165 bits/s is provided using a three times 
FSK symbol rate. With an EIRP of 19 dBW, the power density produced by 250 simultaneous 
transmissions is only 0.2 dBW/4kHz.
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Figure 2.8 OmniTRACS Mobile Terminal [162]
The mobile terminal itself (Figure 2.8) consists of three separate units, an Outdoor unit, a 
Communication unit, and a Display unit. The Outdoor unit houses the antenna and the RF 
front end electronics. The antenna has a beamwidth of 40° in elevation and 6° in azimuth, and 
is steerable in the azimuth direction. It has a maximum gain of 19dBi, and all sidelobes are 
at least 12dB down. The Outdoor unit itself is about 28 cm in diameter and 18 cm high, and 
weighs only 4.5 kg. The Communication unit houses all the system electronics, and is 
designed such that no user operation is required. All the user operations are carried out at the 
Display unit, which consists of a 4x40 character display and input keyboard. This separation 
allows the communication unit, which measures 11cm H x 23cm W x 32cm L and weighs 7.3 
kg to be mounted at a more convenient place within the vehicle. Only the Display unit needs 
to be mounted around the dashboard area.
2.3.4 The MSAT System [166-172]
The MSAT system has been under study for the last ten years. The aim is to provide an 
integrated mobile system for North America. Both Canada and the United States have realized 
the importance of mobile communications in North America, and have joined force to develop 
a compatible system. This means common specification and procurement of spacecraft and 
ground segment as well compatible network and services. The system is designed to provide
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service to land, aeronautical and maritime communities within North America. Four classes 
of services will be provided:
a) Mobile Radio Service (MRS) - provide dedicated channels to closed user groups, which
operate voice and data services between mobiles and a base station.
b) Mobile Telephone Service (MTS) - provide telephone connections to the PSTN for mobile 
users.
c) Mobile Data Service (MDS) - provide packet mode data services between mobiles and a 
central hub station.
d) Aeronautical Services - these are services defined by the ICAO’s FANs Committee, and 
include Air Traffic Services (ATS), Aeronautical Operational Communications (AOC), 
Aeronautical Administrative Communications (ACC), and Aeronautical Public 
Correspondence (APC). Aircraft will use these services via MSAT when flying over North 
America, but can also switch to international carriers when necessary.
The potential market has been estimated to be 300 to 450 thousand mobile terminals in
Canada alone by the year 2000. Over half of the market is expected to be data orientated. 
Position Location, Paging, and Transportable communication services could be provided as 
the market develops.
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Figure 2.9 MSAT Network Architecture [166]
The MSAT network architecture is shown in Figure 2.9. There will be two satellites serving 
the network, and two Network Control Systems (NCS), one each from the Canadian and
American operators. The functions of the Group Controller (GC) are to coordinate, control and 
maintain the activities of different users. It also handles the dynamic assignment of satellite 
channels to these users, using a Priority Demand Assignment Multiple Access (PDAMA) 
system, with the objective of achieving maximum channel availability. Three types of circuits 
are involved, voice circuits, circuit-switched data, and circuit for packet-switched data under 
the control of a data hub.
The Network Operation Centre (NOC) is responsible for the overall resource distribution, 
supervision, and maintenance of the system. It collects traffic information from Group 
Controllers and other NOCs (e.g. Aviation NOC), and redistributes the bandwidth among 
voice, data, and signalling channels. This will keep the system operating near to its optimum 
point and ensure that the aviation safety system is given enough capacity to operate. 
Furthermore, it will supply an optimized routing table to GCs for routing mobile calls to the 
gateways. Billing information is also collected by the NOC from the various GCs.
The Gateway FES (Fixed Earth Station) will provide both data and voice communication 
services between mobile users and PSTN subscribers. Each Gateway FES will be equipped 
with the appropriate protocol translators. The Base FESs are private earth stations, like 
dispatch centres, for closed user groups using the MRS or other services.
The links between satellite and FES (Fixed Earth Station) will operate at SHF (13.2/15.45 
GHz). A North America region beam coverage will be provided with an Edge of Coverage 
(EOC) gain of 25 dBi. The mobile link will operate in the 1.5/1.6 GHz band. To increase the 
frequency reuse factor, a 5-beam coverage has been chosen as the baseline minimum 
configuration for the mobile link (see Figure 2.10), with an extra spot beam for Hawaii. An 
optional sixth beam may be introduced to cover the Mexican region. Each beam will have an 
EOC gain of 32 dBi. Interbeam co-channel isolation, which affects the frequency reuse factor 
is specified with C/Is of 20 dB in the forward link and 22 dB in the reverse direction.
One feature of the MSAT design is to maintain flexibility. This includes the possibility of 
using various types of modulation schemes. Hence, wideband linear transponders with no 
channelization are chosen for the satellite. The Intermodulation noise performance of the 
transponder is kept low with a C/Im of 22 dB minimum under full load. Flexibility is also 
required in switching any part of the L-band spectrum to any beam. This eases the problem 
of frequency coordination with other L-band users, because a contiguous segment of the 
spectrum is not required. A variable dynamic spectrum partitioning capability is also built into
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Figure 2.10 Coverage Pattern For MSAT System [166]
the system, allowing a flexible allocation of bandwidth to different services. This enables the 
aeronautical safety traffic to obtain additional capacity when required on a realtime pre­
emptive basis.
The use of spatial frequency reuse and two satellites within the MSAT system will cause self 
and cross interference. A mobile terminal will receive some interference from transmissions 
of the same frequency, directed to another beam, and also from another operating at the same 
frequency at some distance away. This is further aggravated by the wide beamwidth mobile 
antenna and also its pointing error. Another possible source of interference might be from low 
Earth orbit satellites. The factors involved include:
a) position of the two satellite antennas in relation to the mobile antenna pattern.
b) antenna tracking error.
c) distance between mobile and the desired satellite and the interfering satellite.
d) RF power transmitted by the two satellites.
e) frequency separation between the desired and interfering signals and also the modulation 
format.
f) doppler effects due to mobile motion, and satellite motions.
Parameter Forward Link Return Link
Intermod & Energy Spread
Uplink 32 dB 30 dB
Downlink 22 dB 22 dB
Interbeam Co-channel
Uplink - 27 dB
Downlink 25 dB -
Other Sources 23.5 dB 22.7 dB
Total Interference 18.4 dB 18.3 dB
Total C/lo 53.1 dBHz 53.1 dBHz
Uplink C/No (Thermal) 66.0 dBHz 57.2 dBHz
Downlink C/No (Thermal) 55.4 dBHz 59.6 dBHz
Total Unfaded C/No+Io 51.0 dBHz 51.0 dBHz
Table 2.9 Interference Budgets for ACSSB Voice Circuit [166]
For self interference, an increase in antenna jitters will cause a decrease in interference, 
because both signal and interference comes from the same source. For cross interference, 
increased antenna jitter will produce an increase in the interference contribution. This is due 
to the antenna picking up more of the interference signal. The interference budget for MSAT 
is shown in Table 2.9 for an ACSSB voice circuit.
Interference also plays a part in the choice for a multiple access scheme for MSAT. Apart 
from optimum utilization of spectrums, compatibility with other systems using the same band 
has to be considered. The three main access schemes, TDMA, FDMA and CDMA, were 
compared. Wideband TDMA, with one carrier per transponder, has the advantage of being able 
to maximize the use of RF power. However, this scheme was rejected, on the grounds that it 
does not allow redistribution of resource between beams, as traffic pattern changes, and it 
cannot take advantage of the voice activation effects. Other problems include incompatibility 
with ICAO AMSS(R) standards, and difficulties in coordination with other system.
With CDMA, the choice is less clear cut. It has been shown that with the use of multiple 
beams, frequency reuse and taking advantage of the voice activation factor, a CDMA system 
can produce a higher capacity than a FDMA system. However, for the MSAT system, this 
scheme was rejected, on the grounds of its inference with other satellites, and its excessive 
demands on the feeder link spectrum. It was shown in [173] that a CDMA system loses most 
of its capacity when interference with INMARSAT-2 satellites was taken into account (see
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Standard-C Aeronautical
INMARSAT Wanted Signal EIRP 7.9 dBW 17.3 dBW
CDMA Uplink EIRP 7.0 dBW 7.0 dBW
CDMA Spread Bandwidth 7.0 MHz 7.0 MHz
INMARSAT Noise Bandwidth 600 Hz 21 KHz
Voice Activation Factor 0.4 0.4
Polarization Isolation 6.0 dB 6.0 dB
Max. Cfl Allowable 20.2 dB 21.8 dB
Total CDMA Users 1364 235
Note: CDMA users are assumed to operate with opposite polarization
Table 2.10 Interference into INMARSAT-2 by a CDMA System [173]
Table 2.10). Another problem with CDMA is that illegal, unpaid use of the satellite is nearly 
impossible to detect and jam.
A SCPC/FDMA scheme has been chosen for the MSAT system, mainly because of its 
flexibility, high capacity and compatibility with other systems. A 5 kHz channel spacing is 
chosen to maximize spectrum utilization. This does, however, restrict the choice of speech 
coding/modulation schemes. Amplitude Companded Single Sideband (ACSSB) was chosen as 
the analog baseline for MSAT. The baseline digital scheme is Codebook Excited Linear 
Predictive Coding (CELPC) using 16-QAM Trellis Coded Modulation. The Mobile Radio 
Service (MRS) is designed to operate with an unfaded C/No of 51 dBHz. For ACSSB, this 
represents a downlink fade margin of about 10 dB. With a mobile terminal G/T of -15 dB/K, 
the required satellite EIRP is about 30 dBW per channel. The MSAT satellite G/T is specified 
at 2.8 dB/K at L-Band.
With thousands of mobile terminals expected to operate in the system, it is essential that they 
are under complete control of the Group Controller. Thus, the mobile terminal is designed to 
transmit only if it is locked onto the control channel. A separate signalling channel receiver 
is used to ensure that the control messages are received at all times. This offers a number of 
advantages:
a) offers a continuous signal for mobile antenna tracking and power control;
b) provides a common reference frequency to all mobiles;
c) provides a means to reassign opened channels or for preemption;
d) denies access to terminals not meeting the specification;
e) support special network functions, such as display o f  calling number, call waiting etc.
The capacity of the first generation Canadian MSAT system is required to support 60 thousand 
users. This translated to about 710 assigned channels required for voice traffic, assuming a 
homogeneous traffic distribution, a voice activity factor of 0.4, a grade of service of 2% and 
0.0106 Erlang of traffic per user. However, the actual distribution of traffic is unknown and 
the system has been designed to handle concentration of traffic in some part of the coverage.
2.3S  ESA Developments
From the 1980s, ESA has maintained an active research programme on mobile satellite 
communications. These included PROSAT, PRODAT, ARCHIMEDES, ARTEMIS, and a 
number of studies on the use of on-board processing in mobile satellite systems. One such 
study was carried out during 1985 to 1987 by a consortium led by Racal Decca Advanced 
Development Ltd., and includes British Aerospace Pic., DFVLR, Racal Research Ltd., and 
University of Surrey [174-178]. This section outlines the system proposed in that study.
The objective of the system is to provide the land mobile user with a low speed two way 
telegraphy and a full duplex telephony connection to the terrestrial network. Two types of 
terminals were considered, one which provided both telegraphy and telephony services, and 
one which provided only telegraphy service. Unlike most existing satellite systems, any future 
land mobile system must be designed from the outset with a large potential user population 
in mind. This leads to a shift in emphasis from minimizing the space segment cost to 
minimizing the mobile terminal cost, in order to achieve a lower overall system cost
Simple terminals imply the adoption of a mobile antenna that requires a minimal form of 
pointing. The Figure of Merit of a Mobile Earth Station (MES) is therefore at best around -20 
dB/K. This necessitates the use of a very high gain antenna on-board the satellite. A second 
reason for using a high gain antenna on the satellite is to facilitate frequency reuse, via spatial 
diversity, both between land mobile systems and within a given land mobile system.
With a geostationary satellite serving Europe, the effect of shadowing by obstructions and 
multipath fading caused by the vehicle’s motion, adds up to a significant system loss. The 
shadowing loss is the dominant effect in all but the most open of environments. Advanced 
ARQ schemes are therefore required to combat these fading effects, and provide a high 
integrity telegraphy services in the worst of environments. However, it is not economical to 
provide enough link margins to provide telephony services during fades.
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To enable growth, the system design employs a modular configuration. Each module supports 
a population of 10,000 speech and data terminals and 10,000 data only terminals.'A spacecraft 
will support one module, and the system can be expanded by adding additional modules and 
consequently using extra frequency spectrum. Between 10 to 20 Fixed Earth Stations are 
envisaged, providing gateway access to the terrestrial network.
Beam No. 1 2 3 4 5 6
Traffic (Erlangs) 1.6 7.0 14.8 36.6 46.6 18.8
% of Traffic 0.8 3.5 7.4 18.3 23.0 9.4
Beam No. 7 8 9 10 11 12
Traffic (Erlangs) 20.8 24.4 8.0 5.4 7.6 9.0
% of Traffic 10.4 12.2 4.0 2.7 3.8 4.5
Figure 2.11 Multi-beam European Coverage and Traffic Distribution [175]
The feeder link is at Ku band and uses a single beam to illuminate the European region. The 
mobile link will operate at L-band and employs twelve 1.1° spot beams to cover Western 
Europe (see Figure 2.11). Two hypothetical traffic distributions were considered: a uniform
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distribution over all the beams and a non-uniform distribution (see Figure 2.11). The frequency 
plan for the non-uniform traffic distribution (see Figure 2.12) case requires a total bandwidth 
of 1213 kHz in the forward link and 1475 kHz in the return link.
Link Access Modulation Coding
Forward Feeder TDMA 4 Mb/s DQPSK BCH (384,192)
Return Feeder TDM 4 Mb/s QPSK BCH (384, 192)
Forward Mobile
Telephony FDM/SCPC 9.6 kb/s DECQPSK None
Telegraphy TDM 4.8 kb/s DECPSK RS(64,32), RS(64,4)
Return Mobile
Telephony FDM/SCPC 9.6 kb/s DECQPSK None
Telegraphy CDMA Direct Seq. DPSK RS(32,24), RS(64,48), 
RS(16,4)
Table 2.11 Access, Modulation and Coding Scheme Summary
With the use of on-board processing, each individual link can be optimized with its own 
modulation and coding scheme. Table 2.11 summaries the access schemes, modulation and 
coding schemes proposed in the study.
The network control functions are distributed between an on-board unit (OBNCS) and a 
ground based station (GCNCS). The OBNCS will handle the dynamic channel allocation and 
control functions. The GCNCS will handle the maintenance of the central database, analysis 
of the network statistics, and billing details. A TDMA burst is reserved once every four 
frames, for communication between the OBNCS and GCNCS.
To maintain simplicity at mobile terminal, a TDM scheme is employed on the forward mobile 
link. This will carry the signalling and telegraphy traffic messages. The return mobile data link 
uses a CDMA scheme in order to provide an efficient random access channel facility at the 
low data rates necessary to enable a data only terminal to be an attractive option. Data are 
transmitted at 400 bits/s using a 403-bit tiered code. The use of a tiered code and a 
synchronous form of spread spectmm enables the acquisition time to be minimized. This is 
essential for an efficient random access channel.
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Figure 2.12 Frequency Plan For The Non-Uniform Traffic Distribution [175]
System throughput is enhanced by introducing a "beam logon" procedure, whereby a mobile 
will inform the OBNCS whenever it moves from one beam to another. This will considerably 
reduce the amount of polling delay and improves the channel utilization.
With the use of multiple spot beams, channel routing between beams is required. Furthermore, 
the different access schemes employed on the feeder link and mobile link necessitated the 
demultiplexing and remultiplexing on-board. This is performed by the transmultiplexer, which 
carries out the necessary mapping. The payload architecture is shown in Figure 2.13. The 
complexity of the payload and the technology required for realization was investigated. It was 
shown that the payload is realizable using projected CMOS and VLSI technology, toward the 
end of the 1990s.
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Figure 2.13 Architecture of On-board Processing Payload
An approximate cost model was also developed for the complete land mobile system 
incorporating the on-board processing payload. It indicated that space segment cost is 
significantly higher than that of the ground segment. Significant saving can be achieved by 
using high gain antenna on the mobile terminals. The model also showed that a transponder 
capacity of at least 800 channels is necessary for a land mobile system to be considered 
economically viable.
2.4 Summary
In this chapter we have reviewed the use of satellites in maritime, aeronautical and land 
mobile systems. A worldwide maritime satellite system had been established for over ten 
years, under the direction of an international organization, INMARSAT. The development of 
maritime satellite communications has been evolutionary, taking advantage of improvements 
in technology. Smaller data only terminal, Standard-C, has been introduced to serve the small 
vessel market. Second generation space segments, which has a higher channel capacity, has 
been introduced in 1991. The second generation spacecrafts also have 6 MHz transponder 
capacity in the aeronautical band. Future planned improvements include digital voice coding, 
multiple beam coverage, a new main CES specification (Standard-B), and a new voice/data 
mobile terminal specification (Standard-M).
The use of satellite communication in aviation has been under investigation since the early 
60s. Attempts in the late 70s and early 80s, to introduce an aeronautical system failed due to 
financial and technical problems. However, ICAO’s FANS committee has since laid down the 
foundation for the development of a global aeronautical satellite system, with their report in 
1988. During the second half of the 1980s, various organizations have started trials and 
experiments on different aeronautical communication configurations. A telephone system for 
airline passengers was launched in 1989 by the Skyphone group. Others like SITA are also 
planning global aeronautical data services.
Unlike the maritime community, there is no single organization that is responsible for the 
implementation of a global integrated aeronautical system. A number of organizations are 
designing and planning to provide similar voice and data services. On a regional scale, MSAT 
of Canada and AMSC of the USA are introducing an integrated land and aeronautical satellite 
system. On a global scale, INMARSAT has introduced aeronautical services using their second 
generation spacecraft. A 6 MHz transponder is used to provide both voice and data services,
at a data rate ranging from 600 bits/s to 21 kbits/s. Digital encoding at 9.6 kbits/s is to be used 
for speech channels.
The land mobile communication market is the most competitive of the three mobile areas. 
Terrestrial cellular network will occupy a dominant position in the marketplace. However, 
satellite systems should have a significant complementary role in the market. An early entiy 
into the mobile market is also important to establish satellites as a viable service. Satellites 
also offer a mean of integrating land, maritime and aeronautical mobile communication 
systems.
In order to exploit fully the advantage of satellites in land mobile communications, it is 
necessary to integrate them with the terrestrial cellular networks. This will provide users with 
a unified interface for accessing services, and the best route for each call will be chosen. There 
are two approaches to integration. The first involves the design of a completely new combined 
satellite and terrestrial system, which will ensure maximum compatibility on signalling 
protocols, services, and user interfaces. The second approach is to derive a satellite extension 
to current cellular radio systems. The level of integration is restricted in this approach, but it 
offers continuity of services and protection of existing investment. Given the current level of 
investment in terrestrial systems, this is the more acceptable solution in areas where cellular 
radio is well developed. A number of issues have to be addressed during integration. These 
include frequency allocation, dynamic choice of route, handovers between satellite and cellular 
network, propagation delay, choice of access technique, location of mobiles and satellite 
network configuration.
We have also highlighted three land mobile satellite systems in this chapter. The first one is 
the OmniTRACS system, which uses Ku band frequency to provide data communication and 
position location services to mobiles. To minimize interference to existing Ku band fixed 
services, spread spectrum techniques are used. A return link data rate of 55 to 165 bits/s is 
provided. On the forward link, a continuous TDM format can be used at a rate of 5 to 15 
kbits/s.
The second one is the MSAT system serving North America. This is an integrated land and 
aeronautical communication system, offering private radio, public telephony, data services and 
specialised aeronautical services. The satellite to FES link will operate at SHF band with a 
North America region beam coverage. Whilst the mobile link will use the L band allocation 
and a 5-beam coverage to increase the frequency reuse factor. Wideband linear transponders
with no channelization are chosen, to maintain flexibility and to allow various types of 
modulation schemes to be used. A SCPC/FDMA access scheme, with a channel spacing of 5 
kHz, is chosen to provide flexibility, high capacity, maximum spectrum utilization and 
compatibility with other systems. The first generation MSAT system is designed to support 
60 thousand mobile users.
The third system that we have highlighted is an ESA study, in which we took part, of a 
European land mobile payload using on-board processing techniques. The system is to provide 
low speed telegraphy and full duplex telephony services. Two types of users are supported, 
data only and data and voice terminals. The emphasis is on minimizing mobile terminal cost. 
High satellite antenna gain is achieved with the use of a 12 spot-beam L-band European 
coverage.
With the use of on-board processing, each link can be optimized with its own modulation and 
coding scheme. A CDMA scheme is proposed for the return telegraphy link, whilst a 
FDM/SCPC scheme can be used for voice channels. Furthermore, the forward link to mobile 
can adopt a continuous TDM format, which will minimize the complexity of the mobile 
terminal. The network control function can also be split between a ground station and an on­
board unit. This allows the on-board network control system to handle the dynamic channel 
allocation and hence minimize channel setup time and improves overall system throughput
The study also shows that such an on-board processing payload is realizable using projected 
CMOS and VLSI technology, towards the end of the 1990s. Furthermore, a minimum 
transponder capacity of 800 channels is necessary for a land mobile system to be economically 
viable.
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Chapter 3. On-Board Processing Satellite Systems
The basic functions of a communication satellite transponder have remained unchanged over 
the years, i.e. it amplifies the uplink signal, frequency translates and transmits it on the 
downlink. However, as the demand for satellite capacity increases and with the introduction 
of multiple spot-beam antenna coverage, it becomes necessary to introduce extra functions on­
board. With the advent of small business and mobile communication market, the emphasis of 
satellite system design has shifted from relatively simple transponders with high complexity 
earth terminals, to more complex transponders with small low cost user terminals. The 
objective is to minimize the overall system cost.
The first function to be added was switching, e.g. the IF microwave switches introduced in 
the INTELSAT-VI satellites. However, over the last few years, most research efforts 
worldwide have been on regenerative transponders [ 118 -127], i.e. transponders that demodulate 
uplink signals and remodulate before retransmission on the downlink. The introduction of 
regeneration, allows the full range of signal and system processing functions can be carried 
out on-board, leading to a "telephone exchange in the sky".
In this chapter we will discuss various processing functions that could be carried out on-board 
a regenerative satellite, and their potential advantages. We will also review the development 
of technologies required for the implementation of an on-board processing payload.
3.1 On-board Processing Functions
The main motivation for introducing on-board processing techniques is the need to increase 
satellite capacity. It also offers flexibility in the design of the satellite system, including areas 
like modulation, coding, multiple access and network control.
There are a number of ways to increase the capacity of a satellite system. They can be 
illustrated by considering the channel capacity, R, over a satellite link:
where:
Pt = Transmit Power per channel Gt = Transmitter Antenna Gain
Gr = Receive Terminal Antenna Gain X = Wavelength
d = Distance between satellite and earth station L = Miscellaneous Loss
Tr = Receiver Noise Temperature k = Boltzman’s Constant
Et/N0 = signal energy per bit to noise density ratio required.
The main factors are the transmit power, the antenna gain of both satellite and earth terminal, 
and the Et/N0 required. Higher capacity could be achieved by increasing the transmitter output 
power, improving antenna gain, or reducing the Eb/Nc required to achieve the grade of service.
Transmit power is limited by the type of HPA used, e.g. TWTA or SSPA, and its efficiency. 
One could maximize the output power by using Time Division Multiplex technique to 
minimize the number of carriers going through the HPA, and hence reduce the amount of 
output back-off required. Due to the limited power available on a satellite, the downlink is 
usually the capacity limiting link. This is especially true in mobile application, where the 
antenna gain of a mobile is limited by terminal size and the need to use a fairly wide 
beamwidth to avoid tracking. Satellite antenna gain can be increased by using multiple spot 
beams rather that global or regional beams. The Eb/N0 required to provide a service can be 
lowered by selecting the appropriate modulation and coding scheme for the particular link 
condition. With on-board regeneration, each link can be optimized individually.
3.1.1 Multiple Spot Beam Antenna
In order to realize a higher antenna gain at a given frequency, larger apertures have to be used, 
resulting in much narrower beam widths. Two potential problems with narrow beamwidth, high 
gain antennas are pointing accuracy and reduced coverage area. The pointing accuracy required 
is about one tenth of the beamwidth [179]. Current spacecraft technology can easily handle 
beam widths of about 1 degree. However, for narrower beam widths (e.g. below 0.5 degree) and 
for spacecraft in Low Earth or Highly Elliptical orbits, such pointing accuracy will be more 
difficult to achieve.
The much reduced footprint of a narrow beam antenna means that more than one beam is 
needed to cover the service area. Multiple beams can be achieved by using either array-fed 
passive reflector system or active phased array system. Multiple spot beam antenna can be 
introduced on both the uplink and downlink.
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One advantage of having multiple spot beams is the possibility of introducing frequency reuse. 
The main form of frequency reuse is via spatial separation, where frequency can be reused in 
beams that are sufficiently far apart. In some cases, polarization reuse can also be used, 
depending on the type of modulation used, and the tolerable interference level.
An important feature of a multiple spot beam system is that ground stations will not 
automatically receive their own downlink transmissions. This has important impacts on both 
synchronization of transmissions and the design of communication protocols. For example, the 
normal closed-loop method for TDMA synchronization will not be possible, and the success 
or failure of random access messages must be acknowledged by a network control station.
Apart from generating a fixed set of spot beams, a suitable beam forming network can be used 
to generate scanning spot beams. The main advantage of a scanning spot beam is to reduce 
the number of spot beams that needed to be generated, especially for areas of low traffic 
density. With the aid of an on-board digital beam forming network, scanning beams can also 
be made to track a particular channel, and maximize its signal-to-noise ratio.
Another on-board processing function needed to support multiple spot beam antennas is 
channel switching system. When there are more than one downlink beam, uplink signals have 
to be routed to the appropriate downlink. The switching can be done at I.F. or at baseband 
depending on the number of beams involved, and whether regeneration is used.
3.1.2 Signal Regeneration
Among the various on-board processing functions, signal regeneration is the most important 
one. This is primary because it enables the full range of processing functions to be applied 
after the baseband signal has been extracted. On its own, on-board signal regeneration can also 
provide some improvement in the link budget. The improvement comes from the fact that, 
with regeneration, the up and down-link transmissions are separated, and hence the noise and 
interference power from both links are not cumulative. It is the demodulated error that is 
cumulative instead.
If we assume a linear and interference free channel, the total carrier-to-noise ratio over a 
transparent satellite link is given by:
One the other hand, for a regenerative system, the link performance can be expressed in terms 
of error probability:
The advantages provided by a regenerative system are illustrated in Figure 3.1. The example 
used is for a QPSK system, with a required overall error rate of 104. It can be seen that for 
a given uplink C/N, the downlink C/N required for the specified error performance is 
considerable lower for a regenerative system. The maximum advantage is obtained when errors 
are evenly distributed between the up and downlink (i.e. (C/N)up = (C/N^ own)* The achievable 
gain under this condition is about 3 dB on both up and down-link.
(P J to ta l ~  + (P ^d o w n (3.3)
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BER = 10
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Figure 3.1 Link Characteristic of Transparent and Regenerative Transponder
However, it should be noted that, in a regenerative system, the link with the lower C/N tends 
to dictate the overall link error rate. As explained earlier, in a realistic satellite system, the 
downlink tends to be the weaker link, and hence will dictates the overall link error rate in a
regenerative system. Under this condition (e.g. (C/N)up = 4(C/N)d0Wn), the advantage of 
regeneration is much smaller (e.g. about 1 dB).
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Figure 3.2 Performance of Transponders In Non-Linear Channel Condition [180]
In real channel conditions, we have to take into account of non-linear effects in earth station’s 
HPA, band-limiting filtering and satellite TWTA. With a transparent transponder, the effect 
of AM-PM non-linearity is cascaded with that on the on-board TWTA amplifier. For a 
regenerative transponder, the up and down-link are isolated, and the overall degradation is 
much smaller. This is illustrated in Figure 3.2 [180]. A regenerative system can provide a 2-3 
dB gain over a transparent transponder.
Regeneration can also increase the system’s tolerance to interference, in the same way it 
reduces noise. Taking interference into account, the overall carrier-to-noise ratio of a system
For a transparent transponder the carrier-to-noise ratio without interference (C/N)t is given by 
equation 3.2 and the total carrier-to-interference ratio (C/I)t is given by:
For a given error rate performance (e.g. 104), one can express the tolerable interference ratio 
(C/I)t as a function of (C/N)t. Figure 3.3 shows a comparison between a transparent and 
regenerative system. It should be noted that the regenerative system has an inherent 2 dB 
advantage over the transparent case, as explained earlier. It can be seen from Figure 3.3 that, 
a regenerative system offers a significantly higher tolerance to interference (e.g. 6 dB at (C/N)t 
of 14 dB) than a transparent system.
is:
(3.4)
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Figure 3.3 Tolerable Level of Interference
The most significant effect of regeneration is the availability of the baseband signal on-board 
the satellite. This allows a number of extra processing functions to be carried out on-board, 
including baseband switching, error control coding, power control on individual channel, bit- 
rate conversion, multiple access format conversion, and various network control functions. 
These functions are discussed in the following sections.
The use of on-board processing enables satellite systems to be optimized in terms of spectrum 
and power usage. It also increases the functionality and capacity of the system. However, on­
board processing does not offer the same type of flexibility that a transparent satellite offers, 
namely the ability to completely reconfigure system parameters, including channel bandwidth, 
modulation, and multiple access techniques used. In a transparent satellite system, such 
changes can be accomplished by a using different type of earth stations. In a regenerative 
satellite, such changes will require changes to the on-board configuration, which is not always 
possible.
Furthermore, on-board processing also implies, a significant increase in the complexity of the 
spacecraft. The reliability of on-board processing sub-systems has to be addressed. The 
attractions of on-board processing lie in the reduction in complexity of earth station, especially 
mobile stations. As there are considerably more earth stations than satellites, the overall system 
cost should be lower. The use of digital technology in on-board processing systems, also 
means that system components are more stable, and repeatable than analogue implementations.
3.1.3 On-Board Switching and Multiplexing
The need for on-board switching derives from the use of multiple beams systems. Each uplink 
channel must be routed to its designated downlink beam. This involves demultiplexing the 
uplink signal into individual channels and re-multiplexing the channels according to their 
downlink beam.
Depending on the beam configuration and frequency allocation used, the switching 
requirement varies. For example, in a system with a global beam on the uplink and multiple 
spot beam on the downlink, and with sufficient uplink frequency allocation, beam selection 
could be achieved by simply mapping different sets of uplink frequencies to different downlink 
beams. However, in cases where both the uplink and downlink use multiple spot beams, then 
full switching has to be implemented on-board.
In a transparent system, switching is done at I.F. An example of such a system is INTELSAT 
VI, which employs a Satellite Switched TDMA (SS/TDMA) system (see Figure 3.4) [181- 
182]. This is one of the simplest form of on-board processing. AD the beams are connected 
to a microwave cross-point switch. A particular uplink beam is connected to aU the downlink 
at different times. The length of time it spends connected to a downlink beam, wiU depend 
on the level of traffic between the beams. The connection matrix is set up by the network 
control station.
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Figure 3.4 Microwave Matrix Switch in a SS-TDMA Operation [181]
In a regenerative system, switching functions are carried out at baseband. The function of the 
switch is essentially the same as that of the microwave cross-point switch. The differences are 
in the size of the switch, and the switching speed. A baseband switch can handle a much 
larger number of channels/beams and can be operated at high speed. It is therefore possible 
to switch individual channels rather than just individual beams. This aDows TDMA, FDMA 
or SCPC schemes to be used on either uplink or downlink. Each individual channel will be 
demultiplexed first before being fed into the baseband switch. The output from the switch is 
then fed into the appropriate downlink multiplexer (see Figure 3.5 [182]).
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Figure 3.5 On-board Processing With Baseband Switching
3.1.4 Signalling Rate Conversion
With on-board signal regeneration, data received on the uplink does not have to be transmitted 
to the downlink at the same rate. Data can be buffered on-board and retransmitted at a lower 
or higher rate on the downlink. Such flexibility allows low data rate terminals to communicate 
with a high rate earth station effectively. It can also be used to carry various services at 
different date rates, thus optimizing satellite resources.
On-board regeneration and buffering also allow variable data rate to be used for a particular 
channel. This could be used to compensate propagation loss due to fading, so that when fading 
on a particular channel increases, the data rate can be lowered to boost the signal-to-noise 
ratio. The original data rate can be restored when the channel condition improves. High level 
protocol support is required to support such a fade counter-measure. It is also necessary to use 
a variable bandwidth filter at the receiver to restrict the out-of-band noise.
3.1.5 E rror C ontrol C od ing
Introduction of decoding on-board will have the effect of further isolating up and downlink. 
Most uplink errors will have been corrected before retransmission on the downlink. Different 
coding schemes could be used for different links as this enables the optimum code be chosen 
to suit the characteristic of a particular link, hence optimizing its efficiency.
Error correcting codes can be combined with Automatic Retransmission Request (ARQ) 
schemes, to provide a highly reliable link. The main advantage of using ARQ on-board is the 
reduction of retransmission time, which is halved compared to a transparent system. Another 
advantage of on-board ARQ is to limit the return link capacity required to only the link that 
uses i t  For example, if an ARQ scheme is being used on the downlink from satellite to a 
mobile terminal, only capacity on the mobile-to-satellite link is needed for retransmission 
request; the link between base station and satellite is not affected.
On-board error control can also be used as a fade counter-measure scheme [183]. The level 
of coding used on a particular channel can be varied according to link condition. When a fade 
is detected on a particular channel, the data rate is reduced to allow extra coding bits to be 
inserted, thus restoring the error performance over the link. In a regenerative system, where 
individual channels are separated on-board, such measures can be applied to each individual 
channel.
3.1.6 Power Control
The purpose of applying power control on a satellite link is to minimize the power required 
to achieve the required link performance. In determining the satellite link budget, worst case 
conditions are always used. However, worst case conditions only applies to very few users. 
Thus, in most cases there is a significant waste in satellite power. By removing this 
unnecessary margin, the satellite power can be utilized more efficiently, thus increasing the 
satellite capacity.
There are three main areas where excess margins can be exploited:
a) Antenna Pattern: Specification used for both satellite and ground station’s antenna gain 
within a link budget is the edge-of-coverage figure. This margin is usually 3 dB on 
both antennas. This means that in most cases there is potentially a maximum of 6 dB 
margin, which can be exploited.
b) Fade Margins: Within the link budget, fixed margins are added for various fading and
propagation loss. These margins are worst case figures obtained at regions with the 
lowest elevation angle to the satellite. Thus, for users with a larger elevation angle, 
the margins can be reduced. However, not all type of fade margin can be exploited. 
For example, a power control scheme will not be effective against deep fades like 
shadowing & blockage, due to the large dynamic range (10 - 15 dB) [97]. It will also 
be difficult to track fast fades like multi-path. The average effect of these fading 
processes can however be exploited.
c) Path Loss: The free space path loss depends mainly on the distance between the satellite
and the earth station. This distance varies with the elevation angle of the earth station. 
In a link budget, the worst case value is usually used. Thus, one can obtain power 
saving by optimizing the path loss for each earth station. The saving that can be 
obtained depends on the variation of path loss over the coverage region. For a fixed 
earth station, the actual path loss can be pre-calculated. In a mobile terminal, this level 
of optimization is not practical. One can however, optimized it on a beam by beam 
basis.
To implement power control, one must be able to monitor the power level on the various 
links. In a transparent global beam system, monitoring can easily be achieved, as in earth 
stations can monitor its own downlink transmission. However, in a transparent multi-beam 
system, this is not always the case. Monitoring stations in every beam might be required. 
Communication channels must also be provided between these monitoring stations and the 
various earth stations. This could be in the form of terrestrial links or routed via a network 
control station to limit the satellite channel required.
With a regenerative on-board processing satellite, power monitoring can be achieved on the 
satellite. All four links can be monitored and controlled separately, thus optimizing satellite 
power usage. It also removes the need to have monitoring stations in each beam. The level 
of each earth station’s transmission is measured at the satellite, and transmitted on a common 
downlink to all the earth stations. This enables each earth station to adjust its uplink power 
accordingly. The uplink signal strength measured at the satellite also allows the satellite to 
determine the appropriate downlink power required for transmission to each earth station. Full 
return downlink power control may not be possible, due to the limited satellite power available 
for combating rain fading. Each earth station can use the signal strength of the downlink 
transmission from the satellite as a guide to set its uplink transmit power.
3.1 .7  F requency C ontrol
The objective of frequency control within a satellite system is to maintain the frequency of 
all the oscillators, both on-board and within earth stations. This is essential to minimize the 
guard band required in a SCPC/FDMA system. Another advantage of good frequency stability 
is to allow rapid acquisition of the signal. This is particularly important for channel efficiency 
when voice activation or burst mode transmission is used. Frequency control can also reduce 
the stability requirement of the reference frequency source, and hence the cost of terminals. 
This is particular important in mobile systems, where the cost of a mobile terminal has to be 
kept to a minimum.
There are four sources of frequency drift in a system:
a) Satellite reference oscillator
frequency drift in the satellite reference oscillator is controlled via an AFC (automatic 
frequency control) loop between a network control station and the satellite. The 
residual frequency error can usually be considered as negligible.
b) Earth station reference oscillator
The accuracy of an earth station’s reference oscillator is very much related to the cost 
and size of the earth station. For large fixed earth stations, the high cost and size of 
a highly stable oscillator (e.g. cesium standard, or oven controlled crystal oscillator) 
are not significant factors, and can usually be afforded. However, with a mobile 
terminal, minimum cost and size are of paramount importance. Hence, the use of an 
inexpensive temperature controlled crystal oscillator is more appropriate.
c) Doppler shifts due to satellite movement
The position of a satellite relative to a fixed terminal is not fixed. In the case of a 
geostationary satellite, the amount of movement depends on the accuracy of station 
keeping and the position of the earth station. For example, the maximum doppler 
shifts for a EUTELSAT II satellite is less than ±30 Hz at Ku-band, over its coverage 
area. For highly elliptical and low Earth orbits, the satellite travels at a much greater 
relative velocity, and hence the doppler effect will be considerably higher. For 
example, a satellite in Molniya orbits can produce a doppler shift of ±100 kHz at Ku- 
band. As, the motion of the satellite in its orbit can be predicted, the doppler shift 
caused by its movement can be estimated for each earth station.
d) Doppler shifts due to mobile terminal movement
In a mobile satellite system, the movement of the mobile will produce doppler shifts. 
The amount of doppler shifts depends on the velocity of the mobile. For a land 
mobile, this is of the order of ±150 Hz at L-band.
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In a transparent global beam system, frequency drift in a fixed earth station’s oscillator can 
be measured by the network control station. The required frequency compensation, including 
that from motion of the satellite, is than send back to the fixed earth station. In a multi-beam 
system, however, a single control station cannot monitor the downlink transmission from all 
the beams. Hence, one monitoring station per beam will be required.
For an on-board processing satellite systems, the monitoring can be done at the satellite. Thus, 
there is no need to provide one monitoring station per beam. As the up and down-link are 
isolated, the frequency errors are not cumulative. Frequency error in the transmission from a 
mobile terminal can be handled in similar fashion. The mobile terminal will acquire its initial 
frequency lock by using the downlink transmission from the satellite.
3.1.8 Network Control and Multiple Access
Apart from the advantages mentioned in previous sections, which are transmission related, on­
board regeneration also offers flexibility in network organization. By separating all the up and 
downlink channels, different access schemes can be used on each link. Network control 
functions required to support these access schemes could also be implemented on-board.
An example of what on-board processing offers can be illustrated by considering a mobile 
system, where a large number of mobile users communicate to a few fixed earth stations via 
a satellite. On the earth station to satellite links, a high speed TDMA link can be used. This 
takes advantage of the high output power, and antenna size offered by a fixed earth station. 
The synchronization requirement of a TDMA scheme can also be met relatively easily by 
fixed earth stations. On the downlink from satellite to earth station, a high speed TDM link, 
can be used. By using a single carrier per beam, the output power of the satellite TWTA can 
be maximized.
On the downlink from the satellite to mobile terminals, a single TDM channel could also be 
used. This will maximize the output power of the satellite downlink TWTA, and the carrier-to- 
noise ratio. It also provides mobile terminals with a continuous carrier, which they can use to 
maintain synchronization with the network. It is also necessary for fast re-acquisition, after 
signal blockage occurs. With a TDM downlink scheme, the mobile terminal design could be 
simplified, as only one carrier frequency is involved. On the uplink from the mobile, a SCPC 
scheme can be used, which will match the transmission rate closely with the service data rate. 
The lower data rate will minimize the transmit power requirement of the mobile terminal.
One can further improve the network efficiency by implementing various network control 
function on-board. Network functions that could be implemented on-board include:
1) allocation of satellite channel resources,
2) setting up and clearing of satellite channels,
3) implementing high level network protocol,
4) routing of packetized data,
4) monitoring and maintaining network synchronization,
5) recording the activity and status of earth stations and terminals,
6) monitoring and reporting satellite resources’ usage,
7) network re-configuration etc.
By implementing these network control functions on-board, the satellite can be considered as 
a separate node in the network. This is in contrast to a transparent satellite, which is 
considered as part of the transmission channel. As these functions are essential to the operation 
of a whole satellite network, reliability of the on-board systems is a major concern. It should 
be noted that, with on-board processing satellites, reliability has to be achieved with a much 
more complex system.
3.2 Technologies For On-board Processing
In the following sections, we will discuss some of the technologies involved in an on-board 
processing payload. These include on-board switches, transmultiplexers, microprocessors and 
software, radiation hard devices, fault tolerance techniques and payload architecture.
3.2.1 On-Board Switches [124,184-196]
The purpose of on-board switching is to route signals from the uplink beam to the designated 
downlink beam. This can be achieved at either I.F. or baseband. The device used for switching 
at I.F. is usually a Microwave Switching Matrix (MSM). The MSM used in satellites like 
INTELSAT VI, and Olympus, is built with discrete components and requires bulky power 
dividers at both the input and output ports. Recently more compact MMIC and optical 
switches have been developed, which will reduce the size and weight of the switch. For 
example, each of the two INTELSAT VI 10x6 MSMs is 7.3 kg in weight and measures 
30x40x2.5 cm3. Using electro-optical technology, this could be reduced to 9x 1x0.5 cm3 and 
weigh just under 1 kg [184]. However, an electro-optical switch still suffers from problems 
of high insertion loss, complicate drive circuitry, and temperature stability. These 
disadvantages have limited the size of MSMs that can be implemented at I.F.
Current developments in satellite switching technology are concentrated at baseband. Three 
different architectures are currently being developed, they are: Time-Space-Time (TST) switch, 
memory switch, and distributed memory switch. A TST switch is proposed for the American 
ACTS satellite, while a memory switch structure is proposed for ESA’s PSDE-SAT2 on-board 
processing experiment.
Time-Space-Time switches are commonly used in terrestrial telephone exchanges. They have 
a three-stage structure, consisting of an input time stage, followed by a space switch and 
output time switch. The switch handles time multiplexed input channels, all with the same rate 
and frame structure. To accommodate channels with different rates, extra multiplexers can be 
used before the input time stage. The structure of a TST switch is illustrated in Figure 3.6. 
The input time switch will reorder the time slots of each input TDM channel, such that no 
more than one input to the space stage is required to go to the same output The function of 
the space stage is to route the input channels to their designated output channel. The output 
time stage will than realigned the time slots within each output channel. It can be shown that 
TST switches are strictly non-blocking when the space stage is operating at twice the speed 
of the input/output data rate. Otherwise, the blocking probability of a TST switch is (2p - p2)n, 
where p is the link occupancy and n is the number of channels [185].
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Figure 3.6 Time-Space-Time (TST) Switch
A time stage can be implemented using memory devices. The inputs are first stored 
sequentially in a data memory. The content can then be read out in a different order. The 
required output sequence is stored in a separate connection memory. Both these memories are 
operating in ping-pong mode, so that one can be updated while the other is being read. The
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space stage can be implemented using n-to-1 multiplexers and a connection memory. The 
outputs of the n multiplexers are fed into all the output time switches. Each multiplexer will 
select one of its inputs during each time slot, according to the sequence stored in its 
connection memory. The size of a TST switch is limited mainly by the size and speed of the 
space stage, and the total number of inter-connections. It is also limited by reliability and 
redundancy requirements.
The memory switch is a strictly non-blocking switching structure, consisting of a multiplexer, 
a time stage, and a demultiplexer. It is basically a STS switch with both the space stages 
integrated into the time stage via a high speed bus. Figure 3.7 shows the structure of a 
memory switch. All the input channels are multiplexed and write sequentially into the 
memory. The data is then read out of the memory in the appropriate order, and demultiplexed 
into the required channels. The input/output rate of the data memory is equal to the combined 
rate of all input channels. A connection memory is used to control the read-out order. Both 
the main data memory and connection memory are operating in ping-pong mode. The limiting 
factors in a memory switch are the bandwidth of the high speed bus, and the access time of 
the memory. These limits can be eased, to a certain extent, by increasing the width of the 
internal bus and memory.
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Figure 3.7 Memory Switch
The main advantage of a memory switch is its simplicity. This gives rise to less complex 
control circuitry, and only about half the amount of memory compared to a TST switch. As
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there is only one time stage in the switch, the delay through the switch is also half that of a 
TST structure [196]. Memory switch is also inherently a non-blocking structure. However, the 
major disadvantages of a memory switch are its high speed data bus and large centralized 
memory stage. A single failure in the memory or its decoding circuitry can render the whole—  
switch inoperative. Thus, the amount and cost of redundancy required is high in this structure.
The Distributed Memory switch [196], is very similar to the memory switch, but without the 
output demultiplexer, and with a number of parallel time stages. The structure of a distributed 
memory switch is shown in Figure 3.8. All the input channels are multiplexed onto a high 
speed bus. The data are being stored in memory blocks, according to their designated output 
channel. Each channel’s data is then output in the correct order in via its time stage. As with 
the memory switch, the distributed memory switch is strictly non-blocking, and needs only a 
simple control mechanism. The amount of memory required is similar to that of the memory 
switch. However, the memory is now split into a number of blocks, and each will require its 
own connection memory.
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Figure 3.8 Distributed Memory Switch
The main advantage of a distributed memoiy switch is that fault tolerance measures can be 
added more efficiently. Failure of the one time stage or its control will not affect the operation 
of others. Thus, graceful degradation can be provided.
3.2.2 Transmultiplexer and Multi-Carrier Demodulators [124,197-204]
The function of a transmultiplexer is to demultiplex a multi-carrier FDM signals into its 
individual components. This is usually followed by the demodulation of individual channels. 
The whole system is sometimes referred to as a multi-carrier demodulator. In this section, we 
will outline the various techniques for performing the demultiplexing, and implementation 
options. The demodulator implementation depends mainly on the modulation scheme chosen 
for the mission. A major difference between a multi-carrier demodulator and single channel 
one is that sampling is done at the demultiplexer stage and is over a group of channels rather 
than a single channel. Thus, carrier and bit timing has to be estimated on an asynchronous 
basis.
There are three main techniques for demultiplexing a multi-carrier FDM signal, namely per- 
channel approach, tree approach, and block approach [204]. In the per-channel approach (see 
Figure 3.9a), filters are implemented for each channel separately. It either performs a low-pass 
filtering after applying a frequency shift or performs a band-pass filtering operation directly. 
This approach has a very high computational requirement and is of little practical interest.
In the tree filter bank approach (see Figure 3.9b), the input signal is demultiplexed in a 
number of stages. At each stage, the signal is being split into a high and a low-pass branch. 
The sampling rate will therefore be reduced by half after each stage. A reduction in the 
computation requirement is achieved by exploiting the symmetrical nature of the channel 
stacking arrangement. The number of channels that can be handled by this approach is 
restricted to a power of two.
The block approach utilizes a FFT filter bank to achieve the demultiplexing. The simplest 
form of FFT filter bank is the polyphase-FFT structure shown in Figure 3.9c. This approach 
is the most efficient in terms of computation rate. This is achieved by sharing the same 
lowpass filter among all the channels. The number of channels this approach can handle is also 
restricted to a power of two; uniform channel spacing is also required.
Figure 3.10 [204] shows the difference in computation rate between the block FFT approach 
and the tree approach. The comparison is base on PSK channels with 64 kHz channel spacing. 
It can be seen that The FFT approach is considerable more efficient, especially with large 
number of channels. However, the multiplication rate of the tree method is comparable when 
the number of channels is small. The tree method also has the advantage of having lower
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distortion due to the use of lower order filters, and hence a lower implementation cost.
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Figure 3.10 Computation Rate Comparison
In general, the output sampling rate of the transmultiplexer is not suitable for the following 
demodulation process. Demodulation usually requires integer number of samples per data 
symbol. Thus, a resampling filter is required. This can be implemented as part of the 
demodulator’s pulse shaping filter or as part of the post-filtering stage of the transmultiplexer.
3.2.3 Radiation Effects [195,205-209]
The introduction of on-board processing has given rise to concerns on the reliability of the 
payload. One of the major concerns is the effects of radiation on the digital hardware, 
especially memory devices and microprocessors, as both are employed extensively in on-board 
processing hardware. In this section, we will review the radiation environment that satellites 
must operate in, and the effects it has on semi-conductor devices.
3.23.1 Radiation Environment
There are three main sources of radiation, around the satellite orbit, geo-magnetically trapped 
radiation, solar flare cosmic radiation, and galactic cosmic radiation. The first is caused by 
Earth’s magnetic field interacting with charged particle radiation near it, and trapping radiation 
in areas around the Earth. This area is called the Van Allen radiation belt, which consists of 
keV electrons and MeV protons. The area lies in the plane of the geomagnetic equator and 
form a distorted toroid about the Earth (see Figure 3.11 [205]). The intensity of radiation is 
altitude and latitude dependent. The high energy proton belt is contained within the region 
below an altitude of about 19,(XX) km, with the maximum flux occurring around the 4,500 km 
region. The inner election belt is in the region below 11,500 km.
The second source of radiation is from solar flares . These can produce high energy protons 
and elections and perhaps neutrons and heavier ions. The energy of protons generated are of 
the order of 100 MeV, but tend to die away with a time constant of 1-3 days. The third source 
is galactic radiation, which consists mainly of protons. Other particles like electrons, alpha 
particles, and heavier ions are at least an order of magnitude down in density.
The level of radiation experienced by a satellite depends on its orbit, the amount of shielding, 
and the life-time of the satellite. Figure 3.12 and 3.13 [207] shows the yearly total ionising 
dose (TID) and DENIs (Damage Equivalent Normally Incident electrons) experienced in 
geostationary and highly elliptical orbit as a function of aluminum shielding thickness. It can 
be seen that at the geostationary orbit, the radiation is significantly lower than in a highly 
elliptical orbit. This is due to the satellite being outside the Van Allen radiation belt when it 
is in a geostationary orbit, whilst it goes through the Van Allen belt when in a highly elliptical 
orbit. For electronic components on-board a geostationary satellite with 0.1 inches aluminum 
shielding, the TID over a 10-year lifetime is about 0.5 MRad and the equivalent fluence is 4 
x 1013 e/cm2. For a satellite in highly elliptical orbits, these will increase to a TID of 1 MRad 
and equivalent fluence of 4 x 1014. Thicker shielding will be needed if component cannot meet 
this level of radiation hardness.
3.232 Effects on Semiconductor Devices
The effect of radiation on semiconductor devices can be classified into two categories: 
displacement damages and ionisation damages. The former is caused by neutrons and heavy 
ions displacing atoms from their normal position in the crystal lattice. This will create extra
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defects in the crystal lattice, and reduce the minority carrier lifetime, and bulk mobility. This 
will also affect the impurities concentration and result in a change in resistivity of the 
semiconductor material. Displacement damages are measured in terms of DENls.
Ionisation effect, measured in terms of TID, can cause several types of damage, including 
surface damages, transient damage, latchup, burnout and single event upset (SEU). Ionising 
radiation (photons or charged particles) can cause electrons to break free of their parent atoms, 
creating electron-hole pairs or excess carriers. Surface damage refers to the build-up of 
positive charge trapped in the oxide grown on silicon and of interface states at the oxide- 
silicon interface. These can seriously degrade the electrical characteristics of semiconductor 
devices.
Transient damage refers to the excess current generated across a p-n junction by the ionising 
radiation, which creates electron-hole pairs in the depletion region of the junction. The effects 
only last during the radiation period. However, if the radiation is intense or the duration is 
long, the current might be large enough to induce a burnout due to excess power dissipation.
Ionising radiation can also activate four-layer silicon controlled rectifier paths that are inherent 
in some integrated circuits structures, like CMOS devices. A latch-up occurs when such 
structure is triggered into regenerative mode, and a large current flow through the device. The 
device will remain in such a state until power is removed or the device bums out.
Single event upset (SEU) are caused by the transition of cosmic ray and high energy particles 
through a semiconductor device. These high energy radiations can lead to a build-up of 
electric charge in sensitive storage nodes within a device. This is particularly important to 
memory devices, where such charge build-up can lead to a reversal its contents. Such error 
is call "soft errors" as they can be corrected by rewriting the location. SEU can also cause a 
state changes in flip-flops etc. In a processor device, such errors can result in errors in 
calculation or errors in program flow. As SEU is not a permanent effect, it can be corrected 
by using suitable hardware and software techniques.
3 .233 Radiation Hardness of Semiconductors
Table 3.1 [195] summaries the radiation hardness of various semiconductor technologies. 
Bipolar technology is traditionally the technology used in space applications due to its high 
resistance to radiation. However, advanced, high speed bipolar technology commonly used 
today, has a much lower radiation hardness. Furthermore, advanced CMOS technology has
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Technology Total dose 
Rads(Si)
T ransicnt 
Upset Level3 
Rads(Si)/s
Neulron (1 
McV) 
Hardness n/cm2
Soft Error ralcb 
error/bit-day
Bipolar TTL 100k - 1M 107 - 108 1014 10 s
ECL 1M - 10M 108 - 109 1015 105
I2L 1M 108 - 109 1014 10'5 - 10'6
Linear Bipolar 50k - 100k 106 1012 -
Adv. Bipolar 10k - 100k 107 1014 10'3 - 10*
RH Bipolar 1M - 10M
O
'O100o 1015 10'5 - 10-6
NMOS < 10k 106 1015 10'5 - 10'6
RH NMOS 50k - 100k 107 - 108 1015 10 s - 10'6
CMOS < 20k 107 1015 10^ - 10'7
Adv. CMOS < 70k 5 x 108 1015 0 1 o
RH CMOS 100k - 1M 108 - 109 1016 10-6 - 10'7
RH CMOS 
SOS
100k - 1M > 1010 1015 10'8 - 10'9
GaAs
(MESFET)
1M - 10M 1011 1015 10-6 - 10 7
a: 20-100 ns pulses b: At Geostationaiy Orbit
Table 3.1 Radiation Hardness of Semi-conductor Technology
now been able to achieve a similar radiation and speed performance, and also has a lower 
power consumption. However, to obtain a high radiation hardness, say > 100 kRad, one will 
need to use radiation hardened technology like Silicon-on-sapphire or GaAs. These 
technologies, especially GaAs, are still being developed. Thus, their availability is low, with 
high cost and the devices they produce does not yet match ordinary CMOS in terms of 
complexity and variety.
3.2.4 On-Board Processor Technology
An on-board processing payload will make extensive use of microprocessors and digital signal 
processing (DSP) ICs, as well as custom VLSI design. Different on-board processing 
subsystems demand different processing elements. Some like modems tends to require DSP 
type processors, whereas a general purpose microprocessor is more suitable for the network 
control subsystem. The criteria for choosing suitable microprocessors include:
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a) fixed point and floating point capability
b) addressing range
c) data word length
d) real time response
c) throughput
0 clock rate
g) power consumption
h) packaging
i) reliability and fault tolerance
j) radiation hardness (TID and SEU rate)
k) temperature range
1) development software support.
Modem microprocessors are very complex devices, often consisting of more than 200,000 
transistors. In order to meet the reliability requirement of spacebome application, redundancy 
structure will be necessary. Three types of structures can be considered, cold standby, fail stop, 
and triple modular redundancy (TMR). For real time high availability applications, a TMR 
approach may be needed. In such case, it is important to keep the power consumption low, 
for example by choosing processors with a small chip count. Apart from power consumption, 
the number of interconnections also need to be kept low, as they are a major source of 
unreliability.
For satellite applications, radiation performance is also very important. The total dose (TID), 
single event upsets rate, and latch-up performance, all have to be considered. However, most 
modem microprocessors are not designed with radiation hard technology. They tend to use 
technology with the highest packing density, in order to maximize the functionality of the 
processor. Table 3.2 shows the performance of some of the modem microprocessor [208]. In 
the short term, only the MIL-STD-1750 and the SA3300 [209] processor has the required 
radiation hardness for space application. However, its processing capability is only limited. 
The cost of producing qualified version of others, even if possible, will be very high.
An interesting alternative could be the transputer. It is a 32 bit reduced instruction set 
computer, with extensive on-chip communication facilities (4 x 20 Mbits/s serial links) built- 
in, and hardware support for parallel processing. Such architecture allows active modular 
redundancy be implemented without additional hardware. Thus, it is possible to design a high 
integrity, high performance, and low power processing module. Figure 3.14 illustrates how 
such a structure can be implemented [208]. The transputer can also be bootstrapped directly
Processor Manufacturer Complexity SOS
licence
Radiation On-chip
FPU
Approx.
Performance
1750 (281) MEDL 16 Bit, 3
chips
Yes 100 kRad, 
SEU immune
Yes 1 MIPS
1750 (31750) MEDL 16 Bit Yes 100 kRad Yes 3 MIPS
80386 + 
80387
INTEL 32 Bit 275k 
trans.
No Few kRad No 3 MIPS
68020 + 
68881
Motorola 32 Bit 190k 
trans.
No Few kRad No 3 MIPS
Transputer 
(T800, T414)
INMOS 32 Bit 250k 
trans.
No? 30 kRad 
1986, 3 krad 
1988 latchup 
free
Yes 3 MIPS
ARM-2 Acorn 32 Bit, 25k 
trans.
Yes SOS 100 
kRad+
No 3 MIPS
MIPS R3000 LSI 32 Bit Yes? TBD No 10 MIPS
SPARC Fujitsu, 
Cypress (SUN)
32 Bit Yes? TBD No 10 MIPS
Table 3.2 Microprocessors For Space Applications
from its link. This eliminates the need of an on-board bootstrapped ROM, and allows in-flight 
reloading of its programs.
3.225 Software Considerations [210]
The main concern in software design for on-board processing payload is high reliability. It is 
particular important for spacebome software, not only because of the financial risk involved 
should a major failure occur, but also because of the inaccessibility of spacebome computers 
which make on-line diagnosis extremely difficult. There are two complementary ways of 
achieving reliability, Fault-prevention and Fault-tolerance. Fault prevention is concerned with 
removing all possible causes of unreliability from the system before reliance is placed upon 
its operation. This involves formal specification described above and extensive testing 
methods. Fault tolerance is concerned with introducing measures that enable the operational 
system to cope with faults that remain or develop.
Even in the absence of financial considerations, quality assurance cannot absolutely ensure that 
system components do not fail and no practical fault prevention scheme is known to be able 
to guarantee bug-free software. In order to provide reliability despite the presence of faults, 
measures for fault tolerance must be adopted.
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3.2.5.1 Design and Specification
To achieve high reliability, one must be conscious of it throughout the whole software 
development cycle. For example, the program verification, validation, and testing techniques 
must be incorporated in all of the different stages of development as indicated in Table 3.3.
Life-cycle Stages Verification activities
Requirements & 
Specification
Determine verification approach. 
Determine adequacy of requirements. 
Generate functional test data.
Design Determine consistency of design with requirements. 
Determine adequacy of design.
Generate structural and functional test data.
Coding Determine consistency with design. 
Determine adequacy of implementation. 
Generate structural and functional test data.
Testing Apply test data
Operation & 
Maintenance
Reverify, commensurate with the level of redevelopment
Table 3.3 Verification Activities Within Software Development Cycle
Modularity is another essential consideration when writing reliable software. Decomposing the 
whole system into smaller more manageable modules will ease its coding, debugging and 
testing. Hence the resulting system is less likely to contain undetected errors. Modular design 
methodologies, like the MASCOT (Modular Approach to Software Construction Operation and 
Test) system, are recommended. This type of approach can be applied through all stages of 
the software life cycle, from design onwards. Systems like MASCOT define a formal method 
of expressing the software structure of a real time system that is independent of both computer 
configuration and programming language. It also imposes a disciplined approach to design 
which yields a highly modular structure, ensuring a close correspondence between functional 
elements in design and constructional elements for system integration.
Ambiguity and incompleteness in the requirement and specification of software are often the 
cause of software design faults. Formal methods and tools should be used rather than the 
informal description. The adequacy of the requirements, that is, their correctness, 
completeness, and consistency, must be thoroughly analyzed, and initial test cases with the 
expected (correct) responses must be generated. Tools like PSL (Program Statement Language)
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and PSA (Program Statement Analyzer), SREP (Software Requirements Engineering Program), 
SADT (Structure Analysis and Design Technique) etc. are designed to aid the developer in 
requirements definition. Complete and consistent specification is essential for production of 
reliable software as all verification, validation and testing are done according to it. Not even 
formally proved software is immune to an error in the specification. Formal specification tools 
like the STD (State Transition Diagram) and Petri Networks have been developed to make it 
easier to check the completeness and consistency of systems. These formal methods of 
translating functional requirements into detailed specifications, help to eliminate problems due 
to the functional and detailed specifications often being written by two different teams.
3.2.S.2 Software Faults
There are two main types of software faults, one is caused by hardware failures and the other 
by software design faults. Hardware failures that will affect software performance are mainly 
processor failures or memory read/write failures. These are particular important in spacebome 
computer systems because of radiation effects, especially single event upsets. Protection of 
memory (i.e. database and programs) is usually achieved by hardware error detection and 
correction circuitry embedded within memory chips or boards. More difficult to protect are 
processor failures. A permanent processor failure demands a total switch over to hardware 
redundant units. However, this is an expensive exercise because the system will be out of 
service from the time of fault until detection and during the switch-over period, and any 
exiting connection may be lost Transient faults, like single event upset, may alter the system 
status by way of altering the contents of registers in the processor, cause memory mutilation 
or may result in illegal memory access. These, in turn may disrupt the flow of computation 
or execution of an altered instruction. However, they tend to disappear shortly after their 
occurrence and hence switching in a redundant unit is not an efficient way to deal with them.
Rollback techniques are one effective way of dealing with transient faults. The technique 
essentially performs a retry of the program when an error is detected; the restart point is 
decided by some strategy. It is important that the damage caused by the transient faults is 
confined immediately and an appropriate recovery process is effected. Multiple retries can be 
used if the duration of the transient effect is relative long or if the frequency of occurrence of 
transient is high. However, it is felt that this is unlikely to be a problem for single event upset 
type transients.
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Immediate detection of errors is vital in a real-time application like the on-on-board control 
processor. A possible fault detection mechanism is to use an identical processor running 
concurrently, with the output being checked before delivered to outside subsystems. This will 
ensure quick detection of errors, and hence minimize the error latency. When an error is 
detected, the watchdog processor sends an error signal to both the processors. Control is then 
transfers to the previous rollback point and the recovery is initiated. It is important to ensure 
that both processors will rollback to the same point. Typical rollback point could be the end 
of the last module called. The module where the error occurs is re-executed.
Software design faults, on the other hand, are far more difficult and costly to detect and 
tolerate. The technique mentioned above is no use against this type of faults as both processors 
will give the same wrong answer. Similar to the above technique is the Recovery Block 
scheme used for software design faults. This is essentially a software redundancy scheme, 
whereby standby-spare algorithms are used to replace failed algorithms. These alternative 
algorithms perform the same function as the original one but are coded differently or 
independently. They are usually simpler, less efficient but hopefully more reliable. Switch-over 
to alternative modules are performed according to the result of an acceptance test at the end 
of the main module. If the original module fails to pass the acceptance test, then an alternative 
module is called with the same set of parameters used by the failed module. Acceptance test 
may be in the form of a timing limit check, a range check on the result, a range check on 
successive changes in value etc. Obviously, the use of this technique incurs run time space and 
time overheads. The space overheads come from the extra storage for the alternative 
algorithms, the acceptance tests and for use by the recovery cache (the mechanism which 
records recovery data, performs the recovery and discarding recovery data when it is not 
required). The execution time overheads required to support recovery blocks will depend on 
the time required to evaluate the acceptance test and on the recovery cache implementation.
In a real-time spacebome environment where time and memory are limited, full usage of 
recovery block techniques is clearly not feasible. Selective usage to protect essential algorithms 
is more appropriate. It should be noted that, extensive testing on ground before the software 
is commissioned is complementary to any fault tolerant scheme employed. However, fault 
detection should still be introduced within the time and space constraint to assist the system 
diagnosis. Simple acceptance tests, for example a check on the total number of channels 
allocated at the end of the algorithm, at the input and output of various modules can be used 
to monitor the system progress. If duplicates of the processor are flown, then it is possible to 
use two versions of the software, which are written by different vendors, one on each
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processor. The outputs from each processor will be used to check against each other for any 
disagreements. This can to a certain degree help to detect software design faults. Should any 
failure occur, the exception handling routine can be called to record and report failure and 
send necessary information back for on-ground diagnosis and repair. The repaired (i.e. 
redesigned and reprogrammed) version can then be uploaded to replace the failed module. The 
exception handling routine may, in the meantime, have to reset the on-board system with the 
hope to clear the fault. Hence, it can be said that most software design faults are serious faults.
3.2.53 Software Testing
The software testing stage may require up to half of the total development effort. As indicated 
earlier, a test plan should be designed and most of the test data should be specified during the 
specification and design stage of the project.
Testing can be divided into three distinct operations:
a) Module Testing, subjects each module to test data in an isolated environment. A
module that passes these tests is released for integration testing.
b) Integration Testing, test groups of modules together. Eventually, all the interfaces 
among modules are verified.
c) System Testing is the verification and validation of the system to its initial objectives.
These are performed in both simulated and live environments. This procedure may be 
carried out both in-house and by an independent party.
Simulation
Simulation
Interface
Software/ 
Hardware 
Under Test
Computer
Figure 3.15 Environment Simulation Technique
Module and integration testing mainly use logical simulation techniques where a test driver 
simulates the software environment of the module(s) by providing dummy routines to take the 
place of the actual routines that the tested module calls. For system testing and part of 
integration testing environment simulation techniques are useful. The basic idea is to 
completely and accurately simulate the input and output environment seen by the system under
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test (SUT) by means of a separate computer, as shown in Figure 3.15. The simulation 
computer will emulate the rest of the on-board payloads in providing request messages, control 
signals, and responds to any action taken by the SUT. At the same time it also keeps records 
of the SUT’s response to the simulated operating condition for diagnosis. The input test 
condition can either be user defined or converted from real life data. User defined input 
conditions are useful for testing part of the system and for exhaustive testing (i.e. the "black 
box" approach). Real life traffic data is useful for validating the system under realistic 
operating condition. This type of testing is particularly useful for spacebome application where 
the system, once in-orbit, is not readily available for testing. Real life traffic statistics obtained 
after the system is in-orbit is also useful for testing updated version of the software.
3.23.4 Maintenance
Throughout the life-time of the satellite, updates on the on-board software are inevitable. This 
may be due to discovery of new bugs or reconfiguration of the system to meet changing 
needs. Each update may only affects a few modules and it is desirable to minimize the 
interruption during the transition.
For relatively minor updates, affecting only a few functions, non-interrupting updates can be 
achieved by employing a vector table mechanism to link the various functional modules 
together. One entry in the vector table is assigned to each function, and contains the starting 
address of the function. A call to that function is implemented by using a reference to the 
associated vector entry number instead of the address of that function. Multiple updates can 
be completed in one single real-time segment by simply overwriting the entries in the vector 
table, hence it guarantees all the changes take effect simultaneously. The old version of the 
function may be still executing without being interfered until the next time that function is 
called again. Thereafter, the new version effectively replaces the old one.
3.2.6 Fault Tolerance [211]
Fault tolerance has always been an important issue in satellite communications. With the 
development of on-board processing, the need for reliability and fault tolerance has increased. 
Fault tolerance can be achieved by careful design, fault detection, and fault recovery 
techniques. The first step in achieving a reliable system is to identify potential single point 
failure modes. Graceful degradation of the system should be provided, whenever possible. For 
example, in an on-board processing system, failure of the on-board control processor will
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cause catastrophic failure of the whole payload. Thus, measures must be taken to minimize 
the probability of failure, and the effects when it does fail. The TT&C processor can be used 
to take over part of its functions and provide a minimal service, thus providing a graceful 
degradation path.
In order to tolerate a fault within the on-board processing payloads, the fault should first be 
detected. Fault detection can either be on-line or off-line. The following methods can be used 
for on-line fault detections.
1) Error correction coding (ECC) of memoiy. This can ensure a certain degree of 
integrity of the memory content A memoiy error log may be used to check if constant 
errors occur at a particular memory location. Such hard errors should be expected. 
When a hard error has been detected, the faulty memory section has to be eliminated 
by either memory management method or memory chip replacement.
2) Signature test. Certain distributed control logic may be implemented as a hardware 
finite state machine. With a confined task, the control logic may have a very limited 
operational pattern. Thus, a small signature table may be used to detect any 
operational error.
3) Self-checking modules can be incorporated into processing elements in the following 
ways.
a) Totally-self-checking (TSQ circuits.
b) Parity check in some internal bus/data path within a processing element.
c) For some more complex processing elements, software self testing can be 
carried out. Some reasonable check on output value can also be performed in 
software. Also, the cold standby unit can often perform some regular self 
testing.
d) Hot standby. The use of hot standby redundant processing elements operating 
in duplex mode, in which the standby unit operates as a checker so that 
erroneous operation can be detected.
e) Functional test. This method is a cooperation of on-board and ground station 
testing. Link capacity can be use to re-route access messages and/or 
communication links to the feeder downlink. This enables the ground station 
to run an "image" system with access messages as input and to check these 
against the assignment messages. The ground station could also issue a 
command to monitor a particular up-link channel.
Off-line testing is essential for some of the processing elements that cannot be thoroughly 
tested without interruption in their normal operation. Some methods are listed below:
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a) Overall on-board processor testing can be performed similar to the on-line functional 
test, but with full feeder link dedicated to testing. Also active/standby processing 
modules can be swapped as a combinational test.
b) Test pattern testing. Test patterns generated by on-board control processor are sent to 
a processing module under test, whose output is then checked against the desired 
output. Before this type of test can be carried out, the on-board control processor has 
to first pass its own self-test, then be switched to act as a test processor.
After a fault has been identified, recovery action can be initiated. Some methods of fault 
recovery can be performed during operation, including:
a) Memory ECC, which is able to correct certain number of error bits within a memory 
word. This is particularly useful for the memory in all key processing modules.
b) Triple redundant methods, based on majority voting, erroneous output is masked out 
by the voter.
c) Software fault recovery is particularly useful for firmware designed processing 
elements. Within the time limit, software recovery may contribute no significant 
impairments on performance.
Off-line fault recovery is needed only when on-line fault recovery methods faiL For example, 
a permanently faulty processing module has to be replaced by a redundant unit under the 
ground control through the TT&C channel. For the case of software replacement, a new 
version of the program has to be loaded from the ground.
3.2.7 Payload Architecture [211]
The architecture of an on-board processing payload, depends very much on the processing 
elements employed and their interaction. The various processing elements could include digital 
modulators, demodulators, transmultiplexers, switches, encoders, decoders, ARQ processors, 
data reformatter & multiplexers, control processors and network control system etc. Flexibility 
and reliability are the main objectives of payload design. Each processing element should be 
designed to be autonomous and required little intervention from the central control processor. 
The interaction between processing elements involved either signal or control data transfer. 
The width and speed of these will depend on the processing elements itself. Signal data 
transfer is expected to make up the bulk of the total bandwidth.
Apart from the active processing modules, redundant units are also needed to achieve the 
required system reliability. It may be necessary to group a number of very tightly coupled
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processing elements into one module. This can be viewed as one reliability block so that 
redundancy can be introduced at the module level rather than the processing element level. 
This will result in less complex switching arrangement for the redundant module.
P R O C E S S I N G  M O D U L E
C O N T R O L S
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C O N T R O L S
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Figure 3.16 Generalized Processing Module
Figure 3.16 shows a generalized processing module. It consists of one or more processing 
elements. A processing module only has essential signal I/O and minimum communication to 
and from the central control processor. These grouped processing elements are tightly coupled. 
The interfaces between them are not only signal links but also extensive control links such that 
partitioning between them would result in complex switching of redundant modules.
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All interconnections to and from a processing module should be able to remain inactive when 
the module is in a cold standby mode, and should also be able to be isolated from the entire 
system, when it is faulty. Tri-state buffers and optical couplers may be used for this purpose, 
however, extra care should be taken in order to prevent faulty buffer or coupler tie ups of the 
system. Fuses are normally used as an extra level of protection such that by blowing them, 
the processing module can be permanently disconnected.
Two topologies are considered for connecting the various processing elements: a Bus 
architecture and a Pipelined architecture. In a Bus architecture signal path is based on two 
common signal buses, one for the forward link processing modules and the other for the return 
link. A third bus is used for control purposes, mainly initiated from the control processor. All 
buses are local area network types so that multiple accesses are possible. The main advantage 
of this architecture is that it provides great flexibility. Any new processing module is easily 
adopted into the system by adding it to the bus. The disadvantage is that the total signal 
bandwidth between processing modules is concentrated onto one bus, so that veiy high speed 
signal buses are required. However high speed optical fibre technology could provide the 
bandwidth required. The associated bus interfacing units would be complex in order to allow 
the multiple access schemes to be implemented.
A pipelined architecture contains only one medium or slow speed control network and all 
signal links between processing modules are dedicated interconnections. All processing 
modules are linked to form a multiple pipelined system. This topology limits the flexibility 
due to the one-to-one connections, whereas a bus system has virtually full connectivity. In this 
topology each signal link between modules is dedicated.
The control network is used for communications between the central control processor and the 
various processing modules. A number of configurations can be considered for this network:
a) Direct connections: This form of interconnection involves one-to-one connections 
between the control processor and the other processing modules. The advantage is 
simplicity, as no protocol is required and instantaneous accessing of various 
processing modules is achieved. The disadvantage is the massive switching 
requirement between active and standby control processor modules. Also TT&C 
processor intervention is difficult and no direct connections between other processing 
modules are provided.
b) Star network: A network with a central node, which may be passive or active. This 
type of connection has particular merit for optical fibres because of the reduced
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number of couplings in series required. This single-point connection exhibits a 
reliability weakness. The latter may not be a significant disadvantage when compared 
with other types of topology, because connection breakdowns on many other types of 
topology could give equally undesirable effects.
c) Bus network: The bus type of network is commonly used due to its flexibility. Typical 
examples are avionic MIL-STD-1553B bus, Ethernet local area network and IEEE 488 
bus. Passive connection nodes are normally used so that data transfers are 
omnidirectional and also, by careful design, the connection node interruption to the 
bus can be kept to a minimum when an interfacing unit fails.
d) Ring network: Due to the use of regenerative nodes, transmissions are directional. 
Signals are regenerated at each node to give better signal-to-noise ratio. However, 
active nodes not only use more power but are also less reliable than passive ones. 
Passive rings can exist in optical form with the use of directional couplers.
The choice of control network topology depends on the bandwidth required, the reliability 
requirement, power consumption and availability of interface logic. A number of access 
methods can be used on the network, including Contention, Daisy Chain, Polling, Round 
Robin, and token. The decision on the access method depends mainly on the throughput 
required. Most of the methods can satisfy the on-board control requirements quite well. Thus, 
the choice of access method is dependent on the availability of interfacing units.
There are two choices for the transmission medium, electrical and optical. The characteristics 
of electrical medium are well understood. Transformer isolation is usually used to avoid faulty 
interfacing units tying up the network, as in the case of MEL-STD-1553 bus standard. Optical 
fibre on the other hand is free from electromagnetic interference (EMI) and has good isolation. 
However due to the high insertion loss and power splitting of the coupler, a limited number 
of interfacing units can be connected to a bus network. It is more suited to ring type networks. 
High purity silica fibre should be used because it has a good performance in high radiation 
environments. A LED and a PEN diode should be used as transmitter and receiver respectively 
since they are insensitive to temperature variation, have long life and have high tolerance to 
single event upsets.
3.3 Summary
In this chapter, we have discussed the characteristics of a number of on-board processing 
functions, including regeneration, switching, multiplexing, signalling rate conversion, coding,
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power control, frequency control, network control and multiple access. We have also reviewed 
some of the technologies required for an on-board processing payload. These include on-board 
switches, transmultiplexers, radiation-hard components, on-board processors, software 
technology, payload architecture and fault tolerance.
The most important on-board processing function is signal regeneration, which effectively 
isolates the up and down-link. On its own, regeneration can offer a 3-dB link performance 
improvement on both up and down-link. It can also provide better performance in non-linear 
channels and improved interference tolerance. However, its main advantage is to make the 
baseband signal available on-board the satellite. This enables a full range of processing 
functions to be applied on the data, thus, allowing the optimization of power and spectrum 
usages. It also increases the functionality and capacity of the satellite system. This, in turn 
allows a reduction in complexity of earth stations, especially mobile terminals, and hence a 
reduction in the overall system cost.
The need for on-board switching derives from the use of multiple beam antenna systems. All 
the uplink channels have to be demultiplexed and routed to their designated downlink beam. 
In a regenerative system, switching can be performed at baseband. A baseband switch has the 
advantages of being able to handle large number of channels /  beams, and at a higher speed 
than an analogue switch. There are two main types of baseband switch, TST and memory 
switches. The latter is a single stage switch, and requires less complex control circuitry and 
memoiy. However, it is limited by reliability of its high speed bus. A distributed memory 
switch, which uses a number of time stages, offers a better fault tolerant capability. A TST 
switch is a three-stage switch, and offers a more fault tolerant architecture. Its limitation lies 
in the size and speed of the space stage, and the total number of interconnections.
With on-board regeneration, the data rate on the downlink does not have to be the same as 
that of the uplink. A change in the data rate allows low-rate terminals to communicate with 
a high-rate earth station effectively. It can also be used as a fade counter-measure. Different 
error control coding can also be used in an on-board processing system. This allows the 
matching of coding schemes, including ARQ schemes, to channel conditions, thus optimizing 
the capacity of each channel. The level of coding on a particular link can also be varied to 
match changing link conditions.
In an on-board processing system, the conditions on all the four transmission paths can be 
monitored separated. This allows optimum power control to be applied to remove unnecessary
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link margins on each channel. The source of these margins, include antenna pattern, fade 
margins, and path losses. Similar control can be applied to the frequency stability of 
oscillators. Frequency control can also reduce the stability requirements of frequency sources 
at ground terminals. This is particularly important in keeping the cost of mobile terminals low. 
The isolation of up and down-link in regenerative satellites, also means that frequency error 
are not cumulative.
Apart from improvements in link quality, on-board processing also offers flexibility in network 
organization and management. Different access techniques can be used on each of the four 
links. For example, a TDMA/TDM scheme can be used on the earth station links to take 
advantage of the high efficiency and flexibility, while a SCPC/TDM scheme is used on the 
mobile links in order to keep the cost and complexity of mobile terminal down. Various 
network control functions, including channel allocation, routing, network protocols and 
synchronization etc., can also be implemented on-board, making the satellite a separate node 
in the overall network.
With on-board processing, different signal multiplex formats can be use on different links. For 
a multi-carrier FDM uplink signal, it is necessary to demultiplex and demodulate it into 
individual channels. Such a device is called a multi-carrier demodulator.
One of the problems of using on-board processing is the reliability of the complex payload 
under the space radiation environment This is especially important for HEO satellites which 
travels through the Van Allen radiation belt. Space radiation can cause temporarily as well as 
long term damages to semi-conductor devices. Single event upset, caused by high energy 
particles, can temporary reverse the state of a memory cell or processor. The use of fault 
tolerant architectures, and radiation hard devices, like GaAs or SOS, is essential to ensure the 
proper operation of on-board processing payloads. Unfortunately, the availability of radiation 
hardened microprocessor and DSP devices is still limited. However, interest has been shown 
on the use of parallel processor like transputers, in fault tolerant processing structures.
The reliability of software is also an important issue in on-board processing systems. The 
inaccessibility of spacebome computers makes on-line diagnosis and replacement of software 
extremely difficult. Thus, it is essential that reliability is achieved during the design and 
implementation process. Formal methods, modular approaches and software fault tolerance 
should be used throughout the development cycle. The software system should also have the
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ability to deal with transient faults like single event upsets. Limited form of software updates 
after deployment can also be arranged.
Reliability is also the key feature in the design of the on-board payload architecture. Fault 
tolerant measures, like error correction coding for memory, totally self checking circuits, triple 
modular redundancy etc., could be used to protect individual processing modules. The 
reliability of the interconnection system is also important. Processing elements should be 
grouped together according to their functions and amount of interaction between elements. The 
objective is to minimize the amount of I/O on between modules. Separation of data and 
control paths is preferred, and so is the use of medium to low data rate serial interconnection 
systems.
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Chapter 4. Signalling Protocols
A signalling protocol is the set of rules, which govern the way messages are exchanged 
between components within a communication network. The provision of services by the 
network, will depends on the correct implementation of the protocol. Developments of 
communication protocols involve their conception, specification, verification, implementation 
and conformance testing.
Unlike transparent satellite systems, an on-board processing satellite forms a node within the 
overall communication network. This is especially true when on-board channel allocation is 
used. The design and implementation of any signalling protocol on-board must be efficient and 
accurate, as any subsequent alterations will be difficult to carry out on-board a satellite. Thus, 
it is essential that the on-board protocol implementation are properly tested. To achieve this 
and to ensure that the protocol itself is valid, formal methods should be used throughout the 
design cycle.
In this chapter we will discuss the use of formal methods in developing signalling protocols, 
and the Unique Input/Output (UIO) method of conformance test sequence generation. We will 
also present some software tools developed for the testing of protocol implementations. The 
software is developed to support the T-SAT experimental program (see chapter 7), and is 
based on the UIO test sequence generation method.
4.1 Protocol Design, Specification, Verification and Implementation
Early development methods for signalling protocol have closely mirrored those used for 
software development. These involve the use of informal natural language description or 
pseudo code for top-level design and specification. Similar methods are used in the low level 
design when detailed algorithms are selected to give a fairly complete plan for final coding. 
In the final phase, the design is implemented using programming language and the code is 
tested for correctness etc.
The main problem with this approach is that, only in the last stage of development is an 
unambiguous language being used to describe the design. Furthermore, it only in the last stage 
that tools is available to check the design for correctness, and absence of deadlock or other
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undesirable properties. Automatic generation of tests for the implementation is also difficult 
if no formal specification is available. The result is that most of the development time is spent 
in the last stage, especially during testing when all the errors are identified. Errors introduced 
during high level design are usually the most difficult and costly to detect and repair in the 
final phase.
Over the last few years research efforts have concentrated on the development of formal 
techniques and tools for the specification, verification and testing of protocols. Figure 4.1 
shows the interactions between different stages of the formal development process.
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Figure 4.1 Communication Protocol Development Cycle
Various standards have been established, for example LOTOS, ESTELLE and SDL, by 
international organisations such as ISO and CCITT. These techniques provide designers with 
ways of verifying the high level design before it is committed to coding. The objective is to 
ensure that the protocol design will meet the service requirement as well as the correctness 
properties [215,223]:
a) completeness
- the protocol will accept all possible inputs
b) deadlock free
- the protocol never stays indefinitely in a state where no input or output is possible
c) livelock free
- the protocol never enters any non-productive loop
d) termination
- the protocol always exits
e) liveness
- every state is reachable from the initial state
f) bounded
- the channel capacity is never exceeded
g) no non-executable interactions
- there is no path in the protocol that is not realisable under normal conditions.
There are two, complementary, ways of achieving the above, namely the synthesis approach 
and the validation, or verification, approach. The former relies on a set of rules applied during 
the construction of the protocol, to ensure its correctness. The latter relies on analysis of the 
protocol, to ensure that it possesses correctness properties.
4.1.1 Protocol Design
A communication protocol specification consists two main parts, the service specification and 
the protocol entity specification. The former describes the behaviour of the protocol at the user 
interface level. The latter describe the internal working of the protocol, i.e. the interactions 
between the various protocol entities required to fulfil the service specification. A number of 
researchers [212-216] have proposed a synthesis approach for the building of protocols that 
will satisfy these requirements.
In [212], Zafiropulo et. al. devise a set of production rules for synthesizing processes 
interaction that will ensure the correctness of the resultant protocol. The protocol is modelled 
using a finite state machine or directed graph approach, and the system is assumed to have an 
ideal (i.e. lossless, error ftee) FIFO channel. The rules are applicable to a two-process system 
and specify the constructions required whenever a message is transmitted by a protocol entity. 
This effectively embodies a cause and effect relationship in the message exchanges between 
two processes, and ensures that the protocol is free of state deadlocks, unspecified receptions, 
non-executable interactions and state ambiguities. These rules will produce, from the informal 
description, a tree like structure, which can be reduced into a finite state directed graph via 
optimization. In [213], the approach is extended to consider more than the two processes. 
However, it is found that the required set of rules changes.
A similar synthesis approach has also been proposed by Sidhu [214,215]. In this case the 
channel is also assumed to be ideal but can be FIFO or non-FIFO. Furthermore, the approach
applies to protocols with multiple entities. A finite state machine or directed graph is used to 
model the protocol. The basic approach used is to generate new overall system state(s), 
whenever a message is transmitted or received, from a system state that has already been 
reached previously. The synthesis process continuous until all the messages specified in the 
informal description have been considered, and all the channels are cleared. The result of 
applying the design rule is a reachability tree that represents the change in overall system state 
and a number of entity trees, one for each protocol entity. A terminating protocol can be 
created by merging the end node of each entity tree into one or more nodes. For a cyclic 
protocol, the end nodes are simply equated to the initial node.
Both the approaches above have a limitation that they only work best for protocols that have 
strongly coupled entities. Furthermore, in both cases, the service requirements are not 
expressed explicitly during the synthesis process, but are embedded in the designer’s 
understanding and informal description. Thus, the resultant protocol must be verified against 
the service requirements.
In [216] Merlin and Bochmann propose a different approach to the synthesis problem. In their 
case, the overall system specification and one sub-module are assumed. The objective is to 
find the other submodule so that the combined behaviour of the two submodules will produce 
a system that satisfies the overall specification. However, the existence of a solution is not 
guaranteed, nor the correctness properties of the resultant protocol. In [216], design rules are 
given for the construction of the second module, assuming that it can be modeled by a finite 
state machine. Unlike the pervious two approaches, this deals explicitly with the service 
requirements as well as the interaction between entities. However, as the correctness of the 
protocol is not guaranteed, verification of the resultant protocol is still required. It is possible 
to use the design rules given by perviously, to assist the construction of the second module, 
and to ensure the interaction between the new and given module is free of deadlocks, livelocks 
etc.
4.1.2 Formal Specification Methods
As indicated earlier, the synthesis design approaches cannot guarantee the complete correctness 
of a protocol. Verification is still needed to ensure that both the service specification and 
protocol entity specification are satisfied. In order to perform the various analysis rigorously 
on the protocol, a formal description of the specification is required. Formal specification is 
also important for the inter-operability of protocol implementations in a distributed system.
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Furthermore, it also allows the possibility of direct machine translation from specification to 
implementation. Such implementation is only partial, as only the machine independent part can 
be generated automatically. The formal specification of a protocol can also serve as effective 
documentations.
Three types of models have been developed for use in formal specifications:- State Transition 
models, Programming Language models and Hybrid models. State Transition models are the 
simplest of the three. Protocol entities are specified in terms of the action or state transition 
taken in response to external and internal events. Systems using this model includes Finite 
State Machine (FSM) [217,218], Petri Nets and their variants [219,220]. Many general 
properties of a protocol can be verified using this simple model. The main limitation of this 
model is the large number of states and transitions required to specify complex protocols.
In a Programming Language model, the protocol is specified using a language notation similar 
to that of a high level programming language. This approach concentrates on the behavioral 
aspects of protocols. As the correctness criteria are not formalized, it is generally more 
difficult to analyze for correctness. The emphasis of this model is to maintain logical 
consistence as the high level abstract design is expanded stepwise into detailed solutions. 
Formal equivalence is maintained at each expansion step via proving. Examples of systems 
using this model include Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP), Calculus of 
Communicating Systems (CCS), Language for Temporal Ordering Specifications (LOTOS), 
and Vienna Development Method (VDM) [221-225].
In the Hybrid or Dual Language model, state transition systems are complemented with the 
addition of variables and program fragments to give added flexibility. Both the behavioral 
specification and correctness criteria are formalized in this approach. The main features of a 
protocol can be represented with a small number of states; whilst the data handling aspects are 
represented by formal language notations. Examples of systems using this model includes the 
IEEE 802 protocol specification technique, the ISO specification technique ESTELLE [226], 
and the CCITT Specification and Description Language (SDL) [227]. The former specifies 
systems as a hierarchy of communicating modules, which are described by non-deteiministic 
communicating extended finite state machines. A subset of Pascal is used for specifying the 
data handling aspects of the protocol. The latter (SDL) is widely used in telecommunication 
applications and is also based on an extended finite state machine model.
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4.1 .3  F orm al V erification  M eth od s
The objective of protocol verification or validation is to identify any design error before it is 
implemented. The protocol is verified with respect to the service specification and correctness 
properties. The verification of the service specification involves proving the following [223]:
a) every execution of service primitives that is possible at the service interface is allowed 
by the service interface specification,
b) every execution of service primitives that satisfies the service interface specification 
is realizable from the protocol entity-entity interactions.
Verification of the correctness properties can be achieved by examining the protocol entity- 
entity interactions. However, it should be noted that, in general, not all the properties can be 
verified [212].
There are two main techniques used in formal verification of protocols, namely language 
proving and perturbation analysis. The foimer must be used when the programming language 
model is used in the specification. In program proving, a set of logical assertions, which 
represent the behaviour of the protocol is formulated and proven by using deductive inference 
of the underlying logic system. One limitation of this technique is that the formulation of 
assertions and proofs often requires insight.
More widely used in formal verification is perturbation or reachability analysis [228]. It is 
based on the systematic exploration of all the states and paths that are reachable from the 
initial state. Hence, it is also called state space exploration. The resultant system states can 
then be checked for errors and correctness properties. Reachability analysis is particularly 
suitable for protocol specifications based on the state transition model. Its other advantages 
also include simplicity and easy of automation.
However, a major problem with reachability analysis is state space explosion, i.e. in complex 
protocols the number of reachable states becomes un-manageable. Recent advances in 
computer hardware, have improved the accessability of formal verification methods. 
Improvements in the verification algorithm have also been achieved in recent years. These 
include one-pass verification techniques, state space compaction and reduced state analysis.
Multi-pass algorithms were originally used in formal verification. Subsequent improvements 
include the use of breadth-first graph traversal algorithms. Recently a more efficient depth-first 
graph traversal algorithm was proposed [229,230]. Such one-pass algorithm has the advantage
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that verification is done on-the-fly instead of having to wait until the entire state space has 
been obtained. Furthermore, verification is not dependent on the ability to generate a complete 
state space. This technique provides a good testbed for developing sampling techniques like 
scatter or partial searching [229,231].
State space compaction refers to the use of a programming technique called supertracing or 
bit-state storage in formal verification. Such technique can improve the speed of a traditional 
reachability analysis and its capacity to store reachable state, by one to two orders of 
magnitude. This is achieved at the expense of uncertainty in the complete coverage of the 
search. However, the probability of a reachable state being missed can be set arbitrarily low. 
The use of supertracing means that very large and complex protocol can be analyzed.
Research in recent years has been focused on reducing the number of states that reachability 
need to explore. It has been discovered that redundances exist in traditional reachability 
analysis techniques [232]. Entities in a protocol may execute the same sequence of transitions 
in all the interaction paths and the paths only differ from each other in the interleaving of the 
transitions. Thus, only one path from this set needs to be explored. Extensions to detect 
unboundedness for some cases, and use of algebraic equations are also proposed [233-234]. 
Other techniques proposed for reduced reachability analysis include the maximal progress state 
exploration, structure partition, projection method, random state exploration, scattering and 
close cover [229,231,235-241].
4.1.4 Protocol Implementation
A protocol implementation generally consists of two parts, a machine-dependent part and a 
machine-independent part. The machine-dependent part deals with the mechanism for sending 
and receiving external signals and interrupts etc., the low-level interface with adjacent protocol 
layers, and memory management etc. This part is dependent on the physical and software 
environment the protocol is implemented in. Hence, it changes from implementation to 
implementation, and cannot be generated automatically. The machine-independent part deals 
with the response of the protocol entities to external events, and other changes in system state. 
This part can be fully specified, using techniques discussed in the previous sections, and can 
be generated automatically from specification.
In a semi-automatic protocol implementation, the source codes for the machine-independent 
part produced automatically by a compiler designed for the specification method used. The
machine-dependent component is coded manually. The machine-independent part of a protocol 
generally constitutes 50-75% of a complete implementation. The compiler, which translates 
protocol specification into high level programming language, also perform syntax and semantic 
checking on the specification.
The advantages of automatically generating implementation from specifications include [223]:
a) significant increase in speed of implementation and hence a reduction in the cost of 
production. It also means that more effort can be devoted to design and specification.
b) increased reliability, as human intervention and hence coding errors are minimized.
c) improved maintainability. Any changes in the protocol specification can quickly be 
reflected in its implementation by re-compiling the specification. Hence, consistency 
between specification and implementation is always maintained.
d) guaranteed conformance with specification. As the codes are derived from 
specification automatically, it provides added assurance on the confoimance of the 
resulting implementation.
The size and efficiency of a semi-automatically generated implementation, are found to be 
comparable to a manually coded one [223]. Furthermore, optimization of critical areas of 
codes can be carried out manually and from a logically correct implementation.
4.2 Protocol Conformance Testing
Confoimance testing [242-249] is the last stage in the protocol development cycle. It is used 
to verify that the implementation performs according to the specification. Conformance testing 
is done both in-house for quality assurance purposes, and by third party to certify the 
implementation’s conformance to the standard. There are four types of testing, as defined in 
ISO testing methodology [247,250]:
a) Basic interconnection tests which test the main features of the IUT (Implementation 
Under Test) to establish that there is sufficient conformance for interconnection to be 
possible.
b) Capability tests which check that the observable capabilities of the IUT conform to 
its state specification.
c) Behaviour tests which test the IUT over the full range of dynamic conformance 
requirements specified by the ISO standard.
d) Conformance resolution tests which probe in-depth the conformance of the IUT to 
particular requirements, to provide a clear yes/no answer and diagnostic information 
in relation to specific conformance issues.
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It should be noted that exhaustive testing for conformance of complex protocol is not always 
technically or economically feasible.
The method used for conformance testing is classified into two basic types, local and external. 
In the local test case, the observation and control points are located at the layer boundary 
above, and below the IUT. In the case of external test method, the observation and control 
points are located on the other side of the service provider from IUT. The local test method 
is mainly used for in-house testing, while external test methods are used for remote testing by 
third parties. Figure 4.2 shows an example of both local and external test structures.
The conformance testing of a protocol involves applying a series of inputs, called test 
sequences, to the IUT, and comparing its behaviours with those derived from the specification. 
The challenge in conformance testing is to derive the set of optimum test sequences that will 
provide the widest possible coverage. The limited controllability and observability of a 
protocol implementation are some of the obstacles to comprehensive testing. Formal language 
is recommended for specifying test cases. The ISO and CCITT have developed the Tree and 
Tabular Combined Notation (TTCN) [250], for this purpose.
4.2.1 Test Generation
The basic interconnection and conformance resolution tests mentioned above are usually 
generally manually. The bulk of conformance testing involves the capability and the behaviour 
tests. Formal methods could be used in the derivation of these tests from the protocol 
specificatioa This also applies to embedded or multi-layer testing, if the protocol can be 
modelled formally.
There are two aspects in the conformance testing of protocols, the testing of the control and 
data flow. Recently, approaches are being developed which will handle data flow testing [251- 
252]. Approaches that will handle both are also being developed, including methods based on 
External Behaviour Expression [253], systems of communicating machines [254], TTCN [255] 
and ESTELLE [256,257].
However, the majority of the formal test generation methods, developed so far, have been for 
the control flow of the protocol. Several techniques have been developed for generating test 
sequences, including the Transition tour (T-method) approach [258], the Distinguishing 
sequence (D-method) [259-261], the characterization set (W-method) [262-264], the Unique 
input/output sequence (U-method) [265-275], and the Probabilistic (P-method) approach [276-
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279]. All these methods rely on a Finite State Machine (FSM) models for specifying the 
protocol. Some of these techniques have also been adapted to use standard specification 
languages [280-283]. The main drawback of these methods is that the data flow aspect of the 
IUT is not considered.
The transition tour (T-) approach is the simplest of the five mentioned above. The test 
sequence is formed by exercising every transition in the FSM at least once, starting from the 
initial state. This method can detect errors in the output function, but not errors in the next 
state functions.
The D-, W- and U-methods address this problem by introducing checking on the state after 
the transition. The main difference between these three methods is the way in which the next 
state is tested. In the D-method, a single sequence, the distinguishing sequence, is used. A 
distinguishing sequence is a string of inputs, which produces a different output string for every 
state in the FSM. However, the existence of such sequence is not guaranteed.
The W-method uses a set of sequences instead of just a single sequence. The characterization 
set (W-set) is a collection of input strings, which when applied will produce a different pattern 
of the last output symbols for every state in the FSM. The necessary and sufficient conditions 
for the existence of a W-set are that the FSM must be minimal.
The U-method uses a signature sequence, the Unique Input/Output (UIO) sequence, to check 
that the implementation is in the correct state. Each state will have its own UIO sequence, 
which is a sequence of input/output behaviour not exhibited by any other state in the FSM. 
UIO sequences always exist for a minimal, strongly connected and fully specified FSM.
In all of the above test methods, each transition and state is given equal weighting, and the 
objective is to exhaustively test the FSM. In the probabilistic approach (P-method), each 
transition is assigned a weighting, according to the probability of it occurring. The aim is to 
produce a meaningful test sequence where the most probable part of the protocol is tested first. 
This is especially important in cases where exhaustive testing is not possible or economic.
A conformance test sequence is made up of a number of sub-sequences, each designed to test 
part of the protocol. There are three components in a test sub-sequence:
a) a Header sequence H(i), which take the protocol from its initial state to state i,
b) the Transition under test, Ty, which take the protocol from state i to state j, and
/
c) the Characterizing sequence, CS(j), which will verify that the protocol is in state j.
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A test sub-sequence is form by concatenating these three components:
H(i) @ Tv @ CS(j) (4.1)
Each of these component sequences is a series of input/output labels, representing the 
necessary transitions taken. The fault detection capability of the resultant test sequence 
depends mainly on the choice of Ty and CS(j). There are many combinations of Ty depending 
upon its length, X .  When the length X  = 0, i.e. there is no Ty, the sub-sequence is called an 
a-subsequence. It is effectively a test for the existence of the state.
For length X  = 1, Ty consists of a single transition from state i to state j, and is called the p- 
subsequence. The resultant test sequence will test each individual transition of the protocol 
FSM, and verify the final state after the transition. This is the most common form of sub­
sequence used in conformance testing. When the length X  = 2, Ty consists of two consecutive 
transitions from state i to j via an intermediate state. Such subsequence is called the y- 
subsequence. According to the containment theorem, both a- and p-subsequence are properly 
included in y-subsequence. In general, the longer the length of Ty, the more of the protocol 
behaviours will be taken into account in the test sequences. Hence, the fault detection 
capabilities of the test sequence increases with the length X .  However, the longer the length, 
the larger the number of subsequences need to be tested. For a FSM of n states and k inputs, 
the upper bounds on the number of a-, p- and y- subsequence are n, nk and nk2 respectively.
4.2.2 Conformance Testing Using UIO Sequence
The Unique Input/Output (UIO) sequence of a state in a FSM is the sequence of consecutive 
transitions (i.e. input/output labels) which is unique to that state. Such a sequence can 
therefore be used to identify the current state of a FSM under test, i.e. it can be used as a 
characterizing sequence. The structure of a test sub-sequence generated using a UIO sequence 
is given by:
H(j) @ Ty @ UIO(f) (4.2)
It is assumed that the protocol can be modeled as a deterministic finite state machine, and that 
it is minimal, completely specified, and with an initial state from which all other state can be 
reached. The minimal condition, implies that no two states in the FSM are identical. This 
condition is sufficient to guarantee the existence of characterization set, used in W-method. 
In theory, this should also be sufficient to establish the existence of an UIO sequence. An UIO 
sequence can always be constructed by concatenating the elements of the W-set via the reset
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input (i.e. a universal input that will return the FSM from any state to the initial state) and the 
header sequence from initial state. However, the use of the reset input a characterizing 
sequence is not practical, as it does not always exist in a protocol, and its correct 
implementation cannot be guaranteed. Thus, not all the states in a FSM have a valid UIO 
sequence. Figure 4.3 shows an example of a FSM, in which state B does not have a valid UIO 
sequence.
UIO for 
UIO for 
UIO for
A : 0/1 
B : none 
C : 1/1
,0/00/1,
1/00/0
1/0
1/1
Figure 4.3 An FSM With No UIO For State B
In [265] a signature sequence is proposed for state with no valid UIO sequence. A signature 
sequence for a state S, is constructed by concatenating a set of minimum length I/O sequences, 
each of which begins at state S and is capable of distinguishing it from one other state. These 
minimum length I/O sequences are concatenated via a transfer sequence, which will bring the 
FSM back to state S. This signature sequence is very similar to that used in the 
Characterization (W-)set method.
However, it should be noted that, such a signature sequence is not unique, and may not detect 
erroneous states in the IUT. The upper bound on the length of such a signature is 2n2, and the 
bound for UIO sequence is (n-l)nn. It is proposed in [265] that a signature sequence be used 
if the length of an UIO sequence is longer that 2n2. The overall length complexity of the 
unoptimized test sequence generated by the U-method for a FSM with n states and m edges, 
is:
a) 0(n2m) if the tester cannot observe the state of the IUT and cannot set the state of the 
implementation in one step.
b) O(mn) if the tester can observe the state of the IUT but cannot set its state in one step.
c) O(m) if the tester can both observe and set the state of the IUT in one step each.
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The main advantages of using the UIO sequence, compared to others methods, are that it is 
easy to comprehend and implement, and also produce shorter test sequences. Although, the 
upper bound on the length of UIO and Distinguishing sequence (DS) is the same, experience 
has shown that in practice, the length of UIO sequence is much shorter [242,284]. The length 
of test sequence generated by Characterization (W-)set is generally the longest of the three 
[246]. Furthermore, the existence of a DS for a FSM is not guaranteed, and is much less likely 
than the existence of UIO sequences. A DS is a special case of UIO sequence where, the UIO 
sequence of all the states has the same input sequence. A completely specified protocol FSM 
is only a sufficient condition for generating a set of UIO sequences. However, for DS and W- 
set it is a necessary and sufficient condition. Since real protocols are seldom completely 
specified, the UIO method is more applicable than other methods.
4.23 Fault Coverage
There are two level of conformance, strong and weak. An IUT is said to have strong 
conformance to the specification if both generate the same output for all possible input 
sequences. An IUT is said to have weak conformance if it has the same input/output behaviour 
as the specification consisting of core edges only. Core edges refer to those transitions derived 
from the specification. While the non-core edges refer to those unspecified state-input 
combinations, which are assumed to produce null output and the FSM will remain in the same 
state.
The fault coverage of a test method refers to its ability to detected faulty protocol 
implementation. One way of accessing the fault coverage of a test method is to use randomly 
generated faulty machines. Different classes of faulty machines that are slightly different from 
the specification are used to estimate the fault coverage of the four main test methods 
[248,285]. The result shows that, in general:
a) the fault coverage of the weak conformance test sequences for the U-method is better 
than that of the T-methods. This result is expected, as the T-method only deal with 
transitions in the FSM, whereas the U-method also tests for the resultant state after 
the transition.
b) Similarly, the fault coverage of the strong conformance test sequence for the U-, D- 
and W-method is better than that for the T-method.
c) The fault coverage of strong conformance test sequences for the U-, D- and W-method 
are the same.
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Furthermore, as mentioned before, test sequence constructed out of y-subsequences generally 
have better fault coverage than those from (3-subsequences etc.
It should be noted that, the above results for the U-method represent a best case performance. 
This is due to the fact that the UIO sequences are selected according to the specification, and 
hence may not be unique in a faulty IUT. In such cases, the transfer errors will not be 
detected. An example of this is given in Figure 4.4. If b/l@a/l is chosen as the UIO sequence 
for state C, than the resultant test sequence will not pick up the error in the faulty IUT. This 
is due to the fact that b/l@a/l is no longer a UIO sequence in the faulty IUT. However, if 
a/0@a/0 is chosen instead, than the fault will be detected. Hence, the level of faulty coverage 
in the U-method is not guaranteed, but depends on the choice of UIO sequences.
UIO for A : a/1
UIO for B : a/0 @ a/1
UIO for C : a/0 @ a/0
or b/1 @ a/
FSM Specification
a/1 / /  \b /1  no longer unique
/  / a / 0  \
A L Faulty Transition : A -> C b/1
UIO for C : b/1 @ a/1 is
A Faulty FSM
Figure 4.4 A Faulty FSM Implementation
To remedy the above problem, an enhanced UIOv method is proposed in [275]. In this 
proposal, extra test subsequence is added in order to verily the uniqueness of the selected UIO
sequences. These extra subsequences consist of the set of UIO sequences, which has a 
different input sequence. For states that do not have a UIO sequence, a signature sequence is 
formed from the characterization set of that state. The uniqueness of this set has to be verified.
The advantage of the UIOv method is that it guarantees a fault coverage that is equal to that 
of the D-method for strong conformance tests. However, the length of the resultant test 
sequence is much longer than that of the UIO method. It is also less applicable, because the 
verification process requires that all the input of the UIO sequences must be valid in every 
state, i.e. a near completely specified FSM is required.
4.2.4 Optimization of Test Sequence
As mentioned above, a test sequence is constructed by concatenating subsequences, which all 
start from the initial state. These subsequences are linked together using a universal reset 
input. In conformance testing of real and complex protocols, it is desirable that the overall cost 
of executing the test sequence is minimized. The cost of execution is measured in terms of 
time required. This, in general, is equivalent to the number of input, or transitions in the test 
sequence. The objective of optimization is to identify and remove redundancy in the test 
sequence.
The simplest form of optimization is to look for embedded subsequences. All the subsequences 
generated are examined to check that they are not totally embedded within a longer 
subsequence. This usually occurs when transitions that are close to the initial state, and may 
form part of the header sequence leading to a state further away.
A second method of optimization is concatenation, which remove the redundancy caused by 
the need to return to the initial state after testing each transition. Instead, the first test 
subsequence, becomes the header sequence of the next test subsequence. Thus, the structure 
of the test sequence becomes:
H(i) © Ty © UIO(f) © Tu © UIO(l) ©....  (4.3)
A similar approach is to exploit the overlaps between subsequences. An overlap between 
sequences means that, the tail end of one sequence will forms part of the beginning of another. 
In this case the header part of a test subsequence is not considered, and is removed during 
optimization. The second subsequence is concatenated to the first, after removing the 
overlapped segment.
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The objective of the test sequence is to cover all the transitions and state of the protocol, and 
verify the behaviour of the IUT. Thus, it will be desirable if one could find the minimum cost 
path through the FSM. This can be modeled by the Rural Chinese Postman Problem [286]. 
The solution to this problem is, in general, NP-complete, and is combinatorially prohibitive. 
However, it has been shown that a polynomial time solution exists if the protocol FSM is 
strongly connected and all its stateshas either a reset or a self-loop transition [247,267,268]. 
An algorithm for generating test sequence using this approach is given in [267,268], 
employing UIO sequences and p-subsequence.
For test sequence generated with the U-method, there is the possibility of further optimization 
by using multiple UIO sequences. The idea is base on the fact that a state can have more than 
one UIO sequence. When one UIO sequence is used, that edge is repeatedly used whenever 
a test ended in that state. Hence, there is a significant amount of duplication. By using 
different UIO sequences, these redundances can be minimized. In [270], multiple UIO 
sequence is used together with Rural Chinese Postman optimization to generate test sequences 
for X.25 protocol and other finite state machines. The resultant reduction in the length of the 
test sequence is from 4% to 37% depending on the size of the FSM. Further reduction can be 
obtained by exploiting overlapping in the sequences [271,274].
One problem not considered in [271,274], is the uniqueness of the UIO sequences used, as 
highlighted by the UIOv method. The use of multiple UIO sequences will significantly 
increase the amount of verification required, as for every extra UIO sequence added, a 
maximum of (n-1) extra test has to be added. This will reduced the advantages offered by 
using multiple UIO sequence. It should be noted that the use of multiple UIO sequences, 
increases the probability of detecting errors that affect the uniqueness of some UIO sequences. 
However, this does not guarantee all such errors will be detected.
4.3 Software Tools For Protocol Testing
A set of programs for testing protocol implementations was developed to support the TSAT 
(see chapter 7) experiment. The requirement is to produce a set of test sequences for verifying 
the on-board protocol implementation. It will also serve as a test for the on-board software 
implementation.
4.3 .1  D esign  C onsiderations
A number of guidelines were imposed on the design of the protocol testing system, by the 
requirements and properties of the on-board protocol implementation. Firstly, as on-board 
processor software is considered more vulnerable to design errors, diagnostic messages that 
enhance the observability of the protocol’s operation are desirable. Thus, a state identification 
edge is added to all the states in the protocol. Any unexpected input received by the protocol 
will produce an output message identifying the current state of the protocol FSM. This 
effectively gives every state a UIO sequence of minimum length. A UIOv based test method 
is therefore chosen, because of the guaranteed existence of UIO sequence and the simplicity 
of the method itself.
One consequence of having UIO sequence of unit length in all the states is that, a strong 
conformance test based on the simple UIO method will incorporate the UIOv requirements as 
well. This is due to the fact that all possible inputs, including UIO sequences, are tested at 
every state. A weak conformance test can be constructed to satisfy the UIOv requirement by 
ensuring that all the inputs used by the UIO sequences are valid in all the states.
A single channel model is used in developing the various testing methodology described in 
previous sections. Hence, a test sequence is constructed by concatenating various 
subsequences. However, in the case of the on-board protocol software, a multi-channel model 
is more appropriate, as the system can handle more than one channel at a time. Thus, it is 
more convenient to generate individual test subsequences, so that they can be applied to 
different channels. A universal reset input is not required nor implemented.
Multiple UIO sequence could be used for optimising the test sequences. However, the increase 
in algorithm complexity and the extra test sequences required for the UIOv requirement, meant 
that the advantages gained would not be significant for a small to medium size protocol FSM. 
The simple optimization technique of concatenation is favoured for its simplicity and easy of 
implementation.
4.3.2 Implementation
A set of programs were developed for testing protocol implementation. The programs were 
based on the U-method, with simple concatenation optimization. All UIO sequences are of unit 
length. This is guaranteed by the existence of a state identification edge in every state. The
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uniqueness of the selected UIO sequences was then checked by ensuring that all inputs used 
in the UIO sequences were specified in every state of the protocol FSM.
The input required by the program is a state table description of the protocol FSM. The format 
of the table is given by:
Current State Input Output Next State
Also required is the path from the initial state to each of the other states. The format of the 
file required is:
Target State InputI Outputl
Input2 Output2
The first stage of the program is to identify the UIO sequences for each state. Given that the 
FSM is guaranteed to have a unit length UIO sequence, the procedures to find all the UIO 
sequences do not need to check for sequences beyond one transition. This can easily be 
achieved, by first sorting the input and output labels in the state table, and then removing all 
those that has duplicates. The standard text manipulation utilities sort and uniq were used to 
achieve this. Unsuitable UIO sequences, including those involving internal inputs (e.g. time 
out, channel error, channel lost etc.) or those with no outputs, are then removed automatically, 
using a stream editor sed. The resultant table consists of all the possible UIO sequences for 
each state.
The user can than edit this table to select the desired UIO sequence for each state. The choice 
of UIO sequence will affect the length and total number of test sequences generated. It was 
found that, in general, self-looping UIO sequences will produce longer individual test 
sequences, but the total number of sequences will be smaller. The format of the UIO table 
required by the rest of the program is the same as that of the state table.
The next stage in the test sequence generation process involves the extraction of the all 
possible input and output labels from the state table. The total number of input and output 
labels is also obtained. This information is put together in the form of two array declarations 
in the programming language C; one for input labels and one for output labels. All these can 
be achieved by using text manipulation utilities sort, uniq and sed.
The two arrays were used by two C programs, one (nstate.c) for converting both the state table 
and the UIO table into numerical form, and the other (npath.c) for converting the path table.
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From these numerical tables, three arrays are constructed, one for the UIO sequences, one for 
the path sequences, and one for the final state of each UIO sequence.
These arrays are then fed into the test sequence generator program (seq.c). The generator first 
read the state table into a set of lists according to their starting state. Test sequences are then 
constructed by taking each transition in turn, and adding the path sequence in front of it and 
the UIO sequence is appended to its end. This sequence is then considered as a path sequence. 
The next transition to be tested is picked from the list of the end state of the UIO sequence 
used. The UIO sequence for this transition is then appended. This continues until the exit state 
is reached. A new test sequence will then start at the initial state again, until all the transitions 
in the state table are covered. The last stage of the test sequence generating process is the 
conversion of the generated test sequence from numerical form back to text form. An example 
of the test sequence generated is given below:
It should be noted that the length and number of test sequence generated will be affected by 
the order in which transitions appear in the state table. If the self-looping transitions appear 
in the beginning of the table, then a longer sequence will generally result. This is especially 
true, when the UIO sequence for that state is also self-looping. A long test sequence may not 
be desirable if there is limitation on the testing setup used. This is true in the case of the 
TSAT experiment (see chapter 7).
4.4 Summary
In this chapter we have reviewed the use of formal methods in the development of 
communication protocols. The various phases of protocol development include, design, 
specification, verification, implementation and conformance testing. The objective of using 
formal methods is to ensure that the protocol will meet both the service requirements and the 
correctness criteria. There are two, complementary, ways of achieving this, namely the
TEST 15 
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synthesis approach, and the verification approach. The former method is applied during the 
design phase, where the protocol will be constructed according to a set of design rules. These 
design rules are formulated to ensured that the resultant protocol design will have the 
necessary correctness properties. However, the design still has to be verified against the service 
requirements.
In order to perform the various analysis rigorously on a protocol, to verify its correctness and 
conformance to the service requirement, an unambiguous formal specification is required. Such 
a formal specification also serves as an effective documentation. The three basic models used 
in formal specification include the State Transition model, the Programming Language model, 
and the Hybrid, or Dual Language, model. The latter combines the advantages of the other 
two, by modelling the main features of the protocol with a state transition approach, while the 
data handling aspects are represented by formal language notations. A number of formal 
specification methods have been standardized, including ESTELLE, SDL, and LOTOS.
Once a formal specification of the protocol has been obtained, it can be analyzed to verify the 
correctness of the protocol. Verification can be achieved by examining the protocol entity- 
entity interactions, although in general, not all the properties can be verified. The two main 
techniques used in formal verification are language, or program, proving and perturbation 
analysis. The former is used with a programming language based formal specification. The 
more widely used approach is perturbation, or reachability, analysis. It is based on the 
systematic exploration of all the states and paths that are reachable from the initial state. Its 
main drawback is the state space explosion problem. However, with advances in computer 
hardware and verification algorithms, formal verification has become more accessible.
One of the advantages of using formal specification is that, it can used to generate part of the 
implementation automatically. However, the machine-dependent part of the implementation 
still have to be hand-coded. The advantages of this semi-automatic implementation approach 
include an increased speed and reliability of implementation, and improve maintainability. The 
size and efficiency of the generated code are also comparable to a manually coded one.
Conformance testing is used to verify that a protocol implementation performs according to 
the specification. It is done both in-house for quality assurance purposes, and by third party 
to certify the implementation’s conformance to published standards. Conformance testing 
involves applying a series of test sequences to the implementation and comparing its 
behaviours with those derived from the specification. Most test generating methods require that
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the protocol be specified using a finite state machine (FSM) model. The objective is to excise 
all the transitions and states of the FSM, to verify the operation of both the output function 
and the next state function.
One of the methods for generating test sequences, is the Unique Input/Output (UIO) method. 
The UIO sequence of a state in a FSM is the sequence of consecutive transitions that are 
unique to that state. Such sequence is used to identify the current state of a FSM. It is 
assumed that the protocol FSM is deterministic, minimal, completely specified, and with an 
initial state from which all other state can be reached. A complete test sequence is made up 
of a set of subsequences, which consists of a header sequence, the transition under test and 
the UIO sequence. The header sequence will bring the FSM to the starting state, while the 
UIO sequence verifies the end state of the transition under test.
It should be noted that the existence of a UIO sequence is not guaranteed, but it is found to 
be much more common than other characterizing sequence (e.g. distinguishing sequence). A 
signature sequence was proposed for any state with no valid UIO sequence. The main 
advantages of the UIO method are that, it is easy to comprehend and implement, and also 
produce shorter test sequences. It is also a more applicable test for practical implementations, 
as it does not require a completely specified FSM. The fault coverage of a UIO sequence is 
known to be as good as other methods. However, the uniqueness of the chosen UIO sequence 
must be verified in the implementation. A number of techniques can be applied to optimize 
the length of the test sequence. These techniques include, embedded sequence removal, 
concatenation, overlap removal, use of multiple UIO sequences, and rural Chinese postman 
optimization. Combinations of these methods can be applied.
A set of programs for testing protocol implementation was developed to support the TSAT 
experiment. A state identification edge is considered desirable for satellite protocol 
implementations. This will enhance the observability of the on-board protocol systems. 
Another advantage of introducing such an edge is that, it guarantees the existence of an UIO 
sequence of minimum length for every state. With such UIO sequences, a strong conformance 
test will also verify the uniqueness of the sequence in the implementation. A weak 
conformance test can also be constructed by ensuring that all the inputs used by the UIO 
sequences are specified in all the states. The software developed was based on the UIO 
method with a simple concatenation optimization routine. The implementation involves the use 
of standard utilities and specially written programs, and has been successfully applied in the 
TSAT program.
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Chapter 5. Non-Geostationary Orbit Systems
Currently, the majority of communication satellites are placed in the geostationary orbit. The 
exceptions are the highly elliptical Molniya system used by the USSR, and some military and 
amateur communication satellites placed in low earth orbits. The dominance of the 
geostationary orbit satellite, is due to the wide area coverage and stationary properties of the 
orbit and is best suited to providing long distance communication service between fixed earth 
stations. Over the last few years, however, the development of satellite communication has 
expanded to cover mobile and navigation applications. This development is spurred on by the 
arrival of optical fibre technology and the success of terrestrial mobile radio systems.
Mobile applications require the use of very small and compact terminals, which have a very 
low G/T. The terminal being mobile, cannot be set at a favourable location all the time. All 
these factors have exposed a weakness of geostationary satellites. In countries away from the 
equatorial plane, as in northern Europe, the elevation angle is low, giving rise to excess path 
losses, signal blockage, shadowing and multipath effect. It has been found that a fade margin 
in the region of 10-15 dB would be required in city (Munich) areas. It is concluded that 
speech communication is only feasible at location with infrequent shadowing, e.g. highways.
This weakness and the political and legal problems caused by the progressive congestion of 
the geostationary orbit, have lead to a renew interest in the use of alternative orbits. The main 
focus in Europe is on highly inclined elliptical Molniya and Tundra type orbits [287-300]. Due 
to the extreme latitude of the USSR, it has always used Molniya orbit satellites to provide 
communication services. Other national and ESA research programs on highly inclined 
elliptical orbits systems include the French SYCOMORES, the German LOOPUS, the UK 
CERS/TSAT and the ESA ARCHIMEDES program [111-114,294-300]. In the USA, non- 
geostationary orbits are also being considered. Recently many LEO satellite systems (e.g. 
IRIDIUM [301-304], ARIES [306], ELLIPSO [305]) are being proposed, which will provide 
global speech and data services. Other low Earth orbit proposals include ORBCOMM and 
LEOSAT, which offers data communications and location determination services [307-310].
In this chapter, we will discuss the two main classes of non-geostationary orbits, namely 
highly inclined elliptical, and low Earth orbits. We will first describe their orbital structure and
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then discuss its implications on a communication satellite system. Issues discussed include 
propagation conditions, doppler effects, hand-off strategies, networking and the implications 
for on-board processing. This is followed by a brief review of the two of the systems currently 
being proposed.
5.1 Highly Inclined Elliptical Orbit Systems
The main criteria for choosing an orbit for communication satellites include:
a) long periods of visibility
b) repeatable sky track
c) short distance between satellite and Earth station
d) good visibility within coverage area.
The geostationary orbit provides the maximum 24 hours visibility, an almost stationary sky 
track, and has an altitude of 35,786 km. However, as indicated earlier, the visibility from 
northern European areas is not good.
An alternative is to use highly inclined orbits. By increasing the inclination of the orbit, the 
elevation angle from earth stations in northern Europe can be increased. Satellites in highly 
elliptical orbits tend to dwell around its apogee, thus providing a lengthy visibility period. By 
choosing an orbital period that is a harmonic of Earth’s orbital period, a repeatable sky track 
can be achieved. Two elliptical orbits are considered in this section, the 12-hour Molniya orbit 
and the 24-hour Tundra orbit
5.1.1 Orbital Geometry [6,311-312]
The various parameters used to define a satellite orbit is illustrated in Figure 5.1. The basic 
assumption in the calculation of orbital parameters is that Earth is considered as a point mass 
located at the locus of the elliptical orbit. It is also the origin of the co-ordinate system used.
The period T, of an elliptical orbit, is given by the equation (Kepler’s 3rd Law):
T  = 2tc
\
“1  (5-1)
GAT
where a is the length of the semi-major axis, G is the Universal Gravitational Constant and 
M,. is Earth’s mass. Thus, by specifying the orbital period required, one can determine the 
semi-major axis of the orbit. The two other parameters required to define the oibit in its 
orbital plane are the eccentricity e and the argument of the perigee co. The latter defines the
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Figure 5.1 Geometry of A Satellite Orbit
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orientation of the orbit within the orbital plane. Two other parameters are required to define 
the position of the orbital plane. These are the inclination i of the orbital plane, and the 
longitude o f the ascending node Q. The latter effectively defines the position of the apogee. 
Sometimes the right ascension o f ascending node (RAAN) is specified instead of Q.
The apogee dwell effect in elliptical orbit can be explained by Kepler’s laws of planetary 
motions. Kepler’s second law of planetary motions specifies that "the line joining the planet 
(satellite) to the sun (Earth) sweeps out equal areas in equal times". Thus, the satellite will 
spend most of its time in the apogee side of the orbit. The time from perigee t, is given by:
t = — [E -  esinfs] (5.2)
2tz
where E is the eccentric anomalies, which is given by the equation:
E = cos-l e + cos0 (53)
1 + ccos0
If we consider an elliptical orbit with its apogee in the northern hemisphere, and an argument 
of the perigee (0 of 270°, the eccentric anomalies at the ascending node will then be 90°. The 
proportion of time the satellite spends in the northern hemisphere is then given by:
TT -  2— (cos-1c -  esm(cos-1e))
- cos le e . , _i x = 1 -  -------- + —sm(cos e)
7C 71
(5.4)
Thus, the higher the eccentricity e, the longer the satellite will dwell around its apogee. For 
example, with an eccentricity of 0.722, as in a Molniya orbit, the satellite will spend 92% of 
its time in the northern hemisphere. Furthermore, the velocity v of the satellite:
v = \ GMe( -  -  - )  (Sl5)r a
is at its minimum when the satellite at its apogee, i.e. r = a(l+e). Whilst the velocity is largest 
at the perigee, i.e. r = a(l-e). The ratio of the velocity at apogee to that at perigee is therefore 
(l-e)/(l+e). Thus, for a Molniya orbit with eccentricity of 0.722, the velocity at apogee is only 
16% of that at its perigee. Hence, the satellite appears to dwell at the apogee, providing the 
lengthy visibility required for communication purpose.
The basic model used above, is based on idealized assumptions. In reality, the actual orbit is 
affected by a number of secondary factors:
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a) the presence of the Sun and Moon,
b) the Earth is not spherical, and has a significant equatorial bulge,
c) radiation pressure of the Sun,
d) Earth’s magnetic field, and atmosphere,
e) the effects of micrometeorites.
One of the effects of a non-spherical Earth is apsidal rotation. The line of apsides, i.e. the line 
joining the apogee and perigee, will rotate gradually in the orbital plane. The rate of change 
of the argument of perigee is given by:
/ r> \3-54.98 &g) = —
2\2(1 -  e*)
(5cos2i -  1) degree/day
where Rc is the mean equatorial radius of the Earth. Apsidal rotation can be eliminated by 
choosing the inclination i such that (5 cos2i - 1) is zero. The required orbit inclination is 
63.435°. This will ensure that the position of the apogee remains in the right half of the 
hemisphere.
Another effect of a non-spherical Earth is precession of the orbital plane. This is the rotation 
of the orbital plane about Earth’s N-S axis, and is given by:
Q = -9.964 — —  degree/day 
(1 " e2)2
The negative sign indicates a westward rotation for a direct orbit (i < 90°) and an eastward 
rotation for a retrograde orbit (i > 90°). If the orbit process 360° in one year, then the satellite 
will pass over the same part of the Earth at roughly the same time each day. The solar cells 
on the satellite will also receive nearly continuous sunlight. Such an orbit is called Sun- 
synchronous orbit, and requires a precession rate of -0.986°/day.
5.1.2 Orbital Parameters [313]
Two elliptical orbits are considered particularly suitable for communications. They are the 12- 
hour Molniya and 24-hour Tundra Orbits. Both have an inclination of 63.435°. This is 
illustrated in Figure 5.2. In the following sections, we will use, as examples, orbital parameters 
that will give an apogee over Western Europe.
/
24 hr. Tundra orbit inclined at 63.4* 
(Apogee at 46,300 b n )
12 hr. Molniya orbit inclined at 63.4* 
(Apogee at 39,400 km)
1.000 b n  altitude
24 hr. Geostationary (circular) orbit 
(35.700 b n  altitude)25.300 km altitude
Figure 5.2 The Molniya, Tundra and Geostationary Orbit
5.1.2.1 Molniya Orbit
The Molniya class of orbits are highly elliptical orbits inclined at 63.435° with a period of 
approximately 12 hours, and an eccentricity of around 0.7. Figure 5.3 shows the ground track 
of a Molniya orbit with its apogee set over Europe. The parameters associated with this orbit 
are:
Orbital Period 11.936 hours
Eccentricity 0.722176
Augment of Perigee 270°
Inclination 63.435°
Longitude of Ascending Node 357.5°
- 1 4 0 -
Figure 5.3 Ground Track of A Molniya Orbit
The altitude of the satellite is 1,000 km at perigee and 39,355 km at apogee. The low perigee 
altitude means that satellites in this orbit will pass through the Van Allen radiation belt during 
each orbit, which will affect the life time of on-board electronics and solar cell arrays. The life 
time of such satellites is then expected to be shorter than geostationary satellites. As the orbital 
period is 12 hours, two apogees are produced, one over Europe at 7°E and one over the 
Pacific Ocean at 173°W. Each satellite can therefore serve two different regions. However, in 
order to provide a 24 hours coverage, 2-3 satellites are needed.
The visibility of a satellite from a particular earth station is determined by the elevation angle. 
The elevation angle from an earth station is given by:
(Re + h) cos
tan(e) =
—  -  Re 
JU
(Re + h)sm
( \ s
(5.8)
, R ,\ eJ
where s is the surface distance from the sub-satellite point to the station, and h is the altitude 
of the satellite.
The visibility from an earth station in London is illustrated in Figure 5.4. Around the 
European apogee, the elevation angle is over 75° for about 8 hours. Around the Pacific 
apogee, the elevation angle is significantly lower, and is over 10° for 4 hours. If two satellites 
are to be used to provide 24 hours coverage, then part of the Pacific apogee has to be used.
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The low elevation angle at the apogee, make this arrangement unsuitable for mobile 
communications. A three-satellite arrangement, with each satellite providing 8 hours of service 
at their apogee, is therefore the preferred option. This will give London a continuous coverage 
at over 75° elevation. Over a wider European region (say Longitude from 10°W to 30°E and 
Latitude from 35° to 70°), the minimum elevation angle is 55°. Minimum elevation always 
occurs at the point when the satellite is entering or leaving its useful range (i.e. ±4 hours) 
around apogee.
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Figure 5.4 Visibility of A Molniya Orbit
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It should be noted that, if the Molniya orbit satellite is used in fixed satellite services, it can 
provide a single hop link between major financial centres, e.g. New York, Tokyo and London. 
These cities can only be linked with double hop using geostationary satellites. Figure 5.4 
shows that reasonable elevation angle from these cities can be achieved, especially during the 
Pacific apogee period.
Apart from the elevation angle, the azimuth angle also varies as the satellite moves along its 
orbit. This variation is the greatest, at locations close to the satellite ground track, i.e. where
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the elevation is highest For example, ground stations in London will experience a rate of 
change of azimuth angle of about 2° per minute when the elevation angle is above 80°. The 
maximum rate will be higher for stations directly under the ground track. Thus, any tracking 
station must be equipped with suitable drives in both directions.
5.12 2  Tundra Orbit
Tundra orbits are also elliptical orbits inclined at 63.435°, but with a much lower eccentricity 
of 0.25, and a period of 24 hours. Figure 5.5 shows the ground track of a Tundra orbit with 
its apogee centred over western Europe. The parameters of this particular orbit are:
Orbital Period 23.934 hours
Eccentricity 0.249637
Augment of Perigee 270°
Inclination 63.435°
Longitude of Ascending Node 33°
Figure 5.5 Ground Track of A Tundra Orbit
The satellite’s altitude at perigee is 25,260 km and at apogee is 46,311 km. The high altitude 
at perigee means that the satellite is outside the Van Allen inner electron belt (below 11,500 
km) and the proton belt (below 19,000 km), throughout its orbit. Thus, the level of radiation 
experienced is similar to that of geostationary satellites. The apogee height is however over
10,000 km higher than that of the geostationary orbit, thus introducing extra propagation delay
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and free space loss (2.24 dB). The lower eccentricity means that the satellite will spend a 
lower percentage (66%) of its time in the northern hemisphere as compared to a Molniya orbit 
satellite. With an orbital period of 24 hours, there is only one apogee, which in this example 
occurs at a longitude of 7°.
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Figure 5.6 Visibility of A Tundra Orbit
Figure 5.6 shows the visibility of the satellite from various cities. From London, where it is 
close to the ground track, the elevation angle is above 55° for the 12 hours around apogee. 
Thus, only two satellites are required to provide a continuous 24 hours coverage. If three 
satellites are used, the elevation angle from London will be over 75° throughout the 24 hours. 
If we consider the wider European region, the minimum elevation angle for a two-satellites 
system is 30°. A three-satellite configuration will be required to provide a minimum elevation 
angle of 55°. Figure 5.6 also shows that this particular orbit provides reasonable coverage to 
north America but not to Tokyo. Therefore, if fixed satellite services are required between 
these cities, the orbit will need to be re-positioned.
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The ground track of this Tundra orbit will pass very near to London. Thus rate of change in 
azimuth angle as seen from London is much higher than in the Molniya orbit case. The 
maximum rate of change of azimuth angle in this case is about 9° per minute. Conventional 
mounting arrangements for tracking antenna might not be suitable. A more appropriate 
mounting is to provide two orthogonal rotation axes, which lie in a plane orthogonal to the 
mean pointing position of the tracking antenna.
5.13  Channel Characteristics
The channel characteristics from a highly inclined orbit satellite are similar to that of a 
geostationary one, except for the much higher elevation angle. For a fixed Earth station, the 
channel is mainly Gaussian with various atmospheric losses. For a mobile station, however, 
the channel characteristic is much more complex. Over the last few years, a number of studies 
have been carried out, to characterize the mobile channel [97,314-333]. Measurements carried 
out using a geostationary satellite cover only the lower elevation angle range. In other studies, 
high tower, small plane or helicopter were used to simulate the higher elevation angles.
The main cause of signal degradation in a mobile channel is shadowing and blockage. The 
level of shadowing depends very much on the surrounding environment and elevation angle 
to the satellite. In a propagation study carried out by University of Bradford [325], four types 
of environments (open, tree shadowed, suburban, and urban) were investigated, at three 
different elevation angles (40, 60 and 80 degree). The cumulative probability distribution 
functions (CDF) for the four environments are shown in Figure 5.7. These figures help to 
determine the fade margin required in a communication system.
In an open environment (Figure 5.7a), there is no shadowing, and the line-of-sight signal 
dominates. The effects of different elevation angle in this case are therefore minimal. In a 
rural, tree-shadowed environment, the received signal is partially blocked by trees. As the 
elevation angle increases, the shadowing effect decreases. Figure 5.7b shows that, the 
difference in the fade margin required for satellites at 80° and that at 40° is about 8.5 dB. At 
60°, the condition is about 2.5 dB better than that at 40°. In the sub-urban area (Figure 5.7c) 
where the streets are bordered by one to 2 storey houses, the shadowing is less severe. The 
difference in fade margin between 80° and 60° is only about 1 dB. However, at the lower 
elevation angle of 40°, the fade margin is 8 dB higher. When a mobile moves into a densely 
populated urban city, the propagation condition deteriorates rapidly. Figure 5.7d shows that, 
a 15 dB or more fade margin is required for elevation angles below 60°. Even at 80° the fade
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margin is still over 1 dB worse than that o f sub-urban area.
These figures show the dramatic effect that elevation angle has on the mobile channel. It 
highlights the importance of using high elevation angles to make mobile communication 
economically feasible, especially in city areas. This is the one of the most important reasons 
why highly inclined orbits are being considered for mobile applications.
5.1.4 Doppler Effects
Although an elliptical orbit satellite appears quasi-stationary in position in the sky, the satellite 
actually travels at speed in space relative to Earth. The shorter the orbital period, the faster it 
travels. This creates a doppler effect on the signal between an Earth station and the satellite. 
Such effect will limit the capacity of a satellite system, especially those which operate 
frequency multiplexing schemes like SCPC.
The level of doppler shift depends on the relative velocity between the earth station and the 
satellite. For a mobile station, doppler shift will be affected by the movement of the mobile, 
as well as that of the satellite. Other factors included the position of the mobile station within 
the coverage area, and the position of the satellite in orbit An analytical solution for the 
doppler shift measured at a fixed Earth station has been derived by Vilar and Austin [334].
Figures 5.8 and 5.9 show the variation of doppler shift over a 24 hours period, for a Molniya 
and Tundra orbit respectively. The orbital parameters used are those given in section 5.1.2 
above, and the Earth station is assumed to be in London with a Latitude of 51.5°. The doppler 
is specified at 1.55 GHz. It can be seen that the shorter orbital period of a Molniya orbit 
produces a much larger doppler shift than that of the Tundra orbit. Maximum doppler is 
produced at the point when the satellite is entering and leaving its useful period, i.e. ±4 hours 
from apogee for Molniya orbit. For the Tundra orbit, maximum doppler occurs at about ±5 
hours from apogee. The doppler shifts falls off to zero as the satellite approaches apogee. The 
variation of doppler shift is fairly linear around the apogee point. The doppler rates in both 
cases are below 1 Hz/s. In the case of the Molniya orbit, the maximum doppler shift produced 
over the Western European region is about 13 kHz, whilst it is only 3 kHz for the Tundra 
orbit. The variation across the coverage region is about 1 kHz for Tundra and 1.5 kHz for 
Molniya orbit
Having predicted the doppler shift due to satellite movements, it can be compensated for. The 
correction can be applied either on-ground or on-board the satellite. In the former case, each
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Figure 5.8 Doppler Shift of A Molniya Orbit Satellite
Earth station can estimate its own doppler correction factor, as the doppler shift will vary 
according to the position of the station. If corrections are done on-board however, it can only 
be applied to the centre of coverage, and residual doppler will exist for stations situated at the 
edge of coverage. On-board doppler correction offers the advantages of reduced ground 
terminal complexity, and is particularly appropriate for mobile terminals. For mobile terminals, 
their position is not fixed, and thus cannot estimate doppler more accurately. It is more 
beneficial to keep the terminal complexity and cost low.
If regeneration is employed, the uplink and downlink can be isolated, and the doppler effects 
from both links are not cumulative. Thus, doppler correction for the fixed Earth station links, 
can be carried out on-ground, while the correction for the mobile links can be done on-board. 
Furthermore, if multiple spot beams are used on the mobile link, then doppler correction can 
be applied to individual beams. This will minimize the residual doppler due to variation across 
the beam coverage area.
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Figure 5.9 Doppler Shift of A Tundra Orbit Satellite
Doppler correction can be carried out either by an open-loop or closed-loop configuration. In 
an open-loop approach, the doppler shifts at various part of the orbit are pre-calculated, and 
the appropriate correction factor applied to the local oscillators. These pre-determined values 
can be stored on-board a satellite for on-board correction. These values can also be updated 
via uplink from the network control station. The finite number of corrections applied means 
that small amount of residue doppler will be present; the level of residue doppler will depend 
on how often corrections are applied, and the rate of change of doppler. Alternatively, a 
closed-loop approach can be used, whereby the received frequency is compared with a 
reference. Any errors detected are then fed back to the transmitter’s oscillator.
5.1.5 Antenna Coverage
The altitude of an elliptical orbit satellite varies significantly as it travels around the orbit. This 
creates a number of problems with the antenna coverage. As the satellite moves away from 
Earth, the foot-print of the antenna will increase. For example, in the Molniya orbit case, the 
increase in altitude from the ±4 hour point to the apogee is about 1.7 times. This will produce
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an increase in coverage area of 2.89 times. In the case of the Tundra orbit, due to its lower 
eccentricity, the increase in altitude is much smaller, 1.2 times from the ±6 hour point 
However, this still produces an expansion of coverage area of 1.44 times.
In a single beam system, these expansions will cause overspill to regions outside the nominal 
coverage area. The increased range means that the signal will be weaker , hence will reduce 
the interference effect. This interference can be planned. However, in a multi-beam system, 
the signal overspill will affect adjacent beams (see Figure 5.10 [299]), which will severely 
restrict frequency reuse among beams. To compensate for this effect, sophisticated feed array 
with variable power divider may be required to produce different beam patterns at different 
satellite positions.
Furthermore, there is also a slight change in the view angle of the ground station with respect 
to the satellite’s pointing direction. Thus, the centre of the antenna beam also moves as the 
satellite travels through its orbit. For a Molniya orbit, this movement corresponds to ±5° in 
latitude. Such movements are especially significant in a spot beam system. A slight change 
in the antenna pointing or the satellite pointing vector is required to compensate this effect.
5.1.6 Satellite Hand-off
In an elliptical orbit system, more then one satellite is required to provide continuous service. 
This creates the problem of having to transfer all the traffic from one satellite to another. This 
hand-off operation has to be performed two to three times a day, depending on the number 
of satellites being used. As the period of the satellite is not an exact multiple of one solar day, 
the time* this hand-off could take place during peak usage hours. Furthermore, the two 
satellites involved will not generally occupy the same area in space during the hand-off period. 
Thus, ground station antenna steering may be required. The doppler effect caused by the two 
satellites, are also opposite in direction. The strategy adopted for hand-off therefore has to take 
into account the above constraints.
There are two basic types of hand-off strategy:
a) simultaneous hand-off where one satellite is switched off at the same time as the other 
is switched on.
b) gradual hand-off where both satellites will be operational during the hand-off period. 
The feasibility of a hand-off strategy will depend heavily on the system configuration (e.g. 
orbit constellations, access techniques etc.) used.
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5.1.6.1 Simultaneous Hand-off Strategies
The feasibility of using simultaneous hand-off depends on the systems used. If the actual time 
of hand-off is not announced, then the two satellites must be in the same area of space, to 
avoid the need to change ground station antenna pointing. This means the choice of satellite 
orbits will be more restricted. An example of such orbit configuration is the LOOPUS orbit 
[112]. Furthermore, doppler compensation has to be perfoimed on-board the satellite, as 
ground stations will not be aware of the sudden change in doppler compensation required. The 
length of interruption time depends on the time required to switch on the incoming satellite 
(-20 ms), and also on the type of services offered. For speech service using vocoders, any 
interruption will mean long re-acquisition time for both the demodulator (-100 ms) and voice
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coders (-200 ms). The total interruption time (>300 ms) is generally considered to be 
unacceptable [335].
If the time of the hand-off is announced, the total interruption time can be reduced. The 
transmitting station can reduce the interruption to vocoder synchronization by not transmitting 
any voice burst just prior to hand-off. New transmissions can also contain preamble 
information to speed up the re-synchronization process of both demodulator and vocoders. 
Doppler correction can also be done at the ground station instead of on-board the satellite. 
However, the choice of satellite orbit is still restricted, because the interruption time to an 
active ground station, caused by antenna realignment is too long to be acceptable. An 
alternative might be to use two antennae, each pointing to one of the two satellites. However, 
this solution will be limited to the larger ground stations because of the added complexity and 
cost involved.
To prevent the lost of any data or voice packets during the hand-off period, buffering will be 
required. Another advantage of buffering is that, all ground stations can realign their antenna 
to point to the incoming satellite. Two antennae could be used to minimize the switching time. 
Hence the choice of orbit is not restricted. However, buffering will introduce a noticeable 
delay, especially for voice services, which may not be acceptable.
5.1.6.2 Gradual Hand-off Strategies
With gradual hand-off, both satellites will be operating over a short period of time during the 
hand-off process. On-going calls can then be transferred from one satellite to the other, whilst 
all new calls will be handled by the incoming satellite. The main problem with gradual hand- 
off is the interference caused by both satellite transmitting and receiving at the same time. 
Thus, the feasibility of gradual hand-off strategies depends on how well such interference is 
controlled and minimized.
In contrast with simultaneous hand-off, gradual hand-off strategies prefer to have the two 
satellites well apart during the hand-off period. This will help the ground station to 
discriminate them with narrow beam antennas. In this respect, the Tundra orbit, with an 
azimuth separation of over 45°, is more suitable than the Molniya orbit which provides only 
2° separation. The ground station can use either steering or two separate antennae to handle 
the hand-off. In the case of mobile terminal, antenna steering is generally avoided to keep cost
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and complexity down. This means that the beamwidth has to be wide enough to cover both 
satellite positions. Thus, the interference on the mobile link will be the limiting factor.
The actual transfer of the channel from one satellite to another could take place during an idle 
burst in the channel or between calls. In the former case, the time required to complete the 
whole hand-off process will be much shorter, but some interruption may be unavoidable. In 
the latter case, all the calls are allowed to continue on the old satellite until its termination. 
Thus the hand-off period, when adjacent channel interference exists, has to be much longer, 
in order to allowing all on-going calls to complete. There is, however, a small probability that 
the call lasts longer than the hand-off period, in which case the channel will be interrupted.
In an SCPC system, the interference is caused by the difference in doppler effect of the two 
satellites. Thus, one can trade-off the effect of interference with total channel capacity by not 
assigning adjacent channel slots through different satellites. The capacity of the system will 
only be reduced during the hand-off period. However, the above only applies to traffic 
channels. Common signalling channels will either have to be duplicated in the incoming 
satellite, or tolerate the extra interference. The former will require the flexible allocation of 
signalling channels within the access system used. The frequency used by the incoming 
satellite for signalling can be announced via the outgoing satellite just before the hand-off 
period.
Another way of reducing interference effect is to use on-board doppler correction. In this case 
downlink signals arriving at all the ground terminals will always have the correct frequency. 
The remaining interference is the result of residue doppler due to the difference in position 
of the various ground stations. This technique will work for both traffic and signalling 
channels.
In a TDMA system, interference has to be tolerated, as all the signals will go through both 
satellites, which have the opposite doppler effect. Furthermore, guard time between bursts may 
have to be increased to avoid possible collision. Antenna discrimination at the ground station 
will be essential in minimizing the interference. For a CDMA system, the situation is similar 
to an SCPC system, except that different codes will be used. Furthermore, the CDMA system 
is more tolerant to interference.
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5.1 .6 .3  O n-board  Processing C onsiderations
With on-board processing, doppler correction would be carried out on-board the satellite, 
especially for the mobile link. Furthermore, the mobile downlink favours a continuous TDM 
signal. This means that all mobile stations would always receive a downlink signal at the 
desired frequency. Thus, gradual hand-off strategics as described above will present a major 
interference problem, as signals from both satellites will arrive at a mobile terminal at the 
same frequency and with approximately equal strength. In order to avoid interference, different 
downlink frequencies have to be used for the two satellites. However, this will mean a 
significant increase in the spectrum requirement of the system. On the mobile uplink, adjacent 
channel interference will not be significant, as doppler correction is carried out on-board the 
satellite. What remains are due to residual doppler inherent in the on-board correction scheme.
An alternative is to use the conventional SCPC arrangement, but with on-board doppler 
correction, regeneration and coding. In this case, unwanted channels can be turned off at the 
satellite by the on-board processor. Thus, no new channels will be transmitted by the outgoing 
satellite, and existing channels will not be handled by the incoming satellite. There is no need 
for narrow beam antenna at the ground station, thus avoiding steering requirements. Only the 
common signalling channel need to be duplicated to avoid collision.
If on-board channel allocation is used, the outgoing satellite will stop accepting new requests, 
and only process signalling messages for the existing channels. All new requests will be 
handled by the incoming satellite. The list of channels currently allocated will need to be 
transferred to the incoming satellite just before the start of the hand-off period. This can be 
achieved either via the telemetry link or via signalling channels with the satellite in receive 
only mode.
For simultaneous hand-off strategies, the main problem is interruption. As there is only one 
satellite in operation at any time, continuous TDM downlink can be used. The level of 
interruption is similar to the transparent payload case. Regular preamble between frame on the 
TDM downlink will help to reduce the re-synchronization time of demodulators. If on-board 
channel allocation is used, than the status of all the channels has to be transferred to the 
incoming satellite. This will include all the signalling status as well as channel allocation 
status. The outgoing satellite must stop processing signalling messages after the transfer in 
order to avoid the status getting out of date.
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5.2 Low Earth Orbit Satellite Systems [313]
In Low Earth Orbit (LEO) systems, satellites are placed into circular inclined or polar orbits 
with altitudes ranging from 500 km to 2,000 km. The upper limit of these orbits is determined 
by the Van Allen radiation belt, while the lower limit is set by atmosj>kedc drag. With such 
low altitudes, the period of these orbits is about 2 hours maximum. Thus, a large number of 
satellites are needed to provide a continuous coverage to a region. One consolation, as a result 
of this, is that the failure of one satellite will only partially affect the operation of the whole 
system. Thus, a LEO system is more robust to failure than a geostationary or elliptical orbit 
system.
Furthermore, the low altitudes also means a considerably lower free space loss (e.g. > 27 dB 
lower than that of a geostationary orbit). Such improvement in the link budget is particularly 
important to combating shadowing loss in mobile communications, especially in urban areas. 
However, 15-18 dB of this improvement will be loss due to the increase in antenna 
beamwidth, hence a reduction in the antenna gain.
It should be noted that, a global LEO system is inherently inefficient in spectrum usage. This 
is due to the unevenness of traffic distribution around the world. As each satellite will service 
different parts of the world at different times, its capacity must be equal to that of the highest 
traffic area, e.g. Europe and USA. Thus, excess capacity will exist when it is serving low 
density regions like, polar and ocean regions. The traffic distribution within a single coverage 
region also changes as the satellite moves from one region to the next. This variation can be 
compensated for by varying the channel distribution within the coverage areas. This will also 
affects the frequency reuse factor.
In a LEO system, two stations could be linked via a number of satellites. Furthermore, the 
actual satellite involved also changes as they move round the Earth. Network routing is 
therefore, a major concern in LEO systems. Some form of on-board processing, like 
regeneration, inter-satellite link, on-board storage, distributed network control etc., will 
probably be required for a realistic system, especially if voice service to mobiles is required. 
In the following discussion, an on-board processing payload is assumed.
5.2.1 Orbital Parameters
Circular is considered a special case of elliptical orbits, having an eccentricity of zero. This 
means that the semi-major axis is the same as the semi-minor axis. Equations listed in section
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5.1 are all valid for circular orbits. With a circular orbit, there is no clear definition for apogee 
or perigee. Figure 5.11 shows the ground track of a polar orbit (i.e. near 90° inclination), with 
a period equals to one thirteenth of one sidereal day. The parameters associated with this orbit
are:
Orbital Period 
Eccentricity 
Augment of Perigee 
Inclination 
RAAN
1.841 hours 
0.0
270°
90°
65.83°
Figure 5.11 Ground Track of a Polar Orbit
The altitude of the satellite is 1,248 km, and is just below the main Van Allen radiation belt. 
The satellite will complete 13 orbits in a day. At this altitude the free space loss is some 29 
dB lower than that of a geostationary orbit. In circular orbits, a satellite travels round the Earth 
with constant velocity and has no apogee dwell. Thus, the satellite will only spend a small 
fraction of time near a particular area. The advantages of polar orbits over other lower 
inclination orbits, is that it will cover the whole surface of the Earth. The lack of an apogee 
dwell means that LEO satellites are not efficient in providing continuous regional coverage, 
as the satellite will spend most of its time covering other areas.
Figure 5.12 shows the elevation angle as seen from a ground station in London. It can be seen 
that the satellite can only be seen above a 10° elevation during 6 out of the 13 orbits per day.
Furthermore, the total time above 10° elevation is only 70 minutes and the longest period is 
15 minutes per day. If a minimum of 30° elevation is required, then the total time will drop 
to 16 minutes. This means that a large number of satellites are required to provide a 
continuous 24 hours coverage.
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Figure 5.12 Visibility of a Polar Orbit
The rate of change of elevation during the visible period is about 5° to 13° per min. At the 
same period, the rate of change of azimuth angle also reaches its maximum of 64° per min. 
Such high rate of change means that tracking will be needed for any stations using narrow 
antenna beam. The reduction is free space loss can be used to minimize the tracking 
requirements by using low gain wide beamwidth antenna instead.
5.2.2 Orbit Constellations [336-340]
The set of orbits used to provide the required coverage area is called a constellation. The 
choice of constellations will affect the overall size and cost of the satellite system. A satellite 
constellation is defined by the following parameters:
a) orbit period
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b) number of orbital planes, n
c) number of satellites in each orbital plane, m
d) inclination of orbital planes
e) spacing between orbital planes
f) phasing of satellites within an orbital plane
g) phasing of satellites in adjacent orbital planes.
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Figure 5.13 Coverage Area of a LEO Satellite
The total number of satellites (N) in the constellation is equal to n x m. An important criterion 
for selecting a constellation is to minimize the total number of satellites N. This will depend 
on the structure of the constellation, the altitude of the satellite and the minimum allowable 
elevation angle. Figure 5.13 shows the coverage area of a single LEO satellite. The half-cone- 
angle \j/ corresponding to the coverage area is given by:
(R. x-cosea
(5.9)ij; = — -  e -  sin-1 
2
where e is the minimum allowable elevation angle.
A number of studies have been carried out on different constellations. In [336] Beste 
constellations based on a set of polar orbits. For a single coverage, i.e. the area is covered by 
a minimum of one satellite, Beste gives the following approximation for N:
N - nm « ----- ------  , 1.3/1 < m < 22n (5.10)
1 -  COS 1]J
Figure 5.14 shows the relationship between number of satellites required and the satellite’s 
altitude (a - Rc) for different e. It should be noted that in Beste’s model, N must be a
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factorable number and both n and m must be greater than one. It can also be seen from Figure
5.14 that an increase in the minimum allowable elevation has a significant effect on the total 
number of satellites required, especially at lower altitudes. For example, if one use the polar 
orbit described in the last section, the required number of satellites is 45 for a 10° minimum 
elevation. This can be achieved by using 5 orbital planes, each with 9 satellites. If we released 
the required elevation angle to 5°, then only 33 satellites are required.
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Figure 5.14 Number of LEO Satellite Required For Global Coverage
A more general approach for analyzing orbit constellations is given by Ballard in [340]. The 
constellations considered in [340] are based on circular, common-period orbits. The orbits are 
uniformly distributed in a right ascension angle as they pass through the reference plane, and 
the initial phase position of satellites in each orbit plane is proportional to the right ascension 
angle for that plane. The resultant configurations are called "Rosette Constellations". The 
analysis shows that in most cases, better results can be obtained by using inclined rather than 
polar orbits. This approach also allows prime number of satellites to be used.
In the analysis of constellations, a spherical Earth is assumed. The resultant constellation 
requires that the position, or phase, between satellites have to be maintained. In reality, the
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equatorial bulge will cause rotation of the orbit and randomise the constellation. Inaccuracies 
can also be introduced during the launch. If these effects are not corrected, the resultant 
constellation will be random, and more satellites are required to maintain a global coverage. 
The cost of maintaining the satellites in their correct orbit and phase, is in extra mass and 
volume for fuels and thrusters on-board the spacecraft.
5.23 Channel Characteristics and Doppler Shift
The characteristics of the mobile channel were as described in section 5.1.3. The only major 
difference in a LEO system is the much reduced satellite altitude and the increase in doppler 
shift due to a faster moving satellite. The lower altitude also means that the coverage area is 
much smaller per satellite. This leads to a large number of satellites being required to provide 
global coverage. To minimize the number of satellites needed, one must maximize the 
coverage of each satellite. This means the requirement for minimum elevation angle has to be 
relaxed. The resultant increases in fade margins has to be provided for from the 28 dB 
reduction in free space loss.
If we consider the polar orbit described in section 5.2.1, than the maximum doppler shift at 
a station in London is about 31 kHz. Figure 5.15 shows the variation of doppler shift across 
one of the main visible passes. It can be seen that maximum doppler occurs at the beginning 
and the end of the visible pass. The doppler shift drops to zero at the point where the 
elevation angle is highest The maximum rate of change of doppler is about 140 Hz/s. This 
means that doppler correction has to be applied frequently.
Another consequence of such sharp changes in doppler is that the variation of doppler across 
the coverage area is also large. This means that on-board correction for a single beam system, 
will result in a large residue doppler at the edge of coverage. Thus, it is necessary to use 
multi-beam coverage, and apply doppler correction to each individual beam. This is especially 
important on the mobile link, where doppler correction cannot be done on-ground.
A major difference between a LEO system and elliptical orbit system is that the coverage area 
is not fixed in a LEO system. The coverage area moves together with the satellite. 
Furthermore, as the satellite is in a symmetrical circular orbit, the doppler variation is constant 
with respect to the coverage area. Thus, the doppler correction cycle is not based on the orbital 
position of the satellite, but on the changeover from one coverage area to another.
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Figure 5.15 Doppler Shift From a LEO Satellite
5.2.4 Antenna Coverage
In a LEO system, the satellite is moving at a constant altitude. Thus, its antenna coverage area 
will not expand as in the highly elliptical case. Small variations in the coverage do exist due 
to the non-spherical shape of the Earth. However, the area covered by a satellite will move 
with the satellite as it travels around the Earth.
The beamwidth required to produce the coverage shown in Figure 5.13 is given by:
p = 2 sin-l
<Rt
— cose (5.11)
For the orbit described in section 5.2.1, the beamwidth is about 111° for a 10° minimum 
elevation angle. As the antenna gain is inversely proportional to the square of the beamwidth, 
this is about 16 dB lower than a geostationary satellite antenna, which has a 17° beamwidth. 
This means that more than half of the advantage gained by lower altitude will be lost.
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It is therefore advantageous to use multi-beam antennas. This will increase the antenna gain 
within each beam, at the expense of a more complex antenna payload. Given the large overall 
beamwidth, a large number of beams can be produced, as the individual beamwidth is much 
less of a limitation. Multi-beam coverage also mean that frequency reuse can be employed for 
beams with sufficient separation. However, a large number of beams on a fast moving satellite, 
will place a heavy burden on network control as each terminal has to change beam frequently. 
The total number of beams used must therefore be traded off with network complexity. The 
system becomes very similar to a terrestrial cellular network.
If the LEO constellation is made up using all polar orbits, then there will be a congestion at 
both of the poles. As all the satellites converge towards the poles, the overlap regions between 
satellites will increases. This will cause unacceptable interference, and needed to be controlled. 
One solution is to turn off some of the satellites. If multi-beam coverage is used, only the 
overlapping beams need to be turned off.
5.2.5 Hand-off Strategies
The conditions during satellite hand-off for a LEO system are very different to that of a highly 
elliptical system. All the satellites are operational all the time, and there is no switching on 
or off of payloads. The need for satellite hand-off arises because the satellite has move out of 
a coverage area into another. How often hand-off is required, depends on the length of each 
visible pass. For example, the longest visible pass for the polar orbit described in section 5.2.1 
is about 15 minutes as seen from London. This could be shorter for station located at the edge 
of the coverage area between two orbital planes. Thus, the number of hand-off required is of 
the order of 100 times per day, and hand-off between calls will be very common. It is 
therefore important that the hand-off procedure is fast and involved little interruption to 
services.
In a LEO system, adjacent satellites cannot use the same frequency, hence the difference in 
doppler shift will not affect the hand-off. However, all stations involved have to switch both 
uplink and downlink frequencies. Although both satellites involved in the hand-off process are 
active, the process is essentially a simultaneous one. Hand-off will take place when the station 
is in the overlap area between two satellites’ coverage. As one cannot predict when a call will 
terminate, and the overlap period is short, all calls will be transferred to the incoming satellite 
as soon as the station enters the overlap zone.
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In this discussion we will assume the use of on-board regeneration, and TDM downlink to all 
stations. For an Earth station, the hand-off process will involve the realignment of the 
downlink TDM receiver to lock onto the new frequency. The new downlink frequency could 
be broadcast via the old downlink signalling channel. On the uplink, the realignment needed 
depends on the access scheme used. This could be a simple adjustment is transmitting 
frequency in the case of SCPC, or both frequency and timing alignment in the case of TDMA. 
The new uplink frequency in the case of an SCPC system, has to be allocated by the network 
and signal to individual station involved beforehand. For a ground station with a tracking 
antenna, realignment of the antenna is also required.
From the network: point of view, satellite hand-off means the need to find channel capacity 
on the incoming satellite and reroute the existing link to the new satellite. Request for such 
capacity will usually carries a higher priority. It might be necessary to set aside some channel 
capacities specially for this purpose to ensure no channel is lost in the process. The new 
channel allocation has to be signalled to the station concern before the actual hand-off occurs. 
As the satellite is moving constantly, the hand-off processing is a continuous process, and will 
involve all the satellites in the network.
If multi-beam coverage is used in each satellite, then each station has to switch frequencies 
whenever a beam boundary is crossed. The operation involved is not dissimilar to that of 
switching from one satellite to another. The difference is that one is initiated by the station 
itself while the other is directed from the network control. The whole system can be view as 
a cellular system where all the stations, including fixed one, are moving between cells.
With the hand-off strategy described above, interruption in traffic is difficult to avoid. 
However, due to the high number of hand-offs involved, it is essential to minimize the 
interruption. One method is to use an extra receiver. This will enable the station to achieve 
synchronization on the incoming satellite before the actual hand-off. Similar arrangement can 
be made on the uplink to ensure that no packet is lost, and the delay is minimized. For a 
station that uses narrow beam tracking antennas, two antennae have to be used to avoid major 
interruption in service.
5.2.6 Network Considerations
In a LEO system, various services are provided via a dynamic netwoik of satellites. The 
network connectivity required depends largely on the services provided. For data services,
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which are not sensitive to delay, continuous coverage is not required. For example, a store- 
and-forward service can be operated with only one polar orbiting satellite. Realistically, more 
than one satellite will be used to provide a global coverage, and the problem becomes one of 
finding the right route for delivering the data message. If voice service is to be provided, than 
a real time link must be established between the two stations involved. In this case, it is 
desirable to find the shortest route between the stations, in order to minimize the total delay.
There are two types of routes in a LEO system: satellite-to-ground route and 
satellite-to-satellite route. The latter is called inter-satellite link, and provides an optical or 
microwave radio link between two satellites over a line-of-sight path. For delay insensitive 
data application, it is possible to use just satellite-to-ground routes. For example, in a LEO 
system formed with polar orbits, data messages can be stored on-board a satellite and 
deposited onto two gateways at the polar regions. The next satellite that is on its way to the 
destination region can pick up the messages from the gateway as it goes pass the polar region. 
For voice services, inter-satellite links will be needed to provide a real time response. Using 
relay gateways for voice services, will mean the need to have multiple-hop connection and a 
two-satellite coverage is required. Inter-satellite links can also reduce the delay in data 
communications by providing the shortest path between the two satellites controlling the 
source and destination region.
Before a route can be established, the destination has to be identified. This involves locating 
both the satellite controlling the destined region and the beam within which the destined 
station lies. For fixed Earth stations, their physical position is always known, and will not 
change with time. To identify the satellite controlling that region involves only checking the 
map of current satellite positions. Such a map can be uploaded to each satellite by their 
corresponding ground control stations. Alternatively, an algorithm for deriving the position of 
various satellites can be stored on-board. The beam containing the destined station is also 
known at the source if the map contains the area covered by each beam of the destination 
satellite. However, this may not be necessary, if the choice of beam is left to the satellite 
controlling the destined region. In this case, the source need only to identify the destination 
satellite involved, and the size of the map is considerably reduced.
For mobile terminals, their location will vary with time. In order to locate a mobile whenever 
it is called, a database of their physical location has to be set up and kept up to date. A major 
problem is the size of such database, as some has estimated that the total number of terminals 
will reach 1.8 millions worldwide by the year 2001 [304]. All the satellites in a LEO system
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must have access to at least one such database all the time. It is likely that such a database has 
to be kept at a control station on-ground. Channel resources will be needed to keep all the 
databases updated. Any calls to a mobile station will therefore require an access to the ground 
database. Once the physical location of the mobile terminal has been identified, the destination 
satellite and beam can be obtained in a similar fashion as described for the fixed Earth station 
case.
The criteria for updating the database are also important. If the correct location of a mobile 
is not known to within a particular beam at the time of call, then the system must have the 
capability of searching for the mobile. Depending on the margin of error, the amount of 
communication resource required by such search operation and the delay involved will vary. 
Such search mechanisms can be used to replace the database approach. In such case, a call to 
a mobile will involve a worldwide search of its location. The trade-off is between the storage 
and capacity required for the maintenance of the database, and the delay and capacity involved 
in a worldwide search of the mobile.
A hybrid approach might be to have a satellite to maintain a database of all the mobiles within 
its coverage area. A call to a mobile in other areas will invoke a search for the satellite 
controlling that mobile over the inter-satellite links. The databases are updated whenever a 
mobile terminal crosses a beam boundary. It should be noted that the physical location of the 
mobile may not have changed, because the changes could be due to the movement of coverage 
area in a LEO system instead. During the satellite hand-off, corresponding entries in the 
database will also need to be transferred to the new satellite.
Once the destination is identified, the shortest route between the two can easily be derived 
from a map of the satellite network. However, such a route may not be available due to 
congestion at satellites on-route. Furthermore, the shortest route is not necessary the optimum 
route from a network point of view. Other criteria may be to choose the least congested route, 
or a combination of the two. Such criteria will require information on the occupancy of each 
satellite in the network. This information will have to be distributed to the node, i.e. the 
satellite or control station, which is selecting the "best" route.
A more distributed approach is to allow each node to select only the next node in the chain. 
This means that the node only required information regarding links to neighbouring nodes. It 
can therefore update its routing table locally. Another approach is flooding, which will ensure 
the shortest delivery time. In this case, messages are sent to all possible links to the
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destination. This approach will however, generate a high volume of traffic, and could cause 
congestion on the network. It does minimize the overhead and routing information required. 
It is better suited when the network is large and complex.
5.3 Recent Developments
In this section we will summarize briefly two recent proposals for non-geostationary systems. 
These include the ESA ARCHIMEDES program and Motorola’s IRIDIUM system. The former 
is based on highly inclined elliptical orbits, whilst the latter is a global LEO proposal.
5.3.1 The ARCHIMEDES System [114,299-300]
The ARCHIMEDES program is an ESA program designed to evaluate the technical and 
economic feasibility of using highly inclined elliptical orbit satellites to provide land mobile 
communications in Europe. During the study, both Molniya and Tundra type orbits were 
considered. The system was designed to provide optimum coverage to the central European 
region, where 98% of the projected traffic comes from.
The study found that, in terms of performance and cost effectiveness, both Molniya and 
Tundra systems can provide significant improvement compared to a geostationary system. For 
a half Ariane spacecraft, and addressing a market of 200 to 5,000 channels, the cost per 
channel of a Tundra system is only one third to one fifth of an equivalent geostationary 
system. The study concluded that a Tundra orbit system is marginally better than a Molniya 
system, and a three-satellite configuration was recommended. The advantages of the Tundra 
orbit over Molniya include lower radiation dose, reduced altitude excursion during operation 
period, availability of both US and European launch vehicles, and the possibility of using a 
two-satellite configuration should one of the satellite fails. The orbital parameters of the 
chosen orbit are summarized as follows:
Orbital Period 
Operational Period 
Eccentricity 
Augment of Perigee 
Inclination 
RAAN
23.935 hours 
7.978 hours 
0.268388 
270°
63.435°
105°, 345°, 225° 
0°, 142°, 218° 
42,164.7 km
True Anomaly 
Semi-major Axis
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Apogee Altitude 47,103.0 km
Perigee Altitude 24,470.0 km
This will provide a minimum elevation angle of 55° over Western Europe, and 35° when the 
coverage is extended to North Africa.
The communication payload will provide two types of digital telephony channels: public 
channels at 9.6 kbits/s with DQPSK and private channels at 2.4 kbits/s with DBPSK. An 
overall carrier-to-noise ratio of 45 dbHz is to be maintained. The system will operate the 
mobile link at L-band with the standard 4 MHz allocated bandwidth, whilst the feeder link can 
either be at C-band or Ku Band. An SCPC/FDMA access scheme with demand assignment 
is proposed for the system.
A two-stage development is planned for the ARCHIMEDES land mobile program. During the 
first phase, a pre-operational system will be introduced, providing 330 public or 460 private 
channels. A small satellite with a 2.1 m L-band antenna and a transmit power of 1 W per 
channel (or 0.5 W for private channels) is required. In the second phase, a medium size 
satellite can be used to deliver 1040 public or 1420 private channels. A 19 spot beams 
antenna, with a gain of 37 dB, and a transmit power of 0.2 W per channel (0.1 W for private 
channels) are required. This system will also achieve a frequency reuse factor of 3. In both 
cases, the satellite RF transmit power required is about 215-220 Watts.
A reliable and low cost terminal is essential to a land mobile system. With a minimum of 55° 
elevation in Western Europe, a simple zenith oriented antenna with 5.3 dBi gain and 70° 
beam width is considered sufficient. The mobile’s G/T is about -20 dB/K. No interleaving nor 
coding is required for the voice channels. For the North Africa region, which has a lower 
elevation angle of 35°, a three-patches antenna with automatic tracking is proposed. The 
mobile GIT in this case is about -14.7 dB/K.
5.3.2 The IRIDIUM System [301-304]
The IRIDIUM system is designed to provide worldwide radio communications services to 
mobile users. The services offered will include voice, paging, radio determination (RDSS), 
facsimile and data messaging services. It is projected that the number of subscribers will reach
500,000 in the United State alone, and 1.8 millions worldwide by the year 2001. This is 
expected to rise to 750,000 and 3.2 million respectively by 2006.
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The IRIDIUM system involves the use a network of 77 small satellites in 7 polar orbits, each 
containing 11 satellites. All orbital planes in the constellation are equally spaced in longitude. 
Each satellite will have an altitude of only 778 km, and a period of about 100 minutes. The 
maximum range from any user station is about 2,315 km, and the minimum elevation angle 
is 10°.
Microwave inter-satellite links are used to provide connectivity between satellites. A satellite 
network has advantages over a ground based network in that it can provide full global 
coverage over land and sea with relatively few gateways. It also provides direct satellite-to- 
user service in remote areas without requiring a gateway be operating within the satellite’s 
coverage. Gateway stations will be used to provide interfaces to local PSTN, cellular network 
and other non-iridium systems.
The system will utilize L-band on the mobile link and Ka-band on the gateway and inter­
satellite links. Multiple spot beam coverage will be used on the L-band mobile link. The on­
board phased array antenna will produce 37 interlaced spot beams, each of which can be 
operated independently. Power control on each channel can be applied to maintain link quality 
compensate for range variation and fading. A seven-beam frequency reuse pattern is used. This 
can also be changed during each orbital period.
Cells created by the multiple spot beam coverage will move rapidly on Earth’s surface. A 
stationary user will effectively be moving from cell to cell at a rate of about 1 cell per minute. 
This means that hand-off of active channels is required at this rate. Some of the cells will be 
turned off when the satellite approaches the polar region, to avoid excessive overlapping with 
other satellites. Cells will also be switched off in areas where the use of the system is 
prohibited.
All the system services are folly digital and on-board processing and switching will be used. 
A 4.8 kbits/s VSELP (Vector Sum Excited Linear Prediction) voice coder will be used to 
provide high quality digital voice services. QPSK with raised cosine filtering will be used on 
the radio links. The bandwidth of each voice channel is about 2 kHz. A combination of TDM 
and FDM schemes will also be employed. The cellular beam coverage offers a frequency reuse 
factor of more then 5 times. The worldwide system capacity is about 283,000 channels, with 
each cell capable of servicing approximately 236 simultaneous users. The total bandwidth 
required is 14 MHz.
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The handheld unit will utilize a small low-profile antenna and will be designed to comply with 
the same size, weight and battery life constraints as a terrestrial cellular unit. The system can 
be operated with a 600 mW transmitter power.
5.4 Summary
In this chapter, we studied the properties of both Highly Inclined Elliptical (HEO) and Low 
Earth Orbit (LEO). Particular attention was given to propagation conditions, doppler effects, 
hand-off strategies, networking and the effects of using on-board processing. The main 
attraction of these systems is their ability to provide better coverage to regions far away from 
the equatorial plane, like Europe and the polar regions. A quick review was presented on both 
the ARCHIMEDES and IRIDIUM system proposals.
The main advantage of HEO satellites is that they appear to be quasi-stationary around their 
apogee, thus providing lengthy visibility period. They also provide a higher elevation angle 
to earth station in high latitude regions. Two HEOs were considered, the 12-hour Molniya 
orbit and the 24-hour Tundra oibiL
With a 12-hour Molniya oibit, three satellites were required to provide continuous coverage, 
each providing 8 hours of service at each apogee. This would provide a European regional 
coverage, with a minium elevation angle of 55°. A Molniya orbit satellite also has a second 
apogee, which allows it to serve another region.
With a 24-hour Tundra orbit, the eccentricity is lower at 0.25, and the satellite has only one 
apogee position. Its higher perigee and apogee altitude allows it to avoid the Van Allen 
radiation belt, and achieves a longer life time. However, the higher altitude does mean longer 
propagation delay and larger free space loss. A minimum of two satellites are required to 
provide a continuous coverage to the European region with a minimum elevation angle of 30°. 
However, for a minimum elevation angle of 55°, three satellites are needed.
The higher elevation angle offered by HEO satellites, was shown to provide a significant 
improvement in fade margins for mobile users. Over 15 dB difference was reported when the 
elevation angle drops from 80° to 40° in a densely populated urban city condition. The 
difference is still over 8 dB in a rural environment.
Although HEO satellites appear quasi-stationary in position in the sky, they actually travel at 
speed in space relative to Earth. This creates a doppler effect on the signal between an earth
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station and the satellite. For a Molniya orbit satellite, the maximum doppler shift produced 
over the Western European region is about 13 kHz at L-band. For Tundra orbit satellites, 
which has a longer orbital period, the maximum doppler is only 3 kHz. The variation in 
doppler shift is about 1 kHz for a Tundra and 1.5 kHz for a Molniya orbit. Doppler correction 
can be done either on ground or on-board the satellite. The former is more suitable for fixed 
earth station, while the latter is more appropriate for mobile users. On-board doppler 
correction, however, can only be applied to the centre of beam coverage. Thus, residue doppler 
exists for stations situated at the edge of coverage.
A major problem with HEO systems is that more than one satellite is used, and traffic has to 
be transferred between satellites. This hand-off operation has to be performed two to three 
times daily, and could happen during peak traffic hours. There are two basic types of hand-off 
strategy, simultaneous and gradual. With simultaneous hand-off the outgoing satellite is 
switched off at the same time as the incoming one is switched on. Service interruption is 
unavoidable with this strategy. Interruption time can be reduced by announcing the time of 
actual hand-off, to allow earth station to prepare for re-synchronization. Buffering can be used 
to prevent loss of data, at the cost of increase delay.
With gradual hand-off, both satellites will be operational during the hand-off period. On-going 
calls are either transferred to the incoming satellite or allow to terminate, while all new calls 
are handled by the incoming satellites. The main problem with this strategy is the interference 
caused by both satellites transmitting and receiving at the same time. A wide azimuth 
separation is preferred, to assists discrimination using narrow beam antennas. The limiting 
factor is the interference on the mobile link, where steering antennas are not desirable.
In a transparent SCPC system, the interference during hand-off is caused by the difference in 
doppler effect of the two satellites. Common signalling channels will need to withstand the 
interference or be duplicated in the incoming satellite. Interference on the traffic channels can 
be minimized by restricting allocation of adjacent channels. On-board doppler correction can 
be used to reduce the interference effect. For a TDMA system, the main problem is to 
maintain synchronization on the incoming satellite. A CDMA system will perform better than 
an SCPC system, because it is more tolerant to interference.
With an on-board processing system, unwanted signals can be blocked at the satellite, and will 
not reappear the downlink. An SCPC system can be use without the need to use narrow beam 
antennas at the ground station. The only problem during hand-off is with common signalling
channels, which need to be duplicated at the incoming satellite. If a TDM downlink channel 
is being used, then it too need to be duplicated. This will result in an increase in the spectrum 
requirement.
In a LEO system, satellites are placed into circular orbits with a period of about 2 hours, and 
an altitude of about 2000 km. The low altitude implies a much lower free space loss. 
However, most of this gain is loss due to the increase in antenna beamwidth. The short orbital 
period means that tracking is required for station with narrow beam antennas, and that the 
satellite is only visible for a very short (15 min. per day) period. Thus, a large number of 
satellites are needed to provide continuous coverage, which tends to be global rather then 
regional. The large number of satellites involved means that a LEO system is more robust to 
satellite failure. The number of satellites required to provide a global coverage, depended on 
the constellation used, and the coverage of the individual satellite, expressed in terms of the 
minimum elevation angle.
LEO satellites are fast moving satellites, and hence generate a large doppler shift A typical 
level of doppler is about 30 kHz, with a rate of change of doppler of 140 Hz/s. A large 
residue doppler will result if on-board correction is used with a single beam coverage. A 
multi-beam coverage is preferred, which also has the advantage of an improved frequency 
reuse capability. However, the coverage area does move with the satellite, and place a heavy 
burden on network; control as terminals changes beam rapidly.
On-board processing is essential in handling the network control and routing functions required 
to operate a network of LEO satellites. As a satellite move out of a coverage area into another, 
channel hand-off becomes necessary. The process of hand-off will start as soon as a station 
is inside the overlap region between two adjacent satellites. Channel capacity must be located 
on the incoming satellite to handle the hand-off. Extra receivers and antenna might be needed 
to minimize the interruption. As the satellite is moving constantly, the hand-off process is a 
continuous process, and will involve all the satellites in the network.
Network connectivity is an important issue in LEO satellite systems as it is a dynamic 
network. This is particular important in voice service where a short route is essential to 
minimize delay. Another important criterion is to minimize congestion. Other routing method 
includes flooding and distributed routing.
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Part of the connectivity problem involves the location of both the satellite controlling the 
destined region and the beam within which the destined station lies. For Fixed earth stations, 
a map of current satellite position is sufficient to identify the satellite involved. The beam 
involved can be identified by the controlling satellite. For mobile stations, a database of 
mobile location need to be maintained. However, the size of this could be large, and it has to 
be available globally. Alternatively, one can search for the mobile whenever it is called. Such 
searches will require considerable channel capacity. A hybrid approach could be to search for 
the controlling satellite, which will hold a database of mobile station within its controlling 
area. This approach can reduce the need to distribute database updates globally and the size 
of the database.
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Chapter 6. On-Board Processing Payload For A Land Mobile Systems
In this chapter we present the details of work carried out for ESA on An On-board Processor 
Concept For Mobile Communications by Satellite [175]. A brief outline was presented in 
section 2.3.5. The study was carried out by a consortium led by Racal Decca Advanced 
Development Ltd., and includes British Aerospace Pic., DFVLR, Racal Research Ltd., and the 
University of Surrey. It covers all aspects of the on-board processing system, including:
a) access schemes for feeder and mobile links
b) modulation and error control techniques, and implementations
c) land mobile channel characteristic
d) digital technology, including power, size and radiation considerations
e) on-board channel-to-beam routing techniques and implementations
f) network control systems
g) overall on-board processor architecture
h) payload complexity and feasibility
i) mobile terminal
j) system capacity /  cost trade off.
In the following sections, we will first present the baseline system, and then detail some of 
the work, which the author took part in as a member of the team at University of Surrey. 
These include power control, access schemes, signalling protocols, software considerations, 
on-board processor and payload architecture. Apart from these, the team at University of 
Surrey also conducted studies on transmultiplexer structures.
6.1 System Baseline
The satellite system is targeted at the land mobile market, offering a low speed two way 
telegraphy and a full duplex telephony service to the terrestrial network. Both data only, and 
data plus voice terminals are supported by the system. The system has a modular approach, 
with each module supporting 10,000 voice plus data terminals and 10,000 data only terminal. 
Between 10 and 20 Fixed Earth Stations (FES) are envisaged, providing gateway access to the 
terrestrial network.
With on-board regeneration, each can be optimized individually. The choice of modulation 
formats for each link, depends on a number of conflicting factors. These include, power
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efficiency, spectral efficiency, robustness, ease of implementation, and compatibility with 
existing standard and equipment. Table 2.11 summaries the modulation and coding schemes 
adopted by the study.
The feeder link operates at Ku-band and is covered by a single European beam. A QPSK 
scheme, with 40% cosine roll-off, is chosen for these links mainly for compatibility reasons. 
On the forward feeder, differential encoding is also use to minimize the complexity of the on­
board demodulator. The forward feeder operates at 4.096 Mbits/s burst mode, with a TDMA 
access scheme. On the return feeder link, a continuous TDM scheme is used, which also 
operates at 4.096 Mbits/s. Both feeder links’ link budgets are shown in Table 6.1. It can be 
seen that an Eb/N0 of 10.7 dBHz can be achieved on the forward feeder link with a 10.5 W 
FES transmit power. On the return feeder link, an Et/N0 of 8.4 dBHz is achieved with a 
satellite HPA power of 4 W. Both links have a worst case bit error rate of 10"*, hence no 
coding is required for the speech channels. For the data and control channels, a (384,192) 
shortened BCH code is used to improve the enor rate to better than 1012.
The mobile link operates at L-band and employs twelve 1.1° spot beams covering Western 
Europe (see Figure 2.11). The system assumes a hypothetical non-uniform traffic distribution 
amoung the twelve beams. Different access, modulation and coding schemes are used for 
speech and data service. This allowed both speech and data service to be optimized, and 
minimized the cost of data-only terminals. The mobile telephony links use a SCPC scheme 
with a capacity of 200 channels. Both links use DECQPSK at 9.6 kbits/s with a 40% cosine 
roll-off. A channel spacing of 8 kHz is used with a ±650 Hz maximum frequency uncertainty. 
Both link budgets for mobile telephony are shown in Table 6.2. It is designed to give a short 
term unfaded Eb/N0 of 15 dB. No coding is used for speech channels.
The forward mobile telegraphy link employs a single TDM carrier per beam. DECPSK is used 
with a transmission rate of 4.8 kbits/s. An extended Reed-Solomon RS (64,32) code is use to 
protect all the control and data messages, except the ACK/NAK messages used in the ARQ 
protocol, which are protected using a Reed-Solomon RS (64,4) code. A Type-I hybrid ARQ 
scheme is used to protect the telegraphy channel, bringing the probability of incorrect 
transmission of a 3000 bit message to about 7x1 O'9. The forward telegraphy link budget is 
given in Table 6.3a. The overall unfaded EJN0 over this link is 10 dB, and the throughput of 
the ARQ scheme is given in Table 6.4.
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FES HPA Power per Channel 10.2 dBW
Peak Antenna Gain (3 m dia.) 50.3 dB
FES EIRP 60.5 dBW
Free Space Loss -207.8 dB
Atmospheric Attenuation -3.0 dB
Total Path Loss -210.8 dB
Satellite G/T (600° K, 4° beam width) 0.5 dB/K
Bit Rate 66.1 dBHz
Boltzmann Constant -228.6 dBW/Hz/K
System Margin 2.0 dB
Forward Link Et/N0 10.7 dB
a) Forward Feeder Link
Satellite HPA Power 6.1 dBW
Peak Antenna Gain (4° beamwidth) 31.8 dB
Gain Fall off at EOC -3.0 dB
EIRP at EOC 34.9 dBW
Free Space Loss -205.7 dB
Atmospheric Attenuation -3.0 dB
Total Path Loss -208.7 dB
FES G/T (3 m Dia., 400°K) 22.2 dB/K
Bit Rate 66.1 dBHz
Boltzmann Constant -228.6 dBW/Hz/K
System Margin 2.5 dB
Return Link Et/N0 8.4 dB
b) Return Feeder Link
Table 6.1 Feeder Link Budgets
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Satellite Transmit Power per Channel 1.45 dBW
Peak Antenna Gain 43.0 dB
Worst Case Gain Fall-off -2.75 dB
Antenna Feed Losses -0.5 dB
Satellite EIRP 41.2 dBW
Free Space Loss -188.3 dB
Additional Path Loss -0.7 dB
Mobile G/T at EOC -23.5 dB/K
Bit Rate 39.8 dBHz
Boltzmann Constant -228.6 dBW/Hz/K
Co-channel Interference Margin 0.5 dB
System Margin 2.0 dB
Forward Link Et/N0 (Unfaded) 15.0 dB
a) Forward Mobile Link Telephony (Beam 1)
Mobile HPA Power 6.7 dBW
Antenna Feed Loss -2.0 dB
Mobile Antenna Gain 5.0 dB
Gain Fall-off at EOC -3.0 dB
Mobile EIRP 6.7 dBW
Free Space Loss -188.3 dB
Additional Losses -0.7 dB
Satellite G/T (at EOC) 11.7 dB/K
Bit Rate 39.8 dBHz
Boltzmann Constant -228.6 dBW/Hz/K
Co-channel Interference Margin 1.2 dB
System Margin 2.0 dB
Return Link Eb/N0 (Unfaded) 15.0 dB
b) Return Mobile Link Telephony
Table 6.2 M obile Telephony Link Budgets
Satellite HPA Power per Channel -6.3 dBW
Peak Antenna Gain 43.0 dB
Gain Fall-off at EOC -3.0 dB
Antenna Feed Loss -0.5 dB
Satellite EIRP per Channel 33.2 dBW
Free Space Loss -188.3 dB
Additional Losses -0.7 dB
Mobile G/T at EOC -23.5 dB/K
Bit Rate 36.8 dBHz
Boltzmann Constant -228.6 dBW/Hz/K
Co-Channel Interference Margin 0.5 dB
System Margin 2.0 dB
Unfaded Eb/N0 10.0 dB
a) Forward Mobile Telegraphy Link
Mobile HPA Power -11.8 dBW
Antenna Feed Loss -2.0 dB
Peak Mobile Antenna Gain 5.0 dB
Gain Fall-off at EOC -3.0 dB
Mobile Terminal EIRP -11.8 dBW
Free Space Loss -188.3 dB
Additional Losses -0.7 dB
Satellite G/T at EOC 11.7 dB/K
Bit Rate 26.0 dBHz
Boltzmann Constant -228.6 dBW/Hz/K
System Margin 2.0 dB
Unfaded EJN0 11.5 dB
b) Return Mobile Telegraphy Link
Table 6.3 M obile Telegraphy Link Budgets
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Envimomnet Link Throughput Bit Rate (bits/s) Tm (sec)
Highway Forward 0.44 142 21
Highway Return 0.60 194 15
City Forward 0.14 45 66
City Return 0.145 47 64
Table 6.4 Throughputs of Hybrid Type I ARQ Scheme
The return mobile telegraphy link uses a CDMA scheme. The overall data rate is 400 bits/s. 
The spectrum is spread using a 403-bit sequence, giving an overall chip rate of 161.2 kchips/s. 
The data is differentially encoded and differential detection is used. Three types of codes are 
used; a RS (32,24) code for the random access messages, a RS (64,48) code for data channels, 
and a RS (16,4) code for the ACK/NAK messages. The return mobile telegraphy link budget 
is shown in Table 6.3b. The overall unfaded EyN,, over this link is 11.5 dB. A hybrid Type-I 
selected repeat ARQ scheme is used to protect the data channels. The throughput of this is 
shown in Table 6.4.
6.2 Mobile Forward Link Power Control [341]
The main objective of power control on the mobile forward link is to counteract the antenna 
pattern effects and thus make more efficient use of the transmit power. The two approaches 
considered are power control at a beam level, and at an individual channel level. Whilst, the 
former is simple to implement and effective, the trade-offs for the latter approach are more 
complicated. Methods of implementing both approaches are also discussed.
6.2.1 Simple Power Control At Beam Level
In general, a link budget is calculated using the worst case value for all parameters, e.g. path 
loss, elevation angle and gain loss. However, in a multi-beam system, these do not apply to 
all beams, and compensation at a beam level can be achieved. For example, when worst case 
values are used, the path loss would be 188.6 dB and both mobile and satellite gain fall-off 
would be taken as 3 dB. In a realistic situation, a minimum elevation angle of around 5° 
would be used in the system. This means that the coverage area has to be restricted to below 
75° Latitude. Thus, assuming the satellite is at 10° W, the worst case range loss over the entire 
coverage area will be about 188.5 dB, and a best case of 187.5 dB (see Figure 6.1). This 
represents only a possible improvement in the link budgets of about 1 dB maximum.
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More significant is the effect of the elevation angle and the mobile antenna pattern. Over the 
coverage area the elevation angle varies from 5° to 55° (see Figure 6.1). The mobile is 
designed to have a 50° beam width, centred at 30°, and with a toroidal radiation pattern. A 
hypothetical pattern (see Figure 6.2) is used to illustrate the effect of the radiation pattern.
110* 70"
50"130
30"150°
10 °170'
0 dB-10
Figure 6.2 Hypothetical Mobile Antenna Pattern
Inspection of the coverage area map shows that most of the covered area lies around the 30° 
region where the antenna gain is at its maximum. Thus, most channels should experience a 
2 to 3 dB improvement. Table 6.5 summarises the estimated worst case in each of the 12 
beams, and the corresponding gain that can be achieved considering both free space loss and 
the mobile antenna pattern. A ±5° roll and pitch of the mobile have also been taken into 
account. It can be seen that 8 out of the 12 beams can have 2 dB or more improvement.
Thus, the transmit power of all the forward downlink channels can be reduced whilst still 
keeping the performance at an acceptable level. This reduction, on a beam level, can be 
achieved by adjusting the gain of the I.F./R.F. amplifier in each beam. This does not require 
any extra hardware. Table 6.6 shows that if one takes the traffic distribution into account, an 
overall power saving of 2.25 dB can be achieved. It should be noted that, it is the total EIRP 
of the telephony channels that is being reduced, and not that of the digital OBP subsystem.
The improvement shown in Table 6.5, represents the estimated worst case for each beam, thus 
most channels will in fact have even larger margins. Also, the satellite antenna pattern will 
have a similar effect to that of the mobile antenna, with mobiles at the edge of a beam 
suffering a 3 dB drop as compared to those at the centre. This effect, however, cannot be
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Beam No. Lat.
(deg)
Long.
(deg)
Range Loss 
(dB)
Angle (deg) Min. Gain (dB)
1 70 30 188.3 11.1 0.55
2 70 35 188.3 11.1 0.55
3 61 -2 188.1 20.3 2.50
4 61 10 188.1 20.3 2.50
5 58 21 188.1 23.4 2.75
6 41 -3 187.7 41.3 2.50
7 39 3 187.7 43.4 2.15
8 38 9 187.7 44.5 2.15
9 37 15 187.6 45.5 2.00
10 36 25 187.6 46.6 1.75
11 37 -10 187.6 45.5 2.00
12 34 -3 187.6 48.7 1.25
Table 6.5 Link Improvement on Each Beam
exploited on a beam level.
6.2.2 Power Control On Individual Channel
In order to take maximum advantage of the satellite antenna pattern, the mobile antenna 
pattern, and the range loss, the location of the mobile must be known. Only telephony 
channels will benefit from this approach and not telegraphy channels, as all telegraphy 
channels for one beam are transmitted via a single TDM carrier.
Direct Approach:
The most direct way of locating the mobile is to have the mobile operator send its location 
code either as part of the request message or as part of the polling/assignment 
acknowledgement. This, however, does mean that extra operator intervention is needed 
when the mobile is called. This will cause considerable delay during call setup while the 
mobile operator keys in the location code. Alternatively, the operator is required to key 
in the code, say every 4 hours or whenever there is a change, thus removing the need for 
operator intervention during call setup. The coverage area should be divided up in 
sufficient detail to achieve a useful reduction in transmit power, but not too detailed to 
make it difficult for the operator to use. One way of partitioning may be to follow
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Beam No. Gain Factor Per Channel 
(dB)
% Traffic Overall Gain
1 0.881 (-0.55) 0.8 0.0070
2 0.881 (-0.55) 3.5 0.0308
3 0.562 (-2.50) 7.4 0.0416
4 0.562 (-2.50) 18.3 0.1029
5 0.531 (-2.75) 23.0 0.1221
6 0.562 (-2.50) 9.4 0.0529
7 0.610 (-2.15) 10.4 0.0634
8 0.610 (-2.15) 12.2 0.0744
9 0.631 (-2.00) 4.0 0.0252
10 0.668 (-1.75) 2.7 0.0180
11 0.631 (-2.00) 3.8 0.0240
12 0.750 (-1.25) 4.5 0.0337
Total — 100.0 0.5961 (-2.25 dB)
Table 6.6 Overall Power Gain
countries’ provincial boundaries. The difference in transmission condition between 
adjacent "cells" should not be too large. This will minimize the effect of erroneous or 
out-of-date location codes. This method of locating the mobile is simple to operate and 
requires little extra on-board hardware. The main requirement is to reorganize the 
information content of various access messages, and to provide a mechanism for changing 
the transmit power of each individual channel. The major disadvantage of this scheme is 
that it requires regular operator intervention, which makes it less "friendly" to operate. One 
way of avoiding this is to use a positioning system, such as GPS. This, however, requires 
additional mobile equipment and relies on the operation of another system.
Indirect Approach:
If the position of the mobile is unknown, there is no way of compensating specifically for 
the antenna pattern effect. However, one can still save some transmit power indirectly by 
measuring the downlink channel condition and estimate from it the effect that antenna 
patterns have on the particular channel. To measure the downlink condition directly, every 
mobile must be equipped with extra hardware, and extra bandwidth is required for the 
result to be transmitted to the satellite. Alternatively, the downlink condition can be
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assumed to be the same as the uplink. This assumption is valid as far as antenna patterns 
and range loss are concerned, though the interference and fading characteristic of the two 
links may be different. This approach only requires extra hardware on the satellite to 
measure the uplink performance.
6.2.2.1 Bit Error Rate Measurement Approach
One performance measure that can be used for power control is the BER of the channel. From 
this, the unfaded link E,/N0 can be estimated using the channel characteristic (see Figure 6.3 
[175]). If this is larger than the designed value (15 dB), then one can conclude that margin 
for improvement exists. Thus the transmit power on that particular channel can be reduced by 
the difference between the estimated EJN0 and the designed value (15 dB).
However, if the measured link performance is lower than the designed value, then one cannot 
conclude that there is no margin for improvement due to the various antenna patterns. This 
is because the exact fading contribution is unknown. For example, if the estimated EJN0 is 14 
dB, it could be due to 1 dB fading with the mobile at the worst position, or it could be 4 dB 
fading with the mobile at the centre of the beam. Thus, in such cases, no compensation can 
be applied.
Another limitation of the scheme is the fundamental accuracy of the performance 
measurement. This limits how fine an adjustment can be applied. The usefulness of this 
scheme depends on:
a) the accuracy and stability of the assumed BER performance characteristic,
b) the probability of the fading effects being more significant than the antenna pattern 
effects.
c) the accuracy of the measurement technique used.
To overcome some of these restrictions, one can modify the strategy of compensation to 
include the fading effects, i.e. one aims to guarantee a minimum BER performance (say at 
10'3) on the channel. This will achieve maximum power saving, as all possible margins are 
being exploited. However, this approach will require the channel to be monitored all the time, 
i.e. 200 monitors are required at the satellite. Monitoring equipment is also needed at the 
mobile terminal to translate the power changes on the downlink to the uplink, which acts as 
a feedback for further downlink control. Thus, considerable additional complexity is needed. 
This approach is not discussed any further.
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Monitoring should be performed at the start of each channel. After a channel pair have been 
assigned, the uplink conditions are measured. The monitoring time must be long enough to 
obtain a good statistical error count and should be longer than the fading process in order to 
prevent it from interfering with the estimate. There is no need to monitor the channel 
continuously throughout the duration of the call, as the antenna pattern effects are static 
parameters, assuming the mobile will not move a significant distance during the call. Thus, 
the monitoring hardware can be time-shared amongst all the channels. This will minimize the 
amount of extra on-board hardware needed.
Furthermore, the land mobile channel does not have a unique characteristic; the channel 
behaves differently in a shadowed environment, and for each different environment there is 
a different characteristic curve. Thus, this scheme is very much limited by the accuracy of the 
assumed BER curve. If the curve is not well defined, then one has to assume the worst case, 
or the scheme is useless. The 90% link availability characteristic curve assumed in this link 
budget calculation is chosen in a slightly arbitrary fashion and certainly does not represent the 
worse case. Thus, this BER measurement approach is not appropriate.
6.2J2J2 Received Power Measurement Approach
An alternative approach is to monitor the received power level directly. This is averaged over 
a period of time and then compared with the "expected" value. If the measured power is 
larger, then one can conclude that margin for improvement exists, and can reduce the 
downlink transmit power by the corresponding amount.
As indicated in the previous section, the exact fading condition in the channel is unknown. 
Thus, when the measured average power level is lower than expected, one cannot deduce the 
position of the mobile, (e.g. the mobile is in the centre of the beam but is shadowed during 
the measurement period) hence cannot reduce the transmit power. The actual achievable power 
saving is the difference between extra gain due to the satellite antenna pattern and the amount 
of fading currently on the channel.
Unlike the BER measurement method, this approach does not require the knowledge of the 
exact link characteristic that a channel is operating on. All that is required is an estimate of 
the average received power. This will be different for different beams, due to the mobile 
antenna pattern and range effects. The reference threshold level, can be estimated using the 
uplink link budget, and refined using measurements obtained after the satellite is launched.
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This threshold level should contain a fading component that represents the expected fading 
level on that beam. This will reduce the effect of fading/shadowing on the estimate of the 
satellite antenna pattern effect.
The effectiveness of this approach also depends on the accuracy of the measurement. The 
power measured at the satellite receiver will always contain a noise component. This, however, 
should remain relatively constant with respected to shadowing and fading, which the 
transmitted signal suffers.
It is proposed to operate the power control in 1 dB step, and with a range of 3 dB. Monitoring 
is earned out at the beginning of each call. A monitoring time of 5 seconds is proposed, which 
will average out most of the fading effects. Figure 6.4 [175] shows the distribution function 
of fade durations, and it indicates that there are about 20% of fades longer than 0.5 sec. To 
reduce to 10% will mean a monitoring time of about 90 seconds, which makes the scheme 
useless. One can also set the monitor to obtain a running average of the power over the entire 
call period. This enables statistics of the channel to be obtained and to have a better estimate 
of the fading threshold.
It is difficult to quantify the exact benefit of this scheme. It depends on the ground coverage 
of the antenna pattern, the traffic distribution among the zones, and the probability that the 
mobile is not shadowed at the beginning of the call. As a rough estimate, we can assume the 
ground coverage area and traffic among them are evenly distributed, i.e. 1/4 of traffic is in the 
edge of coverage, 1/4 is within the 1 dB gain contour, and so on. From Figure 6.4, one can 
see that about 30% of the time the received power is lower than average. Thus we can assume 
that 70% of the channels measured are at, or above the average threshold level. This gives a 
very rough estimate of the overall power saving of about 0.7 dB:
0
6.2.3 Implementation Aspects
To implement power control at the beam level, all that is needed is to preset the mobile 
downlink I.F./R.F. amplifier gain on each beam. This will compensate for most of the path 
loss and mobile antenna gain effects. All the channels, including telegraphy and telephony 
channels, will be affected. As these are static effects, there is no need to alter the gain setting.
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Thus, there is no extra hardware required.
To implement power control on a channel by channel basis, two things are needed: the power 
control mechanism and the monitoring mechanism. Such control is only applicable to the 
speech channels.
The control mechanism is required to adjust the downlink power per channel in 1 dB step, and 
with a range of about 3 dB. This can easily be accommodated within the TDM->FDM 
TMUX/modulator structure. At the digital up-conversion stage, the I and Q signals from the 
modulator are multiplied by sampled sine/cosine waves at the required up-conversion 
frequency and added to foim a single sampled real signal. The required power control can be 
incorporated into the sine/cosine samples during the multiplication. Thus, instead of 1 set of 
sine/cosine samples, we will have 4 sets. The correct one is selected according to a control 
table (see Figure 6.5). The extra control logic and memory will require no more than 100 mW.
Digital Up-Conversion within
TDM -> FDM Transmuplexer
and Modulator
M odified  
Sine/C osine 
Samples 
(4 sets)
4 x 100 
points
4 x 100 
points
Control
Table
Figure 6.5 Individual Channel Power Control Mechanism
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As for the monitoring mechanism, the AGC control signal within the modem can be used as 
an indication of the strength of the uplink signal. Figure 6.6 shows the arrangement needed. 
The AGC signal is a sampled estimate of the signal power. This is input into the power 
monitor to obtain a running average over the first 5 seconds after the channel has been 
established. The averaged power estimate is than compared with the threshold associated with 
the beam concerned. The amount of gain reduction possible on the downlink is than signalled 
to the OBCP/OBNCS, which relays it to the TMUX/modulator. During the monitoring period 
the channel is not interrupted, and will be operating with maximum transmit power.
A digital implementation based on a CMOS TMS32010 DSP chip is proposed. All 200 
channels can be monitored using a single DSP. The module is programmable and also 
provides a flexible interface into the two demodulators. The power consumption required for 
the DSP, its associated memory and control logic is estimated to be about 1 W. The on-board 
network control system is responsible for setting up the channel for monitoring, and ordering 
any changes in transmit power based on the result of the measurement. The extra software 
needed is not excessive, 5 kbytes should be allocated for this.
6.3 Access Schemes [175]
The choice of suitable access schemes for the operation of the land mobile satellite system had 
the following requirements as prime objectives:
* high throughput efficiency
* taking full advantage of on-board processing
* simple access and signalling protocols
* flexibility and adaptation to accommodate varying traffic requirements.
In the following sections the design of the access schemes for the feeder and mobile links are 
discussed, giving details of the protocols, framing arrangements and how channel capacity is 
assigned to different services.
6.3.1 Forward Feeder Link
The feeder link is the fixed-earth-station (FES) to satellite and return channel, and is proposed 
to operate in the 11/14 GHz band. It is provided on a regional coverage beam (European) with 
an estimated capacity of 4.096 Mbits/s. The number of FESs is expected to be around 10-20 
stations. A Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) scheme is proposed for the forward feeder 
link. Such a scheme, whilst allowing the integration of services and control information,
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achieves better efficiencies than other access schemes and results in a less complicated 
on-board processor configuration.
Demand Assignment is also proposed as a flexible and efficient way of utilizing the available 
channel resources. However, it requires a signalling channel, an allocation procedure and a 
network control system (NCS). The NCS receives requests from the FESs with traffic demands 
on the signalling channel, allocates the appropriate channel capacity according to the allocation 
procedure and answers back on the return signalling channel to the FESs indicating their 
assigned allocations. The organization of the signalling channel is required to optimise the 
overall TDMA channel efficiency whilst minimizing the response times for setting up a traffic 
channel. The signalling channel forms a subframe of the TDMA channel frame. A Slotted- 
ALOHA scheme is proposed as the baseline access scheme for the signalling / reservation 
burst.
Both telephony and telegraphy are carried on the same carrier in an integrated fashion. Whilst 
designing the frame structure, consideration is given to the complexity it imposes on the 
on-board processor and its channel-to-beam routing function. Thus the choice of data block 
sizes that accommodate the generated traffic can be optimised by matching them to the service 
bit rate. However, the use of variable size data blocks would impose extra on-board processing 
load as each block needs to be decoded according to its own size. On the other hand, a single 
block size is simple to implement and reduces the on-board storage complexity. The choice 
of frame size is expected to optimise the utilization efficiency of the channel as well as reduce 
speech sample delays.
Using a superframe structure achieves both the efficiency and delay objectives on a time basis. 
A superframe consists of a number of short frames. The speech traffic will be served on a 
frame by frame basis allowing the delay to be reduced to an acceptable level. Telegraphy, 
which is less sensitive to delays and can be buffered, is served on a superframe by superframe 
basis. This allows efficient transmission of the low bit rate telegraphy channels.
A frame time of 40ms is proposed, with a superframe of 1 sec (i.e. 25 frames/superframe). 
This allows a 9.6 kbits/s speech channel to be accommodated in a single block of 384 bits per 
frame, whilst a 192 bits/s telegraphy channel with half rate coding will also use 1 block per 
superframe. The main implications of this arrangement are on the FES, which must be able 
to implement the timing structure of transmitting each service at the appropriate time of frame.
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The extra buffering required on-board are small (=5.7 kbytes for 30 channels) because of the 
low data rate.
The TDMA frame structure is given in Figure 6.7. A 112-bits preamble, consisting of 80 bits 
for carrier & symbol timing recovery and a 32-bit unique word, is provided at the beginning 
of each burst for synchronization. A guard time of 32 bits is required between adjacent bursts. 
The use of the superframe is referred to each FES transmitting a telegraphy channel. This 
allows the inclusion of up to 50 telegraphy slots, two in each frame. A FES that requires more 
than two telegraphy channels will be assigned data slots in different frames so that only two 
telegraphy channels are included in each frame.
The anticipated feeder link BER is HT4 without coding. Hence, no coding is required for 
speech channels as the vocoders are tolerant to high BER (up to 10'3 or 10'2). Thus, a 9.6 
kbits/s speech channel will occupy one 384-bit block every frame. However, coding would be 
required for telegraphy, access messages and the HNCS data communications link. A BCH
(381,192) code is proposed, which gives an error rate of better than 10'12. This is considered 
to be adequate. Three filling bits are added to each encoded block to give an overall block size 
of 384 bits. Telegraphy data are merged with its control header to form a 192-bit block. All 
the control information for the telephony channels is transmitted prior to the telephony traffic 
data. The size of the header depends on the number of channels originating from the particular 
FES, at least 2 bytes per channel are required to specify the channel identity. This data is also 
protected using the same BCH (381,192) code.
The estimated traffic load on the access channel is at most 3 messages per call will. Hence, 
a message rate of about 4 message/sec has to be supported. One access slot per frame is 
provided at the start of each frame, which can accommodate up to 25 messages/sec. Each slot 
is capable of carrying one single message from a FES. A HNCS burst is also provided, which 
will adopt the same block structure as the telegraphy channel. As only a 1.2 kbits/s channel 
is required, the HNCS burst will be transmitted once every 4 frames.
6.3.2 Return Feeder Link
A TDM scheme is proposed for the return feeder link. This takes advantage of employing 
regenerative transponders with on-board processors capable of reformatting the traffic destined 
to the feeder downlink in TDM. Transmission of a continuous wave TDM signal on the 
downlink is more efficient than burst mode TDMA, easily decodable at the FES and can be
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used as a common clock for synchronizing the FES’s own clocks.
The return feeder link will carry the telephony and telegraphy channels from the MESs and 
also the allocation and control information from the NCS. The same uplink frame timings 
would also be adopted in this link in order to ease timing and synchronization at the FES. 
Traffic from the MESs in the different beams and the NCS control information is reformatted 
on-board the satellite and organized into a TDM frame before transmission on the downlink. 
Any unoccupied time slots in the TDM frame are filled with dummy bits in order to maintain 
the FES demodulator synchronization. The TDM frame is made up of:
a) a Unique Word, which marks the start-of-frame, and serves as a synchronizing marker 
for the FES.
b) a NCS control field, which carries allocation and signalling messages.
c) a traffic field, which contains all the telephony and telegraphy channels form the 
mobiles in the different beams.
The order in which the traffic channels are organized in the TDM is a trade-off between 
reducing the complexity of either the on-board processor configuration or that of the FESs. 
The traffic could be organized according to either the destination FES address or the origin 
beam. The former option is adopted as it makes better use of the channel resources and is 
compatible with the sharing of on-board hardware among beams. The processing load on the 
FES is also minimized.
Transmission rate on the return feeder link is at 4.096 Mbits/s. Each frame is 40ms long with 
a 32-bit unique word separating consecutive frames. Similar to the TDMA frame structure, the 
telegraphy channels are served on a superframe basis of 1 sec long. Up to two telegraphy 
channels are accommodated in each frame. Telegraphy channels are encoded with a BCH
(381,192) code. Three filling bits are added to give an encoded block size of 384 bits. In order 
to accommodate a maximum return link rate of 277 bits/s, two blocks are assigned to each 
telegraphy channel. The 24-bit control header is merged into the first block. This gives a 
resultant date rate of 360 bits/s (i.e. 168 + 192).
Speech channels would be grouped according to their destination FES. The traffic destined to 
a FES is grouped together and preceded by a header giving the FES address and the channel 
numbers addressed to it. Each speech channel would be carried in one 384-bit block per frame 
and is uncoded. The control headers for the telephony channels are of variable length, 
depending on the number of associated channels, but require one byte for the FES id and 2
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bytes for each channel number. Control headers for a FES are packed together and encoded 
in blocks of 384 bits using the BCH (381,192) code. The access control messages and HNCS 
data are combined together and encoded into one 384-bit block using the same BCH code. The 
access message is 128 bits long and the HNCS message is 64 bits. The HNCS sub-slot of 64 
bits is of the required length for use with the DES encryption algorithm.
Forward Link Return Link
Access Format Reservation TDMA CW TDM
Access Protocol Slotted ALOHA Continuous
Frequency (GHz) 14 11 / 12
Modulation DQPSK CW QPSK
Bit Rate (Mbits/s) 4.096 4.096
Services (bits/s)
- Speech 9600 9600
- Telegraphy 168 360
- NCS Link 1200 1200
Frame Time (ms) 40 40
Superframe Time (s) 1 1
CBTR Sequence (bits) 80 -
Unique Word (bits) 32 32
Guard Time (bits) ±16 -
Link BER 104 10^
FEC Coding
- Speech uncoded uncoded
- Others (381,192) BCH (384,192) BCH
Link BER with FEC 1012 1012
Table 6.7 Feeder Link Parameters
The 32-bit unique word, at the start of each frame, serves as a marker for frame timing. Each 
FES will have accurate information on the propagation delay between itself and the satellite 
through the ranging information, and hence the time difference between the local start of the 
TDMA and TDM frames. Hence using the time of arrival of the UW on the downlink, a FES 
can continuously adjust its own clock for transmission on the uplink. Should a FES’s timing 
be in error, the OBNCS will send a message on the assignment channel to inform the FES 
about the correct timing in order to acquire and maintain synchronization.
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The proposed TDM frame structure is shown in Figure 6.8. Table 6.7 summaries the system 
parameters of both the feeder links.
6.3.3 Mobile Telephony Link
Two different access techniques are proposed for the mobile link; SCPC for speech on both 
forward and return directions and TDM/CDMA for data and access requests on the 
forward/return directions respectively. This arrangement provides the facility for data-only 
MES terminals to be operated at a lower cost than a speech plus data terminal. The capability 
of operating the data channel to provide a packet-switched mode for short coded data 
messages can also be catered for in the CDMA channel.
Speech would be operated on SCPC on both forward and return directions at a rate of 9.6 
kbits/s. The assignment of channel frequencies in any beam would be performed by the NCS 
on a demand basis. The system is designed to cater for 200 speech channels. Each beam will 
have a fixed number of channels allocated to it according to the traffic pattern. A pool of 20 
switchable channels, which can be connected to any beam, are also provided to cover for any 
peak load requirement.
SCPC channels can also be used for the transmission of data at a higher rate up to 9.6 kbits/s. 
In this case the application of any FEC coding would be on an end-to-end basis, and is best 
suited to transportable operation (i.e. stationary during operation).
6.3.4 Return Mobile Telegraphy Link
A CDMA scheme is proposed for used on the return mobile link for both data traffic and 
access requests to the NCS. This opens the way for low speed data-only MES terminals as an 
attractive option. The CDMA return channel operates on a random access mode for the 
transmission of access request messages and in a continuous mode for the transmission of data 
traffic on a circuit-switched basis. The modulation scheme is a synchronous spread spectrum 
modulation with differential encoding and differential coherent detection. The chip 
transmission rate for a 400 bits/s channel is 161.2 kchips/s.
All the CDMA channels will use the same nominal frequency, and one CDMA access code 
is used by all the mobiles. The random access bursts have a format shown in Figure 6.9 with 
a total length of 266 bits which results in a transmission duration of 665 ms. It consists of a
74-bit preamble, a 32-bit unique word, a 120-bit message and 40 bits for FEC redundancy, 
which is a result of encoding the message bits with a RS (32,24) code.
PREAMBLE UW REQUEST MESSAGE PARITY BITS
0 74 106 206 266
Figure 6.9 Return Mobile Link Random Access Message Format
The number of CDMA random access receivers required to be connected to a particular beam 
depends on the traffic carried by that beam. Messages transmitted via the return access channel 
include:
a) Assignment acknowledgement,
b) Channel clear down acknowledgement,
c) Polling acknowledgement for calls originated from the PSTN,
d) Assignment request for call originated from the MES.
The land mobile system considered is assumed to have a call rate of 2.5 calls/sec, which 
means that the random access channel must support a total traffic of 7.5 messages/sec.
Although the access channel is operated on a pure Aloha basis, the use of spread spectrum 
means that the effective collision period is equal to one chip period instead of the whole 
message period. This means that the probability of a message being lost due to collision is 
negligible. The limitation on the throughput of the channel then becomes the number of 
CDMA receivers available at the satellite. The throughput of the random access channel is 
given by:
s  = g V  {GT)‘ e -cr (6.2)
h  «!
where n = number of receivers S = throughput
G = traffic rate T = message time
Thus, maintaining the channel throughput above 94%, the number of access receivers required 
is estimated to be 30 (see Table 6.8). This assumes that the random access receivers are 
permanently connected to their associated beams. If all access messages are routed to a shared 
bank of receivers, only 10 receivers would be required but the resultant lowering of effective
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Beam No. % Traffic No. of mess/sec No. of Rx
1 0.8 0.061 1
2 3.5 0.271 2
3 7.4 0.572 2
4 18.3 1.415 4
5 23.0 1.778 4
6 9.4 0.727 3
7 10.4 0.804 3
8 12.2 0.943 3
9 4.0 0.309 2
10 2.7 0.209 2
11 3.8 0.294 2
12 4.5 0.348 2
Total 100.0 7.731 30
Table 6.8 Random Access Receiver Requirements
G/T would not be acceptable. In order to provide a flexible payload it is proposed that, only 
one random access receiver would be connected permanently to each beam. The remaining 
receivers are made switchable to any beam via an IF switch (i.e. 12x18 switch for a 
30-receiver system).
The communications CDMA receivers operate in a continuous mode for the duration of a data 
channel connection either transmitting data messages in the return direction or ACK/NAK of 
forward direction data messages. The former uses 288-bit long data blocks, which are encoded 
with a RS (64,48) code and preceded by a 32-bit unique word as shown in Figure 6.10b. At 
a transmission rate of 400 bits/s and link throughput efficiencies of 60% and 14.5% in the 
highway and city environments the effective data rates would be 190 bits/s and 46 bits/s 
respectively. Thus for a typical message of 3000 bits long, the holding time is 16 and 65 
seconds respectively. This gives an average holding time on the return link of 40.5 seconds.
All CDMA communication receivers are switchable among all beams, via an IF switch. Thus, 
with a total telegraphy traffic rate of 0.5 calls/sec, the offered traffic load is 20.25 Erlangs. 
Hence, using Erlang-B formula and assuming a 2% grade of service, the number of 
communications receivers required is estimated to be 29. A total of 30 receivers, which are
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u w ACK FILLING UW ACK FILLINGM ESSAGE BITS M ESSAGE BITS
UW BLOCKNo.
ACK / 
NAK PARITY
0 32 40 48 96
a) ACK / NAK
UW M ESSAGE PARITY UW M ESSAGE PARITY
0 32 320 416
b) MESSAGE 
Figure 6.10 Return Mobile Link Telegraphy Traffic Formats
capable of carrying 22 Erlangs of traffic, are provided to allow for slight variation in traffic 
peaks. These are made switchable to all beams via a 12x30 IF switch.
The ARQ protocol proposed is a Hybrid type-I selective repeat scheme, which is expected to 
provide a probability of an undetected message in error of 7x1 O'9. The ACK/NAK messages 
on the return link use a RS (16,4) code and are preceded by a 32bit unique word with filling 
bits to complete the block as shown in Figure 6.10a.
6.3.5 Forward Mobile Telegraphy Link
A single TDM carrier per beam would be used to carry the forward data messages as well as 
allocation and polling messages from the NCS. Each TDM will be transmitted at a bit rate of 
4.8 kbits/s. The system is also configured such that the structure of the TDM frame may be 
changed depending on the traffic statistics in any beam to provide the flexibility in adapting 
the system to the network requirements.
The TDM has a frame length of 1.186 sec and its structure is shown in Figure 6.11. It 
includes two types of messages:
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a) Signalling messages:
These include "logon" acknowledgement, assignment command, channel release 
command, for FES originated calls, polling messages and for mobile originated calls, 
MES request acknowledgement. The number of beam "logon" acknowledgement 
messages is 20,000 per 24 hours. The number of other signalling messages sent are 
given in Table 6.9. Thus, the total signalling message rate is:
1.0x(9 + 7) + 0.25x(12 + 7) + 0.231 = 20.981 messages/sec.
Polling Request
Acknowledge
Assignment Channel
Release
PSTN to Mobile
Telephony Call 3 - 2 4
Telegraphy Call 6 - 2 4
Mobile to PSTN
Telephony Call - 1 2 4
Telegraphy Call - 1 2 4
Table 6.9 Number of Signalling Messages Sent
This gives a signalling message rate of 4.83 messages/sec on the busiest beam (23% 
of total traffic). The throughput of the downlink signalling channels can be estimated 
using the Erlang-C formulae. With 8 signalling slots available in a frame, the mean 
waiting delay for the busiest beam is 0.155 sec/message. This represents a mean 
waiting delay of 1.09s for calls originated from the mobiles, 1.4s for PSTN telephony 
calls and 1.86s for PSTN telegraphy calls. These delays does not include any 
transmission time.
b) Data traffic messages:
These are either telegraphy data to the MESs or ACK messages of the return link 
telegraphy. A total of 10 data slots is provided in the TDM frame. This is sufficient 
to give a 2% grade of service for the busiest beam, which takes 23% of the 22 
Erlangs total traffic.
Each frame starts with a unique word to establish the necessary timing reference for the 
demultiplexer. Each of the messages in the frame is made up of blocks of 192 bits long to 
allow the use of a single FEC codec. The coding scheme used is an extended Reed-Solomon 
RS (64,32) code and hence each 192-bit of information is transmitted with another 192 bits 
of redundancy. To achieve this, several messages are combined to make up a block (e.g. 4
- 2 0 2 -
polling or 2 access). With the frame structure shown the resulting telegraphy rate per channel 
is 161.8 bits/s. When the TDM channel is used as the ARQ return channel, two ACK/NAK 
messages are encoded using a RS (64,4) code. This allows the message to fill the TDM block 
as shown in Figure 6.11.
It should also be noted that a change in the traffic rates in any beam might require 
modifications in the TDM frame structure i.e. the number of polling, access or traffic slots. 
Hence to provide a flexible system the OBCP (or NCS) must be capable of modifying the 
TDM frame structure with the MES terminals being easily reprogrammable to accept the new 
frame structure.
6.4 Signalling Protocol
A Signalling protocol is required to establish connection between FES and mobile terminal. 
The objective is to ensure that both parties are ready before satellite channels are committed 
to the call, and to ensure that channels are recovered as soon the call is ended or the channel 
cannot be maintained.
6.4.1 Location of Mobile [342]
In a multi-beam mobile satellite system, the network address of a mobile terminal is a 
combination of a unique mobile id number and the beam number in which the mobile is 
currently located. The latter is a variable quantity and has to be determined at the time of a 
call. When the call request is from a mobile then both the beam number and the id will be 
supplied with the request message. However, when the request is originated from the fixed 
earth station (FES) then only the mobile id is specified with the request. The beam number 
can be obtained in one of four ways:
a) supplied by the PSTN user, and transmitted together with the request This can only 
be considered as an option for the user, as not all of them have the necessary 
information.
b) supplied by the FES. Each FES is required to store and maintain a list of authorized 
mobile and perform address checking before passing the beam number to the NCS 
together with the request.
c) supplied by the NCS. A database of authorized mobile and their likely locations is 
kept and updated using successful call assignments. An alternative would be to have 
the NCS periodically poll all mobiles and update their status and beam number
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continuously. However, this would place an unreasonably heavy overhead on the NCS 
processing and the bandwidth of the signalling channel,
d) Supplied by the Mobile. The mobile can announce whenever they wish to log in or 
out of the system. This enables the NCS to keep an up-to-date status of all the 
mobiles. The mobile can also transmit their location to the NCS whenever they move 
from one beam to another.
In the first three cases, the NCS still needed to have the capability to poll and search for the 
mobile as the mobile’s location may have been changed. It may be necessary to search and 
poll in more than one beam, hence generating excessive messages. A positive response to a 
polling message will confirm that a mobile’s location and it is active. However, a negative 
response will give little information about the status of the mobile. Even when negative 
responses are received from all the beams, one can only say that the mobile is not connectable 
at that moment. It may either be not active, or active but blocked or faded. This lack of 
information about the status of the mobile causes the polling to be inefficient, thus reducing 
the overall system throughput. The situation is worse when significant number of mobiles are 
inactive. This may cause large number of unnecessary polls to be sent, increasing congestion 
and delay.
In case d), however, the status of the mobile is made known by introducing a "Log On/Off' 
system. The mobile will send a log off message to indicate that it will not be able to receive 
messages for a long period of time (hours, days or months). When it becomes active again, 
it will send a Log on message to the NCS. This will enable the NCS to keep track of all the 
active mobiles in the system, and reject any calls to inactive mobiles without having to 
perform any polling. The improvement obtainable will depend on the number of calls made 
to inactive mobiles. This may not be significant as there is certain correlation between the "on" 
and "off' time of the mobile and its callers. The system will still suffer from the problem of 
having to poll all the beams for mobiles that are blocked or faded.
This system also has a few practical problems. The operator must log off from the system 
while he can still see the satellite, i.e. before but not after he is inside the garage/car park. 
Thus, precise instruction of how the system ought to be used must be given to the users. 
Another problem is fading during log off. If the satellite does not receive the log off message 
from the mobile before the terminal is shut down, then the mobile will remain logged on to 
the system. Thus, there is always a small but finite probability that mobiles are off but not in
the NCS’s record. The period between retries of the log off messages must be carefully chosen 
such that the system will not be driven into positive feedback when it is under heavy load.
However, if a mobile transmits a "Log on" message whenever it crosses from one beam to 
another, then the NCS will know the exact location of the mobile. If the mobile changes beam 
with its terminal off, then the mobile sends the new beam number whenever it is reactivated. 
The old beam number can be stored in battery back-up memory. A beam number is included 
in all the signalling messages transmitted to mobile. Thus, any mobile can obtain the beam 
number by decoding the signalling messages. If there is no signalling message in a frame, the 
NCS could inject a beam number broadcast message.
With this scheme, whenever a mobile is called, the NCS needs only to poll one beam instead 
of possibly all the beams. Although the NCS does not know whether the mobile is active or 
not, it only needs to poll one beam. Thus, the amount of unnecessary polling is much reduced 
as compared to a "Log On/Off' system. Furthermore, its effects are confined only to the beam 
involved, and will not propagate to affect the delays in another beam. The polling algorithm 
is also much simpler, as there is only one beam to poll.
One implementation problem arises during the period when the mobile crosses a beam 
boundary. In the region where the two beams overlap, the mobile is uncertain as to which 
beam to use and may toggle between the two. This will add extra loading on the uplink 
channel. Thus, a hysteresis type algorithm must be used to determine which beam the mobile 
is using. This will add extra complexity to the mobile terminal.
A combination of the above two strategies can be used. Thus, each mobile will "Log on" to 
the system when they wish to receive calls, it will also "Log on" to each beam as it is 
necessary, and will "Log off* from the system when it will become unavailable. The NCS now 
has the complete picture of all active mobiles and their locations. This will remove much of 
the unnecessary polling. A negative response to the polling can now be interpreted as the 
mobile being blocked or faded.
However, the improvement achieved by the above mentioned schemes, is not gained without 
a price. This results in an acknowledgement being required for every Log on/off or per-beam 
Log on messages. These are sent on the downlink via the access messages slots. Thus, the 
loading on the access channel is increased. The amount of the increase depends on the number 
of mobiles in that beam and the rate at which mobiles change beams. There is also the burst
effect, which arises when large number of mobiles Log on or Log off from the system within 
a short period of time (e.g. during the morning and evening). The "per-beam Log on" 
messages, however, do not have this burst effect.
It should be noted that an increase in delay on the access channels will affect both calls from 
and to mobiles, while delay in polling only affects calls to mobiles. Thus, one must be careful 
in the trade-off between polling delay and overall system delay performance.
One way of easing the load on the access channel is to make use of the excess capacity in the 
polling slots freed by the reduced polling load. The access and polling slots can be merged 
and used as general signalling slots. If two polling messages need to be sent in one frame, 
they can be combined and occupy only one signalling slot. This merger will also help to 
reduce the effect of burst Log on/off messages.
6.42  Performance of Log on/off Scheme
In this section, we try to quantify in a simple manner the expected performance from the 
various schemes mentioned above. The two scenarios:
A) use both Log On/Off and per-beam Log on,
B) use just per-beam Log on,
are analyzed and compared with a polling system. The effect of merging the access slot and 
polling slots is also considered.
6.4.2.1 Scheme A
The traffic scenario assumed is:
a) 20,000 mobiles will Log On and Log Off once a day:
— Log On/Off messages evenly distributed over 24 hrs,
— burst Log On/Off messages distributed over 6 hrs.
b) on average each mobile will cross one beam during a day (evenly distributed over 24 
hours).
When Log On/Off messages are distributed evenly, there are about 60000 messages being 
generated over 24 hours, or 0.694 message/sec. However, if the messages arrive in a burst, 
then the peak rate is 2.083 messages/sec.
The number of random access receivers required for each beam can be estimated using the 
equation 6.2 for the throughput of a random access channel. Figure 6.12 gives the relation
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between the traffic rate (G) and the number of receivers required (n) which yields a throughput 
of more than 94% with a message time of 0.665 second.
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Figure 6.12 Number of Random Access CDMA Receivers
For each call, either from or to the mobile, three messages will be sent via the random access 
channel, giving a message generation rate of 2.5 x 3 = 7.5 message/sec. This is spread 
amongst the beams according to the traffic distribution shown in Figure 2.11. The extra 
loading, caused by Log on, Log off messages, depends on the distribution of mobiles amongst 
the beams. Assuming that the distribution of mobiles follows the same pattern as in Figure 
2.11, then the total number of CDMA receivers required are as shown in Figure 6.13.
Take the first of the two scenarios mentioned above (i.e. Log On/Off messages are evenly 
distributed over 24hr), then the total message generation rate is 7.5 + 0.694 = 8.194 
messages/sec. Thus, 31 CDMA random access receivers are required, and the number required 
for each beam is shown in Table 6.10.
For the second scenario (i.e. Log On/Off arrive in a burst over 6hr), the total message 
generation rate is 7.5 + 2.083 = 9.583 message/sec. This will require 32 CDMA random access 
receivers, and the number for each beam are shown in Table 6.10. The throughput of the
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Figure 6.13 System’s Total CDMA Receiver Requirement
downlink polling and access channels can be estimated using the Erlang-C formulae.
£ nj
n\C(n,A) =
n
n-A
k
m  k\ n\ \n -A
(6.3)
where: n = number of channels 
G = message arrival rate 
w = mean waiting time.
w  = C (n, A)
n-A
A  = offered traffic (GT) 
T = frame time
(6.4)
Figure 6.14 shows the relationship between the mean waiting time, w, and the message arrival 
rate, G, for a frame time of 1.186 seconds and for 4, 6 and 8 slots. It should be noted that this 
waiting delay does not include transmission and propagation delays.
The maximum number of polling messages sent in any beam for a call would be limited to 
6 for a telegraphy call and 3 for a telephony call. This is required to increase the chance of
Beam % Traffic even log on/off rate bursty log on/off rate
No.
mess, rate no. of Rx mess, rate no. of Rx
1 0.8 0.066 1 0.077 1
2 3.5 0.287 2 0.335 2
3 7.4 0.606 3 0.709 3
4 18.3 1.499 4 1.754 4
5 23.0 1.885 4 2.204 5
6 9.4 0.770 3 0.901 3
7 10.4 0.852 3 0.997 3
8 12.2 1.000 3 1.169 3
9 4.0 0.328 2 0.383 2
10 2.7 0.221 2 0.259 2
11 3.8 0.311 2 0.364 2
12 4.5 0.369 2 0.431 2
Total 100.0 8.194 31 9.583 32
Table 6.10 Random Access Receiver Requirements (Scheme A)
reaching mobiles, which suffer from short-term blocking or fading. Thus, the average number 
of polls is:
(3.1 + 6 x 0.25)/1.25 = 3.6 polls/call.
Polling is only required for calls originated from the PSTN, which are assumed to comprise 
half of the total traffic (i.e. 1.25 calls/sec). For the busiest beam (No. 5) which has 23% of the 
total PSTN traffic, the average polling rate is:
L5 = 3.6 x 0.288 = 1.04 polls/sec.
Thus, with 4 polling slots assigned per frame, the mean waiting delay per poll is 17.3 ms, or
62.3 ms per call.
For calls originated from the PSTN, two access messages are transmitted from the NCS to the 
mobile terminal, namely the Assignment and Channel Release Command. For 
mobile-originated calls, three access messages are transmitted from the NCS. These are the 
Request Acknowledgement, Assignment, and Channel Release Command
The average number of times these different types of commands are transmitted (i.e. repeated) 
is assumed to be:
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Figure 6.14 Mean Waiting Delay
a) Assignment Command - 2 times
b) Channel Release Command - 4 times
c) Request Acknowledgement - 1 time
Thus the average number of access messages transmitted per call is (6 + 7)/2 = 6.5 mess/call. 
In addition of this, there is also the Log on, Log off messages acknowledgements, which add 
to the total system 0.694 mess/sec for the evenly distributed case, and 2.083 mess/sec for the 
burst case.
For the evenly distributed case, the average message generation rate for the busiest beam is 
(0.575 x 6.5 + 0.23 x 0.694) = 3.9 mess/sec. For the burst case, the average message 
generation rate for the busiest beam is (0.575 x 6.5 + 0.23 x 2.083) = 4.22 mess/sec. Thus, 
with 6 access slots per frame, the mean access message delay is:
a) for the evenly distributed case, 0.397 sec/message, or 2.38 sec/call for calls from 
PSTN and 2.78 sec/call for calls from the mobile.
b) for the burst case, 0.702 sec/message, or 4.21 sec/call for calls from PSTN and 4.91 
sec/call for calls from the mobile.
One can reduce the delay by merging access and polling slots, thus giving 8 slots to handle 
all of the signalling messages. In this case, the number of signalling messages sent are given 
in Table 6.9. The total signalling message rate is therefore:
1.0 x ( 9 + 7 ) + 0.25 x ( 12 + 7 ) = 20.75 mess/sec.
When the Log on, Log off messages are evenly distributed, the busiest beam will have to take 
a load of:
0.23 x ( 20.75 + 0.694 ) = 4.93 mess/sec.
With 8 signalling slots available, the mean message delay is 0.178 sec/mess. This represents 
a mean waiting delay of 1.25s for calls originated from the mobiles, 1.6s for PSTN telephony 
calls and 2.14 seconds for PSTN telegraphy calls.
For the burst case, the busiest beam has to take a load of:
0.23 x ( 20.75 + 2.083 ) = 5.25 mess/sec.
With 8 signalling slots available, the mean message delay is 0.276 sec/mess. This represents 
a delay of 1.93s for calls originated from the mobiles, 2.48s for PSTN telephony calls and 
3.31s for PSTN telegraphy calls.
Thus, it can be seen that, by merging the polling and access slots, significant reduction in 
access message delay can be achieved. This is achieved at the expense of the polling delay. 
However, it must be remembered that two polling messages could be sent in one signalling 
slot Thus, the actual polling delay is less than that for access messages. Furthermore, polling 
delay only affects traffic originated from the PSTN, whilst access message delays affect traffic 
from both directions.
6.4.2.2 Scheme B
In this scheme, a "Log on" message is transmitted each time the mobile crosses the beam 
boundary. Assuming that on average each mobile will cross the beam boundary once a day, 
then there is an extra 20000 messages in 24 hours, or 0.231 messages/sec added to the loading 
of the CDMA receivers.
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Table 6.8 shows the number of CDMA random access receivers required in each beam to 
support this extra load. It can be seen that the total number of receivers required is 30 which 
is the same as the original system. A mobile’s location is always known under this scheme, 
hence there is no need to poll other beams. Thus, with 4 polling slots assigned per downlink 
frame, this system has the same polling delay performance as scheme A. This means a delay 
of 17.3 ms per poll or 62.3 ms per call for the busiest beam.
The average number of access messages transmitted per call is 6.5, which is the same as 
before. However, the overhead resulting from the extra Log on message acknowledgements 
means that the OBNCS has to send is only 0.231 mess/sec. Thus, the average message 
generation rate for the busiest beam is:
(0.575 x 6.5 + 0.23 x 0.231) = 3.79 mess/sec.
This gives a message delay of 0.331 sec/message, or 1.99 sec/call for calls from PSTN and 
2.32 sec/call for calls from the mobile, with 6 access slots per frame. However, if the polling 
and access slots are merged, then the average message generation rate on the busiest beam will 
be:
0.23 x (20.75 + 0.231) = 4.83 mess/sec.
With 8 signalling slots available, the mean message delay is 0.155 sec/message. This 
represents a 1.09 seconds delay for calls originated from the mobiles, 1.4 seconds delay for 
PSTN telephony calls and 1.86 seconds for PSTN telegraphy calls.
6.4.23 Comparison
For comparison purposes, we also calculate the performance of a polling system with the 
access and polling slots merged. In this case, the total message generation rate in the busiest 
beam is the sum of the access message rate and the polling message rate, which is (3.74 + 
1.47) = 5.21 message/sec. This gives a signalling messages delay of 0.261 sec/message, or 
1.83 sec/call for calls from mobiles. For calls from the PSTN, delays due to polling in other 
beams have to be added. Assuming that the average number of beams polled before locating 
a mobile to be 3, then the resultant delay is 3.92 sec/call for PSTN telephony calls and 6.27 
sec/cali for PSTN telegraphy calls.
A summary of the performance of all the schemes is shown in Table 6.11. Here we display 
the total waiting delay per call including the polling delay and the access message delay. In 
the case where polling and access slots are separate, both scheme A and B achieve a 10 times
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Schemes
Original 
A (even) 
A (burst) 
B
No. of 
CDMA 
Receivers
30
31
32 
30
W aiting D elay Per Call (sec)
From Mobile 
Traffic 
2.14 
2.78 
4.91 
2.32
From PSTN
Traffic
2.50
2.44
4.27
2.05
Polling
0.659
0.062
0.062
0.062
a) Separate Polling and Access Slots
No. of Waiting Delay per Call (sec)
Schemes CDMA
Receivers From vlobile From PSTN
Telephony Telegraphy Telephony Telegraphy
Original 30 1.83 1.83 3.92 6.27
A (even) 31 1.25 1.25 1.60 2.14
A (burst) 32 1.93 1.93 2.48 3.31
B 30 1.09 1.09 1.40 1.86
b) Combined Polling and Access Slots
Table 6.11 Summary of Delay Performance
reduction in the polling delay. This is reflected in shorter overall waiting delay for PSTN calls, 
for both scheme A and B. However, if the Log On/Off message is bursty, then the access 
channel is overloaded, and a worse performance results. On the other hand, the original system 
provided short delay for calls originated from the mobiles. This is because both schemes A 
and B require overhead for acknowledging the Log on, Log off messages. However, scheme 
B is only marginally slower.
In the case where polling and access slots are merged, all schemes achieve a reduction in 
access message delay, at the expense of polling delay. This is reflected in the significant 
improvement in delay for calls from mobiles, whilst the improvement in calls from the PSTN 
is less drastic. In fact, in the original system, the delay for calls from PSTN is much worse 
than before. This is due to the large number of wasted polls in other beams.
Overall, scheme B with merged access and polling message slots, offers the best performance, 
with the same number of CDMA random access receivers as the original scheme. It also has 
a much simpler polling algorithm, and requires less memory for storing mobile information 
(ground based). Compared with scheme A, scheme B requires fewer CDMA random access 
receivers, and doesn’t suffer from the burst arrival effect that could saturate the signalling slots 
on the TDM downlink. Thus, a "per-beam Log on" (scheme B) system is adopted.
6.4.3 Signalling Procedures
An "out-of-band" dialling procedure, where all signalling is transmitted through the access 
channels, is proposed for the land mobile system. This will give a better usage of channel 
bandwidth. In addition, it would be better from the mobile user’s point of view to key in the 
desired telephone number as part of the channel request sequence (i.e. with the handset 
on-hook), and only lift up the handset when the channel is assigned and the call is confirmed.
Call requests from FESs are transmitted via the slotted-Aloha access channel at the start of 
each frame. While request from MESs are transmitted on random access CDMA channels 
using the access codes (one per beam). The NCS is required to check all successfully arrived 
requests to ensure the validity of the mobile id, FES id, the service requested before accepting 
the request. It then sends a request acknowledgement message to the requesting FES or MES 
and queues the request Positive acknowledgement of the access request will minimize wasted 
repeats after the time-out on the random access scheme. For invalid requests from the FES, 
the NCS will reply with an Invalid request message. If the MES is busy then a MES Busy 
message will be sent to the FES. The NCS will then poll the MES to ensure that it is active. 
If the NCS received no response from the MES or it received an unavailable message from 
the MES, then it will send a MES unavailable message to the requesting FES.
The signal fading and blockage effects make it necessary to repeat polling messages in the 
specific beam in order to provide an acceptable probability of successful polling. As this cause 
delay, it is proposed that the NCS queues the assignment requests from a FES and polls the 
target MES before going into the channel assignment sequence. This will avoid tying up the 
channel while trying to contact the MES. This is particularly important for data calls, where 
the acquisition time for the target mobile may be comparable with the message time.
A similar approach has been considered for the telephony call from the MES, where channel 
assignment by the NCS is deferred till the addressed FES has placed the call successfully to
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its local PSTN. Although this will improve system efficiency by avoiding the allocation of 
channels to unavailable PSTN numbers, it is not compatible with exiting CCITT 
recommendation. Hence, this is not adopted in the final proposal.
Once the NCS located the mobile, or in the case of a MES request the nearest available FES, 
it will allocate a channel pair and a slot pair to the MES and FES respectively. It notifies both 
parties by sending the appropriate assignment command via the access channel. If there is no 
capacity available, it will send a Satellite Busy message to both the MES and the FES. MESs 
are required to acknowledge the assignment command sent from the NCS. A connection is 
established when the NCS received this acknowledgement message from the MES. If the 
request is from a MES, then the PSTN number is dialled after the connection is established. 
If the PSTN number requested by the MES is busy, then the FES will transmit a PSTN busy 
message to the NCS, which will in-tum transmit a PSTN Busy message to the mobile. This 
will serve as a Channel release command to the MES and the call will be cleared in the 
normal way.
At the end of a telephone call, when either party go on-hook, a continuous end-of-message 
frame is sent in-band. On detection of this frame, the FES sends a channel clearing notification 
message to the NCS. The NCS will then send the channel release command to both the FES 
and MES to enforce the clear down. The MES is required to acknowledge the release 
command. In case this is not received by the NCS, then the release command is resent
At the end of a telegraphy call, when the FES received the end-of-file block, it sends a 
channel clearing message to the NCS. The NCS will in-tum send the channel release command 
to both the FES and MES to enforce the clear down. The MES is also required to 
acknowledge the release command as above. In the forward direction, the procedure is similar 
but the NCS will check that the MES has received all the packets successfully before ordering 
the final release. In order to minimize the effects of signal blockage on the mobile channel, 
it is proposed that the MES should slave to the NCS in any signalling sequences.
The MES will detect interruptions by loss of the NCS order wire channel. If this lasts for too 
long, the mobile will drop its carrier. This will in-tum be detected by on-board equipments 
and signals the NCS. The NCS will then signal the FES to initiate its channel clearing 
procedures.
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The call set-up and release sequences are shown in simplified diagrammatic form in Figure 
6.15. A list of the signalling messages and their format is shown in Table 6.12 and 6.13.
6.5 Network Control
One key element of the on-board processing system is the network control. In this section, we 
will briefly review the functions of the proprosed Hybrid Network control system. The main 
features of the system which affect the functionality of the Network Control Station include:
— demand assignment for channel allocation
— in-band signalling for call set-up and clearing
— multiple beams on the mobile link
— channel switching between mobile beams
— on-board signal processing
— TDMA/TDM access method on the feeder link
— the problem of fading on the land mobile link.
On-board signal processing includes modulation, demodulation, multiplexing, demultiplexing, 
buffering, reformatting and switching. The NCS has to provide the channel assignment and 
control information (via the on-board control processor OBCP) to these sub-systems, in order 
to connect feeder and mobile link channel pairs across the interface between the different 
access and modulation methods. The NCS also receives status information from them, again 
via the OBCP.
The NCS need to support the access methods proposed for the land mobile system, which is 
summarised in Table 2.11. It is responsible for implementing the signalling protocols described 
in the previous section. Signalling channels are also provided, on .the feeder link, for 
communication between the NCS and the FESs. On the uplink from FES TDMA bursts are 
provided at the beginning of a frame, while on the downlink to FES TDM slots are provided. 
On the forward mobile link, the NCS has to provide at least one signalling channel per beam 
in the form of slots within the downlink TDM frame. Mobiles are required to monitor this 
channel continuously for any assignment signals. Random access CDMA channels are used 
for mobiles-to-NCS communications.
Three configurations for implementing the network control functions were considered. They 
are the on-ground approach where the NCS is considered as a separate FES, the on-board 
approach where the NCS is implemented as part of the on-board processor, and the hybrid 
approach where the network control functions are shared by a FES and an on-board NCS.
A fully on-ground NCS has the advantage of being flexible, highly reliable, and can easily be 
maintained. Extra storage and processing power can be added to match growth in the system. 
A low data rate channel is needed to control the on-board processing payload. However, its 
main drawback is that it doesn’t take full advantage of on-board processing capabilities. It also 
incurs long delay on signalling channels, especially the access and polling channels. Its ability 
in monitoring of channel allocations under the multiple beam condition is restricted.
The main advantage of employing a totally on-board NCS is in channel request, allocation and 
release. The total propagation delay for a request plus allocation is only one hop as oppose 
to two in an on-ground NCS implementation. This improvement is especially significant for 
short data messages. Another improvement is in reduced signalling channel capacity that 
would be required for the second hop for a ground based NCS. The on-board NCS also has 
closer control of connectivity via the channel-to-beam routing switch. However, the main 
concern over a totally on-board implementation is its reliability and flexibility. Functions that 
are least suitable for on-board implementation include system statistics gathering and analysis, 
billing etc. A link to is also required to allow ground monitoring of the system status.
The proposed hybrid approach will combine the advantages of both the ground based and 
on-board approach. The complementary arrangement also eliminates the disadvantages and 
shortcomings of a separate NCS either on-ground or on-board the satellite. Under this Hybrid 
NCS (HNCS) scheme, the NCS functions are shared among two subsystems:
a) the On-board Network Control Subsystem (OBNCS)
b) the Ground Complementary Network Control Station (GCNCS).
The feeder link would include, in both uplink TDMA and downlink TDM frames, a 
pre-assigned communications channel (HNCS link) to allow continuous access between the 
OBNCS and the GCNCS.
The functions of the OBNCS subsystem include:
a) processing of reservation requests for channel resources and channel allocation.
b) implement high level call setup and clear-down protocol.
c) maintain and update a database of all FESs and MESs and their activity status. This 
database, which includes the location of all MESs, is necessary to speed up channel 
allocations to MESs and also for collecting network statistics for analysis.
d) monitor the overall network operation and generate necessary commands to FESs 
regarding their uplink transmission synchronization.
e) accept commands from the GCNCS to update or change network parameters, FESs 
and MESs numbers or identities and protocol algorithms.
f) perform a switch over to a completely on-ground NCS mode when necessary.
g) pass switching configurations to the OBCP to control the channel-to-beam routing 
subsystem and thus achieve the required connectivity of the network.
h) perform on-board testing and maintenance functions in conjunction with the OBCP.
i) relay billing information for FES or GCNCS (Ground Complementary NCS).
The GCNCS can either be solely a control FES or co-located with an active FES. Being 
on-ground, it has a large storage and processing capabilities, giving it the logical role of 
maintaining central database, analyzing network statistics and billing details. This will reduce 
dramatically the storage requirement of a completely on-board NCS and hence enhances the 
overall system reliability. The functions of the GCNCS subsystem include:
a) receive from the OBNCS, at regular intervals or by interrogation, billing information, 
network analysis data, and testing and maintenance related information to update its 
central database.
b) provide a manual human interface for monitoring the satellite status, sending control 
commands and network parameter updates or changes to the OBCP. These include the 
introduction of new authorized users, new services etc.
c) monitor the OBNCS operation and test its performance by initiating some diagnostic
and test requests.
d) act as a secondary NCS ready to take over the network control functions, either 
automatically, due to a failure of the OBNCS, or manually by controlling the OBCP 
to bypass the OBNCS. In this role the NCS becomes a totally ground based one.
In the forward direction the HNCS link carries control commands to the OBNCS as well as 
test and maintenance messages. In the return direction, it carries billing and network status 
information. The capacity required for this HNCS link is estimated to be about 1.2 kbits/s in 
either direction.
6.6 On-board Processor Functional Requirements
The on-board processing payload can be considered to have the following subsystems:
a) Forward Link Processing Subsystem
b) Return Link Processing Subsystem
c) On-board NCS Subsystem
d) On-board Control Processor Subsystem
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The functions of the on-board NCS have already been discussed. The following sections will 
details the functional requirements of the other 3 subsystems.
6.6.1 Forward Link Processing Subsystem
Figure 6.16 shows the overall forward link architecture. TDMA bursts coming from the FES 
are differentially demodulated (DCQPSK) at 4.096 Mbits/s with a preamble of 112 bits. 
Carrier & symbol timing recovery is achieved within 80 bits. A unique word (UW) detector, 
which would form part of the demodulator is necessary to establish precise bit timing. In order 
to reduce the probability of UW miss or false detection a window mechanism is necessary. 
The search for the reception of the UW is initiated every frame time within a specified bit 
length until a correlation is detected with a stored UW pattern. The unique word detector 
detects the 32-bit pattern that follows the 80 symbol timing recovery bits and signals to the 
On-board Control Processor (OBCP) the exact starting time of a burst. It is assumed that the 
demodulator output is resynchronized to the on-board master clock.
The OBCP, which already has the time plan for the current frame, will then control the routing 
of the speech & data (including telegraphy, control and access messages) messages to their 
corresponding buffers. The speech is stored in the buffers after being converted into a parallel 
format. The speech channel buffer collects one frame worth of speech data and outputs it to 
the transmultiplexer. Hence, the size of the buffer required is 200x384 = 75 kbits. It should 
be noted that this buffer forms part of the first stage of the demultiplexing function of the 
transmultiplexer.
The forward link transmultiplexer (TDM->FDM) will perform the time demultiplexing, 
modulating and frequency multiplexing functions on all of the channels grouping them into 
their respective beams. Hence its outputs can be fed directly to the individual up-converters 
for up-conversion to I.F.. They are then mixed with the TDM data channel before 
transmission.
The data message buffer collects one frame worth of telegraphy, signalling & access messages 
and feeds it to the BCH (381,192) decoder at a reduced rate. The buffer size required is 16 
kbits. It is estimated that with a VLSI implementation, the BCH decoder can achieve a 
throughput rate of 600 kbits/s. However, there doesn’t seem to be a need to drive the decoder 
at more than 400 kbits/s. Due to the feeder link block size of 384 bits, there will be an extra 
dummy bit in each coded block. Hence, the decoder has to remove or ignore this dummy bit
api
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when decoding a block. The decoded data messages are then routed to their corresponding 
downlink beam or to the OBNCS.
In each beam, downlink telegraphy channels are buffered, so that header, polling and access 
messages can be added to form the TDM downlink frame. This can also be used as the buffer 
for the ARQ processor. The buffer size required 32 kbits was determined by the efficiency of 
the ARQ scheme adopted. To avoid buffer overflow when the mobile enters an extended fade, 
the OBNCS must signal the FES to halt further transmission until normal communication is 
re-established.
The data are then encoded with a Reed-Solomon (64,32) encoder before being fed to the 
modulator at 4800 bits/s. Other uncoded messages (i.e. UW, block SYNC and slot no.) and 
differently coded acknowledgement message (RS (64,4) coded) from the return link ARQ 
processor must also be added to form the complete TDM frame. Acknowledgement from the 
mobile will be routed back to the forward link ARQ processor by the OBCP. The modulated 
(DECPSK) TDM signal is then multiplexed with the SCPC telephony channels designated for 
the same beam prior to transmission.
6.6.2 Return Link Processing Subsystem
Figure 6.17 shows the overall return link architecture. Signals from the 12 beams are routed 
through three different paths:
a) for receiving the SCPC telephony channels,
b) for receiving the data channels and
c) for receiving the access channels.
SCPC voice channels from each beam are first down-converted to zero frequency and digitized 
before being processed by the Transmultiplexer. The return link FDM->TDM transmultiplexer 
will perform the channel demultiplexing and part of the demodulation functions. We estimate 
that 6 identical transmultiplexer units are required to handle the 200 voice channels and two 
VLSI chips for the remaining demodulation. The demodulated outputs are then buffered for 
reformatting into the TDM feeder downlink. It is assumed that the output of the demodulator 
is re-synchronized to the on-board master clock.
The return link telegraphy channels use a direct sequence spread spectrum modulation scheme. 
Twenty-four channels (i.e. codes) are provided for all the beams. This implies the use of an
I.F. switching matrix to switch the signals to their corresponding receivers. This switching is
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carried out under OBCP control according to the channel assignment issued by the OBNCS.
Tiered codes (127x7) are chosen to achieve fast acquisition. This requires the mobile to 
transmit only the inner code during the acquisition phase, at the beginning of each data 
transmission. Since these transmissions are asynchronous, the receiver output must be buffered 
for synchronization with the on-board master clock. The UW serves as an indication to the 
exact starting time of each message and is used to control the buffering operation.
It is proposed that a Reed-Solomon (64,48) code should be used for this link instead of a half 
rate code in order to improve the throughput efficiency. A Selective Repeat Hybrid Type I 
ARQ scheme is also employed in this link. This link is used also by mobiles to transmit their 
ACK messages which are coded differently with a Reed-Solomon (16,4) code. Hence the 
decoder must have the capability to switch between two different coding schemes. It is 
proposed to use 4 decoder/ARQ processors each handling six channels. The functions of the 
decoder/ARQ processor include decoding data blocks received from mobiles, storing 
decodedblocks for transmission, requesting retransmission of incorrect blocks and generating 
an ACK message for transmission over the forward mobile link.
The decoder/ARQ processor will output the correctly received blocks to a formatting buffer 
where the OBNCS message, headers and assignment messages are added. These are then 
encoded by the BCH (381,192) encoder before the speech and UW are inserted to foim the 
complete TDM frame for the feeder downlink. The completed frame is then QPSK modulated 
and transmitted at 4.096 Mbits/s.
The random access channel is operated in a pure ALOHA mode with direct sequence spread 
spectrum modulation. One code is provided for all the mobiles to access this channel. One or 
more access receivers per beam are provided depending on the expected traffic from the 
individual beams and the total number of receivers required is estimated to be 24.
The messages that are transmitted in this channel include requests for voice or data channels 
from the MES and acknowledgements to the OBNCS polling & channel assignment messages. 
These messages are encoded with a Reed-Solomon (32,24) code.
Since transmission in this channel is in burst mode, i.e. asynchronous, buffering is required 
at the output of each access receiver for retiming to the on-board clock. These outputs are then 
multiplexed for decoding and routing to the OBNCS.
6.63 O n-B oard C ontrol Processor Subsystem
The OBCP deals directly with the running of all of the on-board subsystems. It can be 
considered as the execution unit of the OBNCS. It accepts the channel allocation information 
from the OBNCS and issues instructions for all the subsystems to carry out the allocation plan. 
The OBCP also feeds status information obtained from the various subsystems back to the 
OBNCS to enable it to carry out further allocations. This information, indicates among other 
things the loss of mobile carrier, on-board buffer overflow, FES synchronization timing, 
correctly received assignment requests etc. The OBCP is also responsible for routing 
information from one subsystem to another, for example the ACK messages received on the 
return links are routed back to the forward link ARQ processor. The OBCP also communicates 
with other subsystems such as the TT&C for essential operational information (e.g. 
reinitialization, reconfiguration).
The functions of the OBCP can be summarised as follows:
a) receive from the OBNCS channel allocation information, i.e. frequency map for SCPC 
channels and time plan for the TDM A/TDM channels. This information is used to 
load the beam-configuration table required by the transmultiplexer, the control store 
for the TDM formatting buffer and various routing switches including the I.F. 
switching matrix.
b) receive ffame synchronization information from the demodulator and UW detector for 
set-up procedures, switching, retiming buffer read/write and decoding operations.
c) routing of polling, assignment, GCNCS signalling messages etc. from the OBNCS to 
the respective formatting buffer.
d) control the insertion of UW and dummy bits in the various TDM downlinks for 
synchronization purposes.
e) receive channel information such as loss of carrier, time of arrival of reference burst 
from FES, loss of lock etc. from the various modem and relay it to the OBNCS so 
that appropriate action can be taken.
f) activate testing procedures for various subsystems and monitor the result of these tests.
g) receive reports from watchdog circuits for any failure of subsystems and initiate 
changeovers if necessary.
h) reconfigure the on-board system according to instructions form OBNCS or TT&C. 
This includes reloading of software of different subsystem including itself and the 
OBNCS, change of error control code used, change of CDMA codes ... etc.
i) communicate with the TT&C, antenna subsystem etc for other essential status 
information.
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6.7 Payload Architecture
The objectives of the architecture design are to meet the functional requirements of the overall 
on-board processor and to optimise the complexity, flexibility and reliability. It should also 
allow each processing element to be as autonomous as possible without need for frequent 
attention from the on-board control processor.
The on-board processing elements include modem, codec, buffer, switch, transmultiplexer 
(TMUX), control processor (OBCP) and network control processor (OBNCS). The overall 
architecture will be in the form of a functional distributed system, where operations within a 
processing element are not dependent on other processing elements.
There are two major links between processing elements, the signal path and the control path. 
The former is expected to have much higher data rates than the later and the widths of both 
signal and control paths at the processing element interfaces are very dependent on the two 
processing elements concerned.
Due to the confinement of the on-board processing functions, there is a limited choice of 
architectural topology for connecting the various processing modules. Both Bus and Pipelined 
architecture were considered. The Bus architecture suffers from the disadvantages of having 
a single high speed connection carrying data signals between processing modules. This 
presents a difficult reliability problem, and the pipelined approach was adopted.
The Pipelined topology contains only one medium or slow speed control bus and all signal 
links between processing modules are dedicated interconnections. All processing modules are 
linked to form a multiple pipelined system, as shown in Figure 6.18. This topology limits the 
flexibility due to the one-to-one connections, whereas a bus system has virtually full 
connectivity. In this topology each signal link between modules is dedicated, and has a 
maximum rate of 4 Mbits/s, which can easily be achieved by today’s technology.
Most of the control signal that are generated by the OBCP are used to set up various on-board 
processing elements to adapt to the dynamic channel assignments of the OBNCS. It is 
proposed to use some form of distributed control circuit in order to make each processing 
element autonomous, because of the tight control timing, it is difficult to have the OBCP 
directly control all of the necessary interfacing functions via a control bus. The degree of 
autonomy has to be traded-off against complexity, and other factors such as control bus 
bandwidth.
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Distributed control methods require dedicated control logic circuitry at each interfacing point 
The basic structure of this control logic is based upon a table-look-up method. Each table is 
duplicated and operates, in a ping-pong manner at the frame rate. There are three different 
frame lengths in the proposed system:
a) frame length of feeder link = 40ms, superframe length = 1 sec.
b) frame length of mobile down-link = 1.1866 sec.
c) frame length of mobile up-link =1.04 sec.
The feeder link frame is used as the on-board reference and the OBCP has to keep track of
the mobile links. When one table is used for the assigned control function, the other one is
available for any updates from the OBCP. As a result, the OBCP has only one frame period 
(40ms) in which to change all the control tables.
The on-board control processor (OBCP) and the on-board network control system (OBNCS) 
are the two most important on-board processing elements. It is therefore essential to have fault 
tolerance designed-in. From the functional requirements, it can easily be seen that the OBCP 
and the OBNCS are closely co-operative processors. The OBCP also acts as the I/O processor 
of the OBNCS and other on-board processing elements are peripheral devices to the OBNCS. 
The OBNCS manages the on-board processing resources and the OBCP sets up the other 
on-board processing elements accordingly. The operations of both processors are controlled 
by their control program. The two processors are basically general purpose computers. Each 
consisting of a processor, a memory to hold both data and program, and some form of I/O to 
communicate to the outside world.
A tightly coupled configuration (via common memory) is proposed for connecting the OBNCS 
and OBCP. This configuration combines both OBCP and OBNCS into one processing module, 
with common memory to hold the necessary exchange of information, as shown in Figure 
6.19. Each processor has its own private memory so that once information is exchanged, the 
OBCP and OBNCS can operate quite independently. This configuration has the advantage of 
requiring less bandwidth on the common control bus and enable faster interactions between 
the OBCP and the OBNCS. In this configuration, only the OBCP is able to communicate to 
the outside world, all OBNCS messages having to be routed via the OBCP. This configuration 
has a drawback in the large size of the combined OBCP/OBNCS as a processing module. The 
common memory may be a reliability weakness, however, most memories have better 
protection from soft/hard errors than the entire processor.
C O M M O N
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Figure 6.19 OBCP/OBNCS Coupling Configuration
Redundancy is essential in order to maintain the desired reliability. At processing module 
level, cold-standby redundancy is used. All memories have to be protected by Error Correction 
Coding (ECC) so as to maintain the integrity of the memory contents. Extra memory has to 
be incorporated such that faulty memory sections can be replaced by spare ones via either 
memory management or chip replacement. It is thought that the use of byte-wide RAM chips 
can reduce the total number on chip count. However, single-error-correction coding would not 
be very suitable for the byte-wide RAM chips because some of the memory failure modes may 
cause multi-bit errors within a memory word. It is therefore suggested that the 
triple-module-redundancy (TMR) technique to be used for the byte-wide RAM chips, so that 
by using majority voting, multi-bit errors in a chip can be eliminated.
It is also recommended that a backup copy of the control programs for both the OBCP and 
the OBNCS be kept in non-volatile memory. This is to allow on-board cold-start of both 
processors when a non-recoverable software fault occurs. Parity check is usually used to detect 
any errors on the internal bus. Watchdog timers are also incorporated into the processor, which 
can raise alarms when software faults occur. A duplex redundancy is proposed for the 
OBCP/OBNCS processing module, which represents a trade-off between complexity and 
reliability. The duplex module consists of two simplex modules and a checker. Checking is 
done at the output stage to the common control network. Such configuration allows software
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supplied by two vendors with the same specifications to be used in order to avoid software 
design errors. However, this configuration does require better software fault recovery coverage.
Due to their importance, a failure in the OBCP/OBNCS module would cause catastrophic 
system wide failure. It is therefore recommended to have a more flexible TT&C processor, 
which can initiate part of the OBCP functions so that minimal services can still be supplied. 
The failure of the OBNCS is less important than the OBCP as it has no direct control on other 
processing elements. When the OBNCS ceases to function, lull ground network control would 
take over and the OBCP would obey the GCNCS commands. The next important processing 
modules are the feeder link modulator and demodulator, the forward link first demultiplexer 
and return link formatting buffer. Failures in any one of these modules can disable the entire 
forward or return link. Hence these modules should be fault tolerant to a degree comparable 
with the OBCP/OBNCS module.
The control bus in the pipelined architecture is used for communications between the OBCP 
and the various processing modules. Information to be exchanged on the control bus include:
a) time plans, configurations, formatting information, etc, for various processing 
elements,
b) signalling messages to/from the OBNCS including channel requests, 
acknowledgements, headers, HNCS link, channel assignments, etc.,
c) reconfiguration of on-board processing modules such as replacement of redundant 
units or software updating,
d) on-board testing, e.g. control logic signature analysis.
A serial bus network is proposed for this link. Passive connection nodes are normally used so 
that data transfers are omnidirectional and also, by careful design, the connection node 
interruption to the bus can be kept to a minimum when an interfacing unit fails. A MIL-STD- 
1553B type standard bus is proposed due its build-in reliability features, and 1 Mbits/s bus 
bandwidth. In order to avoid catastrophic failure due to transmission medium breakdown, dual 
networks should be adopted.
Figure 6.20 show the proposed overall on-board processor architecture. It is based on the 
pipelined architecture with some processing elements are closely related to each other. In order 
to reduce the complexity in switching between the active and the standby modules, these 
closely related elements are grouped into a single processing module. The resulting processing 
element groupings are listed as follows:
* data buffer and BCH decoder
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* beam buffer and encoder/ARQ processor
* speech buffer, TMUX and demodulators
* return data link demodulator and multiplexer
* UW detector, retiming buffer, multiplexer, ARQ processor and data buffer in return 
data path
* UW detector, retiming buffer, multiplexer, and decoder in the access channel
* The OBCP and the OBNCS
The system wide control is handled by the OBCP via a dual serial bus defined by 
MIL-STD-1553B. All bus accesses are centrally controlled by the OBCP through a polling 
mechanism. The frequency of polling of a particular processing module is determined by the 
expected service rate from the OBCP. The standby module can be switched in to replace a 
faulty module under command from the OBCP and/or the TT&C processor. As mentioned 
earlier, by blowing connecting fuses, a module can be permanently disconnected from the 
entire system.
6.8 Software Considerations
The major software problems are with the OBNCS and OBCP, as these are the key on-board 
processors. We will consider here the software size and complexity problems assuming that 
they are implemented with commercially available processors and software developments are 
performed in a high level language like ’C’ or ’Ada’.
6.8.1 On-Board Network Control Subsystem
The software functions of the On-Board NCS include: 
message identification and authentication
Request handling for telephony and telegraphy channels from either FES or MES (see 
Figure 6.21).
This involves, after message identification and authentication, acknowledgement by 
sending an ACK message, and if the request is from a MES the running of an 
allocation algorithm. The search of the on-board database must be performed 
efficiently. Requests from FESs require the execution of a polling routine (see Figure 
6.22) for the location of mobile.
Allocation algorithm (Figure 6.23)
this is essentially a dual list structure and the algorithm contains multiple checks on 
connectivity and availabilities prior to allocation. It is thus a search and check scheme. 
Channel release
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the method proposed is an "out-of-band" signalling scheme via the access channel.
ACK ?
POLL ?
MOBILE
FOUND
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KNOWN
BEAM
MOBILE
UNAVAILABLE
Figure 6.22 Mobile Polling Algorithm
There are other irregular tasks that the OBNCS has to carry out. The main bulk of these is in 
the exception handling package. Examples include monitor abnormal FES synchronization, 
loss of various mobile carriers and FES bursts, failure of mobile or FES to respond to channel 
assignment, coordinate testing (i.e. generating test patterns) ... etc. These routines, although 
infrequently used, will occupy a significant proportion of the total software (perhaps as much 
as 50%).
To carry out all the ftmctions mentioned above, the OBNCS requires an operating system that 
will coordinate the running of various tasks simultaneously (i.e. a multi-tasking operating 
system). In a real-time application, such operating systems are required to have fast context 
switching times. Other criteria for choosing such operating systems are size, instruction set, 
interrupt handling facilities, memory management and user configurability. The operating 
system is required to have instructions that handle task synchronization, coordination, and 
communication, which enable a task to be halted or restarted, to pass data between tasks, and 
to inform the task of system conditions. Typical mechanisms used by operating system to 
achieve these are mailbox, event flag, signal, and semaphore. Such operating system will 
provide asynchronous scheduling of tasks. Commercially available real-time multi-tasking
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Figure 6.23 Allocation Algorithm
operating system kernels with these facilities will require -10 kbytes of memory with a typical 
context switching time of 50-100 jisec. This time may be reduced by the inclusion of a 
hardware Memory Management Unit, which could also provide some protection against faults 
in the form of bypassing erroneous section of memory or program or detecting illegal memory 
access. The MMU can be implemented as a separate chip or as part of the processor chip.
6.8.2 On-board Control Processor
The main function of the OBCP is to implement the allocation performed by the OBNCS and 
to act as an I/O processor between the OBNCS and the rest of the on-board hardware. The 
OBCP has to observe strict time scales in deriving the various control tables. Hence, the 
multi-tasking asynchronous operating environment of the OBNCS is not appropriate because 
of the time overhead involved during task switching. A possible superior scheme might be to 
use synchronous scheduling and have the OBCP cycling through a fixed task table (memory 
management unit is assumed here).
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The OBCP also has non-regular tasks, mainly dealing with erroneous system conditions, like 
loss of carrier detection, switching of redundant units etc. Under exceptional circumstances, 
like network testing, the OBCP will run a different task table to enable special function to be 
carried out This may be uploaded via the TT&C channel whenever necessary or use a 
predetermined copy stored on-board.
6.8.3 Size and Complexity
The OBNCS processing is dominated by message formatting (data movement), database access 
(table searching and list processing), and message decoding. The main limitations on the speed 
of execution are the response time expected by the mobiles and FESs after sending requests 
(i.e. time out before re-try). This may be 1-2 sec for mobiles and 40-80 ms (+ propagation 
delay) for FESs. On average message decoding is performed once every 40ms, request 
handling (including all 4 types), channel release and database updating twice per second. 
Hence, the time limitation on the OBNCS processor is generally not very tight and a general 
purpose 16-bit processor (e.g. 68000 or 80x86 family) will be adequate.
On the other hand, the on-board control processor, which handles the control functions, has 
a much tighter time schedule. This is mainly dominated by the feeder link TDMA and TDM 
control where all the updates have to be performed within one frame time (40ms). These 
updates occur whenever there is a change in the channel allocation within a frame. Routing 
of headers, access messages, polling messages etc. are performed once every frame on the 
feeder link and 12 times (12 beams) on the mobile link. OBCP processing is dominated by 
the calculation, formatting, and outputting of control information. A fast 16-bit processor (e.g. 
12-16MHz 68000 type) is required.
The memory requirements of the OBCP and the OBNCS are estimated as follows:
Database -40 kbytes
Working Space -25 kbytes
System Software
OBNCS operating system -10 kbytes
OBNCS application program -120 kbytes
OBCP application program -30 kbytes
The database is dominated by the list of authorized mobiles and their location. Each entry 
requires 3 bytes for mobile id and 1 byte for beam number and status, hence 40,000 bytes are 
required for a 10,000 mobile population. As mentioned earlier, typical real time executive
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software (e.g. MTOS, C executive) requires about 10 kbytes. The OBNCS and OBCP software 
including initialization, self-test and exception handling routines required for reliability will 
requires about 150 kbytes in total. This is comparable with a typical small ground based 
PABX system, which requires about 100-200 kbytes. The total memory requirement for the 
OBCP and OBNCS, including a 20% contingency, is of the order of 260 kbytes, which 
represents only a moderate requirement Even allowing for a 400% estimation error, the 
requirement should not be beyond the capability of 1987’s technology.
The above estimate excludes backup copies of software, which resides in ROM. This software 
is only executed when the processors are reinitialized from cold (e.g. when the system is first 
switched-on after in orbit or when a redundant module is cold-started). It is proposed to 
include a duplicated copy of the OBCP software, the OBNCS operating system and an 
OBNCS routine to upload its application software and initialize the database. The amount of 
memory needed will be of the order of 64 kbytes. It should be noted these ROMs will not 
consume any power as they will be switched-off after the initialization procedure. A full 
duplication of both OBCP and OBNCS software can also be considered if the additional mass 
and volume are thought not to be a problem.
The above estimate also excludes any hardware redundancy considerations, which may well 
require approximately 25% extra memory to cover for failed units. In addition, all RAM chips 
containing programs and data are protected. Byte-wide memory chips with 
triple-module-redundancy (TMR) is proposed. This technique minimizes the number of active 
chips, hence power, required. If memory failure is detected, the software affected will be 
transferred to a redundant portion of the memory. This can be handled by the Memory 
Management Unit. In case of a permanent failure on the processor or the redundant memory 
being used up, then the whole module must be switched off and a redundant module 
switched-in. This is usually commanded under ground control via the TT&C channel. 
Depending on the failure mode involved, the on-board switch-over can be performed by either 
the TT&C processor or the OBNCS/OBCP module, whichever correctly completed the 
self-test
If the per-beam power control option is adopted, then extra software is needed by the OBNCS 
for setting up the channel for monitoring, ordering any changes in transmit power based on 
the result of the measurement, and obtaining statistic about the channel in general. The extra 
software required is about 5 kbytes.
6.9  Sum m ary
In this chatper we have detailed work various aspects of the design of an on-board processing 
payload. This was part of an ESA study on On-Board Processor Concept For Mobile 
Communication by Satellite. The work presented include power control, access schemes, 
signalling protocols, network control systems, payload architecture, on-board processor and 
software.
On the forward mobile link, a SCPC scheme was used for speech channels and a continuous 
TDM channel was used for data and signalling channels. Power control on this link was 
employed to make more efficient use of the transmit power. Power control at a beam level and 
at an individual channel level were considered. At a beam level, the variation in path loss 
across the coverage region was small, and gave a maximum differential of only 1 dB. A more 
significant factor was the elevation angle and the mobile antenna pattern. The mobile antenna 
considered had a toroidal radiation pattern with a 50° beam width, which was centred at 30° 
elevation. It was found that most of the covered area had an elevation angle around 30° to the 
satellite. This result in 8 out the 12 beams having over 2 dB link improvement by applying 
power control. Taking the traffic distribution into account, an overall power saving of 2.25 dB 
was found to be achievable. Implementation of power control at beam level is very straight 
forward, because both path loss and antenna gain variation is static. All that is needed is to 
preset the mobile downlink I.F/R.F amplifier gain on each beam.
In order to exploit the full potential of power control, i.e. utilizing range loss, the satellite and 
mobile antenna patterns, it is necessary to employ it on individual channel. Thus, it is not 
appropriate for telegraphy channels because a single TDM channel is used to handle all the 
data traffic within one beam. Three approaches of obtaining the power saving were considered. 
The first, a direct approach, relies on the users to report their approximate location, so that the 
system can determine the power reduction possible. However, this approach requires user 
intervention or an automatic positioning system.
The other two indirect approaches involve the estimation of channel conditions by measuring 
either BER or received power. The former approach estimates the unfaded Eb/N,, by measuring 
the error rate of the channel and compare it with the expected channel characteristic. Any 
excess margin above the designed value can be exploited. Estimation is performed at the start 
of each channel, and the measurement period has to be statistically significant and longer than 
the fading process. However, this approach is limited by the accuracy and stability of the
assumed BER performance characteristic and the accuracy of the measurement. It was found 
that the varying characteristic of the mobile channel made this approach inappropriate.
The second approach measures the average received power level and compares it with a 
threshold value. The achievable power saving is the difference between the extra gain due to 
satellite/mobile antenna patterns and the amount of fading on the channel. The threshold value 
should contain a fading component that represents the expected fading level on a particular 
beam. It was proposed that this form of power control be used with 1 dB steps and a 3 dB 
range. A monitoring time of 5 seconds was proposed to average out most of the fading effects. 
The overall power saving over the coverage region is estimated to be 0.7 dB.
A power control mechanism and a monitoring mechanism are required in implementing this 
power control method. The AGC control signal within the uplink demodulator can be used as 
an indicator of the power level. The power control mechanism can be incorporated in the 
digital up-conversion stage of the output modulator. A DSP based implementation was 
proposed, which will handle all 200 channels.
On the feeder link, where spectral efficiency was the major feature, a TDMA/TDM access 
technique was proposed. A frame/superffame structure was employed to account for the 
mixture of telephony and telegraphy services. There are twenty-five 40ms frames in a one 
second superframe. The use of the superframe referred to each FES transmitting a telegraphy 
channel. Access messages, including channel requests, are transmitted on a slotted-ALOHA 
basis with one slot provided at the beginning of each frame. A Hybrid Network Control 
System burst is provided once every 4 frames to communicate network control information 
to the OBNCS.
In order to minimize the cost of data-only mobile terminals, different access techniques were 
proposed for data and speech services on the mobile link. A TDM/CDMA scheme was 
adopted for data services, while a SCPC/SCPC scheme was used for telephony services. The 
system has a capacity of 200 9.6 kbits/s speech channels, 20 of which are switchable to any 
beam on demand. A CDMA scheme was proposed for the return mobile telegraphy link, which 
will carry data, access and signalling messages. A total of 30 CDMA communication receivers 
was provided. They were all switchable among all the beams, via an 12x301.F. switch. There 
were also 30 random access CDMA receivers, which were used to carry request and signalling 
messages. Each beam was assigned one random access CDMA receiver, and the remaining 18 
can be assigned to any beam on demand. On the mobile forward telegraphy link, a TDM
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scheme was proposed. Each of the 12 TDM carriers, would cany the forward data messages 
as well as allocation and polling messages from the NCS. There are 8 signalling slots and 10 
data message slots in every 1.186 second frame. An unique word is also provided at the 
beginning of each frame to establish the necessary timing reference.
One of the problems with a multiple beam mobile system is to locate the mobile. Two mobile 
location schemes were analyzed. In the first scheme, a mobile would register its entry into and 
exit from the system by sending a "Log On/Off' message to the NCS. A mobile will also 
transmit a Log on message whenever it crosses from one beam to another. The NCS can then 
maintain a database of the status of each mobile. The second scheme only requires the mobile 
to Log on whenever it crosses beam boundaries. The performance of these schemes was 
evaluated under evenly distributed and bursty conditions. It was found that under the first 
scheme, the mean message delay is 0.178 sec/mess under evenly distributed loading, and 0.276 
sec/mess under bursty conditions. For the second scheme, the mean message delay is only 
0.155 sec/mess. This represents delays of 1.09s for calls originated from the MES, 1.4s for 
PSTN telephony calls, and 1.86s for PSTN telegraphy calls. It was also found that no extra 
CDMA receivers were required to support the extra load generated by Log on messages in the 
second scheme. Thus, the second scheme was chosen for implementation.
An "out-of-band" dialling procedure, where all signalling is transmitted through the access 
channels, was proposed for the land mobile system. This would give a better usage of channel 
bandwidth. Call requests from FESs would use the slotted-ALOHA access channel at the start 
of each uplink TDM A frame, while request from MESs would use the random access CDMA 
channel designated for that beam. The NCS is required to validate the MES id, FES id and 
the services requested, before accepting the request In order to minimize the effects of signal 
blockage on the mobile channel, it was proposed that the MES should slave to the NCS in any 
signalling sequences.
A hybrid Network Control System (HNCS), which consisted of an On-board NCS (OBNCS) 
and a Ground Complementary NCS, was proposed for the land mobile system. The functions 
of the OBNCS include, channel allocation, call handling, maintain activity database of both 
MES and FES, monitor the overall network operation and synchronization, and relay 
administrative information to GCNCS. It would also interface with the on-board control 
processor to effect changes in switching configuration, or to perform on-board testing. The 
GCNCS, would handle the billing, network analysis, testing and maintenance related 
information. It also provides a human interface for control and monitoring of the satellite and
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its on-board subsystems. It would also have the capability to take over the network control 
functions, should the OBNCS failed. Information exchanges between the OBNCS and the 
GCNCS are carried via the HNCS bursts on the feeder link.
The on-board processing payload consists of 4 main subsystems, the OBNCS, the on-board 
control processor (OB CP), the forward link processing and return link processing subsystem. 
The forward link processing subsystem is responsible for demodulating the TDMA uplink 
bursts, estimating the timing of each burst, separating the speech and data packets, decoding 
the data packets, routing speech channels into their destined beam, mixing the control 
messages with data and ARQ packets before encoding it for transmission on the appropriate 
downlink. The return link processing subsystem is responsible for demultiplexing and 
demodulating the SCPC voice channels, demodulating and decoding data packets from the 
mobile CDMA uplink, implementing the ARQ scheme on uplink data, routing control 
messages to OBCP and data message to downlink buffer, formatting voice and data packets 
into a TDM frame, and encoding and modulating the data for transmission. The routing, 
control and signalling messages required by the forward and return link subsystems are 
supplied by the OBCP. It, in turn, derives these from information received from the OBNCS. 
It also fed status information, like channel conditions, synchronization etc., obtained from 
various subsystems back to the OBNCS.
The payload architecture was designed to meet the functional requirements of the system and 
to optimise its complexity, flexibility and reliability. A pipelined architecture was proposed 
for the on-board processing payload. It consists of a low speed control bus, and dedicated high 
speed connections between modules. All processing modules are linked to form a multiple 
pipelined system. The control bus mainly carries signals from OBCP for controlling the 
various processing elements. Each processing module is being made to operate autonomously, 
by using distributed control circuits. A tightly coupled configuration is proposed for OBCP 
and OBNCS, which are closely cooperative processors. By combining the two into a single 
processing module, the bandwidth on the control bus is reduced, while the information 
exchange between the two can be speed up.
Cold-standby redundancy at the processing module level is proposed. Triple module 
redundancy (TMR) is proposed for protecting byte-wide RAM chips, so that multi-bit errors 
in a chip can be eliminated. For the OBCP and OBNCS control programs, backup copy in 
non-volatile memory is also required. This will enable a cold start of both processors should 
software failure occurs. Watchdog timers and internal parity checker, can also provide
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protection for software faults and bus errors. A duplex redundancy for the OBCP/OBNCS 
module is proposed as a trade-off between complexity and reliability. The serial control bus 
should be a passive connection node to minimize any interference on the bus by fault interface 
units. A MIL-STD-1553B type bus with dual redundancy was proposed for the on-board 
processing payload.
The software complexity of both the OBNCS and OBCP, were also estimated. The majority 
of the OBNCS’s processing time, will be devoted to handling message identification & 
authentication, channel request, channel allocation and protocol functions. Other tasks include 
exception handling like FES synchronization, loss of carriers, and testing etc. Some form of 
multi-tasking real-time operating environment is needed for the OBNCS. The main function 
of the OBCP is to implement the allocation performed by OBNCS and to act as bridge 
between OBNCS and the rest of the processing modules. The OBCP has to observe strict time 
scales in deriving the various control tables for these processing modules. Some form of 
synchronous scheduling with fixed task tables is a more appropriate operating environment for 
the OBCP. It is found that a typical 16-bit processor should be sufficient to perform these 
functions. The total memory requirement was estimated to be of the order of 260 kbytes, 
which represent a moderate complexity.
It should be noted that, the objective of this study is to demonstrate on-board processing 
concept. The use of six varieties of coding schemes (1 BCH, and 5 different RS codes), five 
different forms of modulation techniques, and three type of access schemes, demonstrated the 
flexibility allowable in an on-board processing payload. However, one would not normally 
expect to find such level of complexity in an operational system.
Chapter 7. The UK T-SAT Experimental Program
The objective of the UK T-SAT program was to explore both the use of highly elliptical orbit 
satellites for mobile applications, and the use of on-board processing techniques. The research 
was co-coordinated by Rutherford Appleton Laboratory and includes University of Surrey and 
six other Universities and Polytechnics.
In this chapter we will detail the work carried out by the author on the T-SAT project The 
areas covered include system design, signalling protocol specification & testing, and on-board 
control processor software. Other work done at the University of Surrey, also include the 
developenjnt of the SCPC Multi-carrier demodulator and the TDM formatter and convolutional 
ecnoder.
7.1 Introduction
The T-SAT program [111,343] was a follow-on extension of the CERS program [344], which 
explored the use of highly elliptical orbit satellites. In T-SAT, the emphasis was on mobile 
application, and the implementation of a proof-of-concept prototype payload. A 12-hour 
Molniya orbit was chosen with the coverage area as shown in Figure 7.1. For this orbit, the 
elevation angle throughout the UK is over 50°. This means that the multipath and shadowing 
effects are considerably reduced; which is especially advantageous for mobile systems. The 
main disadvantage for such an orbit is the need for more than one satellite in order to provide 
a 24-hour coverage. Another disadvantage is that the radial motion of the satellite will produce 
a doppler shift of about 10 kHz at L-band, which has to be corrected by the payload.
Apart from the main on-board processing payload, the T-SAT experimental program also 
consisted of a transparent payload, a beacon experiment, and mobile terminal development. 
Both antenna and RF systems were included in the payload development program. Figure 7.2 
shows the overall T-SAT payload system.
Two possible access systems have been investigated, namely SCPC for the mobile uplink with 
TDM on the downlink to the mobile, and a TDMA scheme for the mobile uplink with TDM 
on the downlink. Both methods have potential advantages for mobile satellite systems. The 
SCPC approach allows a lower power transmitter on the mobile and produces a better link
-2 4 5  -
Beam footprint 
for 1.5m antenna
(a) Molniya (b) Geostationary
Figure 7.1 UK Coverage From A Molniya and Geostationary Satellite
margin, at the expense of a greater frequency stability requirement and a more complex digital 
demultiplexing process on the satellite. The TDMA approach, because of its higher bit rate, 
relaxes the frequency stability requirement but requires a high power mobile transmitter. It 
also produces a more flexible system in that, all data and voice traffic can all make use of the 
same channel, merely by altering their time allocation requirement within the frame. On the 
downlink, both systems use a TDM approach, which encompasses all the desirable features 
of the TDMA system, and has the additional virtue of providing continuous synchronization 
information to the mobile. It also enables the downlink HPA to be fully utilized, by allowing 
it to be driven into saturation.
The L-band antenna developed for T-SAT is a 1.5 m conventional reflector antenna, using 
either cross dipole or a quadrifilar helix feed. It would provide a gain of 23.8 dB, over the UK 
coverage region. The RF receiver system can provide an overall noise figure of 2.2 dB. The 
output power amplifier consists of four GaAs FET stages power combined together to give 
the required 20 Watts output, with a 26% efficiency. Monolithic Microwave Integrated Circuits 
(MMIC) have also been studied for use with the RF system. Doppler-shift correction is 
achieved by steering the satellite local oscillator frequency according to the position of the 
satellite. The frequency is adjusted once every 20 seconds.
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The modem has been designed to provide flexible operation so that transmission rates from 
64 to 512 kbits/s would be possible. Modulation schemes such as BPSK, QPSK, and OQPSK 
can be used. For the SCPC system, a multi-carrier demodulator is used to demultiplex and 
demodulate a group of channels. A number of coding schemes were considered, including hard 
decision minimum weight decoding, minimum weight decoding for Reed Solomon codes, 
reduced set zero neighbour decoding algorithms and soft decision minimum weight decoding. 
An extended BCH code with half rate coding is chosen as the best compromise for the TDMA 
link. On the TDM downlink, a rate-1/2 convolution coding with constraint length 6 is used.
The control of the overall payload is performed through the on-board processor (OBP). Its 
functions also include the implementation of the access protocols. The design of the on-board 
processor system has to satisfy various constraints, e.g. low power, space environment and 
interconnection to other subsystems etc. However, for the implementation of a bread board 
demonstration model, a bus architecture based on the IBM-PC system, which uses an 80x86 
processor, is considered adequate.
The functions of the mobile terminal will mirror that of the satellite, in terms of modulation, 
coding and signalling protocols. However, the implementation criteria are veiy different. The 
emphasis of the mobile terminal is on low cost, compact size and suitability for volume 
production.
7.2 Traffic Scenario
In the CERS study, attempts were made to identify the different classes of users and their 
requirements. This proved to be difficult as potential users were not sure about their real 
needs. However, the results obtained still serve as a useful guide-line for selecting system 
parameters such as frame structures.
Four main classes of users were identified:
A) Regional police and emergency services.
B) National and large regional commercial users with large fleets, and heavy and
specialized use of communication facilities.
Q  National and large regional commercial users with large fleets but low utilization of 
communications facilities.
D) Regional commercial or public utility users with a modest number of mobiles.
Other smaller scale users may be accommodated in groups sharing a base station (BS), with 
a composite traffic profile falling within the range of users identified above. All the users 
listed above would expect to own and operate their own base stations. Four types of traffic 
are foreseen as relevant to fleet mobile application:
a) Short Coded Messages (SCM)
These are short data packets, about 100 bits long. Their main application areas include 
abbreviated voice messages, specialize coded messages, automatic vehicle location 
information and unattended answer-back facilities etc. The acceptance of SCM depends 
on the convenience of the user interfaces to initiate and transcribe it, and the availability 
of automatic message handling facilities at both the base station and mobile. The 
required decoded error rate for SCM is better than Iff9.
b) Finite Length Data Messages (FLDM)
These are telex and facsimile type messages, which can be buffered at base station or 
mobiles. Typical message length is about 3-6 kbits. These messages can be handled 
automatically after entry from a keyboard, facsimile copier or other user interface. The 
required decoded error rate is less than 10"6.
c) Indefinite Length Data Messages (ILDM)
These are data files transferred from discs, cassettes or other "indefinite" length sources. 
They can be served with bit rates up to 16 kbits/s. The required decoded error rate is Iff6 
to 10'9.
d) Speech Circuits
These are high quality half-duplex or full-duplex circuits. This, currently, implies the use 
of 9.6 kbits/s or above speech channels. A 16 kbits/s system has been chosen for the 
baseline. It should be noted that with a 16 kbits/s system, the number of channels 
provided will be very limited. Hence, the system must have flexibility to be reconfigured 
to operate at a lower rate, e.g. 9.6 kbits/s or 4.8 kbits/ coders. The required decoded error 
rate is about Iff3 depending on the type of speech codec used.
The estimated traffic profiles for these users are shown in Table 7.1.
7 3  System Configurations
Two payload configurations are proposed for T-SAT, namely TDMA/TDM and SCPC/TDM. 
Their basic characteristics are described below.
A B C D
No. of Mobile per BS 500 1000 1000 50-300
Short Coded Message rate per BS
peak /s 0.84 0.67 0.12 0.5
average /s 0.56 0.28 0.07 0.33
Request Rate per BS
peak /s 0.25 0.23 0.12 0.15
average /s 0.125 0.14 0.07 0.08
Finite Length Data Message rate per BS
peak /s 0.12 0.12 0.06 0.07
average /s 0.06 0.07 0.04 0.04
Indefinite Length Data Message Length 120 240 120
(kbits)
Speech Holding Time (sec) 120 240 300 180
Max. Waiting Time (sec) 5 10 10 5
Table 7.1 Traffic Profiles of Each Group of Users
7.3.1 TDMA/TDM System
In this configuration, both the mobile and the base station uplinks operate in a TDMA mode. 
On the downlink, TDM carriers are provided, one for the mobiles and one for the base 
stations. The basic uplink and downlink link budgets are shown in Table 7.2 and Table 7.3. 
To achieve an Eb/N0 of 7.0 dB on the uplink and 8.7 dB on the downlink, at a data rate of 256 
kbits/s, it is necessary to use 20 Watt transmit power and a 15 dB gain mobile antenna. This 
will give an overall uncoded link error rate of about 10'3 on the uplink and 10^ on the 
downlink. However, to achieve an error rate of 1C9 or better for data and signalling messages, 
a 12.5 dB Eb/N0 is required. Hence, powerful codes would have to be used and the ability of 
the system to adapt to fading conditions by changing the code rate is restricted.
On the TDMA uplink, an extended BCH (31,16, 7) code with minimum weight decoding has 
been proposed as the best compromise between coding gain and hardware complexity. 
Interleaving, to the depth of 4, is also used to combat burst errors. The coding gain achieved 
with this scheme is about 2-3 dB. This gives an overall error rate of about 10‘5. A more 
powerful rate 1/2 convolutional code of constraint length 6 is proposed for the TDM downlink. 
This should give a coding gain of about 5 dB, and an overall error rate of about better than 
the required 10"9. Interleaving is also used to combat burst errors on the mobile channel. An 
interleave depth of 4 is chosen. Coding is applied only to the signalling and control data. A
- 2 5 0 -
Mobile RF Power (20W) 13.0 dBW
Mobile Antenna Gain 15.0 dB
Mobile Antenna Ripple -1.0 dB
Mobile EIRP 27.0 dBW
Free Space Loss (40,000 km) -188.9 dB
Atmospheric & Rain Attenuation -0.5 dB
Carrier Power at Satellite -162.4 dBW
Satellite Antenna Gain (1.5m) 23.8 dB
Receiver & Antenna Noise Temp. 27.4 dBK
Satellite G/T -3.6 dB/K
Boltzmann’s Constant -288.6 dBW/K/Hz
Modem Implementation Loss -1.5 dB
Carrier-to-Noise Density (C/N0) 61.1 dBHz
Bit Rate (256 kbit/s) 54.1 dBHz
E«/N0 7.0 dB
Table 7.2 Link Budget For The Mobile TDMA Uplink
coding header and tailer, enclosing the data, are required to set up the decoder. Thus, 
convolutional code is more efficient for a continuous stream of data than for burst mode data. 
Any coding that is applied in the speech and data traffic channels, is assumed to be on an end- 
to-end basis.
The structure of the proposed uplink TDMA frame is shown in Figure 7.3. Each frame is 80 
ms long including guard time, while a superframe is 320 ms long consisting of 4 frames. The 
choice of frame length is a balance between buffering delay and frame efficiency. The 
preamble for each burst transmission is 128 bits long. Guard time between adjacent bursts is 
determined by the accuracy to which network timing can be maintained. It is proposed to use 
a 16 bit (62.5 ps) guard time between adjacent traffic bursts, and a 432 bit (1.69 ms) guard 
time for the access burst. Thus each slotted Aloha request/SCM slot is 816 bits (3.19 ms) long. 
The larger guard time requirement for the access burst, is due to the variation of propagation
- 2 5 1  -
Satellite RF Power (20W) 13.0 dBW
Diplexer, Feeder Loss -1.5 dB
Satellite Antenna Gain (1.5m) 23.5 dB
Satellite EIRP 35.0 dBW
Free Space Loss (40,000 km) -188.3 dB
Atmospheric & Rain Attenuation -0.5 dB
Carrier Power at Mobile -153.8 dBW
Mobile Antenna Gain 15.0 dB
Mobile Antenna Ripple -1.0 dB
Receiver & Antenna Noise Temp. 24.5 dBK
Mobile G/T -10.5 dB/K
Boltzmann’s Constant -228.6 dBW/K/Hz
Modem Implementation Loss -1.5 dB
Carrier-to-Noise Density (C/N0) 62.8 dBHz
Bit Rate (256 kbit/s) 54.1 dBHz
E,/N0 8.7 dB
Table 7.3 Link Budget For The TDM Downlink To Mobile
delay over the coverage area, which is about 1.53 ms. This variation can be compensated for 
once a station’s transmission can be measured. Hence, the signalling and traffic slots can have 
a much smaller guard time. As the size of the slot is more than twice the size of an access 
message, it is possible to receive two successful request/SCM packets. This could be exploited 
to increase the throughput of the system slightly.
Synchronization is essential for a TDMA system. All mobiles achieve network synchronization 
via the TDM downlink. No mobile should start a transmission without being properly 
synchronized to the TDM carrier. Transmission must also be aborted if synchronization is lost 
during a transmission. The start of each uplink TDMA frame will be at a predefined time after 
the start of the downlink TDM frame. Mobiles will transmit their access messages referenced 
to this time. The actual time of arrival, which varies according to the position of the satellite,
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will be measured at the satellite. The difference between this time of arrival and the "true" 
start-of-frame will be sent to the mobile within the assignment message. This will enable it 
to adjust the timing of subsequent transmissions. The arrival time of other bursts is also 
monitored to prevent them from drifting outside the limit. A control message will be sent to 
the mobile to correct any time drift.
Within each frame, there are reservation/SCM bursts, signalling bursts, and traffic bursts. The 
number of each of these bursts will vary with traffic and can be dynamically assigned. 
According to traffic figures given in Table 7.1, the combined reservation/SCM maximum 
message rate per base station is about 1.1 message/sec. Thus only 1 RR/SCM burst per 
superframe is required. The first burst of each frame is designated as a RR/SCM burst and can 
be assigned to a particular user group. A user group consists of one or more base stations, and 
their associated mobiles. In that case, a 320ms superframe will support four user groups. If 
more user groups are required or the amount of traffic going to/from a user group increases, 
more RR/SCM per frame can be assigned. All mobiles associated with a certain user group 
will transmit their requests via the RR/SCM slot assigned to that base station within a 
superframe, on a Slotted-ALOHA basis. In the prototype system, all the stations are allowed 
to share all the RR/SCM slots.
Four bursts are designated as signalling bursts, for all the mobiles and base stations in the 
network to transmit their signalling messages, including Poll ACK, assignment ACK, channel 
release etc. The rest of the frame will be used for traffic bursts. Speech channels and indefinite 
length data message channels will be assigned one burst per frame, giving an effective bit rate 
of 16 kbits/s for an uncoded speech channel and 8 kbits/s with a 1/2 rate coded data channel. 
Finite length data messages are assigned one burst per superframe giving an effective bit rate 
of 2 kbits/s with 1/2 rate coding.
Each 80ms frame can accommodate 1 RR/SCM slot, 4 signalling bursts and a maximum of 
13 data/speech bursts. The number of each of these bursts can be varied according to the 
traffic conditions. In cases where more than one RR/SCM slot is assigned, the slots are 
accessed in a Slotted-Aloha fashion.
The downlink TDM frame consists of a 128-bit Preamble, a 256-bit Frame Structure Table, 
signalling messages (128 bits), SCM (256 bits), channel headers (7 x 128 bits) and traffic 
blocks (1280 bits). A Coding Header (96 bits) and Tail (32 bits) have to be added when 
convolution coding is employed. The proposed TDM frame structure is shown in Figure 7.4a.
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As there is no need for guard time and preamble between messages, more useful capacity is 
available. This will be used for transmitting timing information concerning the TDMA uplink. 
Half-rate coding is assumed for all signalling and control messages. The frame structure table 
carries the number of RR/SCM bursts, signalling bursts assigned to a certain base station on 
the TDMA uplink, as well as the distribution of signalling and traffic slots in the current TDM 
frame. The structure of the Frame structure table is shown in Figure 7.4b.
7.3.2 SCPC/TDM System
In this configuration, both the mobile and the base station will use SCPC channels for uplink 
transmissions. On the downlink two TDM carriers are provided, one for the mobiles and one 
for the base stations.
Under the SCPC scheme the transmission rate will be much lower per channel. A rate of 16 
kbits/s is proposed. The mobile’s transmit power can now be reduced to 5 Watts and still 
achieve an E,/N0 of 13.0 dB. A reduction of mobile transmit power serves to reduce the 
complexity and losses of the mobile RF front-end, thus maintaining the overall mobile receiver 
noise temperature at a low level. No error correction coding is required for the uplink, as the 
link error rate is already lower than the required 10'9. Some error and authentication check 
might still be needed for the signalling and control messages, to ensure their integrity. The 
downlink is the same as the TDMA/TDM scheme. A rate 1/2 convolution coding with a 
constraint length of 6 and an interleave factor of 4 is proposed for the downlink. This gives 
an error rate of below 10'9 on the downlink. The uncoded link budgets for uplink and 
downlink are shown in Table 7.4 and 7.3 respectively. The link budget for the base station to 
satellite link will be similar to that of the mobile link.
On the mobile uplink, at least one channel is designated as the access channel. All the requests 
and short coded messages from the mobiles are transmitted via this access channel. A 
slotted-ALOHA protocol will be used on this channel. As the traffic increases, more channels 
can be dynamically assigned for this purpose. Transmission of request/SCM messages is in 
burst mode with a format shown in Figure 7.5a.
Another channel is designated as the signalling channel where all the signalling messages, 
including polling ACK, assignment ACK etc., are transmitted. This channel also operates a 
slotted-ALOHA protocol. Again more than one channel can be assigned for this purpose. The 
transmission of signalling messages is also in a burst mode, the format of which is shown in
Mobile RF Power (5W) 7.0 dBW
Mobile Antenna Gain 15.0 dB
Mobile Antenna Ripple -1.0 dB
Mobile EIRP 21.0 dBW
Free Space Loss (40,000 km) -188.9 dB
Atmospheric & Rain Attenuation -0.5 dB
Carrier Power at Satellite -168.4 dBW
Satellite Antenna Gain (1.5m) 23.8 dB
Receiver & Antenna Noise Temp. 27.4 dBK
Satellite GIT -3.6 dB/K
Boltzmann’s Constant -228.6 dBW/K/Hz
Modem Implementation Loss -1.5 dB
Carrier-to-Noise Density (C/N0) 55.1 dBHz
Bit Rate (16 kbit/s) 42.0 dBHz
Et/No 13.1 dB
Table 7.4 Link Budget For SCPC Mobile Uplink
Figure 7.5b. Access channels and signalling channels are also provided for the base station 
uplink in the same way. All other channels can be dynamically assigned to either a mobile or 
a BS to carry traffic. The transmission of traffic information on these channels is in a 
continuous format.
Synchronization on the access and signalling channels is essential as they are operating in 
slotted-Aloha mode. All mobiles achieve network synchronization via the TDM downlink. The 
synchronization strategy is similar to the TDMA system. Having ^achieved proper 
synchronization, the uplink timing can be established. The start of the uplink signalling frame 
will be at a predefined time after the start of the downlink TDM frame. Mobiles will transmit 
their access messages referenced to this time. The actual arrival time of the message will vary 
according to the position of the satellite. As exact timing cannot be established before the 
mobile’s transmission is detected, the time slot assigned for access messages must be large
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22 ms 2 ms
*1 K -
Preamble Message Source Dest.
Parity + 
PSTN No.
(224) Type (8) ID (16) ID (16) /Data  (88)
✓
a) SCM Channel
18 ms
Preamble Signalling M es sage
(224) (64)
b) Signalling Channel
Figure 7.5 Access and Signalling Channel on the SCPC Uplink
enough to accommodate the spread of arrival times. The maximum difference in time of 
arrival of bursts is estimated to be 1.53 ms when the satellite is at the 4-hour point. This 
defines the minimum guard time required between access bursts. A guard time of 2 ms is 
proposed, giving some margin for implementation error. This gives a capacity of 41.67 slots/s 
on the access channel and 50 slots/s on the signalling channel.
The proposed downlink TDM format is shown is Figure 7.6. A frame length of 80 ms is 
proposed for a transmission rate of 256 kbits/s. It consists of a 128-bit Preamble, a 
signalling/SCM field, and a traffic field. Half-rate codes are assumed for all signalling 
messages. The signalling/SCM field is 2432 bits long and consists of a Frame structure Table 
(128 bits), signalling blocks (128 bits each), SCM message blocks (256 bits each), seven 
channel header blocks (7 x 128 = 896 bits), and a 96-bit Coding Header and 32-bit Coding 
Tail have to be added when convolution coding is used.
The frame structure table defines the structure of each frame, giving the number of signalling 
messages, assignment messages, SCM messages number of uplink signalling & access 
channels and timing information. The channel headers contain information about the coding 
rate used in each traffic channel. Two channel headers (32 bits each) are packed into a single 
coding block of 128 bits. Figure 7.7 shows the format of the frame structure table and channel
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header. Seven blocks of channel header are required for the 14 traffic blocks. The traffic field 
contains 14 x 1280-bit channels, carrying data messages and speech channels. The coding rate 
used in each channel is determined by the channel condition and will be defined in the channel 
header.
Speech channels are initially assumed to be uncoded. In cases when the channel error rate 
drops below 10~3, coding can be introduced. This means that either more than one traffic block 
has to be assigned or the speech code rate has to be reduced. The former method will further 
limit the number of channels available and will not operate under heavy traffic condition. With 
the latter method, the speech coding rate is reduced from 16 to 9.6 kbits/s and the extra bits 
can than be used to introduce channel coding.
In this system, base stations that need to communicate with more than one mobile will be 
required to transmit more than one frequency simultaneously. All mobiles need to have the 
capability to transmit at different frequencies but are required only to transmit on one 
frequency at any time.
7.4 Signalling and Protocol Specification
The high level signalling and access protocol defines the procedure used by the earth station 
(i.e. Base and Mobile terminal) to request channel capacity from the network controller (in this 
case, the On-board Processor). This description does not include many of the low level 
functions required to implement the protocol on the OBP and Earth Station.
The signalling procedures are first described and the various signalling messages identified. 
This is then followed by a set of state diagrams fully defining the protocol.
7.4.1 Signalling Procedures
In this section, the signalling protocol required for channel set-up and release are discussed. 
They are used for finite length data messages, indefinite length data messages and speech 
calls, and are applicable to both the SCPC/TDM and the TDMA/TDM schemes. The length 
of each message will also be defined.
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7.4.1.1 C hannel Setup and R elease Procedures
The channel set-up and release sequences are shown in simplified diagrammatic form in Figure 
7.8. A more detailed description follows:
SRC STATION SATELLITE DEST STATION
POLL
P O L L  A C g -
A S sIGN A n v
CHANNEL ESTABLISHED
Figure 7.8 Normal Call Setup and Release Procedure
For channel request originating from a base station:
* The base station transmits the reservation request to the OBP via the request channel.
* The OBP checks all reservation requests for collisions, validity, and the mobile status.
* For successful requests, the OBP generates a request acknowledgement message and sends 
it to the initiating base station.
* For invalid requests the OBP generates an Invalid Request message and sends it to the 
base station.
* If the BS times outs, before receiving a reply, it resends its channel request message after 
a random waiting time.
* The OBP starts to locate the mobile by sending a polling message.
* If there is no response from the target mobile after a number of polls, then the OBP sends
a mobile unavailable message to the BS.
* If the mobile receives a polling message, then it acknowledges with either a mobile 
available or a mobile unavailable message. The latter is sent when the mobile user doesn’t 
wish to receive any telephone call or messages.
* On receipt of the mobile available message, the OBP will allocate the required channels 
if capacity is available. It then sends a channel assignment command to both the BS and 
the mobile. In cases where no capacity is available, the OBP will send a Satellite Busy 
message to the mobile and BS.
* On receipt of the mobile unavailable message, the OBP sends a mobile unavailable
message to the initiating BS.
* On receipt of an assignment command both the mobile and the BS will acknowledge the 
OBP using an assignment ACK message.
* After receiving both assignment ACK messages, the OBP will declare the channel 
established, by sending a Channel Established message to both mobile and BS.
* At the end of a data transmission, the channel is cleared from the receiving end. After 
receiving correctly the last byte of data, the mobile will send a channel clearing command 
to the OBP.
* The OBP then sends a channel release command to the sender (BS) to enforce the release. 
Acknowledgement of the channel clearing command is sent after the OBP received a 
channel release ACK message from the sending end.
* For a speech channel, the procedure is the same except that the clearing command is sent 
by whichever side that goes on-hook and drops its carrier.
* Should the mobile not receive a Channel Clear ACK message before the time out period 
then it will resend a channel clearing message.
* On receiving a channel release command, mobiles and BS should drop their carrier and 
send a channel release ACK message.
* The channel release command is retransmitted if the OBP does not receive an ACK within 
the time-out period.
For a channel request originating from a mobile:
* A mobile will only initiate a call when it achieves lock on the downlink TDM carrier.
* A mobile reserves a channel by sending a request to the OBP via the request channel.
* The OBP checks the request for collisions and mobile authenticity. For successful 
requests, the OBP proceeds to allocate the required channels.
* If there is sufficient capacity, the OBP will send a channel assignment command to both 
the mobile and the BS. In the case where no capacity is available, then the OBP will send 
a Satellite Busy message.
* The mobile resends its request if an assignment message is not received within the 
time-out period.
* On receipt of an assignment command both the mobile and the BS will acknowledge the 
OBP using an assignment ACK message.
* After receiving both assignment ACK messages, the OBP will declare the channel 
established, by sending a Channel Established message to both mobile and BS.
* If the channel request is a PSTN connection then the PSTN number is dialled at the BS 
after the connection has been established. This is in accordance with CCITT 
recommendations and international network implementations.
* If the PSTN number is busy then the BS will transmit a PSTN Busy message to the OBP. 
The OBP will in turn transmit a PSTN Busy message to the calling mobile, this will 
replace the channel release command message to the mobile and the caU will be cleared 
in the normal way.
* The channel clearing procedures are the same as in the previous case.
7.4.1.2 Signalling Messages Format
For each of the messages identified in the last section, the information content and format is 
shown in Tables 7.5 to 7.9. Most messages are less than 40 bits except for the assignment 
commands and request from mobiles, which may include a PSTN number (56 bits long). It 
is proposed to use a 64-bit block (i.e. 128 bits with 1/2 rate code) for all signalling messages. 
The assignment command to a BS will be carried in 2 blocks. The request message will have 
the same format as a short coded message and is 128 bits long. Thus, with half-rate coding 
and a 128-bit preamble, the reservation burst will be 384 bits long.
Note that, in the TDMA/TDM system, two signalling messages (POLL ACK, and BUSY) are 
required to be transmitted in the Access channel. This is because they can be the first 
messages send by a mobile, and thus its timing is not connected to an accuracy required in the 
signalling bursts. On the downlink, the Assignment messages will take up two blocks. The 
second block contains the PSTN number and is headed by an Assign PSTN Label. Figure 7.9 
shows the format of downlink assignment messages.
Message Source
ID
Dest. ID PSTN
No.
Fill + 
Data
Total
Request RR (Speech) 8 16 16 56 32 128
Request RR (ILDM) 8 16 16 56 32 128
Request RR (FLDM) 8 16 16 56 32 128
SCM 8 16 16 - 88 128
SCM ACK 8 16 16 - 88 128
POLL ACK 8 16 16 - 88 128
BUSY 8 16 16 - 88 128
Table 7.5 Access Messages From Earth Station on the TDMA Uplink
Message Source
ID
Dest.
ID
Channel
No.
FiU Total
Channel Rel ACK 8 16 16 8 16 64
Assignment ACK 8 16 16 8 16 64
Channel CLR (NORM) 8 16 16 8 16 64
Channel CLR (ABORT) 8 16 16 8 16 64
Channel CLR (ERROR) 8 16 16 8 16 64
Channel CLR (PSTN) 8 16 *6 8 16 64
Table 7.6 Signalling Messages From Earth Station On The TDMA Uplink
Message Source
ID
Desk
ID
PSTN
No.
Fill + 
Data
Total
Request RR (Speech) 8 16 16 56 32 128
Request RR (ILDM) 8 16 16 56 32 128
SCM 8 16 16 - 88 128
SCM ACK 8 16 16 - 88 128
Table 7.7 Access Messages From Earth Station on the SCPC Uplink
Message Source
ID
Dest.
ID
Channel
No.
Fill Total
Channel Rel ACK 8 16 16 8 16 64
Assignment ACK 8 16 16 8 16 64
Channel CLR (NORM) 8 16 16 8 16 64
Channel CLR (ABORT) 8 16 16 8 16 64
Channel CLR (ERROR) 8 16 16 8 16 64
Channel CLR (PSTN) 8 16 16 8 16 64
Busy 8 16 16 - 24 64
Table 7.8 Signalling Messages From Earth Station On The SCPC Uplink
Message Source
ID
Dest.
ID
Channel
No.
Timing PSTN
No.
Fill Total
Assignment (ALL) 8 16 16 8 16 56 8 128
Timing Correction 8 16 16 8 16 - - 64
POLL 8 16 16 - - - 24 64
Request ACK 8 16 16 8 16 - - 64
Invalid Request 8 16 16 - - - 24 64
SAT BUSY 8 16 16 - - - 24 64
DEST BUSY 8 16 16 - - - 24 64
DEST UNAV 8 16 16 - - - 24 64
Channel CLR 
ACK (ALL)
8 16 16 8 - 24 64
Channel REL 8 16 16 8 - - 24 64
Channel EST 8 16 16 8 - - 24 64
Table 7.9 Signalling Messages From OBP on the TDM Downlink
7.4.2 Protocol Specifications
The high level access protocol for both the Earth Station (i.e. mobile and BS) and the OBP 
are defined in this section. This description does not include many of the low level functions 
required to implement the protocol on the OBP or Earth Station. The description is in the fonn 
of state diagrams, based on the CCITT SDL language. A list of the symbols used is given in 
Figure 7.10. Timing parameters used in protocol definitions are also specified.
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Figure 7.10 Symbol Used in SDL Charts
7.4.2.1 On-Board Processor
The protocol operated at the OBP is defined by the set of 11 SDL charts labelled OBP1 to 
OBP11 (see Appendix Al). Unexpected input messages detected at any state will result in an 
error message being generated. This is represented by the OTHER input label and the 
msgfmt("STATE") output label. Apart from those messages listed in Table 7.9, there are two 
internally generated messages: CH_LOST (0x90) and CH_ERROR (0x91). CHJLOST is 
generated when no carrier is detected for prolonged period of time. CH_ERROR is generated 
when erroneous data are being received for prolonged period. The SRC and DEST labels are 
used to indicate directional information about a message. For example, 
CH_CLR_ERROR_DEST means the message CH_CLR_ERROR has been received for the 
receiving station, and send(SRC, DEST_BUSY) means the DESTJ3USY is being sent to the 
calling station.
All the time-out periods used in this protocol are set to 280 ms. This time-out period only 
represents the round trip buffering delay experienced by the prototype system plus some 
processing delay. The number of retries is set to 3. It should be noted that there is no 
propagation delay in the prototype system, and therefore the time-out values are set
accordingly.
The protocol is identical for both the TDMA and SCPC system except that FLDM is not 
supported in the SCPC system.
7.4.2.2 Earth Station
Chart ESI to ES8, given in Appendix A2, defines the protocol at the mobile terminal and the 
base station. One message, BAD DATA, is generated internally by the earth station to indicate 
error in the received data. A number of user input and output messages are expected. These 
include:
a. User Request Input
b. User SCM Input
c. SCM to User from another ES Output
d. SCM ACK Output
e. SCM send failed Output
f. Reservation Request failed Output
g- Failure to establish channel Output
h. PSTN CaH Blocked Input
i. End of CaH Input
j- Channel Release Output
The various time-out periods used in the protocol are given as follows:
T02 = 0.60 sec T03 = 0.28 sec
T04 = 1.32 sec T05 = 1.32 sec
T07 = 0.60 sec T08 = 0.28 sec
These time-out periods only represent the buffering delay expected, assuming no error or
collision is encountered, but allowing for the maximum delay for the destination’s responds. 
The number of retries are all set to 3. Note again that there is no propagation delay in the 
prototype system.
7.5 Prototype of TDMA Payload
A proof of concept model of the TDMA payload has been developed. The following sections 
give details of the prototype hardware architecture and interfaces. Details of the OBP software 
are also described.
7.5.1 O verall A rch itecture
The breadboard model developed has a 128 kbits/s TDMA uplink and a 256 kbits/s continuous 
TDM downlink. The reduced uplink rate is due to the hardware chosen for the implementation 
of the BCH decoder. Uplink control information (i.e. RR/SCM and signalling bursts) is 
encoded using a (31, 16) BCH code with an extra zero stuff at the end to make a codelength 
of 32. Interleaving to a depth of 4 is also employed to counter burst errors. Downlink employs 
a convolution code with constrain length 6, again with an interleaving depth of 4. Only the 
SCM and signalling messages are encoded.
The architecture for the breadboard is based around the IBM-PC bus. It was chosen for its cost 
effectiveness and ease of interfacing. This configuration does not represent what would be 
required for a flight model. However, it is sufficient for the aim of proof of concept within 
the financial constraints.
Figure 7.11 shows the hardware configuration of the TDMA breadboard system. It consists 
of an IBM-PC host, which constitutes the main on-board processor for network control and 
system monitoring. This is linked to the various subsystems via the PC-Bus, enabling the 
transfer of control information. Data transfers between different subsystems are via serial links.
Apart from the OBP, there are four other subsystems, namely:
a) TDMA Demodulator
b) Decoder
c) Buffer/Formatter/Coder
d) Downlink TDM Modulator
The first three of these are connected to the PC-Bus. They all interface to the PC-Bus using 
TMS320 development boards. The Decoder and Buffer/Formatter/Coder both uses TMS32020 
boards, while the TDMA demodulator uses a TMS320C25 board.
The TMS320 development boards provide a flexible interface between the subsystem and the 
OBP via the PC-Bus. Two data transfer mechanisms are provided: via I/O ports and direct 
access of data memory. The TMS320 board occupies eight addresses in OBP’s I/O address 
space, the location of which is selectable. The TMS320 board can be configured to interrupt 
the OBP when a word is written by the TMS320 to this port or if the word written to this port 
from the OBP is read by the TMS320. This provides a mechanism for transfer of simple 
control/status information between the two.
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For more complex data transfers, the data memory of the TMS320 board is dual ported and 
can be accessed by the OBP. Two ports are provided to support this. An address port, which 
can be configured to auto-increment or auto-decrement after the read or write, and a data port 
that is read or written to by the OBP to access the memory location specified by the address 
latch. This mechanism makes the reading and writing of tables of information veiy simple. 
The address is set up in the address register, while auto-increment or decrement is set using 
the control register. A continuous series of words can then be read or written using a single 
IN or OUT instruction from the OBP.
All the subsystems are synchronized by the start-of-frame (SOF) pulse. This sync, pulse occurs 
once every downlink frame duration, i.e. every 80 ms.
7.5.2 Demodulator Interface
The design and implementation of the TDMA demodulator are carried out by Loughborough 
University. This section only describes the basic functional requirements of the demodulator 
and its interfaces to the on-board processor.
7.5.2.1 Functional Descriptions
The main function of the demodulator is to recover the data transmitted from the 
downconverted I.F. signal (70 MHz). It also performs Unique-Word (UW) detection, giving 
an indication of the arrival of a burst. The time of arrival of each uplink burst is measured. 
The measurement taken is the difference between the time a burst is received (detection of its 
UW) and the start-of-frame. This information is vital in keeping the whole system 
synchronized. The measurement is carried out for all the access and signalling bursts and also 
any assigned traffic bursts. The accuracy of this timing measurement is 5 ps.
Slot-Empty is also detected. Ideally the detection should be independent of the timing recovery 
circuit However, at present, the demodulator only defines Slot-Empty as being equivalent to 
no UW detected. Apart from Slot-Empty, the demodulator also outputs Normal or Data Error 
as possible status of a burst. This information is sent to the decoder together with the data. 
There is also a flag indicating whether a burst is Encoded or not. This flag is supplied by the 
OBP via the PC-Bus, and is pass-on to the decoder by the demodulator.
1.5.22 Serial Interface
Both status and data output by the demodulator are transferred to the decoder via a serial link. 
The serial port used is part of the TMS320 board. Data transfers between boards are in a 
16-bit format. The first 8 bits are status, followed by 8 bits of actual data. The format of the 
data packet is:
Start of Block Data Status Uncoded Packet Count Actual Data
(1) (2) (1) (4) (8)
The most significant bit is set to indicate the start of a 128-bit block. This is the block length 
used by the decoder. Decoding operations are aligned to the start-of-block.
This is followed by a 2-bit Data Status field, which describes the status of the data. The codes 
for these two bits are:
(X) Normal (No Error)
01 Data Error
10 Slot Empty
11 -
The Data Error bit is set when the demodulator considers the output data is unreliable. The 
data is still output to the decoder. The Slot Empty bit is set whenever no UW is detected by 
the demodulator. In this case, one packet is sent with the Slot Empty bit set, and no further 
data packet from this burst is output The next data packet belongs to the following slot.
The Uncoded bit is set whenever the data is not encoded. Four bits are allocated to the Packet 
Count field, which is a counter for the 16 packets of 8-bit data that together make up the 
128-bit block.
1.523  Interface to OBP
Communication between Demodulator and OBP is via the TMS320C25 card to PC-Bus 
interface. Data transfer occurs at the beginning of every frame, and is in the form of a table. 
The Demodulator will interrupt the OBP by writing the starting address of the table to PORT
0. The table sent by the Demodulator contains status and actual time of arrival (ATOA) of 
each burst that was received during the last frame. The format of the table is defined as 
follows:
Frame No. Frame No.
No. of Entries (N) No. of Entries (N)
Status of Burst #1 Status Word Burst #1
ATOA of Burst #1 ETOA of Burst #1
Status of Burst #2 Status Word Burst #2
ATOA of Burst #2 ETOA of Burst #2
Status of Burst #N Status Word Burst #N
ATOA of Burst #N ETOA of Burst #N
DEMOD -> OBP Table Format OBP -> DEMOD Table Format
The OBP will read the contents of the table before loading, to the same address, the expected 
value (ETOA) for the next frame. Each entry in the table is 16 bits long. The format of the 
Status Word sent by the OBP is:
Reserved UW Error Burst Type Rate Mode Encoded
(8) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2)
UW Error Burst Type Rate Mode Encoded
00 - No Error 00 - Access 00 - 256/128 00 - BPSK 0 - Encoded
0 1 - 1  Error 01 - Signalling 01 - 128/64 01 - QPSK 1 - Uncoded
10 - 2 Errors 10 - Traffic 10 - 64/32 10 - DQPSK —
1 1 - 3  Errors 11 - Reserved 11 - 32/16 11 - Reserved —
Note that the table sent by the OBP is for the NEXT frame and not the current one. This
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means that the OBP reads ATOA for frame (n-1) and write to Demod the ETOA for frame 
(n+1). The implication of this during initialization is that, the Demodulator has to assume the 
expected values for the first 2 frames. The assumption is that, there is no traffic burst, and the 
system is operating with 1 access burst plus 4 signalling bursts. For the ATOA and ETOA 
values, the units are 5 ps. Thus, the assumed table for 256 kbits/s QPSK operations, with 
maximum error tolerance on UW detection, is:
7.53  Decoder Interface
The main function of the decoder is to deinterleave and decode uplink data. Only the access 
and signalling burst are encoded. The decoder first reads in data packets from the serial port, 
decodes it if necessary, and output the result to the Buffer/Foimatter/Coder via the serial port.
In cases when Slot Empty is received or the block is flagged as Uncoded, the decoder will 
simply pass on the data packets without changes. Otherwise, it looks for the start-of-block, and 
checks the status for possible Data Error. If no error occurs, deinterleaving and decoding will 
be initiated. In cases where there is Data Error, the packet is passed on unchanged.
Uncorrectable errors are reported by the decoder, by setting the Data Error bit of the status 
byte. The decoded data and its status are then output to the Buffer/Formatter/Coder. The 
output serial link uses the same 16-bit format as describe in the last section.
No direct communication between the decoder and the OBP is needed. The interface between 
decoder and OBP is used only to enable the decoder software to be reset during start-up.
Status of Burst #1 
ETOA for Burst #1 
Status of Burst #2 
ETOA for Burst #2 
Status of Burst #3 
ETOA for Burst #3 
Status of Burst #4 
ETOA for Burst #4 
Status of Burst #5 
ETOA for Burst #5
Frame No.
No. of Entries
0 / 1
5
0x0182
100
0x01A2 
750
0x01A2 
962
0x01A2 
1175 
0x01A2 
1387
7.5 .4  B uffer/F orm atter/C oder
The basic function of the Formatter is to act as a temporary storage area for the uplink data, 
allowing messages for the OBP to be retrieved while traffic data not required by the OBP is 
simply routed to the downlink. It also collects signalling messages from the OBP, which are 
then encoded before feeding it to the downlink modulator.
data  input from
d e m o d u l a to r /
d e c o d e r
OBP
read/w rite
d a t a  output  
to downl ink  
modulator
s ta t u s  tab le
input buffer
output buffer
Figure 7.12 TDMA Formatter Concept
The three functions are implemented with a single TMS32020 board. The TMS serial link 
interface is used for data input and output. The buffering organization is shown conceptually 
in Figure 7.12. There are three buffering areas, all working in a cyclic manner. Each cycle 
represents one 80ms frame period. Data from the decoder is stored in two separate areas. 
Signalling and request messages are stored in the input buffer, while the traffic data are routed 
directly to the output buffer. The OBP can easily input and output signalling data for each 
frame by accessing the corresponding memory area. The output buffer is a memory area that 
is continuously and sequentially being read out to the serial link connected to the downlink 
TDM modulator. Coding is applied to these signalling messages before loading into the output 
buffer.
There is a Status Table for each Frame Buffer. Each entry in the Status Tables corresponds 
to a time slot within the 80ms time frame. These entries refer to the presence and validity of 
the data in a slot, and are supplied by the demodulator and decoder via the serial link as part 
of the data.
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7.5 .5  D ow nlink  T D M  M odulator Interface
The hardware interface to the TDM Modulator is via the output serial link of the TMS32020. 
The data clock of the TDM Modulator is used as the external clock for the serial port. It 
therefore requires the serial link to operate in continuous mode, while the receiving side 
requires burst mode operation. This is made possible by division of the data clock by 16 using 
external hardware and uses as an external FSX to the TMS32020. Indeed for TMS32020 only 
burst mode operation is available, and this becomes the only solution.
The timing requirement of the TDM modulator implies that upon a TINT the TMS32020 has 
only 19 cycles to load valid data to the DXR. A further requirement of the TDM Modulator 
is an external signal that disables the scrambler. This is asserted at the beginning of the 80ms 
time frame to prevent scrambling of the preamble and unique word, and has the same timing 
requirement as the loading of data into the DXR. Both of these were found to be possible and 
the XF of the TMS32020 is used as the external signal to disable the scrambler. This also 
provides a convenient hardware signal that marks the starts of the downlink frame, which is 
required by the TDMA demodulator. The TDM Modulator is reset at system initialization via 
the LSI 50-way connector.
7.5.6 On-Board Processor Software
The primary function of the OBP is to perform the high level access protocol, monitor link 
conditions and carry out reconfiguration when necessary.
Messages received in the access and signalling slots are read by the OBP from the Formatter. 
For messages without errors the OBP performs a validation process. Valid access and 
signalling messages are then passed to the Access Protocol process and the required downlink 
messages are generated. SCM messages are also read by the OBP in the same way, and simply 
passed on to the downlink in the appropriate frame.
Errors in messages can be deduced by the OBP from the status information, obtained from the 
Buffer/Formatter. The OBP also establishes, from the status information, the conditions of 
channel active, inactive, collisions and signal lost These are used as the basis for re-organizing 
the uplink frame structure, and channel allocation.
The OBP also collects information on the time-of-anival of each burst from the demodulator. 
Timing correction messages are then send to the corresponding station.
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7.5.6.1 Im plem entation
To implement the functions mentioned above, the OBP software requires support for 
multi-tasking, inter-process communication, interrupts handling, and timing facility. All these 
have to be provided within the IBM PC environment. A real-time operating system, C 
EXECUTIVE, is chosen to provide the low level support for the OBP software.
C EXECUTIVE is a real-time, event-driven, memory-resident, ROMable monitor designed for 
embedded systems that require multi-tasking facilities. It provides fully preemptive priority 
scheduling of a large number of tasks with M l terminal support. It supports flexible 
inter-process communication via byte-serial data queues, facilitating development of systems 
composed of a large number of modular programs. A file system extension is also available. 
High level language (Whitesmiths C language) is supported as well as assembler language. 
Application can be written in any combination of both.
The OBP software for the TDMA system is divided into several processes:
1. Demodulator Interfacing
2. Buffer/Formatter/Coder Interfacing
3. Supervisor
4. Collision Handling
5. Initialization
6. Protocol Handling
The function of the Demodulator Interfacing process (btdma) is to communicate with the 
TDMA demodulator at the start of each frame to obtain the status and time-of-arrival of each 
bursts expected during the last frame. It then informs the demodulator which bursts are 
expected from the uplink within the next frame. Checking is carried out to ensure the 
information received from the demodulator is valid. This process is started at the beginning 
of a frame, when the demodulator interrupts the OBP.
The Buffer/Formatter/Coder Interfacing process (fbujfer) performs similar functions. The 
process is started by an interrupt from the Buffer/Fonnatter/Coder about 3 ms after the 
start-of-frame. Access messages, signalling messages, their status and that of other traffic 
bursts are first transferred to the OBP. The time-of-arrival of signalling bursts is checked, and 
timing correction messages are sent if they are outside the threshold limit. The threshold is set 
to half the guard time (i.e. 8 bits). The TDM downlink frame is then assembled and sent to 
the buffer. After this, the supervisor process will be started.
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The Supervisor process (fsuper) takes the access and signalling messages received from the 
uplink, and try to find the protocol process associated with it. Validation of station’s ID is 
carried out first. Valid ID numbers are from 0x50 to 0x8F. SCM and SCM Acknowledge 
messages will be put into downlink message queue for transmission in the next frame. For 
new reservations, the supervisor will set up a new protocol process to handle it. Other 
signalling messages are passed on to the appropriate protocol process. This is done by using 
the byte-serial data queue facility provided by C EXECUTIVE for inter-process 
communication. The supervisor process then records the status of all the traffic channels. It 
also monitors the time-of-arrival of each burst. Timing correction messages will be sent when 
the threshold is exceeded. Once every 16 frames, the traffic channels will be checked for 
prolong error state or lost of carrier. Appropriate signals (CH_ERROR or CH JLOST) will be 
sent to the protocol process associated with the traffic channel.
The Collision Handling process {colls) is run once every 64 frames. It will measure the 
collision rate on both the access and signalling slots. If the combined collision rate is larger 
than 0.5, the process will try to introduce extra slots. Two operating modes are currently 
supported. The standard one operates with 1 Access slot, 4 Signalling slots, and 13 Traffic 
slots. The second mode operates with 2 Access slots, 6 Signalling slots, and 12 Traffic slots. 
This is the mode entered when the collision rate is larger than 0.5. When this mode is entered, 
the Collision handling process will block any further allocation of the last traffic slot. As soon 
as the last traffic slot is free, it will inform all stations about the changeover. When the 
collision rate drops below 0.5 again, the process will change the system back to the standard 
mode.
The functions of the Initialization process (initsys) include the setting up of all variables, 
queues and buffers, the starting up of Collision Handling, Demodulator Interfacing and 
Buffer/Formatter/Coder Interfacing processes, and resetting all the subsystem modules 
connected to the PC-Bus.
The Protocol Process (protocol) implements the OBP protocol as described in section 7.4. One 
protocol process is required for each new request received. However, each process must have 
different name and must be declared during compilation. Currently eight protocol processes 
are declared (proO to proT) in the software. This can easily be increased if necessary. Eight 
is sufficient to allow all the traffic channels to be allocated. The initial source code for this 
module is generated directly from the description charts by the Kindra C code generator.
Apart from the six main processes, various support modules are needed to complete the 
software. A queueing mechanism is used for storing the messages waiting to be sent on the 
downlink. These message queues are implemented as linked-list. Three queues are defined, one 
for SCM messages, one for signalling messages, and one for assignment messages. The latter 
is needed because they occupy two blocks instead of one that other signalling messages use. 
Four modules, new head, new_element, into and qout, are defined for handling these queues. 
Another module send is used to put the various messages into the corresponding queue.
The module allocate performs channel allocation according to the request made. For speech 
channel requests, the algorithm tries to find a pair of channels. Possible pairs are (0,6), (1,7) 
.... (5,11). For ILDM requests, a single channel is needed. The algorithm first searches for the 
any existing ILDM allocation, and tries to use the other half of the pair. For example if 
channel 1 is used for ILDM, then the algorithm will try to use channel 7. If none is available, 
the algorithm will then search the first unassigned channel. For FLDM requests only 1/4 of 
a channel (i.e. one channel can be assigned 4 times). The algorithm will try to use channel 12 
first. If this is not available, existing FLDM channels are searched, followed by half assigned 
channel pairs, and lastly search for any liftassigned channel. A frame number (1 to 4) is also 
allocated in this case (i.e. the station will use channel n during frame s of a superframe). The 
algorithm returns the appropriate assignment message and the channel number. The format of 
the channel number is:
ILDM (1) Frame Number (3) Channel Number (4)
0 Other
1 ILDM
000 AH
001 Frame 1 FLDM
010 Frame 2 FLDM
011 Frame 3 FLDM 
100 Frame 4 FLDM
0000 to 1100 is valid
Other support modules include one that sets up channel headers (setupch) on the downlink, 
one that frees a channel for further allocation (relch), and one (release) which also clears the 
channel header on the downlink.
Time out defined in the protocol is implemented within the request module. This routine put 
the protocol process into a wait state until a message is received or until the time out period 
specified has been reached.
There is also a module orbit, which should return the propagation delay offset according to 
the position of the satellite. This is used to set the global time offset used by every mobile 
terminal. Currently this function is not implemented in the test system, and a fix value is 
returned. The test setup currently does not have appreciable propagation delay.
There is a set of routines for handling the interface between the OBP and TMS320 boards. 
These routines are all written in assembler language to maximize their efficiency. They 
include:
inittms Reset TMS board specified
setmtms Set up TMS board for data transfer
wrtmsO Write 1 word from TMS board, no byte swapping
wrtms Write 1 word from TMS board, byte swapped
wmtms Write n word from TMS board, byte swapped
wmtmsO Write n word from TMS board, no byte swapping
rdtmsO Read 1 word from TMS board, no byte swapping
rdtms Read 1 word from TMS board, byte swapped
rdntms Read n word from TMS board, byte swapped
rdntmsO Read n word from TMS board, no byte swapping
Low level hardware initializations are carried out by the C EXECUTIVE 8086 Assembly Code 
Vectors Initialization module (scin.s). This module will redefine all the I/O and interrupt 
handling routines used by the IBM PC, replacing DOS with the real-time executive 
environment. The interrupt and port address used by the various TMS320 development board 
has to be defined in this module.
A listing of all the source codes is given in Appendix Bl. The combined size of all the object 
codes is about 29 kbytes. The largest modules are the Supervisor and the Protocol process, 
which is about 3.6 kbytes each.
7.5.6.2 Testing
The implementation of the OBP software has been tested in isolation. This is achieved by 
simulating the actions of the demodulator and Buffer/Formatter/Coder interface with 2 
TMS320 boards. Tests have also been carried out with the real Buffer/Formatter/Coder in 
place. The latter test is mainly for verifying the interface between the two and is less 
comprehensive than the former one.
Data from the uplink are pre-determined and stored in the two TMS320 testing boards together 
with the status of various channels. They are then fed into the OBP software frame by frame. 
The responses of the OBP software are captured by the Buffer Simulator board. These can 
then be analyzed afterwards.
The focal point of the tests is the Protocol module. The protocol specification is tread as a 
finite state machine (FSM) and tests sequences are generated systematically which will 
exercise all the transitions. The Unique Input/Output (UIO) approach of generating test 
sequences is used. A set of tools are developed to support the testing, the details of which are 
outlined in chapter 4.
To simplify the testing procedures, the protocol is modified slightly. All the error statement 
msgftnt("STATE") are replaced by one that sends an error code on the downlink. Unique error 
codes are assigned to different states. The codes used are:
State Code Name Code No.
Polling S_POLLING 0x93
Assigning DEST S_ASS_DEST 0x94
Assigning SRC S_ASS_SRC 0x95
Channel Establish S_CH_EST 0x96
Channel Clear SRC S_CLR_SRC 0x97
Channel Clear DEST S_CLR_DEST 0x98
Channel Clear OBP S_CLR_OBP 0x99
Assigning S_ASSIGNING 0x9A
Channel Release SRC S_REL_SRC 0x9B
Channel Release DEST S_REL_DEST 0x9C
The _SRC and _DEST suffix indicate that, the message is sent to or received from the source 
station or the destination station respectively.
The use of the above error messages effectively guarantees the existence of a UIO sequence 
for every state. A test sequence generated by the UIO method consists of 3 parts, a PATH 
sequence that brings the FSM to the state under consideration, the transition under test, and 
finally the UIO sequence, which identifies the state of the FSM after the transition. The UIO 
sequences selected for the OBP protocol specification are:
State
Start 
Polling 
Assigning 
Assigning DEST 
Assigning SRC 
Channel Establish 
Channel Clear SRC 
Channel Clear DEST 
Channel Clear OBP 
Channel Release SRC 
Channel Release DEST
Input
RR_SPEECH
POLL_ACK
ASSIGN_ACK_DEST
ASSIGN_ACK_DEST
ASSIGN_ACK_SRC
CH_CLR_NORM_SRC
REL_ACK_DEST
REL_ACK_SRC
ASSIGN_ACK_DEST
ASSIGN_ACK_DEST
ASSIGN ACK DEST
Output
RR_ACK_SRC, POLL_DEST 
ASSIGN_SRC, ASSIGN_DEST 
ASSIGN_SRC
CH_EST_SRC, CH_EST_DEST
CH_EST_SRC, CH_EST_DEST
CH_REL_DEST
CLR_ACK_SRC
CLR_ACK_DEST
S_CLR_OBP
S_REL_SRC
S REL DEST
A number of programs have been developed to generate a set of test sequences. A simple 
optimization procedure is also applied to reduce the number of test sequences generated. Each 
test sequence that does not end with the exit state, is used as a valid PATH sequence. Further 
transition and UIO sequence is then added to the end of it, until the exit state is reached, or 
no unused transitions remained. The list of test sequences generated for the OBP protocol is 
given in Appendix Cl.
These test sequences are than converted into data for the Demodulator and Buffer Simulator. 
The Demodulator Simulator interrupts the OBP once at the beginning of every 80ms frame. 
It supplies the OBP with status and timing information of all the bursts, in the same way the 
real demodulator would. It also signals to the Buffer Simulator that start-of-frame has arrived. 
The responses it received from the OBP are stored in a buffer area for examination after the 
test. After receiving a signal from the Demodulator Simulator, the Buffer Simulator prepares 
and transfer the data and status of the access and signalling bursts to the OBP. The status of 
all the traffic channels, which can be set to either ERROR or EMPTY, are also controlled 
here. It also stored the downlink TDM data that it received from the OBP into a buffer area. 
These can then be examined after the test run.
Forty-three frames of data can be stored in the TMS320 board for a particular test run. Several 
test sequences can be combined in one test run by using different station ID for each test 
sequence. The results of a test run is recovered from the TMS320 board and analyzed. Output 
sequences obtained are then compared with the expected result from the specification. The 
outputs from one of test run is given in Appendix Dl. The forty-three frame limit imposes a 
restriction on the length each individual test sequence. As there is no buffering delay in the
testing setup, the time-out settings in the protocol can be reduced to 180 ms. This enables 
longer and larger number of test sequences to be packed into the forty-three test frames. Test 
sequences that use the internal signal CH_LOST or CH_ERROR, requires the corresponding 
status be placed in the testing boards.
Although the tests are designed for the protocol module, it should be noted that for the test 
to run successfully, the rest of the software modules has to function correctly as well. Thus, 
with the successful completion of all the tests sequences, one is confident that over 90% of 
the software is properly exercised and verified.
Tests have also been carried out with the real Buffer/Formatter/Coder in place. A different 
Demodulator Simulator is used, which stored all the test data and fed it into the OBP and 
Buffer. Another TMS320 board is required to capture the output of the 
Buffer/Formatter/Coder. In this case only 4 frames of output data can be stored. These are the 
complete TDM downlink frames including all the traffic slots. These tests cannot be used to 
check the protocol operation, but will verify the interface between the OBP and the 
Buffer/Formatter/Coder board. It also serves as a check on the operations of the 
Buffer/Formatter/Coder itself.
7.6 Prototype of SCPC Payload
A proof-of-concept model of the SCPC payload has been developed. The following sections 
give details of the prototype hardware architecture and interfaces. Details of the 
Buffer/Formatter/Coder implementation and OBP software are also described.
7.6.1 Overall Architecture
A breadboard model of the SCPC system has been developed. It provides four 16 kbits/s 
uplink channels, operating QPSK. One channel is designated as the access channel, another 
one is the signalling channel, and there are 2 traffic channels. This should be adequate to 
achieve the aim of proof of concept.
No FEC is thought necessary on the SCPC uplink. However, the access, signalling and SCM 
messages on the TDM downlink are encoded using convolution code. The code is used with 
4-fold interleaving, and with a constraint length of 6. This is the same as the TDMA/TDM 
case. The downlink is operated at 256 kbits/s. This means that 14 dummy traffic channels have 
to be injected. This is performed at the Buffer/Formatter/Coder stage.
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Figure 7.13 shows the architecture used for the breadboard model. It consists of an IBM-PC 
host, acting as the OBP, a 4-channel Multi-carrier demodulator, the Buffer/Formatter/Coder, 
and the TDM modulator. Apart from the TDM modulator, the other subsystems are connected 
to the OBP via the PC-Bus. Data transfers between subsystems are via the serial link. This is 
the same setup as the TDMA/TDM case described above. The TDM modulator interfaced to 
the rest of the system in the same way as described in the previous section.
7.6.2 Multi-Carrier Demodulator Interface
The basic function of the Multi-Carrier Demodulator (MCD) is to demodulate all the SCPC 
channels on the uplink. At the same time it also performs a FDM to TDM conversion, i.e. its 
output is a time multiplexed data stream, containing the demodulated data from all the input 
channels. A 4-channel unit is implemented for the prototype system.
The input to the MCD unit is the down-converted SCPC signal at 70 MHz I.F. This is filtered, 
further down-converted to baseband where it is then digitized. These are carried out by an 
Analogue Frontend unit. The digital signal is then passed to the Digital Demodulator unit, 
which consist of a set of TMS320C25 processors.
Apart ffom the demodulated data, the MCD also measures the time of arrival of each burst 
on the two multiple access channels. The Start-of-frame (SOF) signal is used as a reference 
for timing measurement. Timing information is sent to the Buffer/Formatter/Coder together 
with the received data. The data is transferred using the serial link of the TMS320C25 board. 
The format of this link is the same as that described in section 7.5.2.2.
No data transfer to the OBP is necessary. Information on which channel is operating at burst 
mode, and which traffic channel is currently active, could be needed. Communication with the 
OBP is via the PC-Bus.
7.6.3 Buffer/Formatter/Coder
The SCPC Formatter differs from the TDMA Formatter only in a few minor aspects. As 
opposed to the time slots in the TDMA systems, the data in the SCPC systems corresponds 
to frequency slots, which are asynchronous with each other and it makes formatting of input 
data more difficult. The approach to this problem is to use the real-time frame synchronization 
information available from the output buffer. The change-over from one input buffer to the
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next is determined by the rule that input data started before the beginning of the next downlink 
frame is placed in the present input buffer. This also requires the buffering of the data from 
different frequency slots to be independent from each other. The software becomes in effect 
four independent buffers, one for each frequency slot, which buffers the input data and then 
allows the formatting of the downlink to be done.
Interfacing to the SCPC demodulator is via I/O ports of the TMS32020 and with hardware 
interrupts, in contrasts to the TDMA system which uses the serial link. This is also a 
consequence of the asynchronous nature of the data from the different frequency slots.
7.6.4 On-board Processor Software
The software for the SCPC system performs very similar functions as that of the TDMA 
system. Access and signalling messages received on their respective channel are checked and 
pass on to the Access Protocol process. SCM messages are routed via the OBP to the 
downlink. Various channel conditions are also monitored. This includes the time of arrival of 
access and signalling bursts, which allows the OBP to detect lost of synchronization in the 
system.
7.6.4.1 Implementation
The implementation of the SCPC software is based on the same C EXECUTIVE environment 
and mirror closely with the TDMA implementation. The software is made up of six processes:
1. Initialization
2. Buffer/Formatter/Coder Interfacing
3. Supervisor
4. Collision Handling
5. Protocol Handling
6. Demodulator Interfacing
The Initialization process (initsys) performs initialization on all global variables, queues and 
buffers. It also starts the Buffer/Formatter/Coder Interfacing and Collision Handling processes 
before resetting all the subsystem modules.
The Buffer/Formatter/Coder Interfacing process (fbuffer) is restarted by an interrupt from the 
Buffer/Fonnatter/Coder once every 80 ms. Access and signalling messages, plus their status 
and that of other traffic bursts are first transferred to the OBP. Collision within each burst is
detected and recorded. The TDM downlink is then assembled, by putting together the 
downlink frame structure table, signalling messages, assignment messages, SCM messages and 
channel headers. The various signalling, assignment and SCM messages needed to be 
transmitted are obtained from their associated message queues. The assembled downlink frame 
is than send to the Buffer/Formatter/Coder for transmission. After starting the Supervisor 
process, the interfacing process will go into sleep mode, waiting for the next interrupt in the 
next frame.
The Supervisor process (fsuper) first checks the time of arrival of the messages received from 
the uplink. If any of these is larger than the guard time, the system is out of synchronization. 
This error condition is flagged. Station’s ID is then verified. Valid ID numbers are from 0x50 
to 0x8F. SCM and SCM Acknowledgement messages will be put into downlink message 
queue for transmission in the next frame. If the message is associated with an existing protocol 
process, then the message will be passed on to that process. A new protocol process is started 
for every new request received, until all the available processes are used up. Eight are 
currently declared, but this can be increased when needed. The supervisor process then checks 
and records the status of traffic channels. If a lost-of-carrier condition is detected on a channel 
for 13 consecutive frames, a CHJLOST message will be sent to the protocol process concern. 
A CH_ERROR message is sent if data is received with errors for the same period of time.
The Collision Handling process (colls) is set up to run once every 13 frames during 
initialization. Its function is to introduce new access and signalling channels when the collision 
rate on existing channels becomes too high. However, this is not currently implemented, 
because there are only 4 channels available in the prototype system.
The Protocol process (protocol) implements the same protocol as described in section 7.4, 
except that the FLDM is not supported in the SCPC system. Eight protocol processes are 
declared, which allow all the traffic channels to be allocated.
The Demodulator Interfacing process (bscpc) informs the demodulator which channels are 
access or signalling channels and which are traffic channels. Active traffic channels are also 
marked. This process is only run when there is a change in the allocation of channels.
A number of support modules used in the SCPC software are identical to that of the TDMA 
software. This includes the four modules which handles the queueing mechanism for storing 
messages waiting to be sent on the downlink. Also identical is the ten routines used for
interfacing with the TMS320 boards.
The algorithm used in the allocate module is the same as the TDMA case, except that there 
is no FLDM to handle, and the channel number do not have the structure used in the TDMA 
case. The module send is used to put the various signalling, assignment and SCM messages 
into the corresponding message queue. Other support modules include one that sets up channel 
headers (setupch) on the downlink, one that frees a channel for further allocation (relch), and 
one (release) which also clears the channel header on the downlink.
As with the TDMA system, the module orbit which should return the propagation delay offset 
according to the position of the satellite. This is used to set the global time offset used by 
every mobile terminal. Currently this function is not implemented in the test system, and a fix 
value is returned.
The Assembly Code Vectors Initialization module (scin.s) used by C EXECUTIVE is the same 
one used in the TDMA case. One exception is that, no decoder board is required in the SCPC 
system, and therefore.an entry for the decoder board is not needed.
A listing of all the source codes is given in Appendix B2. The combined size of all the object 
code is about 25 kbytes. The largest module is the Protocol process, which is about 3.4 kbytes.
7.6.4.2 Testing
The strategy used for testing the SCPC system is the same as that of the TDMA system. As 
mentioned earlier, the only difference between the SCPC and TDMA protocol is that FLDM 
request is not supported in the SCPC case. The same UIO sequences are used for generating 
test sequences for the SCPC systems. Appendix C2 gives a list of the test sequences generated.
A Demodulator Simulator and Buffer Simulator is used to control the testing. All the test data 
and status are stored in the Buffer Simulator and fed into the OBP once every 80 ms. Outputs 
from the OBP are captured by the Buffer Simulator and analyzed after each test run. Forty- 
eight frames of data can be used in one test run. The Demodulator Simulator is used to verify 
the interface with OBP. The outputs from one of the test run is shown in Appendix D2.
Tests are also carried out with the real Buffer/Formatter/Coder in place. Data are transferred 
from a Demodulator Simulator to the Buffer and into the OBP. The outputs from the 
Buffer/Formatter/Coder are captured in the same way as the TDMA tests. These tests allow
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the interface to be verified.
7.7 Summary
In this chapter, we presented work carried out as part of the UK T-SAT project. The main 
areas of work include the development of the on-board control software, the signalling 
protocol and its testing arrangements, and the overall system design.
The T-SAT payload was designed for satellites in a 12-hour Molniya orbit, and uses on-board 
processing technologies. The system was targeted mainly for land mobile applications, and 
would support both data and voice services. Four types of traffic were foreseen, namely short 
coded messages (SCM), finite length data, indefinite length data and voice services. An error 
rate of 10'9 is expected for signalling and SCM messages, while only Iff6 and 10'3 were 
expected for other data channels and voice channels, respectively. A prototype payload was 
developed for experimental puiposes. The main objective of the prototype system was to 
provide a platform for testing various on-board processing and mobile terminal technologies. 
The program also included development for antenna and RF subsystems.
Two access systems, a TDMA/TDM scheme and a SCPC/TDM scheme, were proposed for 
the T-SAT study. While the TDMA/TDM scheme requires a higher power mobile transmitter 
and network synchronization, it offers a more flexible system, and can support a variety of 
channel data rate. It also has a less stringent frequency stability requirement. The SCPC/TDM 
scheme requires a much lower transmitter power from the mobile terminal and offers a better 
system link margin. The system is also easily expandable by the addition of extra carriers. 
However, the system requires a greater frequency stability due to its lower data rate and the 
doppler effects. A more complex digital demultiplexing process is also required on-board the 
satellite. A SCPC scheme is also less flexible in terms of the variety of service it offers. In 
both cases, a TDM scheme is proposed for the downlink. This offers not only efficiency but 
also a continuous synchronization information to the mobiles.
Two prototype systems were developed, one using the TDMA/TDM scheme and the other the 
SCPC/TDM scheme. In the TDMA/TDM system, a mobile terminal EIRP of 27 dBW was 
required to produce an uncoded Eb/N0 of 7 dB on the uplink at 256 kbits/s, with the satellite 
G/T at -23.6 dB/K. A transmit power of 20W was used at the mobile terminal. An extended 
BCH (31,16,7) code was proposed for data transmissions on the uplink. This provided a 2-3 
dB coding gain, giving an overall channel error rate of the order of 10'5, which fall short of
the intended target of 10"9. Interleaving, to a depth of 4, was also applied to combat burst 
errors. On the downlink, an l y ^  of 8.7 dB was achieved with a satellite transmit power of 
20W, and a mobile G/T of -10.5 dB/K. A rate 1/2 convolutional code with a constraint length 
of 6 was proposed for the signalling and control data on the TDM downlink. This gave a 
coding gain of about 5 dB, and an error rate of lower than 10'9. End-to-end error control was 
assumed on the traffic channels.
A frame length of 80 ms was chosen, together with a superframe structure consisting of four 
frames. Each frame consists of one Request/SCM burst, four signalling bursts, and 13 traffic 
bursts. Access to the Request/SCM and signalling bursts was based on a Slotted-ALOHA 
basis. The frame structure could be dynamically altered to accommodate more access and 
signalling bursts, when collision in the Request/SCM or signalling slots increases. A 16 kbits/s 
speech channel would occupy one traffic burst per frame, while a 4 kbits/s ELDM channel 
would use one burst per superframe. Exclusive access to a Request/SCM slot within a frame 
could also be granted to a particular user and its associated fleet of mobiles. In the prototype 
system, all the base stations and mobiles shared one uplink and one downlink. Each downlink 
TDM frame consists of a preamble, a frame structure table, signalling messages, SCM 
messages, channel headers and traffic messages. There are also a coding header and tailer 
when convolutional coding is used.
Network synchronization was achieved via the TDM downlink transmission. A preamble was 
provided at the start of each TDM frame, which can be used as a reference to the uplink frame 
timing. Due to variations in the propagation delay across the coverage area, the guard time 
required for the Request/SCM slot (1.69 ms) is much larger than the rest of the frame (62.5 
ps). Transmissions are monitored on-board the satellite and the timing adjustment required by 
each station are transmitted on the downlink.
For the SCPC/TDM system, the downlink performance was the same as that of the 
TDMA/TDM system. The uplink was divided into a number of 16 kbits/s channels. Since the 
transmission rate is much lower, the mobile EIRP required to achieve an error rate of 10"9, is 
only 21 dBW with a satellite G/T of -3.6 dB/K. A mobile transmit power of 5W was used. 
Sixteen channels were specified for the system, one for Request/SCM messages, one for 
signalling messages and 14 traffic channels. Accesses to the Request/SCM and signalling 
channels were on a slotted-ALOHA basis, and therefore network synchronization was needed. 
The synchronization strategy was similar to that of the TDMA/TDM system. The capacity of 
the Request/SCM channel was 41.67 slots/s while the signalling channel was 50 slots/s. More
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channels could be assigned as signalling or Request/SCM channels, when the collision rate on 
existing channels increases. However, this feature was not implemented in the prototype 
system, because only four channels were provided. The structure of the downlink TDM signal 
was similar to that of the TDMA/TDM system.
In the T-SAT system, various network control functions were implemented on-board. A set 
of signalling protocol was developed for handling the channel allocation and setup within the 
system. Before a channel was allocated, the on-board network control system ensured that both 
parities were ready. The status of the destined station would be checked by sending it a 
polling message. The channel would only be established, when both parties acknowledged the 
assignment command from the on-board network control system. Channel clearing messages 
are also acknowledged by its receipt. The signalling protocol for both the TDMA/TDM and 
SCPC/TDM systems was identical, except that FLDM was not supported in the SCPC systems. 
Also in the TDMA/TDM system, the POLL ACK and BUSY messages are transmitted on the 
Request/SCM slots rather than the signalling slots. This is because these could be the first 
messages from a station, which did not have the required timing correction.
The prototype systems were developed on an IBM PC platform. The 80x86 processor was 
used as the on-board control processor. The rest of the system components were implemented 
using either dedicated hardware or a TMS320 DSP processor board. In the TDMA/TDM case, 
the uplink TDMA demodulator was made up of mainly external hardware, with a TMS320 
board acting as interface to the decoder and the on-board processor. Channel status and timing 
error of each burst were determined by the demodulator and reported to the OBP and decoder. 
The BCH decoder was implemented using a TMS320 board. Another TMS320 board was used 
to implement the buffering, reformatting and convolutional encoding function. It produces the 
required baseband signal, which is then fed into the downlink TDM modulator. The modulator 
was implemented in external hardware. Data were passed between different TMS320 boards 
using the serial interface provided by the TMS320 board. Data exchange between the various 
TMS320 boards and the OBP would use the parallel interface provided on the PC bus.
The on-board processor software was implemented with the high level language C. A realtime 
operating environment (C EXECUTIVE) was used to provide multi-tasking, inter-processing 
communication, interrupts handling and time facility. The OBP software was divided into 
several processes, including initialization, supervision, protocol handling, collision handling, 
demodulator interfacing, and buffer interfacing. The supervisor process is responsible for the 
validation of incoming requests, routing of SCM to downlink, passing on signalling messages
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to the appropriate protocol process, set up the protocol process for any new request received, 
and recording of channel status. The signalling protocol was implemented in the protocol 
process. A total of 8 processes were declared in the prototype system, which allowed all the 
traffic capacity to be allocated. The collision handling process would monitor the collision rate 
on both the uplink request/SCM and signalling slots. A change in the frame structure would 
be arranged when this exceeded 0.5. The new frame structure would contain 2 request/SCM 
slots, 6 signalling slots and 12 traffic slots.
The OBP software also consists of a number of support modules. This included a linked-list 
based queueing mechanism for the various messages to be transmit on the downlink. Another 
module implemented the channel allocation algorithm, which have to assign a pair of slots for 
a speech channel, a single slot for an ILDM request, and 1/4 slot (i.e. one slot every 4 frames) 
for a FLDM request. There were also a set of low level routines for handling the TMS320 
board interface. The combined size of all the object codes was about 29 kbytes, with the 
supervisor and protocol process being the largest at 3.6 kbytes each.
The software testing was centred around the protocol process. A set of test sequence was 
generated using the UIO approach (see chapter 4) for protocol testing. The functions of the 
demodulator and buffer were simulated during the first testing phased. Test sequences were 
fed into the OBP via the demodulator and collected via the buffer board. Outputs from the 
OBP were then analyzed for possible errors. Tests were also carried out with the real buffer 
board in place. Complete TDM downlink frames were captured for analysis. These tests were 
design to check for possible error in the interfacing between the OBP and the buffer board.
The architecture of the SCPC/TDM prototype is very similar to that of the TDMA/TDM 
system. A digital four-channel multi-carrier demodulator was implemented on a TMS320 card 
together with an external analog ffontend module. Data transfer between demodulator and the 
buffer board was done via the I/O ports of the TMS320 cards and hardware interrupts. The 
buffering, reformatting and convolutional encoding functions were again implemented on a 
TMS320 card. The downlink TDM part of the two systems was essentially identical. The 
buffering arrangement is more complicated due to the asynchronous nature of the SCPC 
uplinks.
The OBP software for the SCPC/TDM system had the same structure as that of the 
TDMA/TDM systems. The main functions of each process were essentially the same. 
However, the SCPC systems did not support the FLDM service. Although, the collision
process monitor the request and signalling channels, no reorganization of channels would take 
place, as there were only 4 channels in the prototype systems. There were also 8 protocol 
processes, which allow all the channels to be allocated. The various support modules could 
also be used in the SCPC systems.
The SCPC system was tested using the same strategy as that of the TDMA system. The only 
modification to the protocol FSM, which is the basis for generating test sequences, was the 
elimination of the FLDM request. Tests were carried out using emulated demodulator and 
buffer boards. The OBP to buffer interface was also verified, by using a simulated 
demodulator and capturing the TDM downlink frame.
At the conclusion of the T-SAT project, testing on all the individual on-board components was 
completed. All the components were found to be functional. However, system integration 
involving the mobile terminal, and I.F. systems etc., was yet to be carried out.
Chapter 8. Conclusions
Over the last 3 decades, the development of satellite communications has been rapid and 
diverse. The first generation of satellite systems was designed to provide trans-continental 
telephone and television services. This was followed by the expansion of domestic and 
regional systems in the 1970s. With the continued advances in satellite technologies, the size 
and capacity of satellites have increased drastically; at the same time the size and complexity 
of Earth stations were decreasing. This led to an increase in application oriented systems, 
including direct broadcast satellites, VSATs and mobile systems, throughout the 1980s. The 
diversification of the satellite applications, was also fuelled by the emergence of fibre optics 
systems, which offer an attractive alternative for trans-continental telephone services.
The most exciting development for satellite communications in the 1990s, was in the area of 
mobile communications. The strength of mobile satellite communications is its ability to 
provide services to vast areas, where such services could not be provided by terrestrial systems 
due to their geographical location or lack of infrastructures. A global maritime satellite system 
has been established for over ten years, under the direction of INMARSAT. Over the last few 
years, both aeronautical and land mobile satellite systems have also started to appear. The 
proliferation of mobile systems is fuelled by the success of cellular mobile radio systems, the 
development of compact, low-cost terminals, and the availability of high quality low-bit rate 
speech codecs. Apart from voice services, a mobile system can also offer data and navigation 
services. Apart from the global offerings from INMARSAT, such as standard-C and standard- 
M, there are other regional systems, including the MSAT system for North America, 
MOBILES AT for Australia, and the OmniTRACS and EutelTRACS system.
The challenges in mobile satellite systems lie in providing a wide range of services within a 
limited bandwidth allocation, and in reducing the size and cost of the mobile terminal. These 
have prompted the use of multiple spot-beam satellite antennas, bandwidth efficient 
modulation schemes, reduced bit-rate speech coding techniques etc., to increase the system 
capacity. The emphasis of satellite system design has shifted from relatively simple 
transponders with high complexity earth terminals, to more complex transponders with small 
low cost user terminals. It is essential in a mobile system to minimize overall system cost.
One technique to increase system capacity is on-board processing, especially with on-board 
signal regeneration. Other on-board processing functions include switching, multiplexing, 
signalling rate conversion, coding, power control, frequency control, multiple access functions 
and network control. These functions were discussed in chapter 3. The most important on­
board processing function is signal regeneration, which effectively isolates the uplink and 
downlink. On-board regeneration itself can offer a maximum of 3dB link performance 
improvement on both links. Its main advantage, however, lies in making the baseband signal 
available on-board the satellite, allowing a full range of processing functions to be applied. 
This enables both the power and spectrum usage to be optimized. Apart from improvements 
in link quality, on-board processing also offers flexibility in network organization and 
management Different access techniques can be used on each of the four links. Various 
network control functions, including channel allocation, routing, network protocols and 
synchronization etc., can also be implemented on-board.
Also discussed in chapter 3 were some of the technologies required for on-board processing, 
including on-board switches, transmultiplexers, radiation hard components, on-board 
processors, software technology, payload architecture and fault tolerance. One of the problems 
with an on-board processing satellites is the reliability of the complex payload, especially 
within the space radiation environment. This is especially important for elliptical orbit 
satellites, which travel through the Van Allen radiation belt The use of fault tolerance 
techniques, and radiation hard components, such as GaAs or SOS, are essential for an on­
board processing payload. Such techniques are needed both at the component level, e.g. 
memory chips, microprocessors and DSP devices, and at the architecture level, like subsystem 
inter-connections, self-checking circuits, and redundant modules etc. Software reliability is also 
an important issue in on-board processing systems. The inaccessibility of spacebome 
computers makes on-line diagnosis and replacement of software very costly. Thus, it is 
essential that reliability is achieved during the design and implementation process. Formal 
methods, modular approaches and software fault tolerance should be used throughout the 
development cycle. The software system should also have the ability to deal with transient 
faults such as single event upsets.
One example of an on-board software system is the network control system, which handles 
the signalling protocol and channel allocation functions. The use of formal methods in 
developing signalling protocols was discussed in chapter 4. The development processes include 
design, specification, verification, implementation and conformance testing. A set of software 
tools was developed to support the conformance testing of protocol implementations. The
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testing software was based on the Unique Input/Output (UIO) technique of generating test 
sequences. These set of software tools, which made use of text manipulation utilities and 
specially developed routines, were employed successfully in the T-SAT project, as describe 
in chapter 7.
A limitation of the geostationary orbit is its poor coverage for high latitude regions, such as 
northern Europe. An alternative is to use highly inclined elliptical (HEO) orbits. The main 
advantage of HEO satellites is that they appear to be quasi-stationary around their apogee, thus 
providing a lengthy visibility period. They also provide a high elevation angle to earth stations 
in high latitude regions. Two elliptical orbits were considered in chapter 5, the 12-hour 
Molniya orbit and the 24-hour Tundra orbit. Particular attention was given to propagation 
conditions, doppler effects, hand-off strategies, and the impact of using on-board processing. 
Both systems require a minimum of 3 satellites in order to provide continuous coverage to 
Europe, with a minimum elevation angle of 55°. However, with the Tundra, it is possible to 
offer continuous coverage with a degraded 30° elevation angle. The Tundra orbit also produces 
a lower doppler shift, and is less affected by space radiation. On the other hand, it has a longer 
propagation delay and larger free space loss. For mobile systems, a high elevation angle is 
essential, as the difference in fade margin between 80° and 40°, could be over 15 dB in 
populated urban city regions.
A major problem with HEO systems is that more than one satellite is used, and traffic has to 
be transferred between satellites. This hand-off operation has to be performed two to three 
times daily. The two types of hand-off strategies considered in chapter 5 were simultaneous 
and gradual. For a transparent system, the main problem with the former is interruption to 
services, whilst with the latter, it is the interference caused by both satellites being active at 
the same time. With an on-board processing system, unwanted uplink signals can be blocked 
at the satellite, and will not reappear on the downlink. Furthermore, with on-board doppler 
correction, the uplink interference is only limited to that caused by residual doppler. However, 
if a TDM downlink is used, then the two satellites must operate at different frequencies. A 
simultaneous hand-off strategy, will also cause service interruption in an on-board processing 
system.
Another alternative to the geostationary orbit, which was also discussed in chapter 5, is the 
low earth orbit (LEO). The typical period of these orbits is about 2 hours, with an altitude of 
2000 km. The low altitude implies a much lower free space loss. However, this is offset by 
loss due to the increase in antenna beamwidth. A short period also means that the satellite is
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only visible for a short time (15 min/day), and a large number of satellites are required to 
provide continuous global coverage. The number of satellites required depends on the 
constellation used, and the minimum elevation angle provided by individual satellites. LEO 
satellites also produce a large doppler shift of about 30 kHz at L-band. A multiple spot-beam 
coverage is essential for LEO satellites, both to reduce the residual doppler and to improve 
the antenna gain. With a large number of satellites providing a global coverage, on-board 
processing is essential to handle the network control and routing functions required. As a 
satellite moves out of one coverage area into another, channel hand-off becomes necessary. 
Such a process will start as soon as a station is inside the overlap region between two adjacent 
satellites. Channel capacity must be located on the incoming satellite to handle the hand-off. 
As the satellite is constantly moving, the hand-off process is a continuous one, and will 
involve all the satellites in the network.
Network connectivity is an important issue in a LEO satellite system, as it is a dynamic 
network. Suitable routing strategies have to be adopted to minimize delay and congestion. 
Another problem discussed in chapter 5, is the location of a destination station. The satellite 
controlling the destined region and the beam within which the station lies, are fixed. For fixed 
earth stations, a map of current satellite position is sufficient to identify the satellite involved. 
The beam involved can be identified by the controlling satellite. For mobile stations, a hybrid 
approach was proposed, whereby each satellite will only hold a database of mobile stations 
within its coverage area. When a mobile station is called, a search will be invoked to locate 
the controlling satellite. This approach can reduce the need to distribute database updates 
globally and thus the size of individual databases.
Various aspects of the design of an on-board processing payload were discussed in chapter 6. 
The work was part of an ESA study on On-board Processor Concepts for Mobile 
Communication by Satellite. The objective of the study was to demonstrate the potential of on­
board processing technologies. Thus, different access techniques, coding schemes etc., were 
used to optimize each individual link. On the forward mobile link, a SCPC scheme was used 
for speech channels, and a continuous TDM carrier was used for data and signalling channels. 
Power control was proposed for this link, in order to make more efficient use of the transmit 
power. Power control at both the beam level and at individual channel level were considered. 
At the beam level, power control was used to remove margins due to variation in path loss 
across the coverage region, and those due to the elevation angle and mobile antenna pattern. 
It was found that, an overall power saving of 2.25 dB was achievable. As path loss and 
antenna gain variations are static, the implementation of such power control involves only the
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presetting of the downlink I.F/R.F. amplifier gain on each beam. To exploit the full potential 
of power control, it is necessary to employ it on individual channels. A scheme based on the 
monitoring of average received power was proposed. The achievable power saving is the 
difference between the extra gain due to satellite/mobile antenna patterns and the amount of 
fading on the channel. An overall power saving over the coverage region was estimated to be 
only 0.7 dB.
In order to minimize the cost of data-only mobile terminals, a TDM/CDMA scheme was 
proposed for the data services. A total of 30 CDMA communications channels were provided 
for carrying the data traffic. All the CDMA receivers were switchable between all the beams, 
via a 12x301.F. matrix switch. There was also 30 random access CDMA receivers for carrying 
request and signalling messages. Each beam will have at least one permanently assigned 
receiver, and the remaining can be assigned to any beam on demand. Apart from the request 
and signalling messages, the random access CDMA receivers also handle the transmission of 
a "Log on" message by mobiles terminals. This scheme was proposed to allow the network 
control system to locate a mobile terminal. Each time a mobile terminal moves from one beam 
to another, a "Log on" messages will be transmitted. The delay performance of such a system 
was estimated to be about 0.155 sec/message. This represents a delay of 1.09s for calls 
originated from mobiles, 1.4s for PSTN telephony calls, and 1.86s for PSTN telegraphy calls.
An "out-of-band" signalling procedure was proposed for the land mobile system, to improve 
the usages of channel bandwidth. A slotted-Aloha random access scheme was adopted for 
requests from FES, while a CDMA-Aloha scheme was used for request from mobiles. The 
CDMA-Aloha scheme has a much higher capacity then the ordinary pure Aloha scheme, due 
to the spectrum spreading effect. The network control functions for the system, were split 
between an on-board network control system (OBNCS) and a ground complementary network 
control system. The former was designed to handle channel allocation, call processing, and 
maintenance of MES’s status. The latter was designed to handle billing, network analysis, 
testing arid system maintenance tasks etc.
The OBNCS was complemented on-board by the on-board control processor (OBCP). Its tasks 
included deriving the routing, control and signalling messages from the OBNCS, and 
outputting them to the various forward and return link processing sub-systems. It also fed 
status information, such as channel conditions, synchronization etc., obtained ffom various 
subsystems, back to the OBNCS. Due to their close co-operation, a tightly coupled 
configuration was proposed for the OBCP and OBNCS. They were considered as a single
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processor module in the overall payload architecture. A pipelined architecture, consisting of 
a low speed control bus, and dedicated high speed connections between modules, was 
proposed for the payload.
The software complexity of both the OBNCS and OBCP was also estimated. The majority of 
the OBNCS’s processing time, was devoted to handling message identification and 
authentication, channel request, allocation, and protocol functions. Some form of multi-tasking 
realtime operating environment would be needed. The main function of the OBCP is to 
implement the allocation performed by OBNCS and to act as a bridge between OBNCS and 
the rest of the processing modules. Some form of synchronous scheduling with a fixed task 
table would be needed for the OBCP. It was found that a typical 16-bit processor should be 
sufficient to perform these functions. The total memory requirement was estimated to be of 
the order of 260 kbytes.
This study demonstrated the flexibility in payload design offered by on-board processing 
techniques. However, it also illustrated its complexity. For an operational system, a more 
uniform design would be needed to produce a cost effective solution.
Another on-board processing system was considered in chapter 7. The UK T-SAT project was 
designed for satellites in a 12-hour Molniya orbit, and used on-board processing. The system 
was targeted mainly for land mobile applications, and would support both data and voice 
services. A prototype payload was developed, to provide a platform for testing various on­
board processing and mobile terminal technologies.
One feature of the T-SAT system, was the support of the transmission of short coded messages 
in a random access channel, sharing the channel with reservation messages. Such a scheme 
was used to minimize the delay for short data packets. The system also supports a reservation 
based, multiple access scheme. Two different access schemes, a TDMA/TDM scheme and a 
SCPC/TDM scheme, were implemented in the prototype system. The former system offers a 
potentially more flexible system and can support a variety of channel data rates. However, it 
does require a high power mobile transmitter. It was found that with a 20W transmit power 
and a satellite G/T o f-23.6 dB/K, the uplink Eb/N0 was only 7 dB at a data rate of 256 kbits/s. 
In the SCPC system, a better link margin was obtained, due to lower (16 kbits/s) transmission 
rate. An error rate of better than 10'9 was obtained with only 5W per channel transmit power. 
A SCPC system is less flexible in terms of the variety of services it can offer, and requires 
a more complex multi-carrier demodulator on-board. Both systems adopted a TDM scheme
on the downlink, which used a convolutional code for access and signalling messages. An 
overall error rate of better than 10'9 was achieved.
Another feature of the T-SAT system was the implementation of full network control on­
board. A set of signalling protocols were developed for handling the channel allocation and 
setup within the system. Due to the synchronization requirements in the TDMA/TDM systems, 
some signalling messages (POLL ACK and BUSY) had to be transmitted on the request/SCM 
slots. This is because they could be the first messages transmitted by an unsynchronized 
station. Subsequent signalling messages are transmitted via the signalling channel, after the 
appropriate timing offset is transmitted to the station.
Both of the prototypes were developed on an IBM PC platform. The 80x86 processor was 
used as the on-board control processor (OBP). The rest of the system was implemented using 
either dedicated hardware or a TMS320 DSP processor board. Data exchanges between various 
subsystems were carried via the serial interface of the TMS320 processor board, whilst the 
communication between the OBP and various subsystems was mainly via the PC Bus parallel 
interface. The on-board processor software was implemented in the high level language C. A 
realtime operating environment was used to provide multi-tasking, inter-processing 
communication, interrupts handling and timing facility. The software was divided between 
several processes, including initialization, supervision, protocol handling, collision handling, 
demodulator interfacing, and buffer interfacing. For the TDMA/TDM system, a different frame 
structure was invoked whenever the collision rate on the access or signalling channel became 
high. Another difference between the two systems is that the SCPC/TDM scheme did not 
support FLDM requests. The OBP software also consists of a number of support modules, 
including, a linked list based queueing mechanism, channel allocation algorithm, and low level 
TMS320 card interfacing routines. The overall size of the object code was about 29 kbytes, 
with the supervisor and protocol process being the largest at 3.6 kbytes each.
The testing of the on-board processing software centred around the protocol process. A set of 
software tools was developed to generate test sequences for exercising the protocol 
implementation. Both the demodulator and buffer boards were replaced by testing boards. The 
outputs from the OBP were collected, and analyzed for possible errors. Tests were also carried 
out on the OBP to buffer interface. All the tests were satisfactorily completed and indicated 
that both the protocol and its support modules were correctly implemented. Thus, the full on­
board control system was demostrated via the laboratory payload.
We have demonstrated the considerable flexibility offered by on-board processing techniques. 
Its strengths lie in its ability to optimize the system for a particular application. However, it 
does not offer the same degree of freedom in changing applications provided by a transparent 
system. Flexible receiver structures, such as multi-rate, multi-format modems and non-uniform 
bandwidth dechannelizer etc, will be needed to improve the adaptability of an on-board 
processing satellite. Furthermore, such technologies needed to be developed within the bound 
of allowable complexity for an on-board processing satellite. Complexity is thelimitating factor 
in the use of on-board processing technology. From a system design point of view, the 
challenge is to balance the complexity and adaptability of the system. More programmable and 
fault tolerant structures could represent a desirable way forward.
In the case of mobile systems, the challenge lies in the efficient use of a limited bandwidth 
allocation. New techniques such as synchronous CDMA, offers an improved capacity. 
However, their complexity need to be evaluated, especially in relation to on-board 
demodulation and synchronization techniques. Another problem with a global mobile system 
is to cater for the variations in the demand between different regions efficiently. The use of 
multiple spot beam coverage for a global mobile system will present a difficult networking 
problem, especially for heavy traffic regions. A combination of geo-stationary, HEO and LEO 
satellites could provide a better solution than just using one type of satellite. A GEO/HEO 
satellite could be used to cover the dense traffic regions, while a cheaper LEO satellite could 
provide coverage for other areas.
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APPENDIX C. PROTOCOL TEST SEQUENCES
Cl. TDMA TEST SEQUENCES 
C2. SCPC TEST SEQUENCES
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APPENDIX D. PROTOCOL TEST RESULTS
Dl. TDMA TEST RESULT 
D2. SCPC TEST RESULT
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